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The new 11-11EL CS2.3
Since its introduction, music and home entertainment lovers have bought new
CS2.3s at arecord pace—like no other speaker in THIEL's 20 year history—and
that's alot of speakers! Experience what so many CS2.3 owners around the world
are already enjoying by hearing the new CS2.3 at your nearest THIEL dealer.
Not available in paperback.
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Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Call or write for our 36-page full-line brochure and the name of your nearest THIEL dealer.
1HIEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511
Telephone: 606-254-9427 •e-mail: mail@thielaudio.com •web: www.thielaudio.com
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twas the weirdest orchestral balance
I'd ever heard. The gentle woodwind
chords that begin Mendelssolm's incidental music to A Midsummer Night's
Dream were as loud as the climactic
"Wedding March" that ends the piece.
The radio broadcast was obviously being
compressed to hell. Yet, sitting at the
wheel of the rented Vauxhall Vec-tra Iwas
driving down to Cornwall for an old
friend's surprise 50th birthday parry, Iwas
actually glad for the compression. Had
Classic FM broadcast the Mendelssohn
with its true dynamic range intact, the
quiet passages would have been irretrievably buried in the road noise and the loud
passages would have had me lunging for
the volume control, to the possible danger
of those sharing England's congested
A303 trunk road with me.
Compression has its place when mandated by suboptimal playback circumstances, such as in acar. But as compression
also raises the average energy levels of
recordings, thus making them sound louder without their peak levels being changed,
its use is ubiquitous when CDs are mastered to make them sound more aggressive
on the radio. Take this issue's "Recording
of the Month," for example: Mutations,
from post-modern waif Beck. Of the contenders music editor Robert Baird had
gathered for this issue's feature, Ivoted for
this CD on musical grounds. And yes,
Mutations does sound very clean, and the
mixes have been done with musically literate intelligence. But, as revealed by the
professional Dorrough loudness meter I
use for my own mastering and mixing, the
recording's dynamic range' is only afew
decibels. Compare that with Stereophilds
Duet CD, which has adynamic range of
well over 40dB —a 100:1 level ratio.
Iam fortunate to have grown up in a
family involved in live music making, and
to have spent my formative time playing
in orchestras and other acoustic ensembles. And my active involvement in
rock music came at a time when the
sound of acoustic, unmiked drums set the
volume level for the rest of the band. I
know what the real thing sounds like, and
Ican recognize the effects of studio tricks
like compression. (Although, as you'll
read in the article on the recording of
1Dynamic range is defined here as the difference
between the peak levels of the loud and soft passages.
Dynamic range is more formally defined as the difference between the peak level and the noise floor.
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path—buy the 'right' component, and
everything will be copacetic."
As if that weren't enough for high-end
audio, societal evolution seems to be marginalizing the act of listening to music for
its own sake in favor of music as abackground activity. If my own experience is
anything to go by, the increasing bombardment of information — from traditional
media as well as from the Internet —
Audiophiles tend to
makes it harder to budget the time to listen seriously to one, two, or three hours of
concentrate on the tools,
music at atime. Yet Ido manage to budget
that time. But when Italk to multitasking
not the experience.
Generation Xers or Yers, they look
What, for example, is the point of askance at me for devoting so much time
to asingle activity. "They think I'm nuts for
spending alarge sum of money on aloudspeaker like the Revel Gem, which I just sitting and listening," an acquaintance
agreed when Imentioned this to him.
reviewed last October? The Gem was
Perhaps there is something antisocial
engineered to minimize compression, but
about cocooning oneself in aroom dedicatif the music its owner likes to play has had
ed to recorded music with asolitary chair in
the dynamic range engineered out of it,
the sweet spot, compared with sitting with
the advance in speaker performance repabunch of friends watching anew movie
resented by the Gem is rendered moot.
on DVD with good, enveloping surround
And if listeners are no longer in touch
sound. Again, it looks as though we audiowith what the real thing sounds like, can it
philes are marginalizing ourselves.
be surprising that amedium that actively
So if quality in sound reproduction is
abandons quality can become successful? In
out of fashion and solitary listening to
his item on Internet audio in "Industry
music as agoal is no longer normal or
Update" (p.35), Jon Iverson states that
even socially acceptable behavior, then is it
"MP3-fomiatted audio files are considered
any surprise that in the midst of aboom in
to be the most popular streaming technology
consumer spending, sales of two-channel
on the Internet" It could be argued that
audio equipment are flat? Is there any reaMP3 has been the most significant introducson to think that high-end audio reprotion ola new audio medium since the CD 16
years ago. Yet not only has Stereophile almost
duction has afuture at all?
Yes. High-end audio is not dead, or
completely ignored the MP3 audio format,
even dying. As Ireported last month, the
so has every other audio magazine —as has
introduction of DVD-Audio, with its
the high-end audio industry itself.
combination of inherently better-thanBut of course, you murmur, MP3
CD quality combined with anative multi(MPEG 1or 2, Layer 3) encoding is such
channel format, will re-excite the public's
an aggressive data-reduction algorithm that
interest in audio quality. Sales may curit does not produce sonic results that could
rently be flat, but music is fundamentally
be defined as high fidelity. Why, it even
important to human existence; as an
treats the basic signal as mono, the stereo
essential adjunct to music, high-end audio
illusion being provided by an attempt to
will always be with us. In fact, although
encode the difference between the two
more people are listening to poor-quality
stereo channels. If it isn't high fidelity, then
sound than ever before — thanks to MP3,
an industry that strives for the highest
cynically designed boomboxes, and shodfidelity shouldn't bother with it.
dy all-in-one systems — the average quality
But when we turn our backs on what
of audio is higher than it has ever been,
our potential customers and readers are
and the market for high-quality audio
doing, don't we marginalize ourselves —
equipment is bigger than it has ever been.
particularly as we audiophiles tend to
As I've pointed out in recent "As We
concentrate on the tools, not the exSee It" essays, it's not that the potential
perience? As Kinhluan Nguyenngoc
customers for high-end audio composted on The Audiophile Network
ponents have disappeared, but that the
(www.tanet.com) back in March 1994, "I
high-end audio industry has lost sight of
believe the rags are leading music lovers
ways to reach those customers.
down the wrong, component-centric

Stereophilds new jazz CD, Rendezvous, in
the March issue — see the ad on p.177 — I
am not averse to their judicious use.)
However, if all people listen to at the turn
of the millennium is rock recordings like
the new Beck album, and Classic FM and
its American equivalents, then Ibegin to
worry about the purpose of the High End.
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There is anew type of power which fully realizes all of the subtlety and force that audio reproduction inspires. It's
called The Power of ES -the "Elevated Standard" in high fidelity performance. And it's available only from Sony.
The TA-E9000ES is the world's first preamplifier to utilize the same 32-bit floating decimal point DSP
technology found in our finest professional products. Its three separate 32-bit engines can decode Dolby' Digital,
dts or MPEG 5.1 channel audio, as well as 96kHz /24-bit PCM stereo.
The Sony TA-E9000...it's the power you want, it's the delicate balance of power you need,
IT'S THE POWER OF ES.
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Cary Audio Hi -Fi products have always

tech, air-gapped output transformers, 200%

been strikingly individual. This is the result,

duty cycle power supplies, and the new 90-

not of a compulsion to be different, but of a
dedication to excellence in high-perfor-

watt plate dissipation KR-300BXLS* triode
vacuum tubes.

mance audio. This dedication now extends
to a new level of Cary Audio triode sound.
This new level of true triode sound would

Very few things in life are absolutely
uncompromising. We are honored to count
Cary Audio triode amplifiers among them.

not be fully appreciated without new, high-

And so will you.
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*KR-300BXLS is aregistered trade mark of KR Enterprises.
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Letters
Erotic?
Editor:
Ilong ago accepted that Stereophile is a
magazine of interest primarily to men; ie,
a"men's" magazine. That's okay by me; I
like alittle erotica now and then.
However, even among men's mags,
there is adifference. Personally, Ilike
Clarification
Playboy —stimulating, while leaving
Editor:
something to the imagination. OccasSome of us clueless readers are forced to
ionally Iventure over to Penthouse to
make educated guesses as to what you
wallow in some rather improbable situmight mean when you use that colorful
ations — nothing like that ever happened
high-end reviewer language. Ithink I'm
to me, getting pizza delivered! But Ibalk
getting you, but I'm never totally sure. Is
at the WYSIWYG of the more raunchy
your use of idiom an exclusivity thing,
like rap groups staying one step ahead of magazines.
My point? Simply this: when it comes
the common consciousness? Or will you
to record reviews, Ilike Wes Phillips; he'd
let us in?
How about aglossary of terms? What probably work at Playboy. John Atkinson
does "microdynamics" mean? (My spell- would be a contributing editor at
Penthouse. And Jonathan Scull? With all
checker just flamed that one!) Or "rhythose toys and equipment, that's easy —
thm" (as applied to cables or amplifiers)?
Hustler all the way!
John W On'
"Soundstige," "swing," "pace"? We'll feel
San Francisco, CA
better, and you will, too, knowing that
you're more clearly understood.
Cad Thompson
Fine Tunes
Editor:
Atlanta, GA
Iconsider Jonathan Scull's "Fine Tunes" a
charles@eau.com
great addition to Stereophi/e. While the
"Sounds LikeJ. Gordon Holt's glossary qf the speaker-placement grids (October '98,
language used to describe sound reproduction, is p.65) don't exactly work in my listening
area "out of the box," they were agood
posted in the "archive" section of our website,
wuewstereophilecom, along with over 50 other smiling point, and have resulted in better
sound over time.
articles_from past issues ofStereophile.
—JA
Iwonder, though, how long this column can last without starting to repeat
Commendation
material. Here's asuggestion: Select afew
Editor:
readers' systems and send someone out to
Icommend John Atkinson for his welltune them, reporting on what you found,
written "Measuring Loudspeakers" artiwhat you did, and the results.
cles (November and December 1998,
January'99). It is this kind of informative
article that makes me renew my subscripLetters to the Editor should be sent
tion to Stereophile when Ihave let my subto The Editor, Stereophile, P.O. Box
scriptions to other hi-fi magazines lapse.
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529.
However, Istrongly agree with Lester
Fax: (505) 983-6327 E-mail: Letters
Rich, who wrote in the October issue of
@stereophile.com .Unless marked
Stereophile (p.12) that "there are too many
otherwise, all letters are assumed to
positive reviews."
Drew Harty
be for possible publication. If you
hanynor@wpewnt
have problems with your subscription, call (800) 666-3746 or visit
Crazy?
www.stereophile.com .Please note:
Editor:
We are unable to answer requests
Even though the High End is crazy, I'm
for information on specific products
starting to like some things about
or systems.
Stereophile.
Carlos E. Bauza
San Juan, PR

Correction
In the December 1998 "Sam's Space"
(p.47), we listed an incorrect toll-free
number for Hi-Fi Forum. The correct
number is (800) 771-8279. We apologize
for the inconvenience. -Managing Editor
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How about my system, which suffers
from having to work in asquare living
room?
Mark Langner
Indianapolis, IN
mlangner@iquest.no
Bipolar tunes
Editor:
Iwould like to take this opportunity to
comment on how helpful Jonathan
Scull's "Fine Tunes" column has been in
setting up a system, especially to an
audiophile as relatively "new" as myself.
My question to Mr. Scull is this: Will all
of these speaker-placement hints work
for bipolar speakers as well? Iown aset of
Definitive Technology BP-10Bs, which I
can't say enough about. They sound
absolutely fabulous in my living room.
Jerry Flesher
Baltimom MD
teleguyesh.net
Thanks voy muchfor your remarks, Mr. Flesher
and Mr. Lingua It's always good to know
when our efforts pay cff But asquare room, Mr.
Langer? [sucks through teeth, plumber-style]
And eland, I
just don't know fthe speakerplacement hints worieJOr bipolar speakers, never
having played with bipolar. So far, my only
experience has been with bipolar personalities.
But you knew that. If the Definitives sound
absolutelyfabulous in your living room, that is all
that counts.
No letters
Editor:
Due to your refusal to print my letter, I
have decided not to renew my subscripdon to Stereophile.
Paul Mendelowitz
Redwood City, CA
We have room to print less than 10% ofthe letters, faxes, and e-mails we receivefrom readers. If
you wish to increase the chances of what you
have to say appearing in this magazine, your letter should be short and should not address more
timan one point.
-JA
Yes letters
Editor:
Isubscribe to many magazines, but I
read the letters to the editor only in
Stereophile. Ienjoy the debates and points
of view aired there, even if they are
sometimes only peripherally related to
11

Letters
audio components and recordings.
In the spirit of peripheral debate and
points of view, Iwould like to comment
on Carlos Bauza's letter in the December
1998 issue (p.11). Mt Bauza's point of
departure for his letter was John
Atkinson's September 1998 "As We See
It." Mr. Bauza seems to think that the
main point of the column is "that the
social aspects are the real value of human
transactions." He goes on to imply both
that the normal activities of businessmen
running their businesses have no "value,"
and that business activities are "taking
from someone."
Ithink that Mt Bauza completely misunderstood that September "As We See
It." After rereading the column, Iwould
say thatJohn's point was that retailers cannot survive unless they create enough
added value to the consumer that the
consumer will pay the higher prices necessary to support that value. More important, it seems that Mr. Bauza is confused
about the nature of "value" and about the
nature of business transactions.
"Value," Iwould assert, has no meaning apart from an individual. "Value" is
what is important to you. "Social value," if
it exists at all, is merely the aggregate of
the individual values of aparticular group
of people. What you value and what I
value will frequently be different. Even if
we value the same things, we may not
value them to the same extent.
The wonderful thing about afree society is that each of us is able to pursue our
own values as long as we don't physically
hurt or defraud others (the nonaggression
principle). Restrictions on individual activities for any reason other than aggression
are merely the imposition of the values of
one individual or group of individuals on
those who do not share those values.
Such imposition is reprehensible no matter what the justification.
With regard to business transactions, it
seems that Mr. Bauza sees those transactions as situations where one person wins
and the other loses. This view is acommonly held misconception among those
who don't like capitalism and free markets. The reality is that, in anoncoerced
business transaction, both parties gain.
When Isubscribe to Stereophile; Igain (or
obtain value), and so does Stereophile. I
want the magazine more than Iwant the
money it costs me; Stereophile wants my
money more than they want my copy of
the magazine.
When Mr. Bauza buys apair of speakers from his local retailer, they both gain.
Unless, of course, Mr. Bauza was coerced
into buying the speakers by something
outside of his own values. The whole idea
12

of the free market is that the businessman
cannot succeed unless he satisfies the values of his customers.
Getting back to John Atkinson's
September column, John goes to his
local bookstore rather than using
Amazon.com because he likes to browse,
have coffee, or hear Richard Lehnert read
poetry. The bookstore provides value to
John that Amazon.com can't provide.
The value, however, is personal value to
John, not "social value" in the commonly
perceived meaning of that phrase. The
bookstore's product is not just books —
it's the browsing, the ambience, the coffee. The bookstore must offer those
things in order for John to patronize it
rather than Amazon.com.
Providing such value has nothing to
do with altruism, religion, politics, or
social consciousness. It has everything to
do with business success; and that is why,
as Adam Smith recognized so long ago,
the successful businessman in a free
market makes life better for everyone
whether he wants to or not. And that is
why, as was John's main point in the
September column, the audio retailer
has to provide value to his or her customers or go out of business.
In closing, Icompletely agree with
John when he says that, other things
being equal, one who uses alocal dealer's
demonstration and audition facilities to
choose equipment and then purchases it
by mail-order just to save afew bucks is a
thief. (Of course, it may depend on how
many bucks are being saved, but that's
another topic by itself!)
John C. Rozinann
.
iohn@syns)l.synersys.wm

Indeed, if Isave alot on amail-order item
that Ihave auditioned at alocal shop, I
will go back and give acheck to the local
shop for their efforts. Whether you realize it or not, Ron, your local shops are
providing avaluable service for you, and
they deserve your support.
Alan Anderson
alanande@concennic.nd

Whither MiniDisc?
Editor:
Iwas a bit taken aback by Michael
Fremer's comments on the MiniDisc
format in the November 1998 Stereophile
(p.47). My experiences have not been so
positive.
Last year Ipurchased the Sony MZ-R3
portable MiniDisc recorder to assist me in
research work. MD's quick access to a
given track is essential when you are trying to maintain the pace and focus of an
interview with an artist who is likely to
move on to another subject before you
could ever hope to find the track on alinear format such as cassette tape. The
sound quality for this model was never
anything remarkable.
This year Ipurchased the Sony MDSJE510 MiniDisc deck with the expectation that the better electronics and drive
mechanism in the larger chassis would
lead to better sound. Iwas sadly disappointed. It was noticeably worse than the
portable model.
In the saine article Michael mentions
78ipm fanatics. While Iam not about to
advocate their return as apreferred format, Iwill suggest that there are some
great sounds on 78. Ihave had the good
fortune to track down afew RCA Victor
releases from the early 1950s on both
But not Rockin' Ron's letter
stock 45rpm pressings and flexi-vinyl 78
Editor:
promotional pressings. For comparison, I
Having been in the retail business, Ifeel
have played them side by side and quickmore than alittle disgusted by the letter
ly switched back and forth between the
written by "Rockin' Ron" in the Nov78 and the 45 turntable. The 78 is the
ember Stereophile (p.13). In his letter Ron
easy winner. The math tells you that it
related how, due to his expert knowledge
should be able to capture awider audio
of high-end equipment, he ordered all his
bandwidth and abetter dynamic range,
equipment through mail-order. May I but most people are conditioned not to
suggest to him that since he has no use for
believe it. This little demonstration was
his local shops that he also audition the
an ear-opening experience.
Jay Binder
equipment over the phone.
bnuleij001@haivaiixrcom
Ron has it backwards when he says he
has no use for his local retailer. Really, it's
WU, at least we agree on 78s. I've been amassthat retailers have no use for customers
ing my own collection at .garage sales, includitw
like Ron. Think about it: If everyone
an entire album's worth (calling an LP an
bought everything mail-order, there
"album" is an anachronism hft over from the
would soon be no local shops in which to
days (f78rinn "albums") qfElla Fitzgerald sinlisten to the equipment before you buy.
gles on both Decca and
that sound better
Now I'm not suggesting you have to
than later LP trawlers and much better than
buy everything locally. I like to save
the CDs.
money also. Ibuy used as well as mailAsfOr MiniDisc, the.
jOrmat requires (do.« of
order. But Ialso support my local shops.
digital compression that actually "throws away"
Stereophile, February 1999

Nautilus 800 Series

The Legend Lives.
Again.
..."the Nautilus 801's never sounded less
than fantastic in my system."
..."It had clarity and tonal truth that I've
heard very few speakers match..."
.
.
."the same sort of effortless imaging that
asmall monitor has..."
The Nautilus 801 is incredibly dynamic,
images and soundstages like crazy, and has
that special magic that marks it as one of
the great loudspeakers..."
This was probably the closest I'll ever
come to having Dylan in my living room..."
Wes Phillips
Stereophile Vol. 22, No 1

138.W Loudspeakers of America
54 Concord Street
N. Reading, MA 01864
Tel 978,664.2870
Fax 978.664.4109
http://www.bwspeakers.com

LISTEN

AND

YOU'LL

SEE

If Ihad $12,000
I'd buy adCS
Elgar Ring DAC
instead.
9 t 301
lolade

"A breakthrough in sub-$2,000 CD players...[ile ARCAM Alpha 9] withstood direct
comparisons to players/DACs costing several times as much, and made small potatoes of
the differences. Iwas particularly impressed with the bass extension, detail, and power...
its broad soundstage was truly thrilling with large and small ensembles, with superb
resolution of the music's inner voices. Iwould be hard-pressed to justify buying amore
expensive CD-only player."
Kalman Rubinson, Stereophile Vol. 22 No.1
"Significantly, Inever felt shortchanged by having a$1,599 CD player at the front end
of $60,000 worth of electronics and loudspeakers —the Alpha 9was that musically
compelling, communicative, and expressive. The Alpha 9is not only agreat-sounding CD
player, but atremendous value. Frankly, Iwould have recommended the Alpha 9for
its sound quality had it cost $3.000. What more can one say!"
Robert Harley, Fi — The Magazine of Music & Sound
*"But Idon't, so Ibought an ARCAM Alpha 9. It's the only CD player using a24-bit
chip set based on the Ring DAC technology inside the $12,000 dCS Elgar and the best
professional studio converters. Sure, I'd rather have an Elgar, but sometimes getting
through life requires setting priorities."
Dave Wright, (Happily Married) Alpha 9 Owner

ARCAM
For more information on the complete range of ARCALI amplifiers and CD players
call 1.888-ARCAM-LTD or visit www.asIgroup.com
Arcam is distributed in North America by:
Audiophile Systems, Ltd., 8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256 (317) 849-7103 and
Emerald Audio Resources, RR1, Palgrave, Ontario LON1P0, (905) 880-7170

Letters
needs 33% more storage capacity than
24/882, and must be converted to PCM
for digital mixing and editing. When converting to PCM decimation filters are
needed, so this advantage is lost. Therefore the comparison J. Gordon Holt took
part in was flawed: the DSD bitstream
should have been converted to amixable
and editable format and reconverted to its
original format, for comparison as a
recording format. The listening results
Whither DSD?
just show that DSD is an excellent and
Editor:
valuable mastering and archiving format
A few comments are necessary to avoid
(which was its original application).
readers drawing the wrong conclusions
Wrong conclusions can be made conconcerning DSI) and 24/96 when they
cerning compatibility with 16/44.1.
read Jonathan Scull's and J. Gordon Holes
listening experiences in the November Jonathan Scull found the tracks recorded
with DSD and converted with Sony's
Stereophile's "Industry Update."
Super Bit Mapping Direct better-soundTom Jung correctly gives the advantage
of DSD: the absence of decimation or ing than the 24/96 PCM converted with
two dB Technologies sample-rate coninterpolation filters in the recording and
playback chain. The sound impairment of verters. This proves the quality of Super
these filters stems from their pre-ringing Bit Mapping Direct and comes as no surin the time domain, and sometimes from prise, since no interpolation or samplerate conversion is needed, just decimarounding errors. This was indicated by
tion: DSD runs at 64 x 44.1kHz =
Mike Story of dCS in the March '98
2.8224MHz. There will have been less
issue's "Industry Update," and more
extensively by John Watkinson and pre-ringing than for the converted PCM.
Had the other recording chain been
myself in Studio Sound magazine. This is
also why Wadia uses filters with ashort 24/882 downconverted to 16/44.1, the
PCM would have sounded better than it
impulse response in their playback equipdid. This had already been explained in
ment. The decimation filters in the
"As We See It" in the March '97
recording chain must prevent abasing and
Whither petard?
Stereophile.
have more stringent specifications than
Editor:
To know if DSD and Super Bit
the playback filters and thus have longer
"`Hoist on his own petard,' "says Larry
Mapping 13irect are better for 16/44.1
impulse responses. The higher the samArchibald in "The Final Word" (Stereomastering, they should be compared to
pling rate, the shorter the impulse
phile; October 1998).
Pacific Microsonics' Model One HDCD
response, which might explain the better
A year or so back, after using that
processon which is a24/882 PCM A/D
performance of 192kHz.
expression for almost 70 years, Idecided
converter with downconversion to
Whereas PCM digital encoding can be
to see what it really meant. So Ilooked up
16/44.1 and selectable HDCD processing.
made perfectly linear with a small
"petard," which, to my surprise, turned
With HDCD playback, the result of the
amount of dither, sigma-delta encoding
out to be not something like alance or
listening test could be completely different.
can't. To acertain extent, asigma-delta
pike, but "a case containing an explosive
"Why bother?" audiophiles might ask,
to break down adoor or gate or breach a system can be made linear by using a
since eventually we will all use DSD or
large amount of wideband dither in the
wall" (Merriatn-Webster's C,ollegiate DicDVD-Audio playback equipment (whichtionar), Tenth Edition, of course). Iget a noise-shaping loop. The price to be paid
ever becomes the standard). Sony and
is asignal/noise ratio ofjust 9dB (for a1mental picture of some medieval soldier
Philips arc using this well-chosen but
bit design). This dither is generally "forwho, in trying to blow up some oppounfair CD-compatibility comparison of
gotten" by sigma-delta chip manufacturnent's real estate, blows himself up instead
converted DSD and 24/96 PCM (not
ers. From the listening tests, it seems that
and is thus "hoist on his own petard."
Sony (or Ed Meitner) has done it right for 24/882) to promote their format to the
Then Iread further, to discover that
recording industry. The advantage DSD
"petard" is derived (around 1600) from a the DSD system, as well as dCS in DSD
has for playback can be lost in the near
mode. Well done.
word meaning to break wind, which
future. Ifirmly believe that digital correcAnother advantage of DSD that wasn't
results in the expulsion of internal gas; in
tion will become apart of any high-end
mentioned is the simplicity of DIA conother words, "to fart." This brought to
version: no oversampling filters or con- playback chain. The gain in quality when
mind Chaucer's Canterbury Tale of the
verters. DSD needs just avery-low-jitter equalizing the speaker response above
woman who, when administered an
600Hz (with FIR digital filters) and the
clock and an analog low-pass filter workenema, broke• wind and expelled the
combined room/speaker response below
clyster tube with sufficient force to sail it ing directly on the bitstream. This low200Hz (with IIR digital filters) is far
across town and, among other things, pass filter should use capacitors with the
greater than the differences between
lowest dielectric absorption, and can even
knock down the steeple of the local
be omitted when using interconnects or 24/96 PCM and DSD. The output of
church. So, it is possible that "hoist on his
this processing will be in PCM format —
tube electronics, which inherently lowown petard" refers to somebody who
24/882 or 24/96 — not in DSD format
breaks wind with sufficient force to hoist pass-filter their inputs.
DSD has drawbacks for recording: it To alesser degree, digital crossover filters
himself.

data in order to make' 74 minutes of two-channel digital recordingfit on one small disc.! think
our dierent reactions to the sound are matters
of expectation.
Would Iwish to listen to MiniDiscs on my
home audio system? No. Idon't own eMoy listening to CDs, though when that's the only /Ormat available, tf course 1do. The musk conies
first. But in the' car, in an airplane; or while jigging, Ifind MD sound more than acceptable,
and better than cassettes recorded on aNakamichi BX-300— apretty good machine
When you add the com'ellienCe /actor in rtiordite, editirw, and playback, MiniDisc strikes nw as
an unbeatable portable system Once you've been
on an airplane with an MD player and astack of
really compact discs, carryitte around astack of
"bulky" CDs and sitting there with aportable
CD player on your tray Impute an almost unthinkable' hassle. Iput the MD player in the seat
pouch in fiont of me and ,'e't 74 uninterrupted
minutes o'f!woe-mined material. 71w mow Control allows
- me to adjust whom; la
.st-jimard, and
wwind and skip tracks with ease.
lino- letter has prompted me to get offmy butt
and sendJA aDAT transjer oftwo MD recordings Imade on my portable MZ-R50: one ofa
steam train that passed through my toton recently, the other of live music off aboard mix at
Riga's Roy dandy's house. Ithink the sound is
excellent by any standard.
-è4F

Stereophile. February 1999

We can draw lots of morals from this.
Like, this generation did not invent dirty
literature. Or, before we start imposing
censorship, think about how what is dirty
becomes housebroken over time. Or
maybe it's just that we occasionally find a
use for those Liberal Arts courses we had
to take.
Paul A. Alter
Pittsbuigh, PA
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... so easy on the ears that you can listen deep into the night without the
slightest fatigue ..listening to music becomes subtly but surely elevating,
elating in the quiet sort of way that nourishes and strengthens the spirit.
And that is what music was meant to do."
-Harry Pearson, Fi Magazine, February 1998

1know of no better preamplifier, so if you want the very best, start saving
now. They won't be around forever..."
-Alan Sircom, Hi -Fi Choice, October 1997

The ART constitutes anew reference for what is possible from audio replay,
and delivers asound quality that others merely hint at."
-Martin Colloms, Hi -Fi News, June 1997

...the ART belongs in that very small class of products without peer. .."
-Wes Phillips, Stereophile, May 1998

... the ART preamp made it all so intimate. Every nuance is there,
to touch and be touched."

R

-Tom Miiller, The Audio Adventure, June 1996

... one of akind. The ART establishes new standards for
reproduction of instrumental tonality, dynamics, liveliness, and
even soundstaging .. ."
-Myles Astor, Ultimate Audio, December 1997

preciation

conracl-john.son It just sounds right.
For more information, write, phone or fax: 2733 Merrilee Drive•Fairfax, VA 22031•Phone: 703-698-8581•Fax: 703-560-5360

Letters
for loudspeakers will also be used in
active systems, since they allow time
coherence (see Dunlavy SC-Ri/A) and
sharp rolloff (see Joseph Audio Riv122si)
concurrently.
If Sony succeeds in making an excellent 24/882 conversion to DSD, which is
necessary for digital mixing and editing,
they immediately have adesign for abitstream DAC for DVD-Audio.
The listening tests indicate that the
DSD converters are performing very
well, and that there is room for improvement in the decimation filters of the
PCM converters. But from the listening
tests, one cannot conclude that either
DSD or 24/96 PCM is better as amusiccarrier format. And maybe Pacific
Microsonics will minimize the filtering
problem as they did for Cll. HDVD?
The Studio Sound articles can be found
on these websites:
www.prostudio.com/studiosoundfeb98/technology.htm1
www.prostudio.comIstudiosound/
may98/t highlife.hmil
www.prostudio.com/studiosound/
aug98/technology.html
An example of adigital crossover filter
combining sharp cutoff and time coherence can be found at www.gae.de/
NewsElon#DSC28.
Peter Bracke
Gent, Belgium
peterbracke@batro.com
Help
Editor:
Help! What currently available DVD
player (say, under $1k) would render the
highest-quality reproduction with 24bit/96kHz-encoded DVDs? I've just
ordered Chesky's 24/96 demo disc and
want to do it reasonable justice.
Mark Pircaro
Mark Pircaro@bosecont
DVD or CD?
Editor:
Iam in the market for anew CD player.
Will Iget better musical sound from an
HDCD CD player or from a DVDVideo player used to play CDs?
Alvaro Gutierrez
Miami, FL
AlvaroGginailmsn.corn
DVD: 96 or 48?
Editor:
Do DVD players output atrue 96kHzsampled datastream, or do they all step it
down to 48kHz? Also, what is the
approximate resolution at the analog output of the units you have used?
Jerry Richards
jerrich@abq.com

Stereophile, February 1999

take these questions in reverse order:
According to Update 5.10 of the Acoustic
Sounds catalog— (800) 716-3553 —as of
December 1998, the Pllowing DVD-Video
players either have true 96kHz DIA converters or will output adouble-speed, 96kHz-sampled S/PDIF or AES/EBU digital datastream to feed to an outboard converter:
California Audio Labs CL-20 and CL-25;
Denon DVD-3000 and DVD-5000;
Pioneer Elite' DVL-91 and DV-09;
Panasonic DVD-L10, DVD-A110, and
DVD-A310; Theta DaVid; and Toshiba
SD7108, SD3108, SD2108, and SD2008.
(Note that the CAL CL-20 only outputs 20bit ivords—seeJ-10's revietv qf the dCS 972
elsewhere in this issue.) In addition, the Muse
Model Eight/296 processor/DVD transpon
combination operates at 96kHz, but with a
proprietary encrypted datalink. The Musical
Fidelity X-24K DIA processor (see my review
elsewhere in this issue) accepts 96kHz data, as
do the dCS Elgar, the MSB Link, and the
Wadia 27ix.
Regarding how to get the best quality _from
24/96 audio data, my experience of inexpensive DVD-Video players is that they make
poor CD players, with high levels of spurious
noise spikes in their analeg outputs.Á dynamic range ofaround 75dB is not atypical.
Mr. Richards, Ihave tried and liked the
CAL CL-20 and Denon DVD-5000, both
of which have HDCD decoding and highend-quality analog outputs. Both cost around
$2500, however Ifyou can't springjew that, my
recommendation is toga an inexpensive DVD
player and use it as aCD/DVD transpon
with aseparate DAC such as the' Musical
Fidelity X-24K
—JA

Music sounds best on vinyl
Editor:
Iread Brian Damkroger's review of the
California Audio Labs CL15 CD player in
the November Stereophile (p.127) with
great interest, specifically the sidebar in
which he compared the same recording
on the CL-15, alknon DVD-3000 DVD/
CD playet and a VP! TNT IV/JMW
Memorial Tonearm/I3enz-Micro L04.
Ifind it very amusing that not only did
the turntable/LP combo kick the crap out
of the CD playet but also sounded more
musically satisfying than the state-of-theart 24/96 DVDs on the Denon player.
Isn't it interesting that such aflawed
medium as the LP still sounds more musically satisfying than both the so-called
"perfect music medium," the mighty CD,
and the almighty 24/96 DVD?
To all the tumtable/tonearm/cartridge
manufacturers out there: Keep on kicking
some digital butt.
Tom Albretht
Cincinnati, OH
Pure nonsense

Editor:
Once again, somebody in Stereophile calls
for the supremacy of vinyl.
Iam sick and tired of hearing what, to
me, is pure nonsense. Maybe in the prehistory of CD, vinyl could sound or be
perceived as sounding better. But, almost
two decades after the CD introduction, it
is very clear to me that whether it is from
adynamic range, anoise level, or abandwidth point of view, digital is superior.
Iknow that many people talk about a
"warmer sound." Maybe, if you compare
avery high-end (and costly) turntable, cartridge, preamp, etc. with an entry-level or
Kudos to Brian
aboombox CD. But it is true that, with
Editor:
Kudos to Brian Damkroger for his well- much less money, you can have very high
quality in digital. And if you move to highwritten and insightful articles. He lets us
know what the reviewed equipment end digital, vinyl can't compete.
Let's be honest With physical contact
sounds like. And that, my friends, is exactbetween the stylus and the disc, you are
ly what we want to read.
going to have degrading performance
Brian's mention of several interconalong the way, despite all the care with
nects that fell short of the performance
given by the pair he chose to use in a which you treat your discs. Ido not believe
clicks and pops are part of high fidelity.
review is a step forward. We readers
But we can do something to end this
know that any of the others will sing in an
discussion once and for all: Let Stereophile
appropriate system. In many cases, cables
form apanel of four or five experts from
are an important part of the system-comyour editorial board, plus four or five subpatibility thing.
scribers selected at random, and let's conMany thanks for the equipment measurements that accompany Stereophile' duct ablind A/B comparison with similar hardware and recordings.
reviews. Some of your competitors seem
On the verge of DVD-Audio, overto think these are not necessary. IDon't
sampling, and so on, the Luddites are tryever believe that tripe. Iwould like to see
ing, once again, to move backward the
even abit more information sometimes.
evolution of audio.
Tube amplifiers' input sensitivities and
By the way, Ihave aVictrola for sale.
output impedances come to mind.
Alberto Arebalos
Cad Simmons Anyone interested?
Miami, FL
brt Smith, AR
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If you'are.that rare individual who knows what he wants
and

cognizes AceHence when he hears it; who doesn't

rely on someone else's opinion or guidance; who makes his
own purchasing decisions; who has the power; who is a
leader; who can afford the best; who is not afraid to spend
less to get more

Aronov Audio has your amplifier!

Call 888-4-ARONOV for abrochure and the
location of the dealer nearest you, or visit our
web site at www.aronovaudio.com

The most intimate union of
amplifier and loudspeaker.

DEFINING

AFFORDABLE

HIGH

END

LOUDSPEAKER

CABLES

Twenty years of avant-garde
manufacturing and engineering enables
KIMBER KABLE to offer the most
significant 'sane' loudspeaker cables
in High End audio.

The Monocle, BiFocal (biwire) and
TriFocal (triwire) cables allow signal to
flow untouched by external vibration
and RF influences. Each model
has been engineered and precisely
manufactured by KIMBER KABLE
to deliver the highest fidelity while
maintaining aconservative price.

Visit our web site or contact us for more
information and your nearest dealer.

Monocle X - 580 eight foot pair*
Monocle XL -$88o eight foot pair*

IW
11%

KIM3ER KABLE

2752 South 1900 West •Ogden Utah 84401 • 801-621-5530 •fax 801-627-6980 • www.kimber.com

Industry
UNITED STATES
Jon Iverson
In the March 1998 issue (p.25), we
reported that loudspeaker manufacturer
Polk Audio had purchased an interest in
loudspeaker and digital electronics
manufacturer Genesis Technologies,
with an option to buy the company in
three years. In late November, however,
Polk announced that it has decided to
pass the company on to new investors.
Polk stated that they have "reached
an agreement in principle with The
Providers, Inc. (TP1) of Vail, Colorado
and certain of its affiliates to dispose of
Polk's registered trademark 'Eosone'
along with certain inventories, as well as
Polk's entire holdings of common and
preferred equity securities of Genesis
Technologies, Inc. to TPI in exchange
for abarter package of promotional services." Polk further states that "the package of barter goods and services is expected to consist of an assomnent of
promotional services, printing services,
and advertising. At the present time it is
not possible to assign adefinite monetary value to this package. However, it is
possible (but not certain) that the use of
these services in future periods will offset or reduce operating expenses that
otherwise would have been paid for in
cash and charged against income during
the periods involved."
According to Polk, their original cost
basis in the Genesis securities involved
in this transaction was $600,000. Polk

reported in its September 1998 Form
10Q that it had recorded a $200,000
impairment charge against the carrying
value of the Genesis securities against its
reported results for the September 1998
fiscal quarter, leaving therefore a net
carrying value for the Genesis Securities
on the company's books of $400,000 as
of the end of September 1998.
The Eosone Assets included in this
transaction were carried on the company's books at approximately $25,000.
Because the company expects to use
the services in the package during the
current fiscal year, and considering the
foregoing evaluation difficulties, the
company will record an additional pretax charge of $425,000 against earnings
for the December 1998 quarter, or
$0.12 per share.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
It had to happen eventually. Britain's
internationally successful loudspeaker
manufacturers tend to be highly geared
exporters, with overseas markets often
accounting for 80-90% of sales. The
dramatic downturn in sales across virtually all Asian markets, alongside the collapse of the Russian ruble and an everstrengthening pound sterling, has been
making life very tough indeed.
Domestic UK sales were doing pretty
well up until the end of the summer of
1998, but worldwide financial uncertainties seem to have sapped consumer con-

Update
fidence right across the UK retail sector,
while from aspecialist hi-fi perspective
the launch of two new rival digital TV
services in the pre-Christmas run-in is a
further unwelcome distraction.
As of November '98, the fallout
began. Some companies are arranging
financial re-engineering of one sort or
another. More worrying is the news of
some actual closures.
Although the Rogers brand remains
frilly operational in sales and distribution,
the UK manufacturing facility in Mitcham, South London (purchased from
Swisstone Electronics some time after
Rogers' Chinese owners acquired the
brand naine) has been closed down.
There was ample stock to satisfy immediate demand while alternative manufacturing arrangements were being made,
but it's an uncomfortable reminder that
this is not the best time to be manufacturing in the UK, and that the actual place
of manufacture is becoming increasingly
irrelevant in the modern global economy.
The bigger shock came on November
18. The publicly traded TGI Group is one
of Britain's biggest loudspeaker groups,
encompassing the Tannoy, Goodmans
Loudspeakers, Mordaunt-Short, and
Epos brands. The Group's financial
results for the half-year to September 30
included an exceptional charge of £1.5
million ($1 million) to cover the closure
of the Mordatint-Short division (which
includes Epos).
Rumors that Mordaunt-Short was up

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars, shows,
and meetings slio::Id/mx (do not call) Steven
Stoner the when, where, and who at (505) 9836327 at least eight weeks &fore the month ofthe
event —ie, the deadlinefor the Apri11999 issue
is Frbmary 1, 1999. Mark the fax CORI' sheet
"For the attention of Steven Stoner—Dealer
Bulletin Board." We will laxback aumOrmation ofyour event. Ifyou do not receive cogfirmation within 24 hours, please lax us again.
CALIFORNIA

• Saturday, February 6, 1-5pm: The
Stereopreile, February 1999

San Francisco Bay Area Audiophile
Society will host a seminar featuring
representatives from Valve Amplification Company. For more information
on this event, and on the Society's meetings and newsletter, call Dennis Davis at
(415) 362-5045.
The following events will be held at the
Sequoia Athletic Club and Conference
Center, 7530 Orangethorpe Avenue,
Buena Park (one block north of ICnotts
Berry Farm and the 91 Freeway, corner

of Beach and Orangethorpe). Call (714)
739-4141 for more information.
• Saturday, February 27, 8am: The
Vacuum Tube Valley Tube School will
sponsor aclass covering practical tube
knowledge for guitar and hi-fi amplification. Tuition is $129 in advance and
$149 at the door. For more information,
call VTV at (650) 631-6550 or visit
www.vacuumtube.com
•Sunday, February 28, 9am-2pm: The
Third Annual Southern California
HiFi Swap (indoors) will feature lots of
21
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Update

for sale had circulated much earlier in
1998, and signs of problems had surfaced acouple of months earlier, when
then managing director Steve Harris
departed on the eve of the September
'98 Heathrow Renaissance Show. Early
November saw anumber of staff layoffs,
followed shortly after by the news of the
intended closure.
The closedown is to proceed in an
orderly fashion over the next few
months while commitments to staff,
suppliers, and customers arc honored.
Current managing director Tim Roberts commented: "We are continuing
assembly of all our models until current
demand is met, and raw materials arc
used. We anticipate that spares and servicing arrangements will be available
into the foreseeable future."
That, of course, assumes that the
closedown goes ahead. Writing obituaries just two days after the announcement would be premature. While it's
hardly surprising that there's no news of
any rescue bids yet, the minor mill is
going into overdrive, and there was
some optimism as of early December
that either or both of the affected brands
can be saved.
Over more than 30 years, MordauntShort has built astrong reputation for
fine sound quality coupled with value
for money, based on its own original
technology and considerable customer
loyalty. The more upmarket Epos has an
even stronger reputation as a niche
brand, with aspecial appeal to audiophiles the world over — the Epos ES12
loudspeaker was Stereophik's "Budget
Component of 1997," for example. At
the time of writing (mid-November
'98), several interested parties were
looking closely at the possibility of carrying on the Epos operation as an independent entity. Watch this space.

UNITED STATES
Jon Iverson
We'd been playing phone tag for acouple of weeks, but Paul McGowan was
finally tethered to a handset as he
explained to me a product from his
"new" company, the reincarnation of PS
Audio. "Everything you've ever wanted
in a power conditioner —times 10 —
with none of the drawbacks!" McGowan
could hardly contain himself while
pitching his latest brainstorm. He certainly had an intriguing idea, but the

McGowan was once again
in control of the
PS Audio brand name.
path from founder of PS Audio back in
the late '70s to Genesis Technologies
and back again was nearly as interesting.
Several years ago McGowan sold his
interest in PS Audio, then known for
high-value audiophile products such as
preamps and power amps. Eventually
PSA wound up in the company of highend audio stalwarts Threshold and
Forré, which were soon all moved to
Southern California to be operated
under one roof. According to sources
familiar with the situation, after afew
years of trying to operate Threshold,
Forré, and PS Audio, the trio of brands
appear to have run into cash-flow problems serious enough to cause their collapse in early '98 under what looks to
have been aheavy debt load.
The company then fell back into the
hands of the bank and several major
credit holders, as is common in such
cases. According to McGowan, he was
offered the chance to purchase the name
PS Audio by the bank and several of the
largest creditors, while the Threshold

name went to businessman Ed Woodard.
Reportedly, many of the remaining
assets, such as the building and the inventory inside, were liquidated by the bank
and the creditors in an attempt to recover whatever funds they could.
McGowan was once again in control
of the PS Audio brand name, and quickly arranged for the servicing of older
products to be handled by either
UltraAnalog, who had manufactured
many of the company's digital processors, or Rick Cullen, who for 20 years
had been the production manager and
director of engineering at the original
company. McGowan vowed once again
to create products in PS Audio's original
image: no-nonsense, value-oriented
components such as preamps and
power amps.
Work was begun on a new power
amp when an inspiration struck that has
so far derailed the revived company's initial plans and instead sent it off in an
entirely new product direction. "I spoke
to Mark Schifter about this new powerconditioner idea and he stated flat out
that the amp will have to wait. So I've
been working on this ever since." Some
readers will likely remember Schifter as
formerly of Audio Alchemy, and currently one of McGowan's partners at
Genesis. Schifter is also starting up anew
company, Perpetual Technologies, which
is developing aDSP product for loudspeakers that he says will retail for under
$1000 (but that's another story for later).
McGowan's new power-enhancing
device, recently christened the Power
Plant, will retail for $895. What's interesting is that McGowan claims that the
manufacturing costs for each unit will
run around $450 — which traditionally
would imply aretail price on the order
of $1800 or so. How does he think he'll
do this? "We're going to distribute the

Calendar
vintage tube gear, tubes, high-end stuff,
etc. The 9am "early bird" admission
price is $5; admission is $3 after 10am.
Your ticket also gives you adiscount on
admission to the record/CD show next
door. Free parking. Vendor tables are
available for $35 in advance, with dealer setup starting at 7:30am the day of
the show. No sales allowed before 9am.
Proceeds benefit the National Multiple
Sclerosis Society. For more information,
call Kevin Deal at (909) 931-9686 or
visit www.upscaleaudio.com
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DELAWARE
• Wednesday, January 27, 6-9pm:
Overture Ultimate Audio/Video (2423
Concord Pike, Route 202, 'Wilmington)
will host a seminar featuring Neil
Sinclair and Ed Dietemier from Theta
Digital and Mike Hobson from
Classic Records. The latest developments in 24/96 DAD technology will
be demonstrated, and several new
recordings premiered. Door prizes will
be awarded. For more information and
reservations, call (800) 838-1812.

LOUISIANA

•For information on becoming amember of Big Boys Audio Toys Society,
New Orleans' first and only high-end
audio club, please e-mail stockjoc@hot
mail.com. Don't delay; membership is
limited.
MARYLAND

•Wednesday, February 24: Silver Screen
& Sound (8832 Orchard Tree Lane,
Towson) will host Ted Denney III, lead
designer and CEO of Synergistic
Stereophile, February 1999
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Can the new Mark Levinson N°360
and N°360S digital processors
decode 24 bit/96 kHz DVDs?

can be reprogrammed to handle any
DVD-based signal, including 192 kHz
sources.

Can they decode HDCD discs?
Are they upgradable?

Powerful DSP engines are employed
for digital filtering, HDCD decoding
and more. They work like your computer, running Madrigal's processing
programs. This flexible architecture is
accessed by an RS-232 port on the
back where new software can be
downloaded for future upgrades
which could include arange of new
digital formats and features.

Do they offer state of the art decoding for standard compact discs?
The N°360 and N°3605 introduce a
new digital architecture that helps us
answer these questions and more.
They redefine the concept of being
upgradable.
A Madrigal-designed digital interface
receiver allows these processors to
handle standard CDs as well as
24/96 recordings today. Just plug it
in and it works. In the future, the DIR

The N°360 and N°3605 are designed
to resolve the highest bit-rate and
sampling frequency formats from
DVD. Having met this technical challenge has led to the N°360 and
N°360S achieving outstanding per-

Mark Levinson' products are designed and manufactured by Madrigal Audio Laboratories. Inc.
P.O. Box 781.

Middletown. CT 06457 U.S.A.

vffld.madrigalcom
AAAr)ir-;Ai
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formance from CD. They reestablish
the proper role of the separate
processor for the audio purist who
wants the best performance and
long-term value. Wouldn't it be nice
to have aproduct that was compatible with virtually every format you
can imagine, and even some you
can't? Audition them at your Mark
Levinson dealer and you will discover
why they are the answer to your
questions, and maybe even your
prayers.

iarl EN.
evinson

MADRIGAL AUDIO
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Power Plant with a combination of
direct sales over the Internet and telephone, and limited dealer distribution
with help from Mark Schifter's new
company," says McGowan. Dealers will
carry only demo units; when a customer buys aPower Plant, PS Audio
plans to drop-ship the product straight
to the customer's door, eliminating
inventory and shipping costs for the
dealer as well as fees to manufacturer
reps. 'This being a relatively unique
approach to audio equipment sales, it
will certainly be anybody's guess as to
how it will work.
McGowan is not really worried; he's
sure he has ahot product. "This is not a
traditional power conditioner," says
McGowan. "The problem is that power
conditioners do both good and bad —
cleaning up some of the grunge in the
AC, but also constricting the air and
dynamics in the music. Back at the old
days of PS Audio, we discovered that if
we put a huge transformer on something that didn't need one, like apreamp, it still sounded better since we had
lowered the impedance seen by the circuit. The Power Plant lowers the impedance coming out of the wall socket, as
well as eliminating radiated fields in
your equipment's power supply, which
induce voltage effects in all surrounding
components. But the real interesting
thing is, any vibration or mechanical
hum from your equipment's transformers will be eliminated. All of it."
How this is accomplished is still abit
of asecret, but McGowan says that the
Power Plant will have aseries of buttons
on the front of the unit that control
what he calls the "power factor." "By
pressing the button, you can increase
your transformer's capabilities and get it
to appear to be 10 times larger than it
really is to the rest of your component's

circuits." There will also be an optional
meter upgrade for between $200 and
$300 that is described as "literally adistortion analyzer that will display either
the AC signal coming off the wall with
distortion products or the output of the
Power Plant. The display is in reality an
LCD oscilloscope and will also provide
numerical measurements." McGowan
says that typical distortion figures found
at awall socket in the city can range up
to 10-11%, and that the Power Plant
will reduce this to 0.01% —guaranteed.
McGowan is planning on introducing the Power Plant early this year. But
will he be able to pull off all of this at
once — new product, new distribution
concept, reborn company? "This is
something that has never been done
before, but not only is PS Audio going
to get back to its roots — after 25 years,
we've learned acouple of tricks."
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
Eight years after its first unsuccessful
foray into the American consumer marketplace, Sony's MiniDisc appears finally to be winning serious numbers of
converts. Several large-scale retailers,
including Best Buy, Circuit City, Service
Merchandise, and (soon) Sears department stores, have dedicated MiniDisc
displays, with home recorders, portable
players, and blank discs available individually or as apackage deal. The displays were built with Sony's support,
according to Mike Viken, senior VP for
Sony's personal audio/video marketing
division.
Sony has tried three times to break
the MiniDisc into the US market, each
time cutting prices for both hardware
and software. This year it has engaged in
aconsistent advertising blitz emphasizing the individuality of self-made
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recordings and the convenience of the
portable player. The ad campaign, combined with a further price reduction,
seems to be winning serious market
share for the format. There are now
about 9000 retail outlets selling blank
MiniDiscs, including discount outlets
like Target, and drugstore chains such as
Walgreen and Eckerd. MD's acceptance
by these stores came as asurprise, Viken
said. "We didn't expect the mass merchant and drugstore channel to come in
this year," he said.
Sixty-minute blank discs are now
$2.99 each, and 74-minute discs are
$4.49 when bought individually. The
longer discs are $2.99 each when purchased in packs of eight, which were
introduced in the summer. The blank
discs are now approximately the same
price as good-quality cassette tapes of
the same length. A year ago, the cheapest MiniDisc blanks were twice as
expensive when purchased in bulk.
Retailers are "very enthusiastic about
MiniDisc" said Sony Electronics president Teruaki Aoki at apress conference
in the fall of 1998. Sony expects to reach
atarget of 500,000 MD units sold in fiscal year 1998, he said, twice the number
sold last year. MD machines are also
made and marketed by JVC, Sharp, and
Pioneer, all of whom are "very aggressive in the MD market in the US,"
according to Aoki. Multiple manufacturers give the format more credibility
with consumers, he noted, making
Sony's goal easier to reach.
THE NETHERLANDS
Peter van Willenswaard
For six years there has been no national
consumer electronics show here in
Holland, but the gods decided different
for 1998, and in the first week of
October it was back again under its old
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Research, for adiscussion of the company's "Your Cable for Life!" technologies, including live demonstrations of
active and discrete shielding and the
Lifetime Passport Protection trade-in
program. Bring your old cables to trade
in. For more information, call (410)
296-0202.
MICHIGAN

The Audio Kiosk is sponsoring the following events in celebration of the
Grand Opening of their second store,
Stereophile, February 1999

located at 2001 East Michigan Avenue,
Lansing. Register to win concert tickets,
CDs, and acomplete music system featuring Audio Refinement and JMlab
components. For more information, call
(517) 372-5471.
• Friday, March 5, 12-7pm: Representatives from Audio Analogue, JMlab,
Pathos, and YBA will be available to discuss your audio needs.
• Saturday, March 6, 2-5pm: Patricia
Barber will be on hand to autograph
copies of her 1995 release, Café Blue (a

1996 Stereophile Record To Die For), and
her new release, Modern Cool.
• Saturday, March 6, 7:30pm: Patricia
Barber will be in concert at the MSU
Warton Center. All seats reserved. For
ticket information, call (800) WARTON
or (517) 432-2000.
NEW JERSEY

• Tuesday, February 16: The Sound
Exchange (76 W. Main, Somerville) will
host Ted Denney III, lead designer and
CEO of Synergistic Research, for a
25

Excuse us for being...

Simply Spectacular
We're Mirage®. We're
known for our Bipolar
and Omnipolar® speaker
designs that revolutionized
the high-end speaker
industry. Now, Mirage®
introduces the FRx-Series,
once again establishing a
new standard in performance and styling in the
affordable speaker arena.
See it. Hear it. At your
Mirage® dealer today.

The New
FRx-Series...
SIMPLY SPECTACULAR
IN PERFORMANCE.
SIMPLY ELEGANT
IN STYLING.
SIMPLY AFFORDABLE
IN PRICE.

SEE

THE

MUSIC

!

AUDITION THE FRX-SERIES AT THE AUTHORIZED M IRAGE DEALER IN YOUR AREA OR LOOK US UP ON THE W EB: www.miragespeakers.com
A DIVISION OF AUDIO PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL CORP., 3641 M CN ICoLl. AVENUE, SCARBOROUGH, O NTARIO, CANADA MIX IG 5
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VAN Wit ENSMARD

Philips CDR765 CD player

Siltech Signature single-ended monoblock amplifier

name. The Firato show was held at the
RAI Conference Center in Amsterdam,
with one large hall dedicated to audio
(and abit of video, which is inevitable in
these days of DVD and surround
sound). As there were no soundproof
booths, serious listening was impossible;
most exhibitors refrained from playing
music anyway, at least on the trade day I
attended.
Philips appears to be steaming ahead
under full power with their CD-Re-

cordablc line of products. The CDR870
and CDR880 are plain CI) recorders,
but Firato saw the official introduction
of aCI) player and recorder in asingle
box: the CDR765, which was also
launched in the US last fall. The amazing thing is that the CDR765 is priced
at only DFI.1150 (about $575 US at the
time of writing, but exchange rates are
moving fast of late), while the recorderonly CDR870 and CDR880 each cost
DF1.1500 (about $779). Differences that
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might explain the price gap: the '765 has
plain RCA connections, whereas the
'870 and '880 come with gold-plated
ones and include better interlinks; and
the '765 will record at only 44.1kHz,
whereas the other two, with their builtin sample-rate converters, accept any
digital audio signal from 12kHz to
56kHz.
But, apart from having two drives—
one for replay only, one for recording
on CD-R or CD-RW — a serious
advantage of the CDR765 is that it will
let you copy aCD at double speed! And
should you feed it acopy-protected disc,
it will switch automatically to analog
recording through its D/A and AID
converters, and make you acopy anyway. There is also a Dual On mode,
which lets you operate the CD and CDR drives independently. Interesting
machine! But Ican't help thinking that
this should have been Philips' first CD
recorder product, not their third.
We're not done yet. Introduced simultaneously with the CDR765 was the
CD-R-only CDR760, an affordable
alternative to the '870 and '880, at around
DFI.900 ($450). Again, this machine will
record only from 44.1kHz sources
(±100ppm). If you want cheaper still,
there's the CDR560 at DF1.850 ($425),
designed for use in mini systems —it's
only 10.4" wide.
Another surprise at Firato came from
Dutch cable manufacturer Siltech: asingle-ended monoblodc amplifier. It produces 80W from just one unusual power
triode: an Eimac 4CX transmitting tube.
Also unusual is the choice of the rest of
the circuit: the input circuitry that drives
the power triode consists of just two
MOSFETs. Price is set at $37,000/pair,
with production to begin in December
'98, but as of December '98 there were
no plans for export to the US.
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discussion of the company's "Your
Cable for Life!" technologies, including
live demonstrations of active and discrete shielding and the Lifetime
Passport Protection trade-in program.
Bring your old cables to trade in. For
more information, call (908) 725-7633.
e Thursday, February 18: Freehold
Stereo-Video (3585 Route 9 North,
Freehold) will host Ted Denney III,
lead designer and CEO of Synergistic
Research, for adiscussion of the company's "Your Cable for Lifer tecluioloStereophile, February 1999

gies, including live demonstrations of
active and discrete shielding and the
Lifetime Passport Protection trade-in
program. Bring your old cables to trade
in. For more information, call (732)
866-9500.
NEW YORK

• Each month: For information on the
monthly meetings of the Musicalaudiophile Society, the Audiophile
Society, and the Gotham Audio Society,
call David Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.

• Audio Syndrome (East Meadow,
Nassau County) is a club catering to
obsessive-compulsive audio neurotics.
The club meets once a month from
September through June. For membership information, call Roy Harris at
(516) 489-9576.
• Saturday, February 13: The Analog
Shop (57 E. Main, Victor) will host Ted
Denney III, lead designer and CEO of
Synergistic Research, for adiscussion
of the company's "Your Cable for Life!"
technologies, including live demonstra27
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JAPAN
Thomas J. Norton
When a near-full-scale model of the
Titanic was erected at aspecial facility in
Mexico for the filming of the recent
motion picture Lost in Space (just kidding), only one side of the ship was
actually finished —the other side would
never show in the finished scenes. In
one scene — the Southampton docks —
where the opposite side was needed, the
image was actually flopped after filming; all lettering on the set was printed
in reverse to compensate!
When the TV mini-series Shogun was
shot in the late '70s, amodel of aChinese junk was required for one sequence.
The film was ajoint Japan/US production, and the Japanese were responsible
for the sets and props in this particular
episode. Though only one side of the
junk was to be shot, the Japanese insisted
on completely finishing the junk on all
sides. No one viewing the finished show
would ever see the back, but the designers would know that it was complete.
Both of these facts sprang to mind as
Irode our mini-bus to the airport following afall 1998 press trip to Technics'
facilities in Osaka, Japan. The purpose
of the visit was to attend seminars and
demonstrations of DVD-Audio and
related technologies. The connection to
shipbuilding for the movies might not
be immediately obvious, but read on.
The seminars covered the basic
ground of DVD-Audio, which has been
discussed extensively in previous
"Industry Updates." For those unfamiliar with the details, check my report on
the 1998 AES Convention in January
'99 (p33-37) for abrief summary — or,
better yet, see Jon Iverson's "Industry
Update" in the November 1998 issue
(pp29-30).

On the first day of the visit, journalists from both the US and Europe,
including moi, heard several impressive
demonstrations of DVD-Audio on a
high-end Technics audio system. Iwas
impressed by the three large SBM10000 loudspeakers performing the
front-channel duties. The SB-M10000
has been on the Japanese market since
1994, and there are apparently at least a
few of them at Technics' US headquarters — but at aUS price of $60,000/pair,
they'd have ahard time breaking into
the American market. Two small subwoofers were also used in the demo,
though given the size and apparent
capabilities of the main loudspeakers,
these seemed unnecessary.
Ihad heard most of the musical selections in this demo just two weeks earlier at AES. (The main difference was
that the new orchestral recordings using
Meridian Lossless Packing, or MLP,
demoed at AES were apparently not
available for the Technics presentation.)
Nevertheless, the Technics setup —
both system and Osaka hotel room —
was far more imposing than its AES
equivalent: mid-sized Tannoy monitors
augmented by Pioneer ribbon tweeters
in asmall, squarish space.
My overall positive impressions of
DVD-Audio centered more on its multichannel capability than on its theoretically better resolution. Given achance
for acloser listen — which Iexpect to
have when the format rolls out commercially sometime later this year —I
expect the improvements in pure sound
quality to be worthwhile, but relatively
subtle. On the other hand, during the
first Technics demo Iwas seated well
off-axis, and the soundstage held up far
better for me during the multichannel
selections than during the two-channel

The tiny Technics SB-M300M2 speakers.

ones. The sense of envelopment in the
multichannel mode also rendered the
two-channel selections rather twodimensional, and far less involving. This
did not surprise me, and is consistent
with my experience in listening to discrete multichannel sound in ahometheater environment.
It would be impossible to get through
any discussion of DVD-Audio without
bringing up the fact that we may be in
for aformat war. DVD-Audio's rival is
DSD, jointly promoted by Sony and
Philips under the name Super Audio
CD. Super Audio CD will have its benefits, not least of which is aseparate twochannel mix on the same disc, playable
on ordinary CD players. In the briefings,
Technics brought up DSD only once, in
aseries of slides designed to show the
superiority of DVD-Audio. But the
technical differences that were presented
appear to revolve around the dynamic
range above 120c1B and the noise above
20kHz —both superior (according to
Technics' graphs) for DVD-Audio, but
both, arguably, irrelevant.
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lions of active and discrete shielding and
the Lifetime Passport Protection tradein program. Bring your old cables to
trade in. For more information, call
(716) 742-2860.

town Road, Gahanna) will host seminars featuring Kevin Voecks, chief
designer, and Steve Grod, national sales
manager of Revel Corporation. An
RSVP is required. For more information, call Art or Don at (614) 939-0802.

NORTH CAROLINA

• For membership information on the
Charlotte Audiophile Society, call Tom
Moore at (704) 643-2930.
OHIO

• Wednesday, February 3, 4-8pm:
Genesis Audio, Ltd. (1385 East Johns28

PENNSYLVANIA

• Saturday, January 23, 1-4pm: Elements Audio Video (10 Museum Road,
Shillington) will host Mark O'Brien of
Rouge Audio. Mark will demo his
Model 66 preamp and Models 88 and
M-I20 monoblock amplifiers. Re-

freshments will be served. Call (610)
775-9325 for reservations.
• Wednesday, January 27, 6-9pm:
Overture Ultimate Audio/Video (2423
Concord Pike, Route 202, Wilmington,
Delaware) will host aseminar featuring
Neil Sinclair and Ed Dietemier from
Theta Digital and Mike Hobson from
Classic Records. The latest developments in 24/96 DAD technology will
be demonstrated, and several new
recordings premiered. Door prizes will
be awarded. For more information and
reservations, call (800) 838-1812.
Stereophile, February 1999
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in thg Round
Shakespeare's plays were first performed "in-TheRound" at the Globe theater in London. In the
modem world, Rotel brings new meaning to "inThe-Round" with the very best performances of
stage and screen played through our RSX-965
surround-sound receiver. With 5.1 decoding
and 5x 75 watts per channel, the actors
have never been more "at home" with the
audience.
No matter what the format— Dolby ProLogic, Dolby Digital or DIS; Rotel's
RSX965 will play it automatically. We've
even future-proofed it with a special
connector to allow for any technology that
might yet come along.
We've also added a few amenities that you
wouldn't find in a1600 London theater. Like a
back-lighted smart remote with pre-programmed
codes for Rotel components and most other home
theater equipment. You can even rename the five
video inputs on the RSX-965 to make remembering
where you've plugged it all in alot simpler.
No more stage-fright. Rotel makes it easy to enjoy all
your favorite music and movies "in -sur-round':

54 Concord Street
N. Reading, MA 01864-2699
Phone: 978.664.3820
Fax: 978.664.4109
www.rotel.com
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ABOUT BASS

A powerful dual magnet system ensures 90 % utilization of the
magnetic energy. The vented pole piece provides additional cooling
of the motor structure. The progressively resistive flat spider adjusts
compliance at an optimum rate based on the driver's excursion,
allowing for maximum control even at high power levels. That's why
a Dynaudio immediately converts power into breathtaking bass
reproduction, efficiently and dynamically, with significant decreases in
intermodular and group delay distortions. We know. Do you?
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One point that should be mentioned
is the fact that if linear PCM is used for
five DVD-Audio channels, the maximum available resolution is 24-bit/
96kHz for the front three channels and
24-bit/48kHz for each of the two surround channels. Full 24-bit/96kHz resolution in all channels is available only if
lossless compression is used. While
Meridian Lossless Packing has been
adopted by the DVD-Audio group as an
option for the format for just this reason, Technics referred to the concept
only as "lossless compression," and
avoided any mention of "M LP."
During the Q&A, Technics confirmed
that D'VD-Audio, unlike DVD-Video,
will not have regional coding —a disc
mastered in the US, say, should play anywhere in the world. There is also the
option to produce adual-layer disc, one of
the layers providing for CD-player—compatible two-channel replay —but this is
at the discretion of the record company.
Dual-layer discs are more expensive to
produce, and as yet there are few facilities (though more all the time) that can
manufacture them. Technics provided
no definite answer to aquestion about
the possibility of players that can handle
both DVD-Audio and DSD, though it
seemed clear that this will not happen,
at least not immediately. Again, such a
player would be expensive.
Current DVD-Video players will not
play the new DVD-Audio discs, though
a record manufacturer could provide a
Dolby Digital music track on the same
disc as the higher-resolution DVDAudio to provide at least some backward
compatibility. Record companies have
apparently shown little interest in this
option. Although several DVD-Video
players provide a96kHz datastream for
use with an external DAC — see this
issue's "Letters" — it is intended that
DVD-Audio players will not do so,
instead downconverting the data output to 48kHz. This means that to get
the full performance from the discs,
you must use the players' onboard
DACs and six analog outputs. The issue
here is copy protection; atrue 96kHz
digital output must await the development of an encrypted interface in later
generations of players. Idon't expect to
see this feature in the first DVD-Audio
machines.
While proponents of DVD-Audio
and DSD point to the growing number
of homes equipped for 5.1-channel
sound for home theater, and thus a
built-in market to help launch the new
multichannel music formats, one point
is often overlooked. Most of those 5.1Stereophile, February 1999
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Technics' DVD-Audio player, scheduled to be launched in Japan late in the spring of 1999.

channel systems accept only a digital
input for PCM (CDs, etc.); asmaller
number can currently accept Dolby
Digital, and possibly even DTS; but
only atiny percentage —and virtually
none at the high end — have inputs for
six discrete analog channels. Owners of
such systems will require awhole new
surround-sound controller (or receiver,
the centerpiece of most such systems) to
replay DVD-Audio discs. Isee this as a
major compatibility issue in any transition to multichannel music.
On the second day we were briefed
on Technics' latest developments in
other areas of audio. These included
DAB (digital audio broadcasting), electronics, and loudspeakers. DAB currently elicits yawns from the US audio press,
though it is significant for Europe.
In electronics, Technics showed their
new SE-A3000 power amplifier and
SU-C3000 preamplifier. These are true
high-end devices, but their US availability is questionable. All Japanese manufacturers make lines of high-end products, only afew of which ever make it
Stateside — the import price penalty
often renders them noncompetitive.
The SE-A3000 and the SU-C3000
were designed with the requirements of
DVD-Audio in mind, with low S/N
and wide frequency response, though I
find it peculiar that they are both twochannel devices.
The SU-C3000 preamp features battery operation (trickle-recharged from
the line). Among the innovations in
both products is a new electrolytic
capacitor design, the TA-KEH II, which
uses bamboo fiber as aseparator. (Takeh
is Japanese for bamboo, which was
claimed to be superior to other materials the designers tried.) Each capacitor

has aspiral copper coil wound around
the outside, this said to improve the
sound. A brief listen to the preamp with
the coil on one of the caps alternately in
place and removed did, for me, result in
a very subtle change —for the better
with the coil in place.
Ifelt certain that the more objectiveminded of the American press present
might find this whole concept amusing,
and Iwas right. To be fair, the Japanese
engineer making the presentation admitted that the preamplifier measures
exactly the same with and without the
coils. And the change was subtle
enough that Iwould not argue that I
would hear it consistently in ablind test
(which this was not). Still, it was an
intriguing demonstration.
One subject in which Idid find myself
on the side of the more skeptical pundits
involved the tweeter designs for several
new Technics loudspeakers. Recall that
the DVD-Audio demonstration Isat in
on at AES supplemented the Tannoy
monitors with Pioneer ribbon tweeters.
And Sony's DSD demonstrations have,
to date, also used new tweeter designs.
The purported reason for this, and for
Technics' new tweeters, is to reproduce
the full frequency response of the new
DVD-Audio formats — up to nearly
100kHz in some cases.
This is where the nautical examples I
used to lead off this report come in. Is
this acase of engineering for its own
sake, rather than toward any practical
purpose? No one can argue to everyone's satisfaction that frequency-response extension substantially beyond
20kHz in the air is really necessary for
audio. You can make arguments for it
on the electronic side, or in the design
of adelivery format. The point of exten31

We're blushing!
"With sound like this, Y2K looks to be a
great one."
"It's amazing-we're well into the Digital Age,
but it now appears that TACT Audio, aDanish
company, is the first to realize the full potential of digital audio by radically simplifying the
signal path from digital source to speakers.
Yeah, yeah, sure we've all seen and heard that
sort of hype before. We all know that even at
the most excessive, cost-be-damned levels of
the high end, where technology is continuously reshuffled and repackaged, the edge of the
art only creeps forward in barely perceptible
increments. Well, get ready for agiant step.
The Millennium's technology is so original, and
the sonic revelations it unleashes are so great,
it may require a total realignment of our
expectations for reproduced music and
sound."

Hold on to your ears: The fi(delity)
in "hi-fi" just got a lot higher.
Right from the get-go everyone flipped over
the look and feel of the Millennium. As you
can see from the pictures, it's just plain gorgeous, with amassive and beautifully
machined alloy faceplate, agiant free-spinning
flywheel for volume control, and asuper-clean
industrial design that screams elegance. But it
was the sound that blew 'em away. One of my
pals listened for ajust aminute before concluding, 'The Millennium will make every
speaker sound like asuper-detailed electrostatic without any of the 'stats weaknesses.'
Everyone gushed "Wow!' or "I've never heard
anything quite like this before.'

"The Millennium heralds new times"
"If you have already used all superlatives, what
do you when you come across something that
is not just alittle bit better? In my case, I
just
sat there looking stupid while Ienjoyed music
so fluid, so light, and so immediate that it
somehow defied the idea of being reproduced. Here comes the old war horse:
It sounded much more like live music than
anything else Ihad heard at the Show,
or anywhere else for that matter"
"Iexpect not waves, but aregular Tsunami to
hit not just the high end, but the whole audio
industry"
Robert Joergensen
(www.soundstage.com, July 1998)

'The sound of the TACT Millennium seems
Viqhtly brighter than our Mark Levinson
Ielerence amps, but not overly bright or
thin. It is more as if several filtering layers of distortion and artificial, electronic reverberation(especially in the
midrange), presumably generated
by conventional analogue circuits,
have been removed."
"The sheer fidelity of the
Millennium is immediately superior
to any analog gear we have ever
heard, including the best LP's!
This was probably the biggest surprise during our first listening session."

'Listening to, no, make that through, the
Millennium can be amind altering experience. Ibecame addicted to the
Millennium's holographic imaging,
midrange palpability, resolution way down
at the quietest levels, extended high frequencies, and arhythmically precise bottom
end; for transparency/information freaks
who savor every scintilla of sound,
the Millennium has no peer
"The Millennium exerted an almost unbelievable degree of control over those speakers drivers; in my opinion, ALL other amps,
regardless of their pedigree, sound vague or
sloppy in comparison."

(HI Fl & Elektronik, Denmark
May, 1998)

"We eagerly await the home heater version;
until then, this looks like the audio product
of the year -or maybe the millennium."

TACT RCS 2.2 "Knocking down
walls"

TACT Audio Millennium

The Millennium's revelatory sound even won
over one of my most rabid audiophile friends,
whose keenly analytical sensibilities were reeling after only a few minutes. This fella loves
vinyl, and only grudgingly listens to CDs.
But he was transfixed.
"No grain, very extended high frequencies,
incredible layering of depth," he ticked off,
shaking his head in disbelief "The sound is
completely free of the loudspeakers."

Perl omen.
Build Ouellty

Steve Guttenberg, (Digital Home
Entertainment, December 1998)

Ergonomics
Features
Value

'I doubt there'll be another audio revolution
so great, until we are born with phono sockets
growing out of our foreheads..."

Steve Guttenberg, (Home Theater
Magazine, December 1998)

Stan Vincent (HIFI CHOICE, UK May 1998)

"The RCS rendered adramatic, wholesale
improvement in the musical presentation.
Taking it out of the system instantly unmasked
the colorations introduced by the room, making them stick out like asore thumb."
"With the RCS, abass drum can cut through
the sound of abass guitar with depth and
impact Inow hear the dynamic envelope of
each drum rather than having the attacks blur
into acontinuum.
'I also used the RCS' subwoofer crossover with
the Revel Gem and Sub-15. The improvement
in bass clarity dynamic agility and pitch definition was staggering."
Robert Harley (Fi Magazine, July 1998)
Please visit our web site to read
even more reviews and to get
information about TACT Audio!

wwwatactaudioscom
TACT Audio, Inc.
201 Gates Road, Unit G
Little Ferry, New Jersey 07643 USA

Tad'

Phone

201 440 9300

Fax

201 440 5580

e-mail

info@tactaudio.com

Industry
journalists present
seemed similarly
impressed. Unfortunately, there's no
word yet on whether this or any of the
new Technics loudspeakers will actually be distributed in
the US. The loudspeaker market here
is fiercely competitive, and models
from the far east have
rarely fared well in
the past, at least not
in the western audioTechnics' Multimedia Studio in Osaka uses these custom behemoth
phile market.
loudspeakers, which have aribbon tweeter capable of reproducing
We also got a
sound up to 100kHz!
taste of Technics'
brand-new listening facilities in their
sion beyond 20kHz for DVD-Audio
and DSD is that it reduces artifacts below Osaka complex. Particularly impressive
was anew recording studio cum listening
20kHz. It is even possible to take issue
room, where the acoustics could be varwith that position, and many have. But
ied via computer-controlled movement
the advantage in actually getting freof sound-absorbent panels and rotating
quencies beyond 20kHz to the listener's
cylinders with reflective and absorptive
ears is ahard sell.
sides. They also have a huge, 297m3
Nevertheless, Technics has taken up
(approximately 10,500ft3) anechoic
the challenge, perhaps because it is
chamber for loudspeaker measurements.
obvious that competitors intend to do
The trip was topped off with avisit to
so. In demonstrations, ameasurement
Osaka's electronics sales district, Nipmicrophone actually picked up reombashi (hope that's spelled right!).
sponse up to nearly 100kHz in one
Though less extensive than Tokyo's
tweeter design (the one in that SBM10000 loudspeaker), and upward of Akihabara — Imissed the latter's little
stalls selling 10,000 varieties of RCA
70kHz in another. Are these tweeters
plugs and adapters —it is nonetheless
being developed for commercial or
technical reasons? No doubt sonic of amazing. Even the largest stores have
limited space, but make up for it with
the former motive is involved.
multiple floors, often selling fans, refrigThe phrase "DVD-Audio—ready" was
erators, and lighting fixtures on the
mentioned just once in connection with
these new Technics loudspeakers, but I ground floor, and some semblance of
high-end audio on the top!
could almost hear the collective, silent
Idid find two true high-end shops,
groan rising from the crowd of jaded
with cases full of cartridges and tonejournalists as each of our HIGH-LEVEL
arms. (Vinyl-lovers may pause to wipe
HYPE lights went red. Still, there is also
the saliva off their chins.) Both had tube
no doubt that the Technics engineers
amplifiers in the front display windows,
were given achallenge to meet, and they
plus a small model of aJBL Ranger
did it. While the practicality of the effort
Paragon. For greenhorns (bad pun), the
and expense that goes into such "aesParagon was ahuge horn-loaded system
thetic" engineering is often questioned
from the '50s with the two channels
by the audio press, it's hard not to appremounted in one cabinet. Up until
ciate the technical accomplishment
Aside from such considerations, I recently, and perhaps even now, it was
still being manufactured for the Japanese
found two of the new, affordable
market. American audiophiles do not
Technics loudspeakers that use the new
have acorner on the retro market.
tweeter (the less extended one) to be
perhaps the best-sounding small
UNITED KINGDOM
Japanese loudspeakers I have ever
Paul Messenger
heard. I'm thinking in particular of the
In its various guises, DVD seems to be
stand-mounted SB-M300M2, which
rapidly becoming part of the US scene,
also uses an elaborate band-pass bassbut things are happening much more
loading technique with three internal
slowly on the British side of the Atlantic.
drivers that Technics calls Dual
Meridian is heavily involved in DVD,
Dynamic Drive. Many of the other
Stereophile, February 1999
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not only as a manufacturer that has
already shipped DVD-Video players,
but also as akey member of the DVDAudio standards bodies, and as the originator of the Meridian Lossless Packing
(MLP) system, which holds out the
promise of full high-resolution multichannel sound.
Meridian's two successors to its original Toshiba-based 586/5962 are scheduled to appear early in 1999. Both are
based on DVD-ROM drives, and are
capable of being upgraded and updated
to handle future developments — eg, a
formal, final DVD-Audio standard! The
580 will follow aconventional player
format, while the 800 Reference DVD
machine is based on amore computerstyle architecture.
There's enthusiasm elsewhere too.
Dr. Udo Zucker of TAG McLaren
Audio strongly believes AV will generate much needed new interest in audio,
and worries about losing customers to
mass-market brands if new products are
slow to arrive. "We are committed to
introducing ahigh-quality DVD player
as early in the second half of 1999 as
possible. This is much later than we
would have liked because we have still
only achieved 60% of our target
strength of 50 engineers. Nevertheless,
by transferring three audio projects to
our automotive experts at TAG Electronic Systems, we will roll out acomplete high-quality F3-series AV system
during 1999, including a high-performance DVD player."
All the companies Ispoke to are
keeping watch, checking out the medium, and considering their relationships
with possible core component suppliers.
But there's concern about the quality of
currently available components, worry
that it's virtually impossible to "futureproof" players this early in the game,
and sonie reluctance to supply machinery that could quickly become obsolete.
Although most are optimistic that
DVD will be an important medium,
there's skepticism about its current relevance to specialist audio companies,
especially in view of the possible conflict
between DVD-Audio and the Sony/
Philips Super Audio CD. Musical
Fidelity plans to have aDVD player by
the end of 1999, but principal Antony
Michaelson has great hopes for SACD as
well. He had the chance to compare various high-resolution digital formats while
recording his recent performance of the
Mozart Clarinet Concerto in A Major
for English magazine Hi-Fi News &Rtwrd
Review and describes the DSD "bitstream" approach (the basis of SACD) as
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"the best thing I've ever heard."
Although DVD-Video is already an
accepted fact of life in the US, it's still
very new to "Region 2" UK. There was
a"soft launch" to the specialist press in
spring '98, but the mass-media "hard
launch" didn't happen until October
'98. A rather underwhelming catalog of
ahundred or so titles is scheduled to
appear before the end of 1998, some at
significantly higher prices than their US
equivalents.
While no one disputes MD-Video's
potentially high picture quality, there is
widespread irritation among the trade
and would-be "early adopters" over the
regional coding system imposed by the
Hollywood film studios, which is a
major reason the DVD rollout is running much later than planned. Naim
Audio's Julian Vereker reckons that the
movie industry has lost at least abillion
pounds sterling in revenues in the
delays associated with apossibly vain
attempt to exercise regional control
over an increalingly global marketplace. British movie huffs catching the
first DVD wave are certainly looking
for ways to circumvent the Region 2
mandate — and finding them, by all
accounts, with alittle help from dealers
and/or the Internet.
Such ascenario does little to build the
confidence of the smaller specialist
manufacturer, and many believe that
pure CD-player development should
continue as the hi-fi industry's priority
for the immediate and foreseeable
future. With the vast quantity of CD
software out there in peoples' homes,
many feel the specialist hi-fi manufacturer's main task should be to provide its
customers with the best possible replay
quality from this existing base, regardless of the emergence of new media.
Arcam managing director John
Dawson feels that one of the problems of
our industry is its tendency to "throw the
future at us before we're ready." Martin
Dalgleish at Linn Products commented,
"We as acompany are not big enough to
build the roads. Once the roads are in
place, we'll come up with the best possible vehicle to travel down them."
Certainly there's plenty of new and
creative British activity in serious CDplaying machinery. Linn is way behind
meeting the orders for its decidedly
high-end Sondek C1)12, so much so
that the only samples in Britain so far
are in the hands of company reps.
This gorgeous-looking/feeling, "milled
from solid" one-box player is massively
engineered throughout (see Wes Phillip?
review ebewhere in this issue—Ed), with
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extensive internal decoupling to assist
vibration immunity. The DAC section
features four selected Burr-Brown 20-bit
converters, and close attention is paid to
jitter/clocking issues throughout, including addressing the absolute timing relationship of the retrieved data. The
switch-mode power supply (SMPS) has
16 separate stages of regulation, and a
plethora of balanced and unbalanced
outputs is available.

Trying to extract the
maximum musical
information from the
compact disc should
remain the prime task
of hi-fi specialists.
Naim Audio is equally pleased by the
reaction to its CDS II. This redesign of
the company's top-of-the-line CD
player might have been prompted by
the need to replace the long-obsolete
disc drive used in the original CDS, but
it's resulted in major improvements in
two key areas.
Naim isn't revealing the fine detail of
the CDS II's "de-jitter" circuitry. Apparently it uses standard enough chips,
but in such aconfiguration as to improve
the jitter performance over the original
CDS by something approaching two
orders of magnitude — it's now below
the measurement threshold of a very
expensive oscilloscope and aspecial lowcapacitance (1 pF) FET probe. Another
important change is that the current-tovoltage converters now use discrete
components rather than op-amps, while
paying particular attention to achieving a
thermal stability as good as that of
monolithics by mounting critical transistor pairs in small plastic boxes.
Naim is currently investigating aDVD
prototype based on aPC, an approach
that is usefully flexible not only for avoiding obsolescence, but also for configuring
optimum audio and video processing to
suit any given system.
Even Rega is keeping an eye on
DVD, but is really rather proud of its
"last kid on the block" reputation,
earned by having waited 15 years to
introduce its first CD player. The Planet
has been anotable success, so Rega has
gone on to create aseparate transport
and DAC combination, known as the
Jupiter and the Io, respectively. Current
Planet owners can upgrade their

machines by adding an Io, then later
replacing the Planet with aJupiter.
Much of the extra performance of
the Jupiter/Io comes from improved
power supplies with more separate sections, extra regulation, and more
smoothing capacitors — the Jupiter has
atotal of 9400g, and its own clocking
throughout. Manufactured for the company by Burr-Brown, the Rega-developed DAC uses two chips in dual-differential mode to reduce jitter, while the
re-clocking uses two cascaded phaselocked loops.
If Rega represents the affordable end
of real hi-fi, Audio Note is the serious
High End, charging £18,500 (about
$30,085) for its radical new DAC 5outboard D/A converter. Again, much of
the cost is down to very elaborate power
supplies, but even more controversial is
the complete elimination of both oversampling and digital filtering.
Audio Note's Peter Qvortrup is convinced that the digital filter is the root
cause of many of CD's time-domain
problems, and that replacing it with
carefully implemented analog filtering
yields very worthwhile sonic advantages, even though a'scope will show up
plenty of carrier residuals. Keen to proselytize its revolutionary approach,
Audio Note is offering asmall technical
paper to anyone interested in testing the
idea, and plans to make more affordable
machinery available as soon as possible.
Whatever the ultimate DVI) outcomes, Cl) replay clearly still has along
way to go. Trying to extract the maximum musical information from the
compact disc should remain the prime
task of hi-fi specialists for the immediate
and foreseeable future.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
Twenty-five percent of Americans
believe that the impending Year 2000
(Y2K) debacle will have some significant negative effect on their daily lives,
according to asurvey taken last spring by
the Information Technology Association
of America. Y2K, in case you have been
living in another part of the galaxy, is the
ultimate computer glitch which will
cause older computer systems — such as
those used by government bureaucracies
and other large organizations — to treat
January 1,2000 as if it is January 1, 1900.
Although the effects of Y2K may not
be as pervasive as some doomsayers
have predicted, there seems little doubt
that at least some time-critical functions
such as pension payments and interest
calculations will be derailed. Among the
Stereophile, February 1999
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worries mentioned by the one-in-four
who believes the negative press about
the coming crisis are distortion of financial records and business losses. Half of
the respondents in the ITAA study said
government and business leaders aren't
taking the problem seriously enough.
Law firms specializing in class-action
litigation are taking it seriously, however. A half-dozen lawsuits were filed in
1998 in New York and California
against software and computer companies whose products are said to be noncompliant with the year 2000. These
lawsuits are demanding compensation
for damages months in advance of
product failures that may or may not
happen, or if they do, may or may not
justify the award of damages. Twisted a
priori logic like this might seem more
appropriate emanating from stand-up
comedians than from respected law
firms, but several major ones think the
argument persuasive enough to use it to
attempt to pry money from Silicon
Valley's deep pockets.
Judge John Herlihy doesn't agree. He
presided over acase in California's Santa
Clara County Superior Court in which
one Alan Issokson brought suit against
Intuit, maker of the popular Quicken
personal-finance software. Mr. Issokson
claimed that Quidcen's online banking
functions would not work after December 31, 1999, and that therefore, he
and all other Quicken users were entitled
to compensation. The suit was initiated
April 29, after Intuit posted on its website
alist of its software products that could
and could not handle dates after the last
day of this century. The company, like
almost all others, is working on fixes for
its noncompliant products.
Mr. Issokson admitted during court
proceedings that his Quicken software
had not malfunctioned, that he did not
anticipate any immediate malfunction,
and that he could not predict with certainty that it would malfunction on January 1, 2000. Striking ablow for sanity
and reason, Judge Herlihy dismissed
Issokson's complaint, noting that no one
has experienced any form of damage
from Intuies products, and that there was
no evidence that anyone would experience such damage before the company
provided remedies for the problem.
Herlihy's ruling states, in effect, that
you can't sue for something that hasn't
yet happened. This hasn't prevented the
filing of other almost identical suits
seeking to extort money for problems
that don't yet exist. The result may
worsen the situation rather than alleviate it, according to Intuies attorney,
Stereophile, February 1999

intellectual property specialist Claude
Stern. "By filing these lawsuits, these
plaintiffs and their lawyers are prompting some companies to conceal their
Year 2000 problems instead of fully disclosing them," Stern said after the ruling
was announced. "The law has never recognized a claim before someone has
been damaged, and we did not think
any sort of exception should be made in
the face of this potential Year 2000 crisis. Judge Herlihy's decision to throw
the case out is awarning to all these
class action law firms... and an indication that the courts won't tolerate this
sort of litigation abuse."
Hi-fi and home-theater fans can rest
assured that their gear will perform as
usual on New Year's Day, 2000. A survey of members of the Consumer
Electronics Manufacturers Association
undertaken last May at the behest of the
Federal Trade Commission revealed
that almost no consumer electronics
will be affected by the move into the
new century. "We believe the number
of CE products likely to be affected is
negligible. Y2K problems won't affect
the function of the products, and will
often be remedied by simply resetting
the date," said CEMA president Gary
Shapiro. The United States, incidentally,
has only about 5% of the world's population, but 70% of its lawyers.
UNITED STATES
Jon Iverson
MP3-formatted audio files are considered to be the most popular streaming
technology on the Internet, but the
major record labels have so far shunned
the format, which doesn't offer as many
security and pay-per-download options
as they'd like. Several announcements
in November '98 coincided with the
WebNoize conference in Los Angeles
and revealed what afew of the labels
are thinking.
Capitol Records and broadcast.com
announced that they are joining forces
to create a new, co-branded Capitol
Records/broadcast.com music channel.
The new channel will be hosted on the
broadcast.com website and will showcase free audio and video programming
from Capitol Records and its family of
labels. The idea is to give listeners ataste
of material from new CDs, in hopes
that a purchase will follow. "Capitol
Records and broadcast.com have ahistory of successfully promoting artists
together on the Internet," said Robin
Bechtel, senior director of new media at
Capitol. "Through each promotion,
broadcast.com has proven to be avalu-
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able sales, marketing, and distribution
vehicle to reach new fans, and we have
seen the results in increased demand for
our artists' music online."
Also in November, Sony Music
Online and RealNetworks, Inc. announced the Beta release of what they
describe as "the Internet's first pay-perlisten jukebox," containing several hundred songs available on demand using
RealNetworks' RealPlayer. The beta
release of The Jukebox is accessible at
Sony's website.
What's interesting about Sony's approach is not the technology involved —
standard RealPlayer streaming with toll
software — but whether an approach
like this will catch on with music fans.
To use The Jukebox, visitors browse
through hundreds of song titles and create a customized playlist. Once the
playlist is complete, users submit acredit-card number, select the number of
song titles they want to hear, and select
apassword. The pricing is as follows: 10
selections cost $2.50, 22 selections cost
$5, and 50 selections cost $10. Once the
process is complete, the user returns to
the playlist to listen to their selections
either right away or later, the songs
being available for a 24-hour period
once they've been played.
Assuming the music you want to
hear is produced by aSony artist, The
Jukebox will satisfy those who prefer
not to purchase aCD but would rather
program their own virtual playlists.
Sony also points out that the music is
delivered to play on your PC, which
may be the only way for some to listen
to music while working. Rob Glaser,
chairman and CEO of RealNetworks,
was obviously happy with the deal: "We
are pleased that Sony Music Online is
taking the lead in becoming the first
major record label to introduce an
Internet Jukebox. Music fans will appreciate the ability to access full-length
songs from abroad range of Sony Music
recording artists."
The Jukebox is an interesting new
approach to music distribution, but the
big question remains: Does the pay-peruse model appeal to amarket that is
already comfortable with purchasing
and keeping an album of music, or
hearing songs for free on the radio? The
approach appears similar in many ways
to the Divx video model, in which payper-view with unlimited viewing within ashort time period is being tested —
so far with mixed results. Many have felt
that any technology in which aclock is
ticking in the background will never g2
over with users. Only time will tell. MI
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Are you ready for the technology of the future?
HDTV— the biggest thing since the

Hear the new audio formats—Super

invention of TV! You've heard about HDTV

Audio CD and DVD Audio. HI-Fl '99 is the

and wondered what the big deal was. Now

first consumer show where you get to expe-

see it for yourself at HI-Fl '99. Find out what it

rience both formats under one roof. This is

is, see why it really is worth all the hype, and

what the industry has been heading toward:

learn how and when you can get it for your

multi-channel, high-quality sound!

own system.

Still haven't seen DVD? Come see the latest

See the flat TV that hangs on the wall. These

and discover for yourself why it's better. With

screens are definitely cool, with aspectacular

thousands of titles now available on DVD, it is

picture and adesign that works in any room.

definitely the video of the future.

Never before have there been so many new technologies in production at one time in the
audio/video industry. Don't be confused or intimidated by what you read and hear. Come to
HI-Fl '99, learn about these new innovations, and decide for yourself what's good and what's not.

STAY AT THE SHOW HOTEL!

Free informative seminars!

Live music, all day, every day!

Attend daily seminars conducted by

The HI-Fl Shows are well known for their

The Palmer House is agrand old
hotel in the heart of Chicago's loop.
This historic landmark is close to

industry experts at HI-FI '99. Learn how

spectacular concerts, and HI-Fl '99 will be

to upgrade your system. Meet legendary
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and public transportation, making
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night, single or double occupancy.
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special Show prices. Pick up accessories
for your system, too.
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Record labels also pay for space in a resisted the trend toward vulgarization
h, the "Records To Die For"
(there's no other word for it). I'm
chain's newspaper ads, as well as posiissue. Tune to take abreak from
thinking of small independents like
tions at store listening posts. According to
the equipment grind. My subone well-placed record-industry source, a Chandos, Hyperion, ASV, New World,
ject: How to buy classical CDs cheap.
and Arabesque.
leading bookstore chain cleans up to the
Prices have been creeping up — for
And, of course, the largest (by numtune of $2.5 million ayear by renting out
imports, especially. It's not unusual to see
ber of units sold) classical label of all,
slots at its listening posts. Most of these
classical CDs selling at Borders for
Naxos. They've managed to survive and
$17.99 or even $18.99/disc. Add tax and
thrive without selling crass crossover
you're looking at close to 20 bucks. A
The 1S Century Symphony
crap. Rather than use promoprice to die from!
tional hype to sell
Icall this colDI1TERS
their discs, they use
Sinfonla•
umn "Records
I
v,rriffinit
halr,
LAIWI
I.own
big selection and
To Cry For" be•tor .e" 1"
Inures
rt. amied
low prices.
cause you can buy
`rrrrei
turd
Two years ago,
these
discs
so
when I interviewed
cheaply that the reNaxos CEO Klaus
cord companies will
Heymann (Stereophile,
cry even more.
January 1997), he told
Okay, Ido have
me he had no plans to
sympathy for smaller,
raise prices. Naxos discs
independent labels
still carry a suggested
who are trying to
Some labels have successfully resisted the trend
retail of $5.99, this often
toward vulgarization, such as Chandos, Hyperion, MV,
build their catalogs and
New World, and Arabesque. And, of course, Naxos.
discounted to $4.99 or
who don't generally try
less. (This hasn't stopped Tower
to score big with crappy "crossover"
Records at Lincoln Center in New York
slots are not classical, of course.
titles. As for the majors, well...
from recently charging $6.99/disc — $1
With these various promotional giveCompared to years gone by, the major
above suggested retail.) Heymann still
backs, some stores apparently no longer
classical labels are making comparatively
has no plans to raise prices. I'll get to
give ahoot whether arelease sells or not.
few recordings of full-scale orchestral
some recommended Naxos recordings
works, and even fewer recordings of Promotional give-backs are deducted
in amoment.
complete operas. When they sign ahot from whatever the store owes the record
Naxos recordings weren't the only
label. In theory, arecord label can end up
new opera star, they have him or her
discs Isaw recently at Tower Lincoln
swallowing substantial returns and
sing show tunes or romantic drivel.
Center selling for adollar over manufacowing the store.
Some of these recordings are good —
turer's suggested retail. A new DG
Why should you care?
and afew are more than that — but most
release of Schubert's Symphony 9conBecause the classical labels are presare eminently forgettable. Here today,
ducted by John Eliot Gardiner (DG 457
sured into making repertory choices
gone from the catalog tomorrow.
648-2) was selling for a thumping
according to what they think is proThe majors are not entirely to blame
$17.99. But according to CDnow and
motable and will sell fast. This also
for this sad state of affairs. They're under
means stuff that lends itself to two- Amazon.com on the Internet, the list
intense pressure from the chain record
minute sound bites at store listening price of that release is $16.97.
and book stores. "The industry is going
Ichecked Tower on the Internet. Sure
posts. (You thought those listening posts
through convulsive changes," one record
enough, there was arecent Naxos release
were acustomer service? Think again.
company executive told me off the record
with a "regular price" of $6.99 —"on
Think profit center.)
(no pun intended). "Stores have gone
"How do you do a sound bite of sale" for $5.99. "You save $1.00." Huh?
from selling CDs to selling the store."
Mahler's First Symphony?" asks one
On Tower's website, that DG recording
Tell you what Imean.
When you see an album featured in a record-company executive. "So what was selling for $17.99, just as in their
Lincoln Center store. Arnazon.com had
happens? Maybe you don't record
light box (that's an illuminated display on
it for $14.99. If you're buying on the Net,
Mahler's First Symphony."
the wall) or displayed on an end cap (the
it pays to shop around!
Still, some labels have successfully
display racks at the end of each aisle), it's
This type of thing is going on elsenot necessarily because that particular CD
where, too, according to one recordis arelease of great artistic merit. Rather
1There are exceptions with regard to end caps. If a
company executive (who spoke, again,
it's because the record label paid for that
release is selling like hotcakes, the store will feature it
off the record). One chain of stores puts
even
if they're not getting apromotional "give-back" (an
wall or display space —about 300 clams a
industry term) from the record label. And individual
a"list" price of $17.99 on his $15.99-sugmonth for an illuminated light box at
store managers are usually allowed sonic latitude to feagested-retail CDs, then has the gall to
ture releases they particularly like.
Tower Lincoln Center I'm told.'
K
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Sam's
"discount" the discs to $15.99.
"It's $17.99 list price, all right," says this
executive. "It's the store's own list, and
they probably keep it in the employee
bathroom."
It's much easier for arecord store to
bump up the "regular" or "list" price
(note that they don't say "suggested
retail") by adollar or two than it is, say,
for abookstore to jack up the price of a
book. With abook, the price is printed
on the dust jacket or cover. With aCD,
it's buyer beware.
But why pay even $14.99/disc when
you can get many new major-label releases from the record clubs for around
$8/disc, shipping and sales tax included?
(There are, after all, still afew new majorlabel classical releases worth buying.)
Record clubs
Record clubs are agreat way to get discs
cheap, and there are ways to minimize
the "membership" hassles. You should
probably belong to one or the other:
BMG or Columbia. Ido most of my
shopping with BMG Music Service.
You can check out their latest enrollment offer online at www:bmgmusic
service.com.
BMG has become more attractive
lately with the addition of selections
from labels like Sony Classics, Harmonia
Mundi, Telarc, Dorian, and Conifer.
With BMG, Igenerally pick up those
"full-price" $15.99 or $16.99 discs for
just under eight bucks apop, tax and
shipping included. And sometimes Ican
get them for under six. Now we're in
Naxos territory!
The clubs are always making you a
deal, enticing you with abunch of "free"
CDs when you join. Currently on the
Net, BMG is offering 12 "free" CDs
(you pay shipping and handling), with
no additional purchase obligation. A
good deal — but not exactly free, since
you pay through the nose for shipping
and "handling." What does it cost to ship
12 CDs by the US Postal Service? Not
upward of $30, Ican tell you that!
But wait aminute, you say — clubs
are apain in the butt. You have to waste
time and postage returning acard every
three to four weeks, or else you get discs
you don't want. Right?
Not at all, my friends.
Nixing "negative option"
"Negative option" is the peculiar
name for that direct-mail practice by
which you're automatically sent a
selection if you don't tell the club you
don't want it. It's how book and
record clubs sell you product you realStereophile, February 1999

ly don't want, figuring maybe you'll
pay for it rather than return it.
Of course, the clubs don't advertise
this — there's quite alot they don't tell
you, actually — but you can generally
nix negative option simply by writing to
the club. Just tell them to stop "negative
option" — they'll know what you mean.
Iwouldn't do this right away. Wait six
months. In the meantime, buy some
CDs and establish yourself as agood
paying customer. Then you can free
yourself from the chains of "negative
option." There's no advantage to sticking with this business of having to
return the card every month — you can
still buy the "featured selection" and get
the same deal.
When Idid this with BMG, they
wrote back to explain that they would
keep my account active so long as Icontinued to purchase CDs (or cassettes) on
aregular basis. Fair enough.
Crossing categories

When you enroll in aclub, they ask you
to pick acategory — ie, classical, jazz, etc.
This is apain for those of us who like to
cross categories.
You have several ways to order discs
outside your category. You can borrow
catalogs from afellow member who's
enrolled in adifferent club division —
and check if he or she is offered abetter
deal per disc!
Another way to cross over is to get
online with BMG and cross categories to
your heart's content. This is agood way
for classical members to check out the
club's latest jazz releases, etc.
Generally, you can get the same deal
you're offered when you buy discs that
weren't specifically offered to you. All
you need is the club's catalog number —
the computer doesn't care if it's classical,
jazz, rock, etc.
Is it really free?
Of course not. The record clubs
would have you believe that you're getting CDs for ridiculously low prices, or
even free of charge. This is nonsense.
The idea is to get you to buy more.
Deals from BMG include offers like
"Buy One, Get Two Free" — or three
free, if you've been a member long
enough. Or buy one at half price, and
order unlimited additional discs at $4.99.
That sort of song and dance.
Shipping and profit

No, you don't get anything free. There's
shipping and profit —e4 um, shipping and
handling. The charges look to be inflated to
make prices appear artificially low. For
instance, BMG charges $2.59 shipping
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and handling for the first single-disc selection, $2.49 for the second, and $2.39 for
each subsequent single selection. Those 12
"free" CDs you get when you join? Let's
see... that's $28.98 plus tax.
You do get abit of abreak on multidisc sets, but still, shipping and handling
add significantly to the cost... and handsomely, I'm sure, to BMG's profit margin. Indeed, the "handling" probably is
the profit.
To get your true price per disc, you
have to average your order, including the
shipping, handling, and sales tax, then
divide by the number of discs. Under
$8/disc is agood deal. And with some
offers, you can get the average even
lower — sometimes below $6. Damned
good deals, actually.
How do the clubs do it?
Simple. They sell large quantities of
just afew titles — asmall fraction of the
titles you'll find in print in the Schwann
catalogs. Inventory is the drag on any
retailer's profits, whether selling by mail
or in stores. The owner of one independent New York City record store told
me he had to turn his inventory, on average, every 9to 10 days to turn aprofit —
his rent and overhead are that high.
Hold-backs

Here's an industry term worth knowing.

"Hold-backs" are new releases that
labels don't make available to the clubs
right away — usually for six months, but
now sometimes less. That new release
you just saw at Tower for $18.99 or
whatever is probably not available yet
from the club.
Hold-backs are killing the record clubs,
according to one of my moles in the
industry. Here's why. With rock and rap
stars, especially, an album may be hot for
only amatter of weeks, or even days. Not
months. By the time the record clubs get
the albums —even if it's three or four
months later — the album, and perhaps
the performer, are long forgotten.
Of course, with classical, hold-backs
are no big deal.
Do you really need that new recording of Schuberes Ninth right now? Hell,
the music is nearly 200 years old. You
can wait another month — or year. The
record companies certainly do. With
classical discs, there's typically ayear or
more between the recording and release
dates. If the companies are in no hurry to
release the recordings, why should you
be in any rush to buy them?
This reminds me of the good old days
of shopping for 10-cent LPs in the former Soviet Union. In Marxist-Leninist
times, aMelodiya classical LP would
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come out for three or four rubles. Many
of these discs wouldn't sell — there was a
relative glut of classical records and a
shortage of anything popular. Eventually,
adirective from Moscow would cause all
clerks throughout the entire Soyuz
(Union) to mark the disc down to 1
ruble, 45 kopecks. Then the record
would sell —because Russian classical
fans knew to wait.2
The same rule applies under capitalism.
A classical release tends to get cheaper as
the clock ticks. A record is like fresh
produce or cheese: eventually, it rots (in
marketing terms). The promotional
hype ends. The CD is no longer featured
in light boxes, on end caps, or at listening stations. And it gets picked up by the
record clubs.
So wait a few months — hold-back
periods are getting shorter — and that
new release you want might be offered
by the clubs. Then you can have your
$16.99 CD for about eight bucks.
Wait even longer and BMG might
discontinue the selection and offer it as a
clearance item, in which can you can
truly buy it for a song: typically, for
under six bucks. The release may be
only ayear or two old —it's probably
still in the catalog. Wait awhile, too, and
you might be able to order the disc from
Berkshire Record Outlet, the great
dumping ground for the worldwide glut
of classical CDs.
Different deals
Back to the record clubs.
Like other clubs, BMG offers different deals to different members. The
longer you're enrolled, the better the
deals become. So afriend who's been a
member longer than you have may be
getting a lower price than you are.
When Iwrote BMG about this, here's
part of the response Igot from one
Dawn Woods:
"As you may be aware, the BMG
Classical Music Service services an
extremely large customer base. Our
memberships range from brand new to
tried-and-true established accounts. We
like to recognize the established accounts by offering these members
some special sales — which means that
not all accounts are given the benefits
you now enjoy."
You could always tack your order
onto your friend's order to take advantage of the lower price. But keep in
mind that you'll need to do some order2 Iknow this is the way it worked—Marina's cousin
worked in the main Melodiya store on Leningrad's
Nevsky Prospekt.
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mg on your own to keep your own
account active — especially if you've
asked the club to nix negative option.
Playing the game
You can enroll in aclub, get your 12
"free" CDs (or whatever), and then quit.
It's all perfectly legal, assuming you pay —
for the shipping and handling, that is.
This is not the way to play the game.
In fact, it's downright dumb.
Club computers are quite good these
days; if you pull this trick, the club will
have your number. Read the fine print:
They don't have to accept your enrollment, and they can cancel your membership at any time. Try to be too clever
and you'll lose your opportunity to buy
from the club. Not abright idea. Here's
what you could do instead:
Enroll, collect your "free" CDs —brace
yourself for that "shipping and handling"
invoice —then stick around afew more
months. Buy some more CDs. Then, after
six months or so, you can quit —making
sure your account is frilly paid. Before you
know it, the club will be clamoring to get
you back. Meanwhile, you can lurk on
the club's website as a"guest" and collect
catalog numbers for your next batch of
"free" CDs.
Personally, Ifind this strategy more
bother than it's worth. A better strategy?
Nix negative option after six months and
continue as a"tried-and-true" member.
The deals do get better with time.
Online ordering
Online ordering from the clubs is very
convenient. BMG's servers used to be
rather clunky, but have improved
greatly — to the point where Ido most
of my shopping online.
You can sometimes get new club
releases afew weeks before they show
up in club catalogs — that can make up
for part of the "hold-back" period. And
you can cross categories conveniently.
That's not all.
BMG usually offers so-called "clearance items." Some of these show up in
their catalogs, but many more seem to
turn up online. "Clearance" CDs are
usually priced at $2.99/disc plus shipping and handling.
Now, here's astrategy. You can wait
and see if aselection you want turns up as
aclearance item. The danger, of course, is
that it won't, and you'll lose the opportunity to purchase the disc at club prices.
With clearance items, keep in mind
that the disc may go on sale, but the
shipping and handling don't. $2.59 shipping and handling on a$2.99 disc is 87%
of the "purchase" price — it makes the
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disc cost nearly double. (Add 6% sales
tax and that $2.99 disc costs $5.91.) But,
like Isaid, it's still agood deal.
If the growing number of discs turning up as clearance items is any indicator, the meltdown in the classical music
biz is affecting the clubs as well as the
retail stores.
The secret phone number
Did you know you can place your
orders with BMG by phone? The customer service number is not toll-free,
nor is it advertised, so here it is, straight
from Sam: (317) 692-9200. Write it
down. Obviously, BMG doesn't encourage phone orders, and I've been
left on hold for several minutes. However, I've found the customer-service
people very efficient, courteous, and
helpful. No complaints, really. Ienjoy
my BMG membership.
Gad — Ihope they don't cancel me
for spilling the beans like this.
let you
know if they do.
Berkshire Record Outlet
With the worldwide glut of classical
CDs these days—including tons of
returns from chain stores after they're no
longer earning "give-backs" for promoting a particular title — the Berkshire
Record Outlet's mail-order catalogs are
particularly plump.
Wow! The prices are great —and
owner Joe Eckstein doesn't soak you for
shipping and "handling." Even premium
imported labels sell for between $3.99
and $10.99/disc. Most discs are under 10
bucks, many are under five, and some are
as little as two! Now we're talkin', Joe!
And look at some of the labels —stuff
you never knew existed. Labels like
Biddulph, Christophorus, Dante, Leninad Masters, Minerva, Map of Sweden
Lars, take note!), and my favorite, Fat Boy.
That's me.) There's no other place on
earth like this —a classical glutton's paradise. And you don't have to go to the
store to feed. The trough —en the store —
will come to you.
Quick. If you're not already a
Berkshire customer, stuff two $1 bills in
an envelope and send it to Berkshire
Record Outlet, Route 102, Pleasant
Street, Lee, MA 02138-9104. Or you can
call them at (413) 243-4080. Ask them
to send you acatalog. (It'll cost you five
bucks instead of two if you have the catalog charged to acredit card — better to
stick that $2 in an envelope.) Foreign
customers can fax them at (413) 2434340 to find out how much to send.
You can also visit the Berkshire website at www.berkshirerecoutlet.com .
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Sam's
That's free.
What you'll get for your two bucks is
astounding. Up to 300 pages — all text,
double-column, no pictures — crammed
with thousands of mostly classical CDs
ranging from the familiar to the obscure
to the very obscure. Some cassettes, and
even some LPs. You'll have to pinch
yourself. You won't believe it.
It takes me several hours, usually over
aperiod of several days, to go through
one of their catalogs, and I'm alightningfast reader. (Berkshire also issues regular
supplementary catalogs; once you
become a good customer, you'll get
these free along with the big catalogs.)
You have to do acareful job of ordering, or the boys at Berkshire will scold
you! You need to jot down the title, format, label, the number of discs in the
set, and the price. And be careful — it's
easy to make an error. Itriple-check
each item.
One more thing: Berkshire is big on
historical, "live" recordings (as opposed
to dead recordings). Keep in mind that
the sound quality of these old chestnuts
is rarely up to the level of modern studio
recordings. In fact, sometimes the sound
is quite dismal. Most are mono, always
indicated in the catalog with an "M."
Still, if you're afollower of Furtwângler,
Beecham, Koussevitzky, or Mravinsky,
you'll probably take whatever you can
get and be glad of it.
The catalog is arranged by format, and
within each format by record label. You
can browse the catalog in other ways by
getting online. Iusually pore over the catalog, then get online to double-check to
make sure Ihaven't missed something.
How does Joe Eckstein do it?
Well, he travels the world on your
behalf, scooping up the global glut of
classical CDs. The bust in the classical
record industry is aboon for Berkshire
and its customers — at least for now.
These days, few US retail stores stock
deep-catalog classical CDs — afew fastmoving, well-promoted hits (with promotional give-backs from the record
labels), and that's it.
Consider ahypothetical importer/distributor of classical CDs. He survives on
his hot new titles (if he's lucky enough to
have any) while the rest of his inventory
sits in the warehouse and doesn't turn.
Worse, retail chains are quick to return
slow-moving items, instead of letting
them sit in stock until they sell. Hey —
that's valuable floor space. The retailer
could "rent it out" to alabel willing to
pay her for alight box or listening post.
So what does the importer/distributor do with this glut of no-longer-hot
Stereophile, February 1999
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"No one has contributed more to the
commoditization of the classical CD
than Naxos," sniffed one classical record
executive — again, bitching off the
record. (Naxos has to be areal thorn in
the record industry's hide — like me.)
Iguess there is that commodity aspect.
Looking for a bargain-basement
Do you want labels
Bruckner 8th? You don't have much
like Hyperion, Chandos,
choice from other labels, so it's Naxos or
nothin'. The kicker is, Naxos has agreat
ASV, and BIS, which are
Bruckner cycle. Their discs may be
priced like commodities, but usually
not normally offered
they're not. This is in stark contrast to
the majors, whose discs often sound like
by the record clubs?
commodities, but at premium prices.
Naxos isn't big on promotional hype.
BIS is the place!
Heymann doesn't go in much for renting light boxes or listening posts. Naxos
Do you want labels like Hyperion,
Chandos, ASV, and BIS, which are not is even hit-or-miss with review copies.
Hence alot of good Naxos stuff escapes
normally offered by the record clubs?
attention, and some fine releases have
BIS is the place! The minimum order
undoubtedly escaped mine.
with Berkshire is $15, including shipBut here —with the understanding
ping. You'll have no trouble making the
that there are probably plenty of other
minimum 10 times over. (The first time
Naxos discs from the past year or so
Ivisited Berkshire, just afew weeks after
worth buying—is alist of some of my
they opened, Idropped 500 bucks.)
recent favorites. Remember, the suggestBerkshire has some very good CDs
for as little as two bucks — check out ed retail price is $5.99/disc. Isuggest you
try to pay less.
some of the "free" CDs that were originally bundled with copies of BBC Bruckner: Symphony 2 (8.554006),
Symphony 5 (8.553452), Symphony 6
Music magazine.
(8.553453), Symphonies 0, 8 (2 CDs,
Two bucks. Ilike that. Igloat over my
8.554215-16). The rest of the cycle to
Berkshire purchases as Iload them into
the CD drawer. Records to laugh for!
come. Georg Tmtner (b. 1917 in Vienna)
conducts the Royal Scottish National
Orchestra, National Symphony OrchesAnd now, Naxos
tra of Ireland, and New Zealand SymAlmost by default Naxos has become
the budget classical label. There simply is phony Orchestra in what is shaping up
to be of the finest Bruckner cycles on
no competition in the budget area.
record. Tinnier will also be featured in
You might think that Sony Classical,
EMI, or PolyGram would introduce a an upcoming Naxos Brahms symphony
budget label with new recordings, just to
cycle. Why are the majors recording 30year-old conductors when 80+-year-old
get people in the habit of listening to and
masters like Tinnier are still around?
buying classical music. Nah ... that
Sibelius: Symphonies 1, 3 (8.554102).
would require long-term thinking and
Petri Sakari, Iceland Symphony Orchescommitment. No wonder classical
tra. Close enough to Finland in geogramusic is losing its audience!
phy and spirit Haunting performances of
As Naxos founder Klaus Heymann
told me, the idea behind Naxos was a two of Sibelius' most popular symvery old-fashioned one: to build agreat phonies. Full cycle to come. Ican hardly
catalog. Record all the symphonies of wait to hear Sakari in Symphony 4.
Glazunov: Symphonies 1, 4(8.553561).
Haydn. The complete Beethoven, SchuAlexander Anissimov, Moscow Symbert, Shostakovich, Haydn, and
Mendelssohn string quartets. All the
phony Orchestra. The start of what
looks to be agreat Glazunov cycle. The
Schubert and Haydn piano sonatas. And
three-movement Fourth is my favorite
much more. Much, much more.
Currently, Heymann releases about of Glazunov's symphonies — a lush,
late-romantic work borrowing heavily
15 to 18 new classical discs per month on
from Russian folk music. Dig the elegiac
the Naxos label (he has other labels,
opening of that first movement. Lovers
too). And we're talking about new
of Russian orchestral music will want
recordings — not reissues.
the entire cycle.
As you might guess, the executives
Vaughan-Williams: Symphonies 3, 6
of some other classical labels find all
(8.550733). Kees Bakels (b. in Amsterthis ob-Naxos.

CDs he's sitting on? He sells 'em to Joe,
and Joe, in turn, sells them to you — at
fire-sale prices. Distressed merchandise
— Ilove it! Not all the titles are cut-outs,
not by along shot — many are still in
print in their countries of origin.
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"Do you need a
center speaker with bass?"
Matt Polk, Speaker Specialist

I

cringe every time I
hear acenter speaker referred to as adialogue'
speaker. The center speaker plays all the sounds associated with
the on-screen action; that includes
Center
explosions, slamming doors and yes,
dialogue. It's not unusual for more
than 50 percent of amovie's sound
to come through the center speaker.
The center speaker has atough job.
Right

66

It needs to play as loud and clear as
your main speakers without distortion. Your center speaker should
be as good as your main speakers.

Left
Surrounds
The center channel speaker typically
reproduces over 50% of amovie soundtrack's sound. That means the center
speaker must have full dynamic range
and high power handling capabilities.

Which one to buy?
If you are looking to add acenter speaker to main speakers you
already own, ask the manufacturer which of their center models is
the best match. If you are buying main and center speakers at the
same time, stick with the same brand and quality level as your
front speakers.
Evaluating center speakers
Listen to amovie with just the front three speakers connected. Close your eyes and listen. You shouldn't be
aware that the center speaker is playing. It should integrate with the main speakers to create aseamless wall of
well-balanced sound. Next, listen to the center speaker by
itself. Walk around the room as you listen. The sound
should be clean and clear. Dialogue should be
clear, natural and articulate; male voices
rich but not 'thick' or 'chesty.'

So, what about the bass?
All surround receivers and processors have a bass management'
function that allows you to mix the center channel bass information
into the main or subwoofer channels. So you don't need acenter
speaker with good bass response. Of course you don't need aMercedes
either.. but Ibet you'd enjoy driving one.
The advantage of acenter speaker with good bass response is that
it relieves the main speakers or subwoofer of the job of reproducing
center bass. That means you'll get better dynamic range and lower
distortion. Also, I've found that the front stage imaging is more
lifelike and seamless with afull-range center. If you're looking to
.rssemble the ultimate performance home theater system, and you
have the space, consider atruly full-range center speaker.
Free stuff
Icould talk about this stuff all day, but there's not enough
room on this page. Call (800) 377-7655 ext. 100 for
your free copy of the Home Theater Handbook. It's
full of practical, unbiased advice on how to
select and get the greatest performance from a
home theater system."

NEW! The Polk CS1000p center speaker
has built-in powered subwoofers for stateof-the-art full-range performance.

5601 Metro Dr
Balttmore, MD 21215
Customer SendIce (800) 377-7655
Monday

Fr1day 9 00arn 106:00pm E6 T.

"Polk bud." and "The Speaker Speroahsts" are
trademarks of Browne,. Investment Corporabon
used under !Kemp by Polk bud'', Incorporated

www.pol ka ud io.com
Dealer Locator Number

e1400-992-2520

Ad code: 14016

I
he Speaker Spec ialtsts

dam) conducts the Bournemouth
Symphony Orchestra in very good, if
not definitive, performances of two
favorite Vaughan Williams works.
Bax: Symphony 1, In the Faery Hills, The
Garden of Fand (8.553525). David LloydJones begins acomplete Bax cycle with
these beautifully played performances,
superbly engineered by Tim Handley —
who, Ibelieve, is the son of conductor
Vernon Handley. An essential disc for all
lovers of English music!
Arnold: Symphonies 3, 4 (8.553739).
Andrew Penny, National Symphony
Orchestra of Ireland. Another audiophile
demonstration-quality disc, engineered
by Chris Craker. Highly accessible 20thcentury music by Sir Malcolm Arnold —
part of acomplete symphony cycle.
Respighi: Piano Music (8.553704).
Russian Pianist Konstantin Scherbakov
in aperformance of works by almostRussian composer Ottorino Respighi
(who spent much of his musical life in
St. Petersburg). The main delight is the
seldom-heard piano arrangement of
Ancient Airs and Dances.
Brahms: Four-Hand Piano Music,
Vol3 (8.553654), with pianists SinceThora Matthies and Christian Kahn.
Rarely heard and masterful performances of the four-hand version of the
Sonata in f(0p34b) and the four-hand
piano arrangement of Variations on a
Theme of Haydn, Op.56b. A must-have
Brahms disc!
Dittersdorf: Sinfonias (8.553974 and
8.553975, sold separately). Uwe Grodd,
Failoni Orchestra of Hungary. Spirited
performances of six sinfonias (three per
disc) by Carl Ditters von Dittersdorf
(1739-1799), acontemporary of Haydn.
Dig "The Delirium of the Composers"
and "The Battle of the Human
Passions" on the second disc —as much
fun to listen to as their titles sound.
Vivaldi: Dresden Concertos, Vol.2
(8.553793). Roberto Baraldi, violin;
Accademia I Filarmonici. I haven't
heard Vol.1, but Vivaldi buffs should
pounce on Vo12! Exquisitely played, and
just as exquisitely recorded (engineered
by Marco Giommoni).
Roman: Music for a Royal Wedding,
Drottninghohn Music (8.553733). Anthony
Halstead, Uppsala Chamber Orchestra
(Sweden). Ever heard ofJohann Helmich
Roman (1694-1758)? Me neither —until
now. But apparently he's considered the
father of Swedish music. Lars, take note!
Heavily influenced by Handel, and you
can hear it. If you like Handel's Water
Music, you'll love this!
Klami: Kalevala Suite, Sea Pictures, Lemnrinkiiirien's Adventures on the Island ofSaari
Stereophile,
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(8.553757). Jorma Panula, Turku Philharmonia Orchestra (Finland, not
Turkey). Ever wonder which Finnish
composer comes after Sibelius? Uuno
Klami (1900-1961). Others, too, but
treat your ears to this sumptuous disc.
Klami was abrilliant orchestrator, influenced not only by Sibelius but also by
Ravel and Stravinsky.

AR\()I I)
Symphonies
Nos. 3and 4.
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Caspian
• Integrated CD player
Integrated amplifier
• Tuner
• Power amplifier
• 5 Channel AV amplifier*
• DSP surround sound
processor*
—>
'not shown
Finish: silver or matt black
el .

Caspian --'91 winner
Flffl
NEWS
Best amplifitationcomponent up to £1000
Caspian
'98 winner
Best Buy Integrated/.
Power amp from£IC100

At six bucks adisc
($5 on sale), you never go
wrong with Naxos.
And more — much more than Ihave
space to list. Check out the complete
piano sonatas of Haydn, performed by
Jena Jandó — start with Vol.7 (Sonatas
29, 33-35, 8.553800). Dvorák's complete works for string quartet by the
Vlach Quartet of Prague — start with
8.553375, which contains the 12 Cypresses song settings.
When anew box of Naxos releases
arrives, it's afeast. Iwon't wait another
two years between recommendations.
At six bucks adisc ($5 on sale), you
never go wrong with Naxos. A few
Naxos releases (mainly boxed sets) are
on offer from BMG — but at $6/disc
suggested list, there's little room for the
clubs to discount. The major record
labels should look at this list of distinguished budget recordings and feel
deeply ashamed.
I'll update you on other Naxos discs
in a few months, including the first
releases in anew American Composers
series. Naxos hints at exciting projects
soon to come, possibly involving prominent US orchestras whom the majors
with their light boxes, listening posts,
and crossover hits—no longer seem
interested in recording.
The greatest current classical catali)
in the world. Enjoy!
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ROKSAN
ROKSAN Audio Limited
15B Atlas Business Centre, Oxgate Lane,
London, UK, NW2
Tel: +44 101181 830 7722/7733
Fax: +44 (0)181 830 7744
Email. info@roksan.co.uk Web: www.roksan.co.uk
USA: QS&D
31 Mc Whin Loop »108
Fredericksburg, VA 22406
Tel: 540 372 3711 Fax: 540 372 3713
Email: ROKSANLIS/4,301.COM Web: www.qsandd.com
Canada: lustice Audio, Toronto
tel: 905 780 0079 Fax. 905 780 0443
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Michael

E

very so often, when Iget down
(and I don't mean as in "get
funky"), Iwonder whether I'll
run out of analog things to write about.
After all, we're only ayear from 2000,
and this needle-in-the-groove invention
is already more than 100 years old.
What's left to say?
Or so Ithink when Iget blue. But it
doesn't last long, not with so many
inspired correspondents writing and so
many manufacturers creating new products — even though, as we all know,
vinyl is dead.
And then there are the bizarre incidents. Like this morning — Ihad to take
our brand-new car (300 miles) to the
body shop for repairs. Ican't tell you
what happened because I'll get in trouble
with my wife. (Oops, too late. Ijust did
tell you.) Anyway, I'm talking with the
guy who owns the body shop, and somehow we get on the subject of records.
"Hey, there's a wrecked Jetta back
there with atrunkful of LPs. The car's
being hauled off to the salvage yard later
today. Wanria take alook?"
Ido. Most of the albums are wet, stuck
together, moldy, and of late'70s/early-'80s vintage —
Flock of Seagulls, Billy Joel,
Robert Hazard, etc. — stuff
that would have gotten
moldy and stuck together
even if it hadn't gotten wet.
But all of a sudden Icome
upon an original purple-andbrown-label Ateo pressing of
Cream's Disraeli Gears! And
then a clean Mobile Fidelity
pressing of Al Stewart's The Year
of the Cat! And, finally, sealed
copies of John Mellencamp's UhHuh and Waylon Jennings' It's
Only Rock and Roll. Ialso got Tina
Turner's Private Dancer and Roxy
Music-71w Atlantic Years. "Car accidents: agood thing!" — another Stewart.
Another bizarre incident: Last night I
went to WFMU's record fair. (WFMU
is agreat, independent free-form radio
station in the NY/NJ Metropolitan
area. 91.1 FM, available online using
RealPlayer at www.wfmu.org.) While
thumbing through some LPs, Icame
upon asealed copy of ICan Take AJoke,
Stereophile, February 1999

acomedy album I'd put out in the mid'70s! Isaid to the guy, "Hey! That's me!
Iput this out over 20 years ago!" He
peeled back some of the shrink-wrap
and asked me to autograph it, which of
course Idid. Yet another unnecessary
boost to my massive ego.
Speaking of the death of vinyl, the
record fair was on aSaturday and Sunday,
$5 admission. But the truly desperate
could pay $20 to spend two and ahalf
hours of Friday night in abasement full
of vinyl. Naturally Iwent, and the place
was packed! What's more, the hair was
black, brown, and red — hardly atouch
of gray in the joint. This was not arecord
convention of aire cockers.
So Ihave to laugh when Iread silly,
mean stuff like the following, aquote
from CEMA prez Gary Shapiro in a
magazine supplement called The Dawn
of Deal Television: "Ten to 15 years
from now, our children will look back
on current television the way we look at
turntables — as historical anomalies." In
fact, Icalled Shapiro on his
statement at

Fremer

the HDTV conference for which the
supplement was created. Itold him that
a) turntables were not going away, and
would be around in "10 to 15 years";
that b) young people are buying them
now and will continue to do so; and that
c) on the very day of the conference,
more turntables would be manufactured, purchased, and certainly played
than HDTVs.
What's more, Itold him, Iwas confident that that would still be the case in
five years. I'm not so sure I'd be wrong
in predicting that for 10 or 15 years
from now. And anyway, Itold him, why
pick on turntables? A more appropriate
whipping boy would be VHS video
tape, atruly crappy format that hopefully will be an "anomaly" in 10 to 15 years,
as we get digital television and video
storage on hard drives. Anyway, being
able to talk back directly (politely and
respectfully) and in person to the perpetrators of incorrect anti-analog sentiment is one of the great privileges and
pleasures of this job.
Another is getting surprise packages
in the mail. A few weeks ago one
arrived from Denon, sent to me by
Nobuhisa Tokutake, vice president of
Denon Active Media. Inside
was avinyl LP, acopy
of a test record
first issued two
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"The Sphere is Herd"

"It rocks. It's got slam. It has deep bass,
sweet highs, and wide sound stage.
Does it beat the heck out of large box speakers?
Believe met"

The Nucleus Micro system with .5 2 Compression Technology (Patent Pending)
and lifetime warrants'. True high end sound for S699.

ANTHONY GALLO ACOUSTICS
Barely There" Audiophile Loudspeakers

Phone: (818) 341-4488 • Fax: (818) 341-2188 • www.roundsound.com • nucleus@roundsound.com

Analog
arm/cartridge's low-frequency resonant
decades ago, and which Denon is again
frequency; and awow-and-flutter meamaking available to consumers. Originally called the Denon Audio Technical surement track (you'll need test gear).
Side two's bands include Vs-octave
Record (XG-7001), it is sourced from the
pink noise at 40 different frequencies, a
original metal "mother," which Denon
"flat zone" located at aprecise point on
kept in its vaults along with the metal
the record for setting antiskating (I'm
parts of all of its vinyl music releases. As
not convinced this is the best way to set
the new millennium approaches, Denon
antiskating), left and right reference levplans to reissue some of the titles on vinyl.
els, and nonmodulated grooves for meaHear that, Shapiro? As the 20th century draws to aclose, Denon — one of suring asystem's signal/noise ratio.
Clearly, many of the bands on this
the innovators in PCM technology — is
carefully created test tool are of little or
releasing software for an "anomaly."
no use to the average, nontechnicallyDenon's record division was established
oriented vinyl enthusiast, and the bookback in 1910.
let's Japan-speak translations do not
The test record, now called the AD-1,
help. However, one band makes owning
was released by the Japan Audio Society
the $49.95 disc worthwhile. In order to
last October at the Audio Expo in
optimize azimuth (the cantilever's perTokyo. Ironically, it was pressed on
pendicularity to the grooves), it is neces180gm vinyl at RTI in Camarillo,
California — like JVC, Denon
made the mistake of junking
its presses. At least EMIToshiba is still up and running in Japan, pressing
some fine-sounding discs,
including a recent Blue
Note series and the
Beatles' back catalog,
plus the three Beatles
As the 20th century draws to
Anthology sets, which
sound much better than
a close, Denon is releasing LP
either the American or
software for an "anomaly:"
British issues.
Mr. Tokutake, who engineered Denon's turntable
sary to measure, minimize, and equalize
line, told me that in preparation for the
crosstalk between channels. 'This is not
release of the test disc, the engineers
the same as aligning the cartridge to
went back to the vaults and pulled lacequalize electrical output!
quers, metal masters, mothers, and stamI've made this point many times, but I
pers. Some metal parts had been rendered unusable by air pollution, but still see the out-of-phase mono-signal
enough survived unscathed for test methodology being recommended as the
way to set azimuth. It ain't! The only way
pressings to be made. The 180gm RTI
to set it correctly is to get atest record
pressings proved to be the most accurate.
with left-only/right-only modulations
The record comes with afull-sized
and measure output and crosstalk. Aziillustrated glossy booklet in English and
muth is optimized when you've miniJapanese, and while the record's optimum use can be realized only with a mized and equalized crosstalk. Then and
only then will you have maximized chan.
B&K level recorder, charts plotting frenel separation, and thus soundstage width,
quency vs time, for example, are includdepth, and focus. I've written about this at
ed. These can be used with astop watch
length before, and will do so again.
and aconventional SPL or voltage meter
The problem is, there hasn't been a
to measure approximate frequency rewell-pressed disc available that gives you
sponse and crosstalk.
the proper left-only/right-only tones.
The bands on side one include leftMost of the commercial test discs are so
and right-channel sweep frequencies for
poorly produced that they contain gross
measuring cartridge frequency response,
crosstalk, and harmonic distortion; a fluctuations in output that make measuring the signal extremely difficult.
series of eight sinewaves for the left and
right channels which can be used to cal- This Denon disc is superbly produced —
the output remains virtually fixed for the
culate acartridge's mechanical impedance
entire length of the band.
(you'll need an oscilloscope to determine
Mr. Tokutake asked me for some feed.
proper stylus pressure); alow-frequency
back on AD-1; Ihope to spend some
sweep that can help you determine your
Stereophile, February 1999
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time with him so he can suggest to me
how nontechnical vinyl enthusiasts can
use the disc for other playback-optimization purposes without test gear. The supplied booklet is simply too complex, and
assumes too much knowledge on the part
of the end user, to be useful to most of us.
He also sent me acopy of areally basic
but informative booklet on analog playback that Denon used to supply to its
sales representatives — but that was 15
years ago, before the turntable became
an "anomaly." It's not currently available.
Big Hole
This is Analog Corner No.45, so it needed abig hole in the middle.
Istarted ajoke
A while imck in this column Ireacted
to anews item about anew CDmanufacturing process that
included a "guide" groove
between pits to help the laser
servo track the spiral more
efficiently. Eventually, Ispeculated jokingly, atiny stylus
would be introduced for
even better tracking.
Well, guess what? A
number of readers have
sent me an article from
the May 1998 issue of
Popular Science about a new
penny-sized CD system invented by Stephen Chou, an
electrical engineering professor at the
University of Minnesota, which has 800
times the capacity of a CD and 100
times that of aDVD. The tiny pits of
data, ten billionths of ameter wide and
49 billionths of ameter apart, are stored
in grooves ... which are read by atiny,
vibrating silicon needle.
Not so funny but really useful
At the September '98 Heathrow Hi-Fi
Show, sponsored by Hi-Fi News &Record
Review, which Ireported on in December (Vol21 No.12), Iwas handed a
new strain-gauge stylus-pressure gauge
manufactured by The Cartridge Man.
This neat little digital-readout device
sells for $299 — a little more than a
third of the cost of the Winds gauge,
currently the "industry standard." The
Cartridge Man offers 0.02gm resolution
and ±0.02gm accuracy over arange of
02 to 4gm. It operates via along-lived
rechargeable battery (a charger is supplied) good for 30 minutes of operation
per charge.
One thing Ireally like about the new
gauge is that, unlike the Winds' weighing
beam —which protrudes from the side,
51
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NICD500 CD Pia) er
MP100 Pre Amp
MA120 Power Amp.

You'll hear more from us
«C:=1110

LEM241.4:"
SPEED • PRECISION •

2 Lawrence Paquette Dr.'
Champlain, NY 12919
Email: info@artech-electronics.com

TeL (514) 631-6448
Fax (514) 631-1212
www.artech-electronics.coni

MAKING THE CONNECTION
"I agree with Inner Ear publisher/editor Ernie Fisher that
the SPM is the finest cable available at any price"
BARRY WILLIS, STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1997

"I've never had anything quite like this happen during areview
before -one product simply blows out everything else
you have ever experienced before."
DOUG BLACKBURN ON SPM CABLES.
SOUNDSTAGE, OCTOBER 1997

"Ratline trades not one iota of sonic prowess
for its convenience. It is simply one of the
most enticing cables we've ever come across."
***** WHAT HI-FIT

N

RD

Nordost Corporation, 42
MA 01701 U.S.A.
Tel:001-508-879-1242 Fax: 001EMail: nordostflatline@msn.com
http://www.nordost.com
Nordost (UK) Ltd., Unit 7, Aber Park Industrial Estate,
Aber Road, Flint, Flintshire CH6 5EX
Tel: 01352 730251 Fax: 01352 731273
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these are from the 78rpm era (the com- Ashtead, Surrey KT21 2QD, England,
making it vulnerable to accidental and
UK. Tel: (44) 01372-276604. Fax: (44)
pany even supplies styli for Edison cylinpotentially damaging blows — the
01372-276147.
der playback), before there were estabCartridge Man's beam is well protected
lished standards.
by a surrounding platform. Use is
Late-breaking developments
With the introduction of the microstraightforward and explained in almost
groove LP after World War II, a0.001"
VPI has introduced anew universal ACmaddening detail in the 41-page Q) mansynchronous motor drive (also usable, of
ual. Upon turn-on, the unit automaticalconical stylus became the standard, folcourse, with its own line of turntables), a
lowed by 0.0005" for stereo. The indusly "nulls" itself to Ogm, compensating for
sample of which arrived shortly before
try compromised at 0.0007" for both
electronic and temperature drifts. Once
deadline. I'll report on it next time. Price
the unit is powered up, you can monitor mono and stereo playback. Introduced
is $1200. Also, American Hybrid Techthe battery's status by holding down the
later, of course, were elliptical, line connology's Dan Fanny called to remind me
tact, and other exotic shapes that more
power button for three seconds. The
that he designed the Walker phono drive
closely resembled the chisel-like cutterLED display will read out the voltage.
Iwrote about recently ("Analog Corner,"
head stylus. Expert supplies those as well.
Iused a2gm brass weight lab-certified
November 1998). Iapologize for not givWhile most readers of this column
as accurate to three zeros, supplied to me
ing him credit.
would be more interested in moving-coil
by Wally Malewicz for use with his $80
A second bit of news: I
just received a
stylus and/or cantilever and stylus
beam gauge (which he's promised to send
new Itingmat Support System, imported
replacement, Expert also replaces worn
me but for some reason hasn't yet). The
here by Music Hall. The $250 kit
Cartridge Man gauge measured the
contains a highly acclaimed
weight as 1.98gm, which for me is
Ringmat 330 Mk.II XLR
more than adequate. Once you
record mat, an LP Staunat
get VTF to this blade of grass in
(which "evens out" the electhe ballpark, you're going to
e•
•
trostatic charges that build up
want to set it by ear anyway.
as the platter and spindle
The Cartridge Man gauge is
rotate), aRingcap (a lightguaranteed to perform to
weight device that sits
spec for one year, and the
atop arecord on the label
rechargeable battery should
ess than ayear away from
,Here
area), and aseries of spaclast approximately five years.
ers for adjusting SRA (stylus
200 0, and I'm overwhelmed with new
It's available from Audio
rake angle) for arms that do not
Advisor, Elusive Disc, and other
ana lo playback gear and accessories.
allow VTA adjustments. It's a
US outlets, or you can contact
complex kit, and Ihaven't had
The Cartridge Man directly at
achance to play with it yet. When Ido, Fil
styli on moving-magnet cartridges at very
88 Southbridge Road, Croydon, Surrey
give you afull report on what it is, what it
reasonable prices. Most replacement diaCRO IAF, England, UK.
does, and what effect it has on the sound.
monds, using customer-supplied assemI have also recently received the
Expert Stylus Company
blies, cost significantly under $100. More
Absolute Polarity Phase Control (APPC)
exotic moving-coil cartridges may require
Many columns ago, Irecommended the
more extensive rebuilding, including from the Lewis Electronics Company.
Expert Stylus Company as asource for
This $600 component allows you to play
damping and suspension work; readers
stylus replacement and cartridge rebuildwith "absolute phase" via aremote-coning. A number of readers who'd sent the
are urged to write or phone for quotes.
trollable device. Obviously, it requires a
Should you have Expert do the work, or
company their Koetsus (back when the
should you send it to the original manubreak in the direct signal path from the
line was not being imported domesticaltonearm leads to the phono preamp.
facturer? I'm inclined to think that if you
ly) have reported back to me that they
Whether the benefits to be derived from
snap acantilever on amodel currently in
were very happy with the company's
being able to reverse absolute phase outproduction, you're better off sending it to
service, prices, and the final sonic result.
weigh the deleterious effects of putting a
the manufacturer so that your cartridge
A few thought Expert's rebuild sounded
series of (short) cables and connections
comes back with the original parts —
better than what had come from Koetsu
in the low-level signal path remains to
including coils, former, and cantilever.
in the first place.
be heard.
But I'd call Expert anyway; see what
Expert is run by Wyndham D. Hodgthey offer and how much they charge.
Finally, the cool-looking, pipe-bomb
son, atrained horologist (a maker of time-like Kuzma Stabi Stonearm just arrived
Expert sent me asample of agreen,
pieces, or watchmaker), who ran alapidary business (cutting and polishing Silly Putty-like substance attached to a for review, as did anew $995 Thorens
turntable. Oh, and Grado just sent its
piece of plastic, which it recommends in
gemstones) that also supplied styli to the
Statement moving-iron phono cartridge,
place of chemical-based stylus-cleaning
hi-fi industry. Hodgson eventually took
the company's lowest-output (0.75mV),
fluids. The majority of cartridges with
over Expert Pickups, which manufachighest-cost ($2600) cartridge ever. Oh!
sapphire, boron, or diamond cantilevers
tured the popular (in the UK) Expert carAnd the new $1275 Rega Planar 25
use achemical bonding material to hold
tridge. When that was discontinued,
turntable just arrived directly from the
Hodgson changed the name to Expert the stylus in place. Expert claims that the
factory —Fm gonna get on it right away!
use of such fluids can soften the bond
Stylus Company.
So here we are, less than ayear away
and result in the diamond falling out.
Today, Expert, in business for more
from 2000, and I'm overwhelmed with
The green substance is "offered up" to
than 27 years, manufactures over 100
new analog playback gear and accesthe diamond, which should be allowed
different diamond and sapphire stylus
sories. The turntable as an "anomaly" in
to penetrate the surface.
shapes covering every period in the histhe 21st century? Not.
Expert Stylus Company, P.O. Box 3,
tory of analog playback. The majority of
Stereophile, February 1999
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tone control • room correction • speaker correction • digital volume control • prearnp-less digital playback

Forget your preconceptions about EQ
and forever change the way you
listen to digital audio
http://www.z-sys.com
'Not only was Iable to hear into the orchestration,
but the instruments were no longer crowded
together, and there was a sense of space and
place. What a marvelous transformation..':
Kalman Rubinson
Stereophile, Vol. 21 No. 7
"Every audiophile should have
tone controls but few do.
The rdp-1 gave them back
to me and tlove it:'

1111 111

Bascom King
Audio, April 1998
"Z-Systems' device has

111111111111/Mala

miumernallliiIIIIIIIII

dazzled one of the keenest
subjectivists in all of audio"

The rdp-1 reference digital preamplifier. Finally—Audiophile EQ!

z-systems audio laboratories
41,
0

352.371.0990 (ph)

352.371.0093 (fax)

Ken Kessler
Audio, Jan. 1998

AAHPAV, Golden Note Award '98

zsys@z sys.com
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Best Audio Processor Design

A NEW Affordable Reference
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For more than 20 years, VANDERSTEEN AUDIO has built innovative
phase-correct loudspeakers true to both science and music.

The first

Model 2set a new standard for affordable, full-range loudspeakers that
each successive revision raised even higher. Today, Stereophile says
"There is not aspeaker in its price range that does so little

wrong*"

as the

current Model 2Ce and calls it "A great value for the dollar*" Now, the
2Ce SIGNATURE joins the Model 2Ce in continuing the long tradition.
The 2Ce SIGNATURE'S new technology and upgraded components redefine
the extraordinary value and incredible realism of Vandersteen boxless
dynamic speakers. With the most definition and greatest transparency of
any Model 2speaker, the 2Ce SIGNATURE is available for critical audition
at your nearest Vandersteen dealer.

D1\/ F\FI n NAI

PITY

Please call or write for complete information and your nearest Vandersteen dealer.

io Wesi Eourtn

t
,Hantoid, CA '7)323U (2U9) 582-0324

"Stereophile, October 1997 Recommended Components www.vandersteen.com
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Fine

Tunes

Jonathan

B

ill Gates would have you believe
we live in aplug'n'play world.
Apple has proselytized same
since day one. But I'm here to tell you it
just isn't so for high-end audio. The orientation of acomponent's AC plug —
even the quality of the wall receptacle
itself— affects the sound! Oh no, Mr.
Bill, not something else to futz with! Will
it never end?
Alas, it will not. Understand that all the
elements I've told you about so far —
speaker placement and room modes,
cable hygiene and dressing — have a
cumulative effect that pays off big time
when you plunk yourself down in the
sweet spot and turn your attention to the
music. This is as true for systems most
modest as it is for monstrously expensive
installations that ought to sound like amillion bucks, but rarely do. Throwing
money at them isn't the answer.
You can say that the higher asystem's
resolution, the more your attention to
such matters pays off. But it's also true
that modest systems can open up and
deliver the musical goods in avery satisfying manner when put together with
sensitivity and attention to detail.
Let's begin with the basics. Most audio
components are equipped with athreepronged AC plug. Holding the plug with
the pins facing you and the rounded
ground pin on the bottom, the blade on
the upper left is hot, the one on the upper
right is neutral. The ground pin connects
the ground from the wall receptacle to
the component's chassis. If AC voltage
shunts to the unit's chassis because of an
electrical fault, the chassis shorts that potential to ground and trips the breaker, in
the process saving you from becoming
like unto burnt toast. Hot and neutral are
connected to the component's power
transformer, which usually leaks some
current to ground. The amount of leakage
depends on the orientation of the plug:
one way will produce less than the other
and, in most cases, sound better But nothing is absolute; as always, use your ears.
Before we delve into plug orientation,'
Isuggest making sure your outlets are
wired correctly. This can be checked

1Detailed in next month's installment of -Fine Tunes."
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with a$5 circuit tester found in most
hardware stores. You plug its three prongs
into the outlet, and aseries of LEDs on its
molded body tells the tale: open ground,
hot/neutral reversed, and so on. Correct if
necessary, you know what you're doing. By
that Imean: kill the juice at the breaker
box, then test again to make sure the AC

"Of course Ishut off
the breaker, Kathleen.
What do you
take me for?" Zottt!
isn't still waiting to bite you. Don't take it
for granted that the upper and lower sockets in aduplex receptacle are on the same
circuit, especially in older buildings.
Take our loft, which started domestic
life as Kathleen's live-in photography studio, and before that was aribbon factory.
She asked the guys doing the electrical
work during the conversion for agood
outlet for her strobes. That's what they
gave her, all right: two separate lines from
the breaker box, wired to the upper and
lower outlets of asingle duplex receptacle!
"Of course Ishut off the breaker, Kathleen.
What do you take me for?" Zoe
While you're at it, Ialso recommend
the use of hospital-grade receptacles, for
their higher-spec construction and tighter
contacts. Screw-down connections are
always better than spring clips, and hardwired grounds will also provide superior
performance. But don't fool around with
it if you're not confident of what you're
doing. If you have any doubts whatsoever,
consult an experienced audiophile you
trust, or arrange for an electrician.
That said, our own hospital-grade
dual-quad receptacles were fitted by yrs
trly and friends, K-10 dragging the two
BX cables between ceiling and roof to the
breaker box. What ababe; she came out
looking like she'd been up achimney.
Another way to quickly check your
outlets is with asmall penlike device that
can also be found in most hardware
stores. (My Pyramid VoltProbe VP-400
set me back around $12.) Basically, you
touch the tip of the probe to the hot side
of the AC plug in awall receptacle, which

Scull

should light up the tip of the probe.
Touch it to the neutral side and nothing
happens. Remember, facing the wall
socket, hot should be on your right.
There's something else you should
know. The AC supply to the home
comes from acenter-tapped transformer
on the pole outside. Other than for
clothes dryers and space heaters, the
220V balanced AC is split into two 110V
unbalanced sources. Most audiophiles
don't realize that there's usually more
than one leg of positive AC phase in their
homes. There are most often two, one
from each side of the outside transformer,
so your tester may indicate that you're
wired up fine, but for really good sound
you have to dig deeper.
Before we installed dedicated outlets, I
mapped every socket in the area around
our system. Why? For best results, your
components should all be on the same leg
of positive phase. Let's say that, depending
on the design of the associated components —their power supplies and the way
in which current flows through them —
keeping everything on the same phase of
positive can be less troublesome than not
doing so. Your goal is to always keep the
difference in voltage potential between
chassis and ground to aminimum.
Testing for positive phase is simple and
requires nothing more than ahumble
RatShadc voltmeter. Set the meter to AC
Volts, and drive the positive probe into
the hot receptade of one outlet and the
other lead into the hot receptacle of
another duplex outlet (An extension cord
to the remote socket makes measurement easy.) If both outlets are on the
same leg of positive phase, you'll read OV,
or avalue very near that. If they're not on
the same phase of positive, you'll see
240V or thereabouts.
In the next several "Fine Tunes" ni discuss grounding your system, techniques
for finding the plug orientation with the
lowest current leakage, and how to deal
with ground-loop problems. I'll also
cover prewar buildings equipped with
only hot and neutral outlets, no ground.
And further thoughts on running components — including amplifiers — on separate dedicated lines, or with everything
on the same circuit The whole shockind
truth, Geraldo. Now it can be told.
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The highly efficient Dual Concentric drivers
are the ultimate instruments to experience the
unique virtues of tube amplification.
The stately posture and trapezoidal lines of
the

Churchill

can

only

be

described

as

purposefully elegant ... a timeless design that
will grace even the most opulent listening

rANNOY/TGI

NORTH

AMERICA

INC.

300 GAGE AVE, SUITE I • KITCHENER ONTARIO. CANADA N2M 2C8
PHONE (5 I
9) 745 II58 FAX (519) 74S-2364 •WEB SITE: http//www.tannorcom
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"You might, as Idid, find the
McCormack Power Drive DNA-0.5
nothing less than an Aladdin
among amplifiers adiamond in the rough."
Thomas J. Norton
Stereophile. February 1995
Vol. 18. No. 2

Mr. Norton's other comments:
"... my first reaction was 'Marvelous!'"
"...portrayal of aconvincing soundstage
was first-rate"
"...superb throughout the midrange"
"... bass was powerful, deep and well-defined"
"... WI did virtually everything right"
Musical magic from an "Aladdin" amplifier.
For $1495. If you think big sound costs big
bucks, better think again.
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Contact us for the name of your
local dealer and acopy of the
complete review.

McCORMACK
A UDIO C ORPORATION
2733 Merrilee Drive •Fairfax, VA 22031 •(703) 573-9665
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Astor

Place

Lisa

C

ountless pages have been written
about what audiophiles do when
we close the door on them: The
listening in the dark, the elaborate
tweaking using everything from aerospace technology to our kitchen aluminum foil — and, of course, the endless parade of visiting fellow audiophiles providing additional wisdom on
how to perfect the sound.
Well, the time has come to 'fess up to
what us significant others do when our
audiophiles are out record-shopping or
helping with some audio emergency.
What? You thought we just sat home
listening to the CD you stuck on
REPEAT to burn in the latest piece of
equipment? Not likely.
The elevator door closed — my
audiophile was out of listening range. I
sat on the couch for afew minutes.
Despite my eclectic taste, my audiophile
inevitably puts on something Ihate
when he's out. Ilater remark that the
album reminds me of two cats fighting.
"Oh, was it bad? Ipicked it up at
Princeton Record Exchange this week
and haven't had time to listen to it yet."
In the meantime Ihead for the bedroom and tune the television to MTV to
listen to all the music that everyone but us
is listening to. Oh, afew new groups
release their new albums on vinyl, or
have, through some studio mishap,
recorded aCD that my audiophile deems
"listenable." But most new releases are, in
my audiophile's opinion, "unplayable."
After gaining enough MTV insight
that Ino longer fear that the junior consultants in my office are bringing real
squirrels from Central Park into the
office, or that the garbage they're leaving around will eventually smell, Isurf
over to VH-1, where Madonna's next
new look signals me that it's time to recreate myself.
Islip into my spa sandals with all the
little nubbies, don my thick white
terry-cloth robe, and slather myself
with herbal wrap. Isneak my New Age
CD out of my briefcase and throw it on
the system. The room fills with music
claimed to "tap the source of healing
through primordial sounds and provide
apath for the journey home to myself."
Ilie on amat on the floor, the ConradStereophile, February 1999

Johnsons casting agentle warmth over
me, the herbal wrap sucking toxins
from my body. Iwonder ji should relocate
the Shun Mock disks to intensih,my aura...
Iam wrenched brutally from my
home-spa experience by the ringing of
the phone. It is my audiophile.

Alice in Chains instead of
Mel Tormé? Hey, Alice's
Unplugged is sitting on
top of apile of discs on
the dining-room table,
and since Ido not have
our entire collection
memorized by catalog
number, it might not be
so bad. Married to an
audiophile, you learn
to be flexible.
"Honey, just thought you'd like to
know it wasn't as bad as we thought ...
We got the amp working. But Ithink
with alittle more tweaking we can get
some really good sound."
Imumble something about my great
relief at this news and lie back down, but
it's too late —my inner self has definitely lost its oneness with the music's vibratory impulses. Idiscover that the toxins
running through my veins were all that
were keeping me from total collapse.
Deciding to listen to an LP, Iwalk
over to the shelves to pull out Mel
Tormé, only to realize that, unlike my
audiophile, Ido not have our entire collection memorized by catalog number.
I'm lucky to remember composer and
conductor.
After looking through three or four
hundred records, Ibegin to think alittle bit of Alice in Chains' Unplugged
wouldn't be so bad. Alice instead of
Mel? Hey, Unplugged is sitting on top of
apile of discs on the dining-room table.
Married to an audiophile, you learn to

Astor

be flexible.
The phone rings.
"Hi, honey, could you take alook in
the closet? Ican't remember if our
neighbor gave back my extra interconnects, and Ithink we could really use
them here. By the way, the Mel Tormé
album Ibrought over is beginning to
sound really good."
Feeling just abit like Tom Cruise in
Risky Business, Idecide to do what only
the ultimate rebel, James Dean, might
have done: Ilie down on the couch
with my knees in the sweet spot. My
rebellion is quickly squelched by a
sharp pain in my back. Oh, just acouple of remotes stuck in between the
couch cushions.
The phone rings.
"Honey, could you look up someone's phone number for me? He has
the same amp, and we want to fmd out
what type of cables he's using ... "
Isit back down on the couch —in
the sweet spot — and suddenly find
myself mumbling something about
how the midrange sounds better than
I've ever heard it. Hmm, an empty box
for anew phono cartridge. Wow, this
sounds really good. Ifind myself putting
on the Flirtations to check out the
soundstage. Then Iput on some harpsichord to check out the cartridge's
speed. Then —
The phone rings.
"Honey, we're just wrapping up. I
should be home in half an hour."
Irush to start dinner and set the
table. Oops, almost forgot — Iput the
cat-fight CD back on and punch
REPEAT.

My audiophile walks in, telling me
about the intense diagnostics performed on his friend's system. The
intervention was asuccess.
"So what did you do today?"
"Ohhh, nothing. Do you want rice
or couscous with dinner? By the way, I
think the cartridge could use just a
slight azimuth adjustment to clean up
the upper midrange..."
Too late. He's already in the living
room, cueing up Mel.
"I really missed you today!" he yells.
Over "Take the A Train," Ishout
back: "I missed you too!"
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People are unique. As much as we may
seem alike superficially, our tastes, moods
and styles vary as do the sands in the
desert. That's why the cookie-cutter,
one-size-fits-all sales approach just does
not work. Bringing together people with
the audio/video system of their dreams calls
for aspecial sensitivity to our individual
traits. That's why at Sound by Singer
we custom tailor our business to fit your
needs, not the other way around.
Here are three ways that we make owning
the world's most enjoyable audio video easy.
How to Buy a $40,000 System for a
$10,000 Investment
-Nobody can get the gear you want into
your home easier than Sound by Singer.
Our Leveraged Buy-In Program lets you
get what you want now with alimited
initial investment. You can buy your dream
state-of-the-art component surrounded
with blue-chip demo components (fully
warranted, of course) which you can trade
in item by item towards your next desired
component for up to two years from the
date of purchase. Our payment plans fit
your needs and your planned expenditure.

a$10,000

investi

*Delivery *Super System Set-up *Custom Instal&
'Audio/Video Cabinetry 'Home/Office Trials 0.

••••

ii

Real Values for Used Equipment
Trade-Ins
-Tired of trading in equipment at 25%
of retail value? Sound by Singer has away
to help realize cost savings of up to 45%
and help save the world at the same time.
Call for details and aquote.
The Best Customer Demonstrator
Plans in the Business
-Our customers don't have to regret the
road not taken. With our Zero Error
In-Home Demo Plan, you select the two
products you really want to compare.
Buy both and evaluate them for up to seven
days in your home and return the one
you don't want for afull refund. With
our Preferred Customer Demo Plan, we
can arrange an in-home Demonstrations
for any of the components we have on
the floor.
At Sound by Singer, we make your
audio dreams come true!
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ne of the benefits of being music editor of Stereophile —after, of
course, unimaginable wealth, unquestioned power, and hot and
cold running editorial groupies —is that every year in February I
get to write about death. That, and the rather odd personality traits
Ç) of the Sterrophile writing staff.
For readers, our annual "Records To Die For" extravaganza, in which each writer
chooses two discs for which he or she might or might not be bitten in half; is (hopefilly) afun feature that clues you in to forgotten masterworks or gives you something obscure to lust after in record stores.
The only catch is that Ft2D4s are personal choices, like burgers or boxer shorts,
dependent entirely upon the taste of the individual. The only rule that our writers
must observe is that the discs selected cannot have been out of print since before
the death of, say, Louis Armstrong (1971). Otherwise, any genre, artist, or collection is fair game.
For me, this feature provides awindow into the shadowy souls of our writers. I
mean what, pray tell, could possess agrown man to choose the soundtrack to ABug's
Lfe as one of the discs he'd expire for? Or, better yet, ramble on for paragraph after
paragraph about how alluring Stevie Nicks looks swathed in diaphanous veils?
Music writers are, of course, the most twisted of all. If you write about music long
enough, you naturally, without fail, become acontrarian. If everybody else likes it,
then it's gotta be crap. Conversely, if they pressed up 500 copies on dried rabbit dung
and distributed them only in Cambodia, then you've gotta have it.
In addition, music writers all have their secret, guilty pleasures. Old KISS records
are abig one. T Rex figures prominently in certain music collections. Sweet is another behind-closed-doors kinda band. And let's not even talk about Lesley Gore, TV
Tunes, and Falco (Rock Me Amadeus!!!).
All of this is meant as awarning. Before you dash off aletter informing me that
any of the following writers are cretins for choosing these discs, remember: It's only
their opinion. In some cases, they're more to be pitied than scorned. And yes, before
you ask, that will be me turning slowly on aspit in the writers' lounge at HI-FI '
99.
—Robert Baird
Note: If arecording listed here has previously been reviewed in Stereophile, the volume and number of the pertinent issue appear in parentheses at the end of the
review. For example, alisting of "XVIII-10" means that areview appeared in Vol.18
No.10 (October 1995). These citations include full reviews and the shorter R2D4
and "Quarter Notes" capsules.
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Coming soon to adealer near you...

The Synergistic Research
"Your Cable For Life Tour!"
Check the following dates and locations for an evening featuring live cable demonstrations and FREE
cable and power cord giveaways! Synergistic Research's lead cable designer, Ted Denney 111, will be on hand
to explain his award winning approach to cable design and to answer your questions while performing
personalized system diagnostics for your system!

4 Free cable giveaways at all locations- including
A/C Master Couplers!

4 Experience live demonstrations of Discrete and
Active ShieldingTM anew technology that works
outside-the-signal-path to actively reduce acables
interaction with the music signal!

4 Live on site system diagnostics with Synergistic
Research's lead cable designer- Ted Denney III

4 Aclinic that may allow you to upgrade your current non-Synergistic Research cables to Active
and Discrete Shielding- call or visit Synergistic's
web site for further details and restrictions

4 Topics of discussion will

include- cable system
matching, how to find the perfect cables for your
system, and how to apply the correct cables to
your multichannel audio video system

4 For further details and for your free copy of the
"Explorer's Guide 2nd Edition" visit Synergistic's
web site at www.SynergisticResearch.com or
phone 1.800.578.6489. Synergistic Research is
aY2K compliant company.

Live demonstrations will feature Discrete and Active Shielding

Tour Dates

East Coast
2,13 4pm The Analog Shop •Victor, NY (716) 742-2860
216 7pm The Sound Exchange -Somerville, NJ (908) 725-7633
2'18 7pm Freehold Stereo-Video •Freeholds, NJ (732) 866-9500
224 7pm Silver Screen &Sound -Towson, MD (410) 296-0202
Midwest
39 7pm Stereo Center -Flint, MI (810) 732-2220
3'10 7pm Accutronics Ann Arbor, MI (734) 741-4444
3/13 4pm Holm Audio -Lisle, IL (630) 663-1298
3/16 7pm Audio Video Logic -Des Moines, IA (515) 255-2134
West Coast & The Rockies
323 7pm Music Lovers -Berkeley, CA (510) 841-7166
325 7pm Weekend Environments -Port Orchard, WA (360) 874-1201
4/5 7pm ListenUp Denver, CO (303) 778-0780
-16 7pm ListenUp -Boulder, CO (303) 444-0479
48 7pm ListenUp Col. Spgs. CO (719) 633-2600

501 Superior Ave. Newport Beach Calif. 92663

949.642.2800 fax 949.642.2900
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PAUL
sae« ALTHOUSE
BRAHMS: Double Concerto
BEETHOVEN: Triple Concerto
Pinchas Zukerman, violin; Ralph Kirshbaum, cello;
John Browning, piano; Christoph Eschenbach,
London Symphony Orchestra
RCA 68964-2 (CD). 1998. Philip Traugott, prod.;
Simon Rhodes, eng. DOD. Tr: 70:54

May I recommend half a disc? The
Double Concerto, Brahms' last orchestral
work, will never match the appeal of the
composer's earlier works because it is too
tinged with melancholy and relies more
on reflection than on virtuosity. It is,
nonetheless, awork of penetrating beauty realized through Brahms' craftsmanship. My benchmark has long been the
Oistrakh/Rostropovich recording, conducted by Sze11, but this surpasses it, both
in the serenity of the slow movement and
the spirit of the finale. The other half disc
is equally fine, but after being blown
away by the Brahms, Ifind Beethoven's
Triple Concerto (not his most profound
piece) alittle lightweight. The recording
is warm, with soloists and orchestra in
good balance.
BRUCKNER: Mass No.2 in e. Psalm 150, Te Deum
Pamela Coburn, soprano; Ingeborg Danz, alto;
Christian Elsner, tenor; Franz-Josef Selig, bass;
Gâchinger Kantorei Stuttgart; Helmuth Rang,
Bach-Collegium Stuttgart
Hânssler CO 98.119 (CD). 1997. Richard Hauck,
prod.; Teije van Geest, eng. DOD. TF: 76:44

You can't buy abook (or CD) by the
cover. Who would expect a conductor
like Rilling, with an orchestra called the
Bach-Collegium, to do great Bruckner?
But here it is: loud, spacious, and sonically luxuriant. If you like choral-orchestral
music and demo discs for your rig, you
can't do better than the Te Deism — unless
it's Psalm 150, in which the sopranos are
asked to sing inhumanly high. But this
disc is more than just raw thrills — the
blend and intonation in the divisi sections
of the Mass are superb, as is the fugue in
the Psalm. And this is one of "those" recordings: as it goes along, I'm always nudging the volume up.

g

LARRY
ARCHIBALD

JACQUELINE DU PRÉ: Favorite Cello Concertos
Boceerini: Cello Concerto in 8-flat, G.482. Dvorák:
Cello Concerto. Elgar: Cello Concerto. Haydn: Cello
Concertos 1, 2. Monn: Cello Concerto. Saint-Saëns:
Cello Concerto 1. Schumann: Cello Concerto.
Jacqueline du Pré, cello; Daniel Barenboim, English
Chamber Orchestra, New Philharmonia Orchestra,
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Jacqueline du Pré, cello; Sir John Barbirolli, London
Symphony Orchestra
EMI CMS 7 63283 2 (3 CDs). 1965, 1967, 1968,
1969, 1971; compilation, 1989. Peter Andry, Suvi
Raj Grubb, RobertleAnderson prods.; Allen Stagg.
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Christopher Parker, Carson Taylor, engs. ADD. Tr:
3:41:43

may be deprived by Jacqueline du
Pré's early death, at the age of 42, from
multiple sclerosis, but we have a rich
record of the passion she put into making
music. Ihappened across this compilation
recently at the newly opened Borders
store in Santa Fe, and couldn't resist.
My favorites are the Dvorak and Elgar,
but the Haydn concertos were lovely, with
superb orchestral sound; the Schumann,
Saint-Saëns, and Monn were the least
inspiring, with the Monn the surprising
favorite. Like their collaboration on the
Beethoven sonatas for cello and piano
(also on EMI), there's an astounding fire
between du Pré and Barenboim in the
pieces that he conducted. They didn't
know that MS would break up their musical and marital partnership, but they play
and conduct as if they had just a few
moments in which to create music.
The varied times, places, orchestras, conductors, composers, producers, and engineers of these recordings prohibit detailed
discussion of each piece—just buy and sample. You can't help but be enthralled. The
performances tend obviously toward the
romantic. Orchestral balances are excellent,
but not especially realistic —du Pré's cello is
always spotlighted at unrealistic levels with
relation to the orchestra, but that's pretty
much par for the course with cello concertos.
Given that spotlight, the playing is superb —
energetic, vibrant, and lyrically aggressive.
Yo-Yo Ma now plays the same Stradivari
cello used in these recordings; you can
actually recognize its sound if you hear it
live or on his recordings. Ionce spoke with
the assistant conductor of the Phoenix
Philharmonic, who got to play that cello
when Ma was visiting for aconcert. He
said that the instrument just sprang to life
at the merest touch of the bow.
We

GERSHWIN: Porgy and Bess
Ray Charles, vocals, piano; Cleo Laine, vocals; Ray
Parker, electric guitar; Scotty Edwards, Fender bass;
Jimmy Smith, drums; orchestra arranged & conducted by Frank De Vol
Ray Charles Enterprises/Rhino/Classic JP1831 (2
LPs). 1976/1998. Norman Granz, prod.; Grover
Helsley, eng. AAA. TT: 82:33

Last week Iasked Robert Baird whether
this release was being reviewed — and, if
not, why not? Familiar as all of us are
with Porgy and Bess, Ifeel incompetent to
write acomplete review myself. What of
all the alternate versions — like the one
Norman Granz recorded with Louis
Armstrong and Ella Fitzgerald 20 years
before this one? What of the Billie
Holiday version?
Happily, you don't need to be an expert
to appreciate the music-making here. The
arrangements fit the voices of Charles and
Laine, with Laine an unexpectedly happy
surprise, with great range. Ray Charles is
simply Ray Charles, with all the relaxed
perfectionism he always delivers. Each of

the best-known songs is presented first as
an instrumental featuring brilliant piano
work from Charles, and then in avocal
arrangement. Ididn't love every change to
the familiar Gershwin tunes, but the ones
that succeed do so to afabulous degree.
The production and sound quality are
superb —this release delivers the virtues of
LP in aBIG way! Surfaces are dead-quiet,
dynamics are amazing, images are spookily
convincing, and the voices arc right there in
the room with you. Excellent!

g

LISA
ASTOR

VICTOR WOOTEN: A Show of Hands
Compass 1196 (CD). 1996. Victor Lemonte Wooten,
prod. Mark Mandelbaum, Kurt Storey, engs AAD )
TT:4400.

I've learned alot about family this year,
but Victor Wooten was way ahead of me.
"I learned everything in life from my
family," he declares. And this, his first solo
album, is sprinkled with the voices of his
family and friends. The voices of Martin
Luther King, Malcolm X, and Wooten
mom are heard on "Words of Wisdom."
But my favorite track has to be "More
Love." It just gives you love —big old bassguitar—type love. The timeless echo of the
little girls' voices as they share what they're
going to be when they grow up. Yeah. Ya
just gotta sing along — especially since the
words aren't real hard to learn. And the
disc is well recorded. The bass guitar
sounds as real as when Icaught Wooten
performing as aFlecktone with Béla Fleck
on the Santa Monica pier one hot summer
night. The harmonics and distinctness of
each of the voices has been captured.
A Show of Hands is Wooten's vehicle to
share with *us his electric bass guitar, and
the embodiment one of his philosophies:
"You got to dance like nobody's watching,
and love like it's never going to hurt."
SIMON & GARFUNKEL: Bookends
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 732 (CD). 1968/1998. Paul
Simon, Art Garfunkel, prods.; Roy Halee, prod.,
eng. AAD? TT: 43:00

Ihadn't really listened to Bookends since
my student days at Columbia University:
the last of the demonstrators chanting at
the gate, the final draft numbers drawn,
our older brothers coming home — some
of them, at least. Still, "America" has been
my anthem for 20 years as I've traveled
through the airports and train stations of
America. "Old Friends" has been my
comfort while opening letters from those
I've shared years of my life with, but who
now live in other time zones.
And every time I'm tempted by anew
opportunity, Iask if it's agood thing or
merely "plastics" —the soulless opportunity
offered Dustin Hoffinann in "Mrs. Robin63
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son." And Ireach for Myles' hand to reaffirm my belief in the power of true love, and
long for heroes like Joe DiMal4o. In atime
when we desperately need gentleness of
spirit, Bookends makes you want to do better.
It moves and inspires. What more could
you ask of adisc?
Why, good sound, of course! There are
some trade-offs when compared to the
original LP, aloss of some harmonics and
precision — the gentle blending of Garfunkel's harmonies with the thin storyteller voice of Simon. But the CD's
midrange is fuller, and the voices have
been brought forward. The beat of the
cymbals and maracas on "Mrs. Robinson"
are distinct. And this was accomplished
without sacrificing the booming bass on
cuts such as "Save the Life of My Child."

Ig JOHN

ATKINSON
WAYNE MARSHALL: Bach, Liszt, Brahms
Bach: Fantasia 8 Fugue in g. Liszt: Fantasia 8 Fugue
on "Ad nos, as salutarem undam." Brahms: Fugue
in a-flat. Bruno: Fugue, Fantasy, 8Chorale
Wayne Marshall, the organ of St. Mary's Church,
Southampton, England
BBC Music Magazine MM71 (CD-Extra, with liner
notes and CD-player software, Windows 3.1 8
Windows 95 only). 1998. John Hadden, prod.;
Malcolm Bruno, exec prod. DDD. It: 59:46

Available only from BBC Music's backissue department — (800) 746-8848 —
this astonishing recording was included
free with that magazine's July 1998 issue.
The difficulty in recording an instrument
that is literally part of abuilding's fabric is
getting the optimal balance between the
direct sound and the often long-lasting
reverberation. Too close, and the sound
becomes relentless; too distant, and the
power of the "king of instruments" is dissipated into extra muddiness.
But on this outing into the organ repertoire, English organist, pianist, and conductor Wayne Marshall has been served
by the engineers with asound that is powerful and direct, yet lets you know that the
instrument is working into adeliciously
real acoustic. The Bach is sublime, if—
considering the recording venue's threesecond decay time —a little on the fast
side when Marshall comes to the fugue.
But the standout is the Liszt Fantasia &
Fugue — theatrical, emotionally charged,
and dynamics up the wazoo! Forget Puff
Daddy remixes and othcr basshead fare.
Fire up the system, set your subwoofer on
Stun, insert this disc in your player, and let
your neighbors hear what deep, clean bass
is all about.
A high-end audio touch: The disc
was sponsored by Naim Audio. When
you load it in your CD-ROM drive, a
working facsimile of aNaim CD player's front panel appears on your PC's
screen. Nice.
Stereophile, February 1999

JEAN-YVES THIBAUDET: Conversations with Bill
Evans
Jean-Yves ThibaudeL piano
London 455 512-2 (CD). 1997. Mike Woolcoclç
prod.; Eric Calvi, exec. prod.; Jonathan Stokes,
Graham Meek, engs.; Matthew Hutchinson, ed.
DDD. Tr: 60:42

One result of the classical record market's
state of consternation and confusion has
been the uncovering of new repertoire and
the exploring of musical byways, as companies try to find something, anything that will
attract otherwise jaded customers. One
such gem is this exploration of the music of
the late jazz pianist Bill Evans, mainly in the
form of transcriptions of Evans solos performed on a Hamburg Steinway D as
though they were classical pieces. The
sound, captured in the Lefrak Concert Hall
in Queens, New York, is fairly close, yet
with just enough ambient glow to place the
listener in the acoustic. Thibaudet has an
impressive empathy with Evans' impressionistic idiom. "Waltz for Debby," of
course, is here, as is the overdubbed "Love
Theme from Spartacus," with its flurries of
32nd notes. But the piece that speaks to me
most intimately is "Peace Piece," where a
falling-fifth ostinato sets up a Satie-esque
mood of contemplative calm, punctuated
and overlaid by gentle melodic essayings on
the piano's higher registers.

ROBERT
BAIRD
GRAM PARSONS: GP! Grievous Angel
Reprise 26108-2 (CD). 1973-74/1990. Gram
Parsons, Rik Grech, orig prods.; Hugh Davies, Ed
Barton, orig. engs.; Marley Brant, John Delgatto,
reissue prods. AAD?
72:50

As the man responsible for the Byrds'
Siveethean tf the Rodeo, not to mention the
creation of the Flying Burrito Bros., the discovery of Emmylou Harris, and the education, honky-tonk-wise, of Keith and Mick,
Gram Parsons, who OD'd before Grievous
Angel was released, is the patron saint of all
that is good and right about county rock.
But these days the cult of Gram can
nauseate even the staunchest believer.
Every issue of Mojo magazine carries at
least one photo of him — even if they don't
have a reason. And given the vibrant
return of country rock (now known as
"that No Depression stuff," or Alternative
Country), Gram and his music —which,
strangely enough, is rarely covered by this
new generation of purported Gram fans —
are now worshipped more than ever.
The cure for Gram overload is to listen
again to these two solo discs. They're his
most potent legacy, and remain ground zero
for the country-rock genesis — the melding,
if you will, of Bill Monroe and the Rolling
Stones. This essential compilation combines
both GP and Grievous Angel with two short
essays and complete lyrics. The sound —
which was always warm and inviting,

thanks to Merle Haggard's engineer Hugh
Davies —is slightly improved from the LPs.
With very few exceptions, everything that
Gram's now-towering reputation is built on
is here. Covers like "We'll Sweep Out the
Ashes in the Morning," "Streets of Baltimore," "Cash on the Barrelhead," and
"Love Hurts" (with Harris on duet vocals)
mix with originals like "The New Soft
Shoe," "Brass Buttons," "Hickory Wind,"
and "In My Hour of Darkness." (XIX-2)
BIX BEIDERBECKE: Volume I: Singin' the Blues
Columbia CK 45450 (CD). 1990. Tommy Rockwell,
orig. prod.; Michael Brooks, reissue prod.; Tim
Geelan, reissue eng. MD? Tr: 34:15

Every jazz fan worth the weight of acornet knows the Bix legend: middle-class
Iowa native sees Louis Armstrong play
when the Mississippi riverboats come
north in the summer, becomes abrilliant
cornet soloist, but — through acombination of his own undisciplined personality
and the fact that he spends most of his
years buried in Paul Whiteman's overly
commercial band — meets an untimely
end thanks to demon rum.
This volume collects the earliest and
best of Bix's scant recorded output. Most
of these early jazz recordings — which, like
everything else then, used Armstrong's
Hot Fives and Sevens as models — are
with asmall group that variously included
C-melody smanan Frank Trumbauer, guitarist Eddie Lang, and trombonist Miff
Mole, among others. Bix's signature tune,
"Singin' the Blues," which contains one of
the most inspired improvisations in jazz
history, is here, as are "Clarinet Marmalade," "I'm C,omin' Virginia," and "Riverboat Shuffle." What makes these recordings so essential is that they show Bix at his
most brilliant, most ambitious, most alive.
On record, he would never again reach this
deep within himself.
Aword to the wise: There are now araft
of Bix compilations, usually on labels
you've never heard of, featuring absolutely
unlistenable sound. While the sound here
doesn't rumble or twinkle — remember,
we're talking 1927 mono recordings, many
of which were taken from less-than-pristine metal or shellac parts—the remastering job, while showing all the usual signs of
early digital remastering (too bright, a
soundstage flattened for the sake of clarity), is the best so far.

LARRY
atom BIRNBAUM
OSCAR ALEMÁN: Swing Guitar Masterpieces
Acoustic Disc ACD-29 (2 CDs). 1998. Dave Crisman,
prod. AAD. TT: 2:25:02

Argentine guitarist Oscar Alemán developed a"hot jazz" style as swinging, if not
quite as stinging, as his friend Django
65

Reinhardes. But though he created abrief
sensation in Europe, the outbreak of
World War II sent him fleeing to Buenos
Aires, where he died in relative obscurity
40 years later. Last year, mandolinist/producer Dave Grisman (who was turned on
to Alemán by Jerry Garcia) released this
double-CD compilation, introducing
Americans to an unsung six-string wizard.
Following the guitar-violin format of
Eddie Lang with Joe Venuti and Reinhardt
with Stcphane Grappelli, Alemán came
up with asound similar to Django's but
without the biting tremolos. Two 1938
European solo guitar sides, "Nobody's
Sweetheart" and "Whispering," established his reputation as avirtuoso; other
early tracks feature American bassist
Wilson Myers, whose vocals on "Russian
Lullaby" and "Jeepers Creepers" lend a
Louis Armstrong-like touch of Yankee
authenticity.
Back in Argentina, Alemán, with a
combo featuring fiddler Manuel Gavinovich, continue to cut Stateside standards
like "Stardust" and "I Got Rhythm," but
also tackled Latin pop classics like "Malagueña" and "Besame Mucho," infusing
them with aswing feel and, sometimes, his
own scatted vocals. Memán's version of
"Cherokee," counterpointed with aweird
Andean-Indian flute theme, is priceless. His
final, 1950s recordings with alarge ensemble bring out his campier side, but the lightning sparkle of his finger-picked guitar
never ceases to delight.
ROSCOE HOLCOMB: The High Lonesome Sound
Smithsonian Folkways SF CD 40079 (CD). 1998.
John Cohen, prod. MD. Tr: 73:54

strange modal tunings, he makes familiar
tunes like "On Top of Old Smoky" and
"House of the Rising Sun" sound so fresh,
they're almost frightening. And on the 10minute "Little Bessie," asong about adying
girl's vision ofJesus, he builds the tension to
anearly unbearable level, leaving the listener emotionally exhausted.
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HOWARD
BLUMENTHAL

BENNY CARTER: 'Live and Well in Japan!
Original Jazz Classics 01C 736 (CD). 1978, 1992.
Benny Carter, prod. AAD. TT: 42:00

A good old-fashioned jazz album, handsomely recorded at Tokyo's Kosei Nenkin
Hall. 'Mis is visceral, smiling jazz, ataste of
swing and big-band, some improvisation,
and always attentive trading of ideas
between alto saxman Carter and his
cronies, notably Budd Johnson (tenor and
soprano sax). The 10-piece band performs
just four numbers, reaching out to the
crowd and making adeep impression. Best
is the Louis Armstrong medley, with
Carter showing off on trumpet. The opener is the old Johnny Hodges tune, "Squatty
Roo," and the closer is Ellington's "It Don't
Mean aThing (If It Ain't Got that Swing)."
No big surprises here. Just smiles.
SOLAS: Solos
Shanachie 78002 (CD). 1996. Johnny Cunningham,
prod.; John Anthony, ens. DDD. Tr: 54:45

One of my favorite loudspeaker test recordings (for its bodhrán, or Irish drum, and its
The phrase "high lonesome sound," now
fine fiddling), this CD inevitably raises the
applied promiscuously to virtually any
question "What's the name of that CD, and
bluegrass music, was actually coined by
where can Ibuy one for myself?" Like any
musician/folklorist John Cohen to degood Irish band, Solas mixes up songs, reds,
scribe the pre-bluegrass Appalachian
airs, and jigs, zigging from tear-jerker to fast
groove of the late Roscoe Holcomb,
dance and back again. It's the airs that get
whom Cohen discovered in the hills of me every time. Seamus Egan's sparse guitar
Eastern Kentucky in 1959. Until then,
running scales, vibrating the whole room,
Holcomb, atrue folk singer, had never cut
Winifred Horan yearning on her fine fidarecord, earning aprecarious living as a dle —"Crested Hens" causes me to drift off
coal miner and lumberjack and performand dream. The best track's probably the
ing only at local dances or on his front
opener, adrinking song called "Nil 'Na U."
porch. Cohen began recording Holcomb,
Egan's amighty fiddler, but vocalist Karan
and took him to folk festivals around the
Casey often steals the show. An ideal entry
US and Europe, winning him asmall but
point for Irish music, and aCl) that sounddevoted following that included Eric
ly breaks through the stereotypes.
Clapton and Bob Dylan.
Holcomb's music, sung in araspy, straining tenor and accompanied —if at all — by
LONNIE
jangly banjo or plangent guitar, is as bonechillingly intense as Robert Johnson's.
BROWNELL
Drawing from arepertoire of British balRUBÉN GONZÁLEZ: Introducing ... Rubén Gonzalez
lads, old Baptist hymns, blues, and comWorld Circuit/Nonesuch 79477-2 (CD). 1998. Nick
mercial "hillbilly" recordings by the likes of
Gold, prod, Jerry Boys, eng. MD? TT: 45:55
Dock Boggs, Holcomb shapes every song
to his own haunted, stoic personality, proCuban pianist Rubén González was 78
jecting atightly wound passion that Dylan
years old when this, his first album as a
described as "an untamed sense of control."
leader, was released in '97. The nine cuts
With his thick Kentucky accent and
reveal an agile, playful musical mind, and
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fingers that have total command over his
axe. By turns soulful, rhythmically compelling, and beautiful, his playing is often
dazzlingly virtuosic, but never at the
expense of the song. Gonzalez is teamed
with a troupe of fellow master Cuban
musicians — veterans (like Gonzalez) of
the Ry Cooder-led Buena Vista Social Club
sessions who sound as if they've played
together forever. (Informally, at least, they
probably have.)
In the liner notes, Cooder calls Gonzalez
a cross between Thelonious Monk and
Felix the Cat. Like Felix, González has a
bottomless bag of tricks, but he's too
smoothly melodic to be compared to the
angular Thelonious; Art Tatum (but with
more discipline) might be more apt.
Ifeel like donning aPanama hat and
lighting up aCohiba Robusto every time I
play this; it's alot cheaper than flying to
Havana — oh, and it's legal.
MARC RIBOT: Marc Ribot ylos Cubanos Postizos
Atlantic 83116-2 (CD). 1998. JD Foster, prod.; Andy
Taub, eng. MD? Tr: 46:41

Guitarist Marc Ribot is usually associated
with modernistic hepcats like Tom Waits,
Elvis Costello, and John Lurie, but here
he's put together aband of "Prosthetic
Cubans" for atribute to the late Cuban
bandleader/composer/guitarist Arsenio
Rodriguez (in whose orchestra Rubén
Gonzalez played in the '40s).
This Cl) is an excellent choice for your
next tropical-flavored pool party. It's
steamy and sexy, sometimes slightly kooky,
but cool and understated (and respectful of
the music) — all at the same time. Riboes
guitar playing is precise yet warm, and the
small ensemble (bass, drums, percussion,
occasional organ) creates adark, gioovy
atmosphere that goes equally well with
Mai Tais and Manhattans.
Unlike the aforementioned Gonzalez
disc, Los Cubanos Postizos may not make
you think you're in Cuba, but it will make
you thank your favorite deity that the
place that cooked up such spicy musical
flavor still exists.
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DANIEL
mew. BUCKLEY

WENDY CARLOS: Clockwork Orange: Complete
Original Score
Wendy Carlos, synthesizer
East Side Digital 81362 (CD). 1972/1998. Rachel
Elkind, prod.; John Romkey, Wendy Carlos, engs.
MD? TT: 46:56

Within days of buying my first DAT
machine in 1989, 1transferred Walter
(now Wendy) Carlos' Clockwork Orange
score from the pristine second copy of the
original LP (Columbia KC 31480) I'd
kept locked away since the 70s.
Worlds away from the official Warner
Bros. soundtrack album, this 1972 reStereophile, February 1999

lease —just reissued on CD for the first
time in extraordinarily detailed 20-bit
remastered form — featured the "Switched
On Bach" synthesizer pioneer at the peak
of her artistry, realizing both featured classical standards (the second and fourth
movements of Beethoven's Symphony 9,
Rossini's La Gazza Ladra overture, and
Purcell's Music /or the Funeral of Queen
Mary), and some of the most tightly conceived and powerful originals of the day.
Only snippets of this music found its way
into the filin.
The reissue also includes two substantial
works that didn't fit on the LP: the Strawbslike "Orange Minuet," and "Biblical
Daydreams," which accompanies Alex's
fantasies of Christ's persecution.
The focal point of the CD, however, is
Carlos' 13:50 "Timesteps" —an organic,
transfiguring electronic minidrama that
captures the book's and the film's insistent
rhythms, menacing power, and dark,
schizophrenic undertow. (XXI-2)
ALAN HOVHANESS: Mysterious Mountain
Fritz Reiner, Chicago Symphony Orchestra
RCA 61957-2 (CD). 1957-58/1995. Richard Moore,
prod.; Lewis Layton, eng. ADD. TT: 63:36

You can flush the handful of recordings of
Alan Hovhaness' Mysterious Mountain that
have appeared since Fritz Reiner and the
CSO's 1958 traversal of the thrilling
score. None can match the incomparable
drive and taut, sleek lines of this whitehot performance.
The four-movement work runs the
gamut from noble, quasi-sacred atmospheres to arip-roaring double fugue with
more whip strokes than the Spanish
Inquisition. The orchestration is as original and compelling as the score's epic
overall architecture.
The had news is the sound. While
there's plenty of presence and in-your-face
power, there's also aconstant hiss that is
very distracting in the score's softer passages. That said, the performance more
than makes up for the flawed sonics, and
equally potent performances of the fill-up
works (Prokofiev's Lieutenant Kijé Suite and
the Divertimento from Stravinsky's The
Fair)' çKiss) make this amust-have record.

BOB
CANNON
POGO: Pickin' Up the Pieces
Epic/Legacy EK 66227 (CD). 1969/1995. Jim
Messina, prod.; Terry Donovan, eng. AAD? TT: 43:15

Few bands could match the chops of
Poco's original lineup, which featured
ex—Buffalo Springfields Richie Furay and
Jim Messina, future Eagle Randy Meisner,
and pedal-steel god Rusty Young. On
their debut album Furay was at acreative
peak, with his bouncy title tune, the exhilStereophile, February 1999

arating "What aDay," and the bittersweet
ballad "First Love." His gorgeous tenor
never failed to produce goosebumps,
Meisner and drummer George Grantham
added crystalline harmonies that made the
Burrito Bros. sound like Tom Waits by
comparison. However, the star of the
show is Young, whose pedal-steel work is
nothing short of breathtaking. Alternately
simulating Hammond organ, banjo, and
piano, Young virtually reinvents his instrument cut by cut. Despite Terry 1)onovan's
fairly thin engineering, this remains an
overwhelming performance that is one of
the cornerstones of country-rock.
EM1TT RHODES: Emitt Rhodes
One Way/MCA MCAD-22078 (CD). 1970/1993.
Emitt Rhodes, Harvey Bruce, prods.; Emitt Rhodes,
eng. AAD? 7: 32:02

After splitting from L.A. popsters The
Merry-Go-Round in 1970, Emitt Rhodes
opted for aone-man-band approach and
created one of the great lost gems of pop.
An unabashed fan of Paul McCartney,
Rhodes displayed an uncanny knack for
seamless melodies that stick in the ear,
and did it alot better than his idol was
doing at the time. "Recorded at Home"
(as the vinyl run-out groove used to say),
Emitt Rhodes suffers from some soggy production (especially in the drums), but the
precise arrangements and spirited performance more than compensate. If you can't
hear the joy in "With My Face on the
Floor," then you can't hear.

TOM
maw« CONRAD
BILL EVANS TRIO: Sunday at the Village Vanguard
Bill Evans, piano; Scott LaFaro, bass; Paul Motian,
drums
NCIVŒR-0051-2 (CD). 1961/1997. Orrin Keepnew%
prod.; Dave Jones, eng. MD. TT: 69:48

There can be no more noble purpose for
the technology ofJVC's XRCD Series than
to snake albums like Sunday at the Village
Vanguard live again. On June 25, 1961, Bill
Evans, Scott LaFaro, and Paul Motian took
the piano trio to previously unprecedented
levels of interactive creative inspiration
But, as originally released on the Riverside
label, this sublime moment was dimly litt
By enhancing the process of mastering and
manufacturing compact discs, the XRCD
Series gets more music off the master tape
than anyone ever suspected was there.
Evans' piano sings, and the bass of LaFaro
(who died in acar crash 10 days after this
recording was made) plays breathing,
shuddering requiems.
PATRICIA BARBER: Modem Cool
Patricia Barber, vocals, piano, table knives on stringsr
John McLean, guitar; Michael Arnopol, bass; Mark
Walker, drums; Dave Douglas, trumpet; Jeff Stitely,
udu; Choral Thunder Vocal Choir
Premonition PREM-741-2 (CD). 1998. Patricia
Barber, prod.; Jim Anderson, eng. DDD. TT: 67:49

Patricia Barber's Café Blue (Premonition,
1994; R2D4, 1996) was akind of inexplicable, out-of-nowhere revelation; had it
turned out to be aone-off imaginative
pinnacle, few would have been surprised.
But the follow-up, Modern Cool, is stronger, and establishes Barber as the most
important jazz singer to emerge in the
'90s. Modem Cool has it all: the Barber
voice, that chilling near-whisper that
speaks directly to your innermost self,
original songs ("Company," "Winter,"
"Silent Partner") that are cautionary tales
from the ragged psychic cusp of the new
millennium; covers ("Light My Fire,"
"She's aLady") that paint every word with
haunting new connotations; accompaniment as lethal as razor wire from her brilliant working quartet plus guest trumpeter
Dave Douglas; and sonically, Modem Cool
is engineer Jim Anderson's finest hour.

BRIAN
ma% DAMKROGER
B.B. KING: Deuces Wild
MCA MCAD-11711 (CD). 1997. John Porter, prod.,
eng.; Chris Lord-Aige, prod.; Steve Holroyd, Ron
Black. engs. MD? TT: 61:39

Deuces Wild is acollection of cuts — some
old, some new —pairing B.B. King with
an incredible collection of partners, from
Van Morrison to the Rolling Stones. The
performances are great, with the backing
players hot and tight throughout and the
leads sounding as if there's nowhere they'd
rather be. The sound is gorgeous too, with
awarm, intimate feel. The mix is clean,
and the huge soundstage is populated with
richly detailed, dimensional images. My
favorite tracks are "The Thrill is Gone"
with Tracy Chapman, "Please Send Me
Someone to Love" with Mick Hucknall,
and "Crying Won't Help You Babe" with
David Gilmour and Paul Carrack. But except for athrowaway rapper with Heavy D.,
every cut is agem.
ELLA FITZGERALD/LOUIS ARMSTRONG: Ella and
Louis Again
Ella Fitzgerald, vocals; Louis Armstrong, vocals, trumpet; Herb Ellis, guitar; Oscar Peterson, piano; Ray
Brown, bass; Louis Bellson, Buddy Rich, drums
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 2-651 (2 CDs). 1957/1996.
Norman Granz, prod.; Val Valentin, eng. MD.
TF: 90:56

Ella and Louis Again is areissue of a1957
Verve LP combining Ella, Louis, and an allstar combo. MoFi has done awonderful
job with the sound, but be forewarned —
these are old mono recordings and sound
it. The leads have body and depth, but the
mix is muted and congested behind them.
There's audible tape hiss as well, but who
cares? The music and performances are so
great, Ican't imagine anyone not falling in
love with these discs. Producer Norman
Granz said it best in 1957: "There isn't
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Cash's famous pair of prison albums, At
R)Isoin Prison and At San Quentin. They were
SHANNON
recorded in 1968 and 1969, respectively,
and the passing of three decades has done
DICKSON
nothing to diminish the honesty, compasGershwin: Works for Orchestra and for Piano &
Orchestra
sion, and humor with which Cash perJeffrey Siegel, piano; Leonard Slatkin, St. Louis
forms before the very definition of acapSymphony
tive audience.
Skis/Turnabout/Classic DAD-1018 (2 DVDs). 1998.
ROBERT
No prod. listed. Mark J. Aubort, Joanna Niduenz,
Despite legends to the contrary, Cash
engs. MD TT: 113:40
himself never spent anight in prison. But
DEUTSCH
While I've always enjoyed Gershwin's
here he's as nasty as he wants to be. Everyone remembers his familiar boast that he
more popular music, I've never been afan
COMPANY: Original Broadway Cast
of his orchestral works — until now.
"shot aman its Reno just to watch him
Music 8. lyrics by Stephen Sondheim; Harold
die," from li)Lçoin Prison Blues, but there's
Classic Records' first two-disc set of 24Hastings, cond.
Columbia Masteiworks SK 65283 (CD). 1970/1998.
also the equally grins "Cocaine Blues," a
bit/96kHz Digital Audio Discs (DADs)
Thomas Z. Shepard, orig. & reissue prod.; Fred Plaut,
has given me anew appreciation for the jaunty little memoir of mayhem and murRobert Waller, Ted Brosnan, John Guernere, orig. engs.:
der that winds up with the charming "I
rich tapestry and wide variety of tonal
Darcy M. Proper, remix, mastering. ADD? Tr: 62D6
can't forget the clay Ishot that bad bitch
colors and character changes throughout
down." The fact that, while trying to delivthe Concerto in F. It's all here, from the
This will earn me no points with the
er the song, Cash's voice is shot and his
Concerto and Catfish Row to An American
Sondheim-is-God folks, but Iseldom lisspeed-freak dry throat adds acertain somein Paris, Rhapsody in Blue, and others — and
ten to recordings of shows for which
thing to the proceedings.
with avibrancy I've rarely heard before.
Sondheim wrote both music and lyrics.
These discs certainly demonstrate the proPerhaps the thing that is most poignant
It's not that Idon't respect or admire his
about the albums is how direct Cash is
found impact hi-rez encoding and playscores — Ijust don't particularly enjoy
with his audience. Many of the songs
back can have on classical music.
them. The one exception is Company.
speak directly to the prison experience
Gunpany Ilove! The score is sophisticatDAVE'S TRUE STORY: Sex Without Bodies
("The Wall," "25 Minutes to Co," "San
ed without being self-consciously avantChesky CHDVD174 (DVD). 1998. Richard Julian,
David Chesky, prods.; Norman Chesky, exec. prod.;
Quentin"), or offer hope for salvation in
garde, borrows from established traditions
Barry Wolifson, eng. MD. TT: 48:22
the next world as an alternative to the
without being mere pastiche, and always
misery that this one has become ("Greyremains tuneful — a description that I Yet more proof that 24-bit/961cHz 1)VDstone Chapel"). Cash never tries to fool his
based recording is the way to go. The sonwould not apply to most of Sondheim's
ics are spectacular, but Dave's True Story's
audience, and you can hear how much
later works. For several years now I've
they appreciate it.
Sex Without Bodies is much more fun than
thought of including the original cast
mere audiophile WOW music. This is a
The other thing that still resonates about
recording as one of my R2D4s, but felt
these albums is the joyous—some would
bluesy, jazzy mix of great lyrics and engagthat the sound quality of the CD didn't
ing rhythms with abit of aBohemian flair.
say fatalistic — attitude of Cash's perforquite justify it. I'm glad Iheld off. The new
mance. At the time of these concerts, he was
Kelly Flint's voice is wonderfully clear,
CD —part of aseries that includes West
on the verge of becoming one of the biggest
often sultry, and infuses many of these
Side Story, Camelot, and My Fair Lady—has
mainstream stirs in the world, but you'd
songs with irresistible swing and passion.
been remixed and remastered to great
never know it from listening to these recordAll tunes, except for acool cover of Lou
effect, and is aspectacular-sounding reings' flubs and bleeped curse words —
Reed's "Walk on the Wild Side," were
cording lw almost any standard.
everything stays in, and Cash just keeps
composed by fellow vocalist and DTS
CHRISTIANE NOLL: A Broadway Love Story
going in afashion that is breathtaking and
member David Canter, and all were
Todd Elison, cond.; David Siegel, orchestrations;
very punk rock. Hank Williams gets alot
recorded live at St. Peter's Episcopal
Bruce Kimmel, Todd Elison, arr.
of credit—and certainly deserves it—for
Church in New York City. One interesting
Varèse Sarabande VSD-5956 (CD). 1998. Bruce
Kimmel, prod.; Vincent Cirilli, eng. DDD. HDCD.
being alt-country's long-gone daddy. But
artifact is abit of RFI in the fonn of aNYC
Tr: 62:06
for me, At Folsom Prison and At San Quentin
radio station, which David Chesky told me
are where it all began.
was due to unexpected rectification in one
The sound quality is not really to die for —
of the players' Fender amp. It sounds like
bright and forward, in typical Varese
STEVIE WONDER: Talking Book
Sarabande fashion — but since Ireceived A faint tape hiss on the CD version of the
Motown 374 630 319-2 (CD). 1972/1991. Stevie
album, but on the hi-rez AAD I)VD you
Broadway Love Story acouple of months
Wonder, prod.; Robert Margouleti, Malcolm Cecil,
assoc prod.; Joan De Cola, Austin Godsey, engs.
can actually make out the song. Since it's
ago, I've played it more than all the audioAAD? TT: 43:27
heard only during afew quiet passages, it
phile super-discs in my collection. ChrisExcept perhaps for the Beatles, no condoesn't detract from this otherwise martiane Noll (currently on Broadway in Jekyll
temporary artist or group has made five
velous recording, but illustrates that 24-bit./
and Hydt) has agreat musical theater voice:
albums in arow that operated at as consis961cHz encoding demands heroic efforts to
clear, fresh, expressive, immensely appealtently high alevel as Stevie Wonder did
stamp out noise and artifacts throughout
ing, and she moves easily from apowerful
with Music of My Mind, Wilhite Book, Innerthe recording chain.
belt to a light soprano, never sounding
visions, Fuljillireness' First Finale, and Songs in
mannered or artificial. She also has what
the Kty of Life. At the time, Wonder was in
no amount of technique can provide: the
the process of wresting his artistic destiny
ability to touch the listener's heart. The
DANIEL
from Motown's Berry Gordy, yet even
songs are from classic and contemporary
when he succeeded, he remained steadmusicals, chosen to illustrate the ups and
DURCHHOLZ
fastly loyal to the man and the company
downs of relationships, and the result is a
that, years before, had exposed his genius
JOHNNY CASH: At Folsom Prison and San Quentin
surprisingly coherent whole. Clever
Columbia/Legacy CGK 33639 (CD). 1968-69/1975.
to the world. Wilhite Book finds the adult
arrangements/orchestrations, too, making
TT: 75:05
Wonder coming into full possession of his
occasional tongue-in-cheek musical compowers as awriter, producer, player, and
They're rowdy, out of control, and sound
ments on the lyrics (loved the Twilight Zone
progressive thinker, with material ranging
terrible, but Ilove every minute ofJohnny
and "I Remember" quotes).

much point in further discussing this
album because it genuinely is too good to
even try to explain; you simply listen and
marvel at how great Ella and Louis are,
again." (X IX-3)
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from the unabashedly romantic "You Are
the Sunshine of My Life" and "I Believe
(When IFall in Love It Will Be Forever)"
to the searching "Blame It on the Sun," the
politically astute "Big Brother," and the
devastating societal wake-up call "Superstition." Ranging from stunningly rich,
sophisticated pop to acoustic balladry and
deep funk —on "Maybe Your Baby" you
can practically envision the artist not then
known as Prince springing fully formed
from Wonder's head — 7idking Book was also
one of the first albums that introduced the
masses to the Moog and ARP synthesizers,
and presaged the timeless greatness of
Wonder's masterpiece, Sone in the Key oti4
Talking Book is pretty timeless its ownselE

g

MORTIMER H.
FRANK

MOZART: Symphonies 25, 29, 38, 40
Benjamin Britten, English Chamber Orchestra
London 444 323-2 (2 CDs). 1969-71/1998. David
Harvey, Ray Munshill, prods.; Kenneth Wilkinson,
Gordon Parry, engs. ADD. TT: 2:12:06

This reissue is a reminder of Britten's
exceptional gifts as aconductor of music
other than his own. Everything is neatly
ordered but never rigid or bland, the
rhythm being supple, the texture transparent, the pacing animated. This recording
of Symphony 40 was, Ibelieve, the first to
include all of the score's six major repeats,
extending its length nearly 40 minutes. In
each of these performances melodies arc
beautifully sung without sounding sentimental; slow movements in particular
never being permitted to drag. Significantly, too, Britten was aware of modern
scholarship, playing appoggiaturas on the
beat rather than as decorative grace notes.
The sound — relatively close, accurate in
timbre, and benefiting from the acoustics
of The Makings, Snape —is thoroughly
contemporary. As abargain reissue, this set
is virtually agiveaway
STRAVINSKY: The Fairy's Kiss, Symphony in C. Putcinella, L'Histoire du soldat, Suite, Octet for
Winds
Igor Stravinsky, Cleveland Orchestra, Instrumental
Ensembles
Sony Masteiworks Heritage MH2K 63325 (2 CDs).
1952-54/1998. Howard Scott, David Oppenheim,
Arthur Fierro, prods.; Stephen Saper, Todd
VVhitelock, Charles Harbutt, reissue engs. ADD.
TT: 2:34:16

Unlike Britten, Stravinsky rarely conducted
music other than his own. Still, he was one
of the most convincing exponents of his art
and, typical of any first-rate interpreter,
often changed his view of how it should be
performed. Thus these recordings from the
early '50s, although redone by the composer in stereo, are not redundant. Rather, they
offer alternative compelling accounts of the
music — sometimes abit more relaxed, as
in this earlier Symphony in C. Other times,
however, as in the Octet and L'Histoire du solStereophile, February 1999

dat, the younger Stravinsky is more incisive.
Indeed, L'Histoire is extraordinary, not only
for its unmatched astringent bite, but also
for the immediacy and richness of its
sound — one of the most realistic monaural recordings Ihave ever heard. In fact, the
engineering in all of these recordings is, for
its time, ne plus ultra, and the Cleveland
Orchestra and chamber ensembles respond
to the composer's direction with vimiosic
vibrance. Like nearly everything in Sony's
Masterworks Heritage series, this set is a
model of sonic restoration and imaginative,
intelligent production.

g

MICHAEL
FREMER

RICHARD DAVIES: Telegraph
Flydaddy 16 (LP/CD). 1997. Richard Davies, Ronald
Jones, prods.; Wes Naprstelç others, engs.
AAA/AAD. TI': 38:18 (LP includes bonus 745 with
two additional songs)

This 34-year-old Australian expatriate now
lives in Woodstock, New York and writes
enigmatic, "under-the-radar" tunes outfitted with memorable lyrical images
wrapped in ultramelodic, though dark,
post-Abbey Road mid-tempo ear-candy
sure to please lovers of cascading jinglejangle guitars. Davies' deceptively simple
arrangements don't waste notes. They mesmerize, using long stretches of repetitive
guitar riffs supported by aspringy bed of
deep electric bass and kick drum. The
heavy, soothing sound instantly pleases, creating ahypnotic sense of suspension. The
effect is aided greatly by abold, dynamic
recording and anuanced mix made up of
fewer parts than it would at first seem. I
played the CD version at HI-FI '98 in the
Cary/Alón/Metronome room and watched
as aroomful of audiophiles were instantly
sucked in. When "Close to the Storyline"
ended, Cary's Dennis Had exclaimed,
"Hey, that was great! Play it againr Igladly
obliged. Get the thick vinyl. (What did you
nypect me to say?)
VAN MORRISON: The Complete New York
Sessions '67
Get Back GET 501. (3 LPs). 1997. Bert Bems, prod.;
Brooks Arthur, eng. AM. IT: not listed

Van's extraordinary period of torment
and growth, musical and otherwise,
between Them and Astral Weeks, is documented in its recorded entirety on this
three-LP set, which assembles everything
the moody Mr. Morrison cut for Bang
back in 1967. There's "Brown Eyed Girl"
in the original, unexpurgated "makin'
love" version, along with all of the songs
on the original Bang B/owite limit Mind
and The Best f
Van Morrison LPs. Also, for
your amusement, is the tape Van handed
to Bang prez Bert Berns' wife as part of
the settlement that allowed him to move
to Warner Bros. Berns had died of aheart
attack shortly before the settlement and

o

would probably have listened before
accepting Van's tape. It contained nothing
of commercial value. The multiple jams
of fragmented songs with names like
"Blow in Your Nose," "Ringworm," and
"Nose in Your Blow" were of little interest then, but today add asmall but important piece to the puzzle that is Van
Morrison. Also included is an early version of the Astral Weeks classic "Madame
George." Superb, dynamic sound.
Also amazing: producer Bob Irwin's
superb-sounding new remix to 2-track
analog of Blowin' Your Mind (plus five outtakes) from the orinal 4-track, issued on
Epic/Legacy.

LARRY
Nair GREENHILL
PAUL SIMON: Songs from The Capeman
Warner Bros. 46814-2 (CD). 1997. Paul Simon, prod.;
Bob Ludwig, eng. DOD. TT: 55:38

Before it closed, Iattended two previews
of Paul Simon's The Capernan, ashort-lived
Broadway musical featuring astage band
and vocals from salsa stars Ruben Blades
and Marc Anthony. Because the show was
widely regarded to be amusical success but
atheatrical failure, Iwas very interested in
this album. Having heard the music live, I
can confirm that the songs featuring
singers from the cast are startlingly accurate renditions of the show experience.
Three selections are good enough to have
become my standards for testing equipment. First, Ednita Nazario's close-tniked
"Sunday Afternoon" captures the richness
of her vocal timbre, the syncopated beat of
the stage-band ensemble, and the song's
dense sadness. The second selection is the
show-stopping "Time is an Ocean (of
Endless Tears)" duet between the male
leads. Good loudspeaker systems easily
resolve the timbral differences between
Ruben Blades' nasal, weary baritone and
Marc Anthony's clear, youthful tenor
when they are singing harmony.
The final song is "Greyhound Bus,"
sung by Simon himself. Ever so slightly
reminiscent of the country-music style of
his Crateland ballads "Greyhound Bus"
depicts atraveler trying to escape his past.
Simon's light, smooth, lyric tenor turns
harsh or is overrun by sibilants when
played over loudspeakers with uppermidbass problems. In contrast, his voice
and guitar flow and blossom on the best
systems. This album captures outstanding
ballad singing from some of the best salsa
and popular singers of our time.
ARTURO SANDOVAL/TITO PUENTE: Hothouse
N2K Encoded Music 10023-2 (CD). 1998. Phil
Ramone, prod.; Eric Schilling, Ron Taylor, engs.
DOD. TT: 54:06

Arturo Sandoval's Hothouse emerges from
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his long association with Dizzy Gillespie.
This can be heard in the album's title
track, aTadd Dameron composition that
Dizzy often included in his sessions.
Michael Brecker's tenor-sax solo captures
the song's bebop influences. Another great
cut features singer Patti Austin's interpretation of the bolero "Only You," agreat
test of a system's ability to image her
close-miked voice.
For percussion fans like me, the pinnacle of this album is the duet between the
legendary Tito Puente on timbales and
Manuel Castrillo on congas. On the best
loudspeaker systems, an image of the timbale drum kit is spread across the soundstage in three parts. Puente moves back
and forth among the three kits. All orchestral elements — horn sections, congas,
timbales — act as percussion instruments,
mixing the explosive sounds of the drumhead, rim, and the wood of the drumstick
with trumpet blasts. This selection has
become my test standard for loudspeaker
dynamic range, lack of compression,
rhythm, and pace.

Et

BOB
/gift GULLA

THE INTERPRETERS: Back in the LISSA
RCA 67753-2 (CD). 1998. Ron A. Shaffer, The
Interpreters, prods., engs. AAD? Tr: 40:35

This English trio thumbs its nose at current trends, choosing to pattern itself after
the blustery melodic punk of bands like
the Buzzcocks and Stiff Little Fingers, as
well as angular cynics like the Jam and
Gang of Four. On their American debut,
the Interpreters' attack comes complete
with harmony vocalizing, vaguely political lyrics, and enough raspy guitars to put
asmile on the face of any early Who fan.
If the current crop of British bands has
you disillusioned with the state of pop
rock, the Interpreters will surely lead you
back to more optimistic times.
FRANK SINATRA: September ol My Years
Reprise 46946-2 (CD). 1965/1990. Sonny Burke,
prod.; Lowell Franl, eng.; Gregg Geller, reissue
prod. MD? TT: 44:37

Súlatra's epic ode to aging is not only one
of the classic concept albums of all time,
but a culmination in the evolution of
interpreting words set to music. Arranged
and conducted by the talented Gordon
Jenkins, this Grammy Award-winning
album captures Frank on the backside of
his peak years — aperfect time to address
the idea of growing old. And while he
knew his voice had begun to ebb, and his
career had begun to sag (again), this is still
the one Reprise release that measures up
to his outstanding Capitol catalog. The
real question is, will anyone ever sing like
this again?
Stereophile, February 1999

ROBERT
HESSON
DANIELPOUR: Concerto for Orchestra
David Zinman, Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra
Sony Classical SK 62822 (CD). 1997. Steven Epstein,
prod., Charles Harbutt, eng. DDD. Tr: 56:18

Richard Danielpour's music is an antidote
to the age of atonality, afoil to the monotony of minimalism. His is a vigorous,
robust voice, at times brassy and boldly
rhythmic, at times reflective and seductive. This Concerto for Orchestra is the
finest realization of his aesthetic that I
have heard, and it is awork vibrant and
compelling in spirit. Danielpour's palette
has never been more brilliant, with crashing percussion, blaring brass, and whispering strings, all held together with a
logic that is at once subtle and clearly
intelligible. This work may well live to be
deemed amasterpiece of our era. And
you can add the name of Charles Harbutt
to the short list of today's superstar engineers that includes John Eargle, Tony
Faulkner, Jack Renner, Max Wilcox, and
avery few others. The sound is simply
stunning, including that rarity of all rarities, natural violin timbre. (XX-10)
BRUCH: Scottish Fantasy
Akiko Suwanai, violin; Sir Neville Marriner, Academy
of St. Martin-in-the-Fields
Philips 454 180-2 (CD). 1997. Hein Dekker, prod.;
Jean-Marie Geijsen, Nico de Koning. Leendert van
Zanten, engs. DOD. TT: 52:59

A sentimental favorite of mine that is too
rarely recorded, Bruch's Scottish Fantasy may
have broken no new ground in its time, but
it makes the old ground seem worthy of
hallowing. This is arather effusive work,
and Akiko Suwanai makes it easy to nearly
forget her extraordinary technique and concentrate on the emotions. Her expression
and control of tone are remarkable, and
help make for an inspired performance.
Marriner's orchestral forces may seem abit
stodgy and foursquare in the finale, but
overall this is avery sympathetic collaboration. Other than the violin being just abit
too prominent, the sound quality is excellent, both rich and detailed.

g

JON
IVERSON

COLDCUT: Let Us Play
Ninja Tune 30 (CD, CD-ROM). 1997. Coldcut prods.;
Andy Thomas, Luke Gordon, engs. DOD? TT: 74:52

Even though Ican never resist taking alisten, Iadmit to getting bored with alot of
the new, trendy music these days. Seems
that any kid lucky enough to have acomputer that can program an appropriately
contemporary drumbeat instantly gains
street cred. But, as in any new musical
form, some artists will always stand out.

Here's my pick for the choicest cuttingedge, sampled-to-death, beat-it-with-aCPU-till-it's-new disc from the last couple
of years. As abonus, aCD-ROM packed
with very clever videos is included at no
charge — the only place where you'll see
bugs upping their butts on the ground to
the thump of abeatbox. "Next generational
beatnological manipulation," they call it.
Audiophile-friendly as well.
NULS PETTER MOWAER: Khmer
Nils Petter Molvaer, trumpet, guitar, bass guitar, percussion, samples; Eivind Aarset, guitars, treatments, talk box; Morten Moister, guitar; Roger
Ludvigsen, guitar, percussion, dulcimer; Rune
Arnesen, drums; Ulf W. Holand, samples; Reidar
Skár, sound treatment
ECM 1560 (78118-21560-2, CD). 1997. Manfred
Eicher, prod.; Ulf W. Holand, prod., eng. ODD. TT:
42:52 (plus bonus remis CD, 19:56)

I'm asucker for any ECM recording that
attempts to combine fresh aural textures
with contemporary jazz/rock/ambient/
world composition and excellent musicianship. Khmer is afavorite not only for its
sonic breadth (amp-fuse-blowing bass),
but for cannily layering iridescent Mileslike trumpet stabs onto an earthy, pulsing
electronic core. The sound suffers from
digititis at times (ECM discs can often have
ableached, buffed quality), but the point
here is to create an evocative landscape not
normally possible with an acoustic performance. Great snatches of cranky guitar,
plus abonus CD of remixes.

o

HYPERION
KNIGHT

ERNST LEVY: Forgotten Genius
Beethoven: Piano Sonatas 29 8 32. Liszt: Sonata in
b, Benediction de Dieu dans la solitude, Spasolizio, Hungarian Rhapsody No.12. Levy: Pieces for
Piano
Ernst Levy, piano
Marston 52007-2 (2 CDs). 1998. Scott Kessler, prod.;
Ward Marston, eng. ADD. TT: 2:33:55

The little-known Swiss pianist Ernst Levy
will finally receive the recognition he
deserves thanks to the efforts of Ward
Marston and Marston Records, the new
label devoted exclusively to Marston's
exquisite remasterings of vintage recordings. Like those of most listeners interested in the "golden age" of performing,
Marston's tastes run to the outré. His label
features pianists —such as Josef Hofirtann
and Emil von Sauer — who represented
the status quo afew decades back, but
whose interpretations, were they suddenly to reappear on stage today, might wind
up being investigated by aspecial prosecutor. Marston hopes to repair this situation
by championing unique visionaries of the
past, and Levy is among his heroes, heard
here in gooc-sounding recordings from
the 1950s. Unlike many "romantic"
pianists, Levy's repertoire is quite serious,
and his profound, searching performances
73
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of Beethoven and Liszt sonatas will be a THE BEACH BOYS: The Pet Sounds Sessions
Capitol 8 37662 2(4 CDs). 1966/1997. Brian Wilson,
revelation to those who have never heard
prod.; David Leaf, co-prod.; Mark Linett, co-prod.,
him before. His tempos arc generally
eng. ADD. HDCD. Tr: 4:16:21
quite broad, and his tone is not always the
The Beatles' Rubber Soul inspired Pet
most refined, but
not sure that any
Sounds, which ils turn inspired Sgt. Pepper's,
pianist has ever probed so deeply the
and Brian Wilson's finest moment has
depths of Beethoven's last sonata.
never sounded better than in this ultimate
BARTÓK: Piano Music
completises wet dream of aboxed set. In
Max Levinson, piano
addition to aCD's words of session fragN2K 10028 (CD). 1998. Elizabeth Ostrow, prod.;
ments and outtakes, Pet Sounds unfolds
John Newton, eng. DDD.
63:56
here its five different complete versions: the
Max Levinson is ayoung pianist with a first-ever stereo mix; instrumental backing
tracks only; vocal tracks only; alternate
sensitive, highly individual touch. He has
takes only; and the original mono mix,
been beautifully recorded by N2K in his
remastered in HDCD.
first two records, the second of which is
Beach Boys aficionados and rock fans in
this disc of Bartók's most famous piano
general have for 30 years bowed to that
works. The playing is not only energetic
original mono mix. But with all due respect
and rhythmic, as one would expect in
to "the way Brian cut it," my R2D4 here is
Bartók, but also lyrical and occasionally
the stereo remix, made under Brian's
ruminative. The warm, atmospheric
supervision. Pet Sounds was an 8-track
recorded sound adds acertain elegance to
recording, and Brian often mixed down all
this highly charged music, and Levinson's
nonvocal parts to asingle track, leaving
decision to include some of the simpler
seven open for laying down vocals; engibut charming pieces based on folk tunes
neer/co-producer Mark Lined had plenty
makes this arichly satisfying recording.
of space to play with. The result is avocal
sound rich, lush, and spacious even by Beach
Boys standards, and absolutely convincing
as apop confection. The mono mix will
RICHARD
always have its righteous fans; to me, Pet
Nam LEHNERT
Sounds now sounds as if Brian wanted it
BOB DYLAN: Live 1966: The "Royal Albert Hall"
heard in stereo all along. (XXI-3)
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Concert
The Bootleg Series, Vol4
Columbia/Legacy C2K 65759 (2 CDs). 1998. Jeff
Rosen, prod.; Mr. M. Claydon, Vic Anesini, engs.
AAD. Tr: 95:18

electric half of this legendary, oftbootlegged concert may have been the
most important gig in rock history, but
that's not to say it was the best. It's dramatic, exciting, appalling, but less like
great art than like film footage of an actual battle. For me, whatever made the
plugged-in set so crucial just wasn't captured 011 tape.
Maybe that's because Columbia's engineers caught it in the first set, which is the
true R2D4 here: just Dylan, his acoustic
guitar and harmonica, that inimitable
voice and style, an audience as reverently
hushed as, one hour later, it would be
snarlingly spiteful — and definitive versions of some of this century's most powerful songs. Best are "Visions of Johanna"
and "Desolation Row," here in their apocalyptic entireties. The mono sound is
almost unbearably, intimately vivid, and
Dylan — unlike his performance in the
electric set — has nothing to prove, placing
himself wholly ils service to the songs. His
voice was never nsore flexible, his singing
never more dreamlike or incantatory, his
phrasing never more starkly tender, or
more teasingly insistent that you hear
every word. This is the real edge-of-yourseat stuff— so quietly, determinedly true
to itself that it demands every ounce of
your attention. Great art. (XXII-1)

The

Stereophite, February 1999
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PAUL
MESSENGER

THE KLF: The White Room
KLF Communications JAMS LP006 (LP). 1991. The KLF,
prods.; Mark "Spike" Stent, eng. MD? 7: 45:05

You might have some difficulty finding this
album. It sold in vast quantities back in
1991-92, whereupon (on May 14, 1992)
The KLF formally dissolved itself, stating
that "All our past releases are deleted." The
Black Room sequel might remain unfinished, but The Mine Room is well worth
seeking out, even seven years on. Arch-anarcho-Dadaists Bill Drummond and Jimmy
Cauty probably invented the arts of sampling and re-mixing, using them with acreativity that more than made up for limited
songwriting skills. A string of dance-music
hit singles crossed over into the mainstream
charts, but the albums were much more
reflective and experimental. The White Room
is unlike anything else in my collection, and
(unlike other KLF material) is very sitdown-and-listen-able. The digital nature of
the production and "instrumentation" can
be atad mechanical, but the subtlety and
complexity of the arrangements, in what is
essentially a"concept album," still have wit
and freshness today. Contrived it may be, but
it's indisputably artful and exceedingly crafty,
and marks an important milestone in the
evolution of today's sounds.

NIRVANA: Unplugged in New York
Geffen GEF 24727 (LP). 1994. Nirvana, Scott Litt,
prods.; Stephen Marcussen, eng. AAA. Tr: 51:10

The music business seems to hold live
albums ils low esteem —convenient contract fillers to bang out when the muse is
elusive and the sales season looms. I
couldn't disagree more. Sure, there've
been some abject horrors, but when I
trawl back through more than 30 years of
record collecting, the live albums arc the
ones most likely to get pulled out and
played. Among the recent and readily
available, few can match MTV's Nirvana
Unphn,ed — New York sessions from 1993
(published 1994) that make afine liveand-acoustic counterpoint to the group's
essential electric Nevermind, and afitting
memorial to one of rock's briefest and
brightest flames. Kurt Cobain's fragile
voice sends shivers through the nervous
system more painful even than the subsequent loss of his songwriting talents, even
if the musicianship can at times be naïve
and heavy-handed. My vinyl copy suffers
from warping and an off-center hole —the
consequent wow is apain —and the sinking might have been better. But the relatively small, intimate acoustic is muds better suited to alive recording than arc large,
stadium events. (XVIII-3, 5)

MICHAEL
am« METZGER
TOM WAITS: The Heart of Saturday Night
Asylum 1015-2 (CD) 1974 Bones Howe, prod., eng.
AAD. 7: 41:27

Tons Waits' second album is a deeply
romantic work full of vividly poetic
images, drawn in minute detail, of life its
the hard lane. It's been too easily
described as aBeat Generation takeoff,
though it's understandable how that dismissal can be made — Waits' affection
and admiration for Bukowski and Kerouac are well documented, and they resonate here. But there's so much more
than nostalgia happening on The Heart of
Saturday Night. Waits creates song-stories
out of elements of jazz, folk, and blues
that transport you to his world of barroom
loves and regrets, and, more important,
take you back to your own good and bad
memories, still glowing and burning.
The cult status of this poet makes it difficult for many to separate his music frons
the legend. Listen again and rediscover
why the fiction isn't nearly as interesting
as his Heart.
T. REX: Electric Warrior
Reprise 6466-2 (CD). 1971. Tony Visconti, prod.; Rik
Pekkonen, Malcom Cecil, Roy T. Baker, Martin
Rushert, engs. MD. Tr: 39:31

Marc Bolan wrote two songs in his life.
There's the swirling, hypnotically repetitious glam-groove full of whispered, nonsensical lyrics about stars, waves, wind,
75
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love, flower children, waves of stars,
flower children in love with the wind,
and so on. The other is glittering bop
driven by stuttering, sugary guitar rif'fs,
handclaps, and lyrics copped from the
other song. Fortunately, both of Bolan's
numbers were glam dreams come true, as
was the angel-faced frontman of T. Rex
himself. The two songs are repeated —
with slight variations—over and over
here, to an excess only those with no
musical shame can indulge in.
On Electric Warrior and everything else he
ever did, Bolan fashioned music about fashion more than anything else. Shallow? Sure.
Pretentious? No doubt. But no one else —
not Bowie or the 1)oll.s or anyone — delivered glam with such addictive hooks (if
only two), or the radiant decadence that
was Bolan. T. Rex's sole US hit, "Bang a
Gong (Get It On)" —one of the glitterbops — is here, but it's outshone by "Jeepster." Best of the slinky grooves: "Planet
Queen" and "Girl."

11 FRED
MILLS
RAINER: Nocturnes
Glitterhouse GRCD 363 (German CD). 1995. Rainer
Ptacek, prod.; Clif Eagar, eng. ADD? Tr: 49:52

Something profoundly mystical inhabits this
disc, its otherworldly nature indelibly
etched by the '97 passing of Tucson slide
guitar virtuoso Rainer Ptacek. Much of
Nocturnes was recorded in ahouse of worship, and mostly comprises stark, contemplative instrumentals erformed on avintage
Steel) more akin to some of
John Fahey's darker compositions than the
jagged, visceral electric blues that earned
Rainer the comradeship of such notables as
Robert Plant and Billy Gibbons. A cover of
the Beatles' "Within You Without You" has
ashimmering, ghostlike quality, while an
ambient collaboration with Britain's The
Grid, "Nod to N20," utilizes electronic
pulses, echoey string samples, and deep-mix
textures to protectively cocoon Rainer's
eerie, twanging riffs. What resonates
throughout is an emotional pungency that's
as rich as the sound quality is pristinely intimate —and the knowledge that great art
offers its creators genuine immortality.
NEIL YOUNG & CRAZY HORSE: Sleeps with Angels
Reprise 45749-2 (CD). 1994. David Briggs, Neil
Young, prods.; John Hanlon, eng. AAD. Tr: 62:48

All relationships extract their prices; so it is
with arecording that confronts you squarely with the uncertainties of life and the certainty of death. Consider any music that
comes to you at your darkest hour offering
solace, but that also promises, via association, to revisit the pain in the future. Do
you turn away from the music? Hardly.
This album conjures many ghosts, from
the tide track's unflinching meditation on
Stereophite, February 1999

Kurt Cobain's suicide to the random urban
tragedies of"Driveby" to the self-destructive
young lovers of "Blue Eden." As dark and
brutal as SWA appears, however, the music
exerts ahypnotic calming effect, even on a
15-minute, full-on electric jam like "Change
Your Mind," indicating that part of Young's
artistry lies in his skill as atightrope walker.
"Grow older with me," he seems to suggest,
"and together, we'll keep our balance."
Technical note: My copy is PRO-CD7136, aremastered/remixed radio promo
that's significantly "hotter" and more immediate-sounding than its commercially issued
counterpart, Reprise 45749-2. (XVII-11)

THOMAS J.
aima NORTON
TITANIC: Original Soundtrack by lames Homer
Sony Classical/Sony Music Soundtrax SK 63213
(CD). 1997. James Homer, prod.; Shawn Murphy,
eng. MD? 1T: 72:31

Granted, if you hear Celine Dion's end-title
song from Titanic once again, you'll probably
mn screaming from the room. Overexposure has rendered an otherwise good
song (and beautiful melody) about as welcome as a certain little number from
Whitney Houston afew years back. But
Dion's song is only one cut on this otherwise
stunning album ofJames Homer's Academy
Award—winning score. And unless you're
one of the small legion of Homer haters
(they are out there), you have to admit that
his score deserved all the popularity and
awards it garnered. Just as important, the
incredible sales of this album exposed millions of listeners to full-blooded-orchestral
music—something that undoubtedly was
foreign to many of them —and thus performed a greater service than the inept
"music appreciation" courses that have long
since disappeared from most of our schools.
While those listeners may not have
appreciated it, they also heard what was
certainly one of the best-recorded orchestral albums of the year. Sumptuously engineered by Shawn Murphy, 'Titanic is a
prime example of his recording style:
clean, atmospheric, deeply three-dimensional, with ear-opening bass. It's aworthy
follow-up to his other collaborations with
Homer (not to mention John Williams),
including Gloty, a long-time audiophile
favorite just reissued by Classic Records as
a24/96 DAD. (XXI-5)
KUNDUN: Original Soundtrack by Philip Glass
Nonesuch 79460-2 (CD). 1997. Kurt Munkacsi, prod.;
Martin Czembor, eng. AAD? TT: 60.25

Composer Philip Glass's score for Kundun is
fascinating. While heavily weighted toward
the symphony orchestra, it blends in traditional Tibetan instruments, chanting
monks, and awide variety of other effects.
Each contributes significantly to director

Martin Scorsese's episodic biography of the
Dalai Lama, which covers the period from
his childhood to his escape to India following China's conquest and occupation of
Tibet. In the context of the film, the score
for Ktindmt fits perfectly, though it is definitely aprominent part of the overall mix.
(Some critics and filmgoers prefer film
music to be less overt.) Heard alone, it takes
some getting used to. Glass is not the easiest
composer to appreciate — his rambling,
free-form style prompted one reviewer to
comment on Ktittditti's "you are getting
sleepy" score. Love or hate Glass, no one
can deny the distinctiveness of his style.
'This is an excellent recording: sweet yet
detailed, with asolid soundstage and outstanding bass. The only shortcomings are
aslightly closed-in feeling at the top and a
rather foreshortened, two-dimensional
perspective on the orchestra. Kundurt is
harder to appreciate musically than Titani
and Iwould not put the recording on the
same level. But it is, in many ways, the
more creative work.

DAN
OUELLETTE
BOB DYLAN: Highway 61 Revisited
Columbia CK 9189 (CD). 1965. Bob Johnston, Tom
Wilson, prods. MD. TT: 51:38

The folk hero plugs in and rocks on the
album that gave early warning that Bob
Dylan was dead set on breaking rules and
making brilliant albums in the process.
Even if this disc included only the bookends —"Like A Rolling Stone," the
unlikely AM radio hit that galvanized listeners, and the epic melancholic poem
"Desolation Row" — it would be considered aclassic. But with the help of guitarist Mike Bloomfield and keyboarclist
Al Kooper, Dylan delivers one great
number after another, introducing personalities Queen Jane and Mr. Jones and
putting Highway 61 on the pop-music
map. The funny thing is, if you came of
age in the '60s, you somehow know every
song even if you never owned the album.
How does it feel? Listening to this disc,
like poignant heaven.
CHARLES M1NGUS: Mingus Ah Urn
Charles Mingus, bass; John Handy, Booker Eivin,
Shah Hadi, saxes; Willie Dennis, Jimmy Knepper,
trombones; Horace Parlan, piano; Dannie
Richmond, drums
Columbia/Legacy CK 40648 (CD). 1959/1987. Teo
Macero, prod.; Ray Moore, eng. MD? Tr: 45:56

While there's a multitude of Charles
Mingus discs available, if Icould own only
one of them, it would have to be Mingus
Ah Um. It not only exhibits several of the
jazz maestro's best-known numbers, but
also best captures his exhilarating rowdiness and soulful passion. It spans the full
scope of Mingus' musical vision, including
77
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blues, r&b, gospel, classical, and all swinging shades of jazz. Spawned from his
Composer's Workshop sessions, Mingus Ah
Um also stands as acase study in improvisational ensemble interplay. Highlights
include the blues-loping "Fables of
Faubus," the hallelujah-jumping "Better
Git It In Your Soul," and the timeless
"Goodbye Pork Pie Hat," Mingus' tribute
to Lester Young. While Columbia/Legacy
issued the three-CI) box 'The Complete
1959 Recordinqs this year with an expanded and digitally polished version of this
recording, this earlier reissue works just
splendidly for me.
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WES
PHILLIPS

THELONIOUS MONK: The Riverside Tenor Sessions
Comprising: Brilliant Corners, Monk's Music, Thelonious Monk with John Coltrane, Thelonious in
Action. Misterioso, 5 by Monk by 5, At the Blackhawk
Thelonious Monk, piano, celesta; Ray Copeland, Joe
Gordon, Thad Jones, Clark Terry, trumpet; Gigi
Giyce, Ernie Henry, alto sax; John Coltrane, Johnny
Griffin, Coleman Hawkins, Harold Land, Sonny
Rollins, Charlie Rouse, tenor sax; Ahmed AbdulMalik, Paul Chambers, Sam Jones, John Ore, Oscar
Pettiford, Wilbur Ware, bass; Art Blakey, Roy
Haynes, Billy Higgins, Max Roach, Art Taylor,
Shadow Wilson, drums
Analogue Productions APJ 037 (7 LPs/7 gold CDs).
1997. Orrin Keepnews, orig. prod.; Jack Higgins,
Ray Fowler, Reice Hamel, orig. engs.; Chad
Kassem, reissue prod.; Kevin Gray, remastering
eng. AAA/AAD.
4:57:54

remote as any in the African veldt, the
mountains of South America, or the steppes
of Asia—the old rural America. Greil
Marcus has called it amap of "the old, weird
America" and asummoning of the twisted
unconscious of the country itself The songs
are dark stories of obsessive love, murder,
and deception that speak to the human condition. It's not always pretty. Not only are
the songs strange and unsettling; the perfonners are not, for the most part, polished
professionals, at least not in the slickly adept
manner we've grown used to. The original
recordings were put on shellac in the '20s
and '30s — they're monaural, with surface
noise that varies from disc to disc. But criticizing them for that would be like damning
aMatthew Brady portrait of Lincoln for
being in black & white. It's awonder we
have them at all. And wonder is what Ifeel
every time Iplay the Antholoe.

ROBERT J.
mom REINA
SEX MOB FEATURING STEVEN BERNSTEIN:
Den of Inequity
Columbia/Knitting Factory CSK 41146 (CD). 1998.
Steven Bernstein, prod.; Scott Harding, prod., eng.;
Greg Griffith, eng. MD? TT: 52:20

On their debut CD, Sex Mob, founded by
trumpeter Steven Bernstein (Lounge
Lizards, Spanish Fly) and alto saxophonist
Briggan Krauss (Good Kitty), churns out
some smoking acoustic jazz filled with soaring, angular melodies, free-jazz screeches
Quite simply, this is the way audiophile
and honks, and subtle rhythmic and phrasreissues oughta be: the music is superb
beyond any quibbling, the packaging is
ing textures. These two horn virtuosos,
whether playing unison melodies, harsumptuous, and, whether on LP or CD,
monies, counterpoint, or free improv, play
the sound quality is even better than the
with asingle brain, heart, and soul. Live and
originals. Pricey? Indubitably, but try to buy
on this CD, Ihaven't heard this level of
the original pressings and you'll spend far
more. Monk was asingular genius as a communication between two jazz musicians in years. Although the bandmembers
composer, pianist, and bandleader, and
arc fine composers, the CD's highlights are
these seven recordings illustrate his range
their unusual takes on popular standards.
and show off his strengths. If you know
("House of the Rising Sun" is, appropriately
Monk and cherish him, as Ido, you'll need
enough, aNew Orleans funeral dirge, and
this ser, if you don't know Monk, or don't
the string bass takes the melody in aslow,
have much background in jazz, it offers an
funky, heavy "Macarena.") The closeintroduction to the quirky, powerful appeal
of both the genre and one of its avatars.
miked, natural sound is flawless, although
the recording venue is abit dry.
Either way, there's enough magic in this
one to last alifetime. (XXI-3, XXI-6)
VARIOUS ARTISTS: Anthology of American Folk
Musk
Smithsonian Folkways 40090 (6 CDs). 1952/1998
Harry Smith, ed., orig. eng.; Moses Asch, Peter
Bartok, orig, transfer engs.; Pete Reiniger, A/D
transfer eng. AAD. TT: 4:17:38

This is the motherlode, the spring from
which the whole folk and blues revival of
the late '50s and early '60s bubbled to the
cultural surface. In 1952, Folkways released
this collection of 84 songs, compiled from
old 78s of field recordings by the exceedingly strange Harry Smith. To an entire generation, the Anthohe served as aguidebook
to the culture of acountry as strange and
Stereophiie, February 1999

STRAVINSKY: The Firebird
Antal Dorati, London Symphony Orchestra
Mercury Living Presence/Classic 5R90226 (LP).
1960/1997. Wilma Cozart Fine, prod.; Robert
Eberenz, reissue eng. AAA. Tr: not listed

Ihave never heard amore emotive, subtle,
and chilling performance of this most
vibrant of Stravinslcy's ballets than Dorati's
LSO Watford Town Hall recording from
1960. Although Ihave used this recording
for nearly every equipment review I've written over the last 15 years, I'm still not tired of
the performance, nor have Ibecome jaded
by Mercury's airy, dynamic, and delicate
recorded sound. Icompared this reissue to
my previously ttnplayed first RFR-1 pressing

and to alatet second mastering of the original Mercury. Overall, Ienjoyed the Classic
reissue and the original RFR-1 equally. Although both recordings had asimilar tonal
balance, the increased midrange ambience
resolution of the original pressing was counterbalanced by the quieter surfaces and superior dynamic range of the Classic reissue —
and Imuch preferred the Classic's portrayal
to the bleached-out midrange presentation
of the second Mercury mastering. Ibought
six copies. (XX-12, XXI-2)

g

RICHARD J.
ROSEN

NIRVANA: In Utero
Sub Pop/DGC 24607 (LP), Mobile Fidelity UDCD 690
(CD). 1993. Steve Albini, prod.; Bob Weston, eng.
(Scott Litt, eng. on "Heart-Shaped Box" and "All
Apologies"). AAA/AAD. IT: 41:24

never forget the first time Ilistened to
Nine Inch Nails' The Downward Spiral full
loud, and Trent Reznor's dark images of
ain and fear. When Iput on In Utero directly afterwards, Ifelt the potential for stark,
stripped human pain to be stamped on a
black plastic disc By the time Kurt Cobain
screams "Go away!" on the second track,
"Scentless Apprentice," Iwas so chilled and
crecped Iwasn't sure Icould listen through
to the end.
Now Ican't get enough. This record is
amazingly personal —12 sonic suicide notes
of pure rock'n'roll. Cobain is not only the
true poet of rock — he makes Jim Morrison
look like an affected, posturing drunk —but
he was apassionate guitar strangler, here at
the height of his musical powers. So you
don't have to listen to the lyrics every time.
Just rock. The music is great, the sound is
big, edgy, and punchy —the million-dollar
studio version of raw, and it works. Ibought
the excellent MFSL gold CD so Ican carry
it with me wherever Igo. This is the stuff
that's gonna last. (XVII-1, 2, XX-2)
THE KINKS: Something Else by the Kinks
Essential ESM CD 480 (CD). 1968/1998. Ray Davies,
Shel Talmy, prods MD. 7: 58:04

Of all the bands of the British Intrusion, the
Kinks spun the most English on our music
before selling it back to us. But beneath the
eccentric dandyism of Ray Davies' songstories there is always ahidden, sometimes
sinister or unsettling subtext. Take the
opener, "David Watts," ajealous lament
about the guy at school who seems to have
it all. None of the girls succeeds in going
out with David Watts, "For he is of pure
and noble breed." Hmmm. The record
closes with the serenely beautiful "Waterloo Sunset," perhaps one of the two or
three most nearly perfect pop songs ever
recorded. Almost as abonus, the album
includes three soulful tunes by younger
brother Dave, including his solo hit, "Death
of aClown," which features Ray playing a
79
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Steinway with aguitar pick. The new series
of import reissues sound great, have
returned to the original mono where
applicable, and include ahealthy dose of
rare bonus tracks. As long as Ilisten to
"Waterloo Sunset," I'm in paradise.

KAL
RUBINSON

MARKUS
SAUER
NILS PETTER MOLVAER: Khmer
Nils Petter Molvaer, trumpet, guitar, bass guitar, percussion, samples; Eivind AarseL guitars, treatments, talk
box; Morten Moister, guitar; Roger Ludvigsen, guitar,
percussion, dulcimer; Rune Amesen, drums; Ulf W.
Holand, samples; Reidar SI*, sound treatment
ECM 1560 (78118-21560-2, CD). 1997. Manfred
Eicher, prod.; Ulf W. Holand, prod., eng. DDD. TT:
42:52 (plus bonus remis CD, 19:56)

standing, the R2D4 here is the Shostakovich
Fourth. Voluntarily suppressed by the composer for nearly aquarter century, the piece
is aliving journey into the mind and soul of
Shostakovich —a deeply haunted and disturbing view of the tarnished utopia in
which he lived. Stalin and his apparatchiks
would have hated it. Previn/CSO play out
this complex and disturbing fabric as though
they were improvising it on the spot. The
perennial underrating of this 1977 recording
is probably due to its initial release during
the nadir of quality vinyl; it didn't appear on
CD until late summer 1998, in EMI's
Double Forte series. The excellent transfer
allows the listener to focus on the details as
well as the big picture, and the production
provides arare vindication for the Medinah
Temple as arecording site. Those unfamiliar
with this recording have no idea what
tlave been missing.

Music is just like real life; there's no discernible dimction in which things are moving. One thing seems sure, however: the
beat is getting ever slower and more accentuated—Massive Attack, Portishead, et al
have alot to answer for. This makes for
exciting new crossover records, however,
Begun by Arnold Schoenberg but completand one of the most musically successful of
ed by Rainer Riehn in 1983 using Schoenthese is Nils Petter Molvaer's Khmer.
berg's notes, this is an X-ray of Das Lied
Imagine a cross between the aforemenwith all the fine detail laid bare. It is also an
STRAUSS: Elektra
tioned Portishead and the sound of ECM
unveiling of the essence of the original
Alessandra Marc, Elektra; Deborah Voigt, Chrysostalwarts like Jan Garbarek, then add a
work usually attained only with repeated
themis; Hanna Schwarz, Klytâmnestra; Siegfried
Jerusalem, Aegisth; Samuel Ramey, Orest; others;
heavy dose of world-music polyrhythms,
listening and attention to the score. While
Vienna Philharmonic, Giuseppe Sinopoli
Das Lied is the most intimate of all of and you'll begin to get an idea of what this
DG 453 429-2 (CD). 1997. Werner Mayer, prod.;
record is all about propulsive, inventive
Mahler's works for orchestra and voice, this
Klaus Hiemann, Hans-Rudolf Muller, Jurgen
rhythms, beautiful sounds, and scraps of
Bulgrin, engs. DDD. TT: 103:10
transcription distills and concentrates the
melodies. 'The whole makes asurprising
perfumes and passions to aheady intensity.
For some operatic partisans, the golden age
The singers arc more than adequate, the
amount of sense, and was asurprise hit on
of Elektra climaxed with Birgit Nilsson on
playing of the Ensemble Musique Oblique
the European jazz scene. It may not capture
the Solti/London recording. No Klytimyour heart on the first hearing, but after the
is precise and impassioned, and the recordnestra will ever freak out as Jean Madeira
third, you may well be addicted.
ing is pellucid. The fine details of the
did for Biihm/DG. And we'll never part
entwined instrumental and human voices
MATERIAL: Mantra
with the superbly played, sung, led, and
are presented with clarity and impact. The
Bill Laswell, bass, beats; Zakir Hussain, tablas; Vikku
Vinayakram, ghatam; Shankar, nadhaswaram
recorded excerpts by Reiner/ Borldi, et al,
dynamic range is extremely wide despite
on RCA. But we live in the present, and
Axiom AKMCD 1(862 395-2, CD). 1993. Bill Laswell,
the chamber voicing. If you don't know
prod.; The Orb, Doctor Alex Paterson, Kris Weston,
every now and then the present gives us a
Das Lied or you aren't aMahler fanatic, this
remixes. ADD? TT: 30:53
gift. Here the cast interacts like a fully
should be adelightful discovery. However,
developed repertory company, the VPO
if you're already one of us, you'll find it a This CD "maxi single" stretches the R2D4
has never in its long history been more
fonnat abit, but I've always wanted to recdelight for car and soul. (XIX-6)
finely polished (at no sacrifice to its tradiommend a true sonic spectacular, and
CARL NIELSEN: Symphony 3 ("Sinfonia Espantional style), and Sinopoli has got to be on
Mautra certainly qualifies. On the very best
stria"), Maskarade Overture
some kind of roll. Together they produce a
CI) players, it makes the best case for twoSusan BurghardL soprano; Ralph Bassett, baritone;
channel musical home theater I've yet
seamless musical and sonic draina that will
Sixten Ehrling Danish National Orchestra
Audiofon CD72025 (CD). 1988. Julian H. Kreeger,
nail you to your seat. Performance and
heard: sounds swelling and swooning,
prod.; Peter McGrath, eng.. ADD? TT: 41:38
audio arc inseparable phenomena in this
going back and forth, left to right, up and
case, and the DG production team has
Sometimes everything just works! Here's a down, and every possible permutation.
Totally artificial but entirely convincing. Of shown us what they can do when cars,
live performance, transcribed unedited from
taste, and common sense rule the technolcourse, sonic excellence would count for
aconcert at Washington's Kennedy Center
ogy. (XXI-1)
naught if the music weren't great. This disc
for the Performing Arts in 1984. From the
actually shows Philip Glass athing or two.
anticipatory rustles of the audience and the
surging opening of the symphony, this is a From simple elements, the record constructs acaptivating whole with astrong
bracing and touching perfomiance by forces
JONATHAN
that have the music in their bones. They
Indian flavor that Inever tire of hearing.
Awesome deep bass, too.
sweep the listener along to the very end,
rem SCULL
where it's hard not to stand up and join in
PATRICIA BARBER: Modern Cool
with the audience's applause. And the closPatricia Barber, vocals, piano, table knives on strings;
ing Maskarade Overtitn,is acomplete romp,
John McLean, guitar; Michael Arnopol, bass; Mark
RICHARD
Walker, drums; Dave Douglas, trumpet; Jeff Stitely,
the tasty dessert after the superb meal.
udu; Choral Thunder vocal Choir
As he has so often, engineer Peter
am. SCHNEIDER
Premonition PREM-741-2 (CD). 1998. Patricia
McGrath captures areal sense of occasion.
Barber, prod.; Jim Anderson, eng. AAD? TT: 67:49
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphonies 4, 5
Sure, there's audience noise and no really
BRITTEN: Sinfonia da Requiem, Four Sea
Patricia Barber has struck my heart chakra
low bass, but the overall balance and spaInterludes & Passmoglio from Peter Grimes
with this recording, and it won't stop ringAndré Previn, Chicago Symphony (Shostakovich),
tial presentation are superb. The brass has
London Symphony (Britten)
ing. Thoughtful, extremely intelligent lyrics
real bite, and the strings are sweet and
EMI 72658 (2 CDs). 1977/1998. Christopher Bishop,
arc mated to fabulous production values.
sympathetic. The audio analysis is irreleprod.; Christopher Palmer, eng. ADD. TT: 2:32:40
The plucky bass lines, harmonic richness,
vant, however, because this is as close to
the amazing speed and transparency, delivThe Britten and Shostakovich Fifth notwithbeing at agreat concert as you can get.

GUSTAV MAHLER: Das Lied von der Erde
Transcription for chamber orchestra by Arnold
Schoenberg (1920) and Rainer Riehn (1983).
Birgit RemmerL alto; Hans Peter Blochwitz, tenor;
Philippe Herreweghe, Ensemble Musique Oblique
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901477 (CD). 1994. Jean
Martial Golaz, prod, eng. DDD. TT: 62:40
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er asound that's vivid and alive with impact
and meaning. The bongos on my new
theme song, "Postmodern Blues," will slay
you, as will Barber's vocals, palpable beyond description. Set up on "Let it Rain"
and feel the swing of the chorus's amis as
they feelingly let fly with the lyrics.
Gender-bend with Barber as she feelingly
wraps her soul around "She's A Lady" —
shades of Tom Jones — and ki)ell to "Light
My Fire" as you've never heard it before.
Amazing and wonderful, don't miss it, out
111 January on LP hooray!
SCHUMANN: Symphonies 1-4, Manfred Overture
George Szell, Cleveland Orchestra
Sony Classical Masterworks Heritage MH2K 62349
(2 CDs). 1958-59/1996. Louise de la Fuente, reissue prod.; Ellen Fitton, Dawn Frank, reissue engs.
ADD. Tr: 2:15:47

Originally recorded in 1958 and '59 at
Severance Hall in Cleveland, Ohio (won't
Jack Renner he pleased), these tapes were
optimized on aStuder transport modified
with Cello electronics, then transferred by
Sony engineers to Sonic Solutions' 20-bit
digital format. The sound is phenomenal,
the music sweeping and romantic, touching, powerful, and visceral. The beautifully done bound-in booklet contains mininations by George Szell (in three languages) on the composer that should be
required reading for anyone fancying
themselves aromantic. When you kick
back and let your long hair down for an
evening of classical music, there arc precious few better recordings to spin than
these two CDs. (XXI-5)

DAVID
esikia SOKOL
'TUL TUESDAY: Everything's Different Now
Epic EK 44041 (CD). 1988. Rhett Davies, prod., eng.;
Bruce Lampcov, Rob Jaczko, Steve Rinkoff, Mike
Denneen, engs. AAD? TT: 39:48

Aimee Mann struck gold early, when she
and her band 'Til Tuesday reached the Top
10 with their first single, "Voices Carry."
Strangely, though, as Mann's commercial
fortunes declined, her music got better —
startlingly so. Mann has made two scrumptiously melodic solo albums in the '90s, but
this, her final Til Tuesday album, is deathdefyingly gorgeous. As she chronicles the
breakup of arelationship from every conceivable angle, Mann is hopeful, resigned,
strong, sad, even devastated, but always
deeply human and compassionate. Her
voice, one of the most angelic in all of popular music, falls somewhere between
Sandy Denny's and Chrissie Hynde's, and
her songs are as durable and dimensional
as anything the Beatles ever recorded. Add
guest songwriters like Elvis Costello,
Matthew Sweet, and Jules Shear, and this
record'll snake you smile even as it breaks
your heart.
Stereophile, February 1999

JULES SHEAR: Trie Great Puzzle
Polydor 314 511 200-2 (CD). 1992 Stewart Lermar;
Jules Shear, prods., John Agnello, eng. MD. Tr: 51A3

Ever since his days with Jules and the
Polar Bears in the late 70s, Jules Shear has
been writing clever, personal songs that
probe romance and life's other mysteries
with passion and depth. Over the years
he's scored a handful of pop breakthroughs, with songs recorded by Cyndi
Lauper, Roger McGuinn, and the
Bangles, but his own records do hint
proudest, and none is better or more
solidly consistent than 71w Great Puzzle
Shear is astellar storyteller with akeen
sense of melody, so even as he mourns
the loss of an eccentric old girlfriend, or
ponders his desperation on a highway
bound for Mendocino, he does so with an
infectious jangle. And while his voice is
something of aJackson-Browne-meetsBob-Dylan acquired taste, it's every bit as
convincing, and even more intimate.

DAVID PATRICK
alma STEARNS
AUDRA McDONALD: Way Back to Paradise

Songs by Ricky Ian Gordon, Michael John LaChiusa,
Adam Guettel, Jason Robert Brown, others
Audra McDonald, soprano; Orchestra conducted by
Eric Stern
Nonesuch 79482-2 (CD). 1998. Tommy Krasker, prodc
Joel Moss, eng. DDD. Tr: 49:41

Do you ever get the feeling that arecording
company is reading your mind and giving
you exactly what you want? That's the case
here: Three-time Tony Award winner
Audra McDonald has been overdue for a
solo album just by virtue of her Dawn
Upshaw-like voice and keen acting abilit}c
But rather than just singing some standards,
she's the first to anthologize anew genera,
tion of composers who promise to maki
Broadway smarter. Whether singing apaean
to pregnancy in "Baby Moon" or apenetrate
ing Monica Lewinsky-esque character study
in "Mistress of the Senato4" McDonald successfully sells often-difficult music that's fie
of adventurous key modulations and dramaturgy devoid of polite veneer.
CALVET QUARTET: Chamber Works by Debuss8
Ravel, Schmitt. Caplet. Delannoy
Lys 298-299 (2 CDs). 1998. No prod. or eng. listect
ADD. Tr: 209:33

Francophile collectors know about th4
Calvet Quartet mostly from their oft-pubt
fished recording of the Fauré Piano Quartet
with Robert Casadesus. This is one of four
volumes published by the France-based Lys
label, and it consists of revelatory performances of French repertoire recorded
1931-38. These may be the best-ever
recordings of the Debussy and Ravel guar,
tets, performed with arock-solid precisioS
uncharacteristic of French musicians and
total sense of comprehension. The slow
movement of the Ravel has never seemed up
e

intimate and confiding, the finale never so
stricken with terror. The style is abit oldfashioned, but the swooping porramentos that
went out of style after World War II have
never sounded so purposeful, even indispensable. The other Calvet volumes include
nearly-as-great Schubert and Beethoven
performances. Lys has iffy distribution in the
US; pray that it gets better.
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BARNEY KESSEL/RAY BROWN/SHEUY MANNE:
Poll Winners Three!
Barney Kesell, electric guitar; Ray Brown, acoustic
bass; Shelly Manne, drums
Contemporary S-7576 (LP), Fantasy/OJC 0.1CCD692-2 (CD). 1959/1992. Lester Koenig, prod.; Roy
DuNann, eng. AAJVAAD. Ti': 39:10

These three instrumental giants were
dubbed "The Poll Winners" for their
perennial domination of the annual Down
Beat, Playboy, and Metronome popularity
contests back in the '50s. Inspired as they
were by the work of such transitional figures as Lester Young, Coleman Hawkins,
Jimmy Blanton, Oscar Pettiford, and
Charlie Christian on one hand, and the
likes of Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie on the other, their collective work
reflects their immense affection for the
parameters of the American popular song,
the swing era, and the breakthroughs of
bebop. Of three period recordings and
one 1976 reunion date, Poll Winners Three!
remains the pick of the litter — avividly
recorded, rhythmically combustible trio
date, and areal benchmark for modern
jazz guitarists in the days preceding Wes
Montgomery's reign.
Brown and Manne, one of the all-time
great rhythm teams (listen to their inspirational work behind Sonny Rollins on that
other Contemporary classic, Way Out West),
eschew rote accompaniment in favor of
continual dialog. Kind of rough around the
edges but deeply imbued with the southwestern blues spirit of Christian, ICessell
doesn't possess Johnny Smith's commanding patriclan elegance, nor does he have the
fiery chops of Tal Farlow and Jimmy Raney.
But he swings like aMF, mixes chords and
single lines in asly, coherent mannes; and
has asweet amplified sound.
Recorded with the taut, dry dynamics that
are ahallmark of the Contemporary sound,
the bass and drums have great presence:
they're resoundingly fat, live, and vibrant.
And from the spooky bluesiness of "Minor
Mystery" and the rhythmic complexity of
"Crisis" to the elemental swing of "Soft
Winds," the collective mirth on the rhythm
changes to "It's All Right With Me" and "I
Hear Music," this is an example of group
interplay at its most witty and commanding,
from an era when the terms "jazz" and "fun"
were not mutually exclusive.
83

PAT METHENY: Bright Size life
Pat Metheny, electric 6- .3 12-string guitars; Jaco
Pastorius, fretless electric bass guitar; Bob Moses,
drums
ECM 1073 (LP), 78118-210730-2 (CD). 1976. Manfred
Eicher, prod.; Martin Wieland, eng. AAD. TT: 37:12

This recording, Metheny's maiden voyage
as aleader, is apersonal benchmark for
me as awriter and listener. A snooty dismissal of this recording in Down Beat
inspired me to write my own take on
what Ithought was among the finest guitar trios in jazz history, and led to my first
published piece in the Village Voice.
Often overlooked by Metheny's core audience, Bright Size Life achieves aperfect architectonic balance between fonn and freedom. Driven along by drummer Bob
Moses' splashy, roiling energy, Metheny and
electric-bass innovator Jaco Pastorius engage
in acontrapuntal dialog that is boldly telepathic and furiously emotive on the openended swing of "Missouri Uncompromised," "Round Trip/Broadway Blues,"
and the eastern-flavored rhythm changes of
"Unquity Road." The manner in which
Pastorius suspends time and harmony, essays
melodic rejoinders, and continually orchestrates fresh responses to Metheny's tart,
twisting lines is simply miraculous. Metheny
responds with asensual, bell-like timbre and
an intuitive brand of melodic freedom that is
equal parts Jim Hall and Omette Coleman.
On the title tune and "Omaha Celebration,"
Metheny achieves an easygoing, rocking gait
and melodic flow that are pure Americana,
while employing acuriously tuned Fender
Electric 12-string guitar to achieve amysterious, jang,ly texture on "Sirabhorn" and
"Midwestern Night Dreams." On the latter,
the guitarist displays his innate genius for
creating sonic atmospherics, as his tolling
chords set off Jaco's spectral bass lines and
massive vocalized chords in stark relief
against ahuge, reverberant soundstage. I've
been listening to this selection for 20 years,
and it still sends chills down my spine.
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RENEE ROSNES: As We Are Now
Renee Rosnes, piano; Chris Potter, tenor 8. soprano
sax; Christian McBride, bass; Jack Delohnette, drums
Blue Note 7 56810 2 (CD). 1998. Don Sickler, prod.;
Renee Rosnes, asst. prod.; Rudy Van Gelder, eng.
DOD. TF: 60:09

Iraved about this album in these pages early
last year, but it's so good it deserves another
shout. Rosnes is one of acoustic jazz's finest
yet least recognized artists, aplayer and
composer who stretches boundaries while
never relinquishing her admiration for jazz's
past. This album is far-reaching yet accessible. On it—in the company of two rhythm
masters and her sometime saxophonist, the
intrepid, searching Potter —Rosnes delivers
aseries of grand moments. Among them:
the probing-then-sweet "Abstraction Blue,"
84

aplatform ir Rosnes' vital, tuneful piano
artistry; the lyrical-then-crackling "Land of
Five Rivers"; the driving "Black Holes," in
which Potter stomps over a one-chord
vamp; and the '90s hard bop of "Bulldog's
Chicken Run." (XXI-6)
JOE HENDERSON: Page One
Joe Henderson, tenor sax; Kenny Dorham, trumpet;
McCoy Tyner, piano; Butch Warren, bass; Pete
LaRoca, drums
Blue Note 7 84140 2 (CD). 1963/1988. Alfred Lion,
prod.; Rudy Van Gelder, eng. MD. IT: 42:17

Page One is easily as perfect an album as Miles
Davis' Kind of Blue This wonderfully conceived and performed debut album by the
man who has become the tenor saxophonist
of the day rightly reached near-legendary status when first released, and there are many
reasons. The tunes —all originals by Henderson or Dorharn —are brilliant and memorable. There's the lovely "La Mesha," the complex "Jinrikisha," and the now-classic "Blue
Bossa" (surely played as often as "So What"),
plus three superb others. The playing is
exquisite: the leader's compelling. intelligent
mix of warmth and bite, Dorham's fuzzy
sound and hip ideas, and Tyner's luminous,
singing tones. This music is still fresh three
and ahalf decades after it was made. How
often can you make astatement like that?

STEVE
STOLDER
JUNIOR WELLS: Hoodoo Man Blues
Delmark 0612 (CD). 1965/1991. Robert G. Koestler,
Stu Black, engs. MD? TT: 4630

Junior Wells and his frequent foil, Buddy
Guy, were not known for their restraint.
Young turks who served apprenticeships
with the Chicago blues élite (both were
mentored by Muddy Waters), their tendencies were to take their urban forays into
more frenzied directions than their oldguard tutors favored. This peerless collaboration, however; found them meshing their
exhibitionist tendencies with uncharacteristic refinement. "Snatch It Back and Hold It"
(the perfect opener), "Hound Dog," and
"You Don't Love Mc" percolate atop the
nimble rhythms of bassist Jack Myers and
drummer Billy Warren; "Early in the
Morning" and "In the Wee Hours" are
witching-hour creeps; "We're Ready" and
"Chitlin Con Carne" are irresistible instrumental showcases for guitarist Guy and
harpist Wells. Taken as awhole, the album is
the perfect distillation of big-city '60s blues.
(XIV-1, XIX-12)
THE REPLACEMENTS: Let It Be
Twin/Tone 8441 (CD). 1984. Steve fielstad, prod.,
eng.; Paul Westerberg, Peter Jesperson, prods.
AAD? TT: 32:56

For a few remarkable years, Minnesota's
Replacements managed to balance snotti-

ness with sincerity, in the process putting
together astring of LPs that overflowed with
exuberance and heart. Let It Be is the best of
the lot Balancing his smart-ass tendencies
("Gary's Got aBoner," "Tommy Gets His
Tonsils Out," "Seen Your Video") against
post-teen weight-of-the-world ruminations
("Androgynous," "Unsatisfied," "Sixteen
Blue," "Answering Machine"), frontman Paul
Westerberg came across as the most interesting (and likable) punk to ever come down
the pike. Despite the fact that the Mats'
crowning achievement is studded with
throwaways, there's not atrack here that
doesn't contribute mightily to making this
the best rock album of the '80s.

JOHN
tam. SWENSON
FRANK ZAPPA: Broadway the Hard Way
Rykodisc RCD 10552 (CD). 1988/1995. Frank Zappa,
prod.; Bob Stone, Harty Androris, engs. DDD. TF: 71:12

Who could have guessed, when Zappa
embarked on this 1988 tour backed by one
of the best touring bands of his career —
including stalwarts Ike Willis, Bruce Fowler,
Chad Wackerman, and Scott Thunes —that
these would be his last live rock performances? In this light, the album-opening
"Elvis Has Just Left the Building" takes on an
eerie prescience. This election-year road
show was conducted like a burgeoning
third-party campaign, complete with voterregistration drives at each show and "ZAPPA
FOR PRESIDENT" bumper stickers. Candidates
Pat Robertson and Jesse Jackson were excoriated, respectively, in "Jesus Thinks You're a
Jerk" and "Rhymin' Man." Zappa attacked
Republican policies from Richard Nixon
through then-candidate George Bush in
"When the Lie's So Big," with aspecial dig
at Nixon, "Didde's Such an Asshole." All in
all, afitting swan song from the rock era's
greatest musical conceptualist and social critic. (XII-1, 7)
STEVE WESTFIELD: Mangled
Empire Disc 7864 92560 2 (CD). 1994. Steve Westfield, prod.; Steve Barry, prod, eng. AAD. TT: 62:27

Think you know everything about slacker angst? Once upon a time, Steve
Westfield was leading the punk band
Pajama Slave Dancers and enjoying the
carefree life of the town iconoclast in
Westfield, Massachusetts, adying bluecollar municipality whose claim to fame
was that it had once been the leading
manufacturer of buggy whips. But the
breakup of the band, his marriage, and
the realization that his life was falling
apart led Westfield into the severe depression that enveloped his first solo album,
Mangled, and its anthem, "Crummy Little
Town." Mangled is without question the
most depressive album of the 1990s, a
record that makes Neil Young sound like
Stereophile, February 1999
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ahappy guy. Westfield drains every drop
from the cesspool of self-loathing that
accompanies adying relationship, from
the denial of "Not Falling" and "Free &
Lonely," to the resignation of "Memory
Lapse Blues," "Insignificant Other," and
"Life (Goes On and On)," to the thirst for
self-torture of "Missing," "Floundering,"
"Destroy Me," and "Electrocute Me."
Great sniff.

1g SAM
TE 111G
SCHUBERT: Symphonies
8 ("Unfinished"),
9rGreat")
Sir Charles Mackerras, Scottish Chamber Orchestra
Telarc CD-80502 (CD). 1998. James Mallinson,
prod.; Tony Faulkner, eng. DOD. Tr: 79:28

So many great recordings of the Schubert
"Great" in the catalog— including those of
Kertész, Krips, Szell, and Walter. Add
Mackerras to the list, in stunning, up-to-date,
20-bit Telarc sound. Is Tony Faulkner
today's finest recording engineer? Maybe.
The sound quality is glorious: spacious,
coherent, natural-sounding. The 63-member Scottish Chamber Orchestra is large
enough to perform the work with sufficient
sae, but small enough that the recording
has greater transparency than most recorded
performances by larger orchestras. With
such fine musicians, it's somewhat unfair to
single out any one group of players, but the
brass section is particularly fine, playing "natural" horns and trumpets. Scotsmen, you
know —probably trained on bagpipes. (All
the brass players seem to be male.) What
makes the performance work is pacing. hi
lesser hands, Schubert's Ninth can drag, even
sag. Not here. A riveting performance,
superbly paced from beginning to end.
The accompanying "Unfinished," if
not aperformance to displace Kertész
with the Vienna Philharmonic, is also
fine. Again, the brass are phenomenal —
you should hear this through a singleended amp! Adding the "Unfinished"
makes for an exceedingly generous disc
just seconds shy of 80 minutes long. One
of the finest Telarc recordings ever!
ALM MÚSICA: El Canto Espiritual Judeoespañol
Miguel Sánchez, dir.
Harmonie Mundi Ibérica HMI 987015 (CD). 1998.
Pere Casulleras, prod, eng. ODD. TT: 62:30

You don't have to be Jewish to be
enthralled by this disc of Judeo-Spanish
spiritual songs, most from the "Golden
Age" of Jewish culture in Muslim Spain,
which ran from the 10th to the 12th centurtes. This music "immerses us in the
sounds of the soul," writes Miguel Sánchez,
director of the group Alia Música, which
specializes in medieval Spanish-Jewish
repertoire. Its intent is "to establish communication between man and God," and
serve as "a form of reconciliation on the
part of the people toward their Creator."
Stereophile, February 1999

Only males took an active part in singing
the liturgy, but women played arole in
folksongs and ballads, where the texts were
sung in Ladino (Judeo-Spanish) and instruments were permitted. The ballad "Noche
de aliad," which marks the close of the
Sabbath, is particularly haunting.
Iwish more was said in the notes about
the instruments, which arc used to striking
effect in "Dodi yarad legano," a17th-century Hebrew liturgical poem that tikes the
form of an amorous dialog between God
and the people of Israel. The recording has
exceptional clarity and immediacy.

PETER VAN
WILLENSWAARD
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 6
Evgeny Svetlanov, State Symphony Orchestra of the
Russian Federation
Emergo Classics EC 3624-2 (CD). 1993. Tomoyashi
Ezaki, prod.; Robert de Godzinsky, eng. ODD.
TT: 46:26

There are many performances of this symphony (see "Building aLibrary," Stereophile,
April 1996, p273), and Ipossess 30 of them,
but this one, recorded in concert in Tokyo,
is my favorite. It is very emotional: mindlessly desperate in its fortes, deeply sad in its
pp/7s. Svetlanov unleashes the orchestra —it
nearly explodes. Sound quality is questionable. There is stereo image, depth, and
ambience, but the violins are harsh, and the
sound of the cooling fan on Svetlanov's desk
is prominent during the soft passages. I
don't care —this is music

ly apt in this case. Originally released on LP
in the late 1960s, this quickly became my
favorite violin recording when Ifirst heard
it as an 18-year-old violin student.
Nineteen-year-old Viktor Tretyakov was an
emerging star, his virtuoso performance of
the Paganini concerto's first movement —
that cadenza! — and his first prize in the
Tchaikovsky Competition declared to the
world the arrival of asensationally gifted
performer. But this was the Soviet era,
when sensationally gifted artists often ran
afoul of the authorities. Ialways assumed
that's what happened to Tretyakov, because
the album soon went out of print and the
young violinist wasn't heard of again for
many years. Since the early days of CDs,
I've looked for the reissue of this unforgettable recording.
On atrip to St. Petersburg, Russia, afew
years ago, Iwas on aquest for acopy when
Iwas roughed up by agang of street boys.
Ididn't find the disc, but this experience
only hardened my determination to do so.
Last yea4 the reward came with the release
of the Jârvi/Melodiya series. The Sonic
Solutions remastered sound improves but
doesn't eliminate some trebly residue. But
the performances—the bold and brilliant
Paganini and the daring and dangerous
Tchaikovsky — are even better than I
remember them.
KANTATE: Cannon Baroque Cantatas
Works by J.C. Bach, Buxtehude, Erlebach, Rovetta,
Schütz, Tunder
Andreas Scholl, countertenor; Concerto di Viole,
Basel Consort
Harmonie Mundi 901651 (CD). 1998. Nicolas
Bartholomee, prod., eng. ODD. TT: 71:50

ULLA MEINECKE: Wenn khan Nkht far limner,
dann Wenigstens far Ewig
RCA PL 28545 (LP). 1983. Uno Arndt, prod., eng.
AM. TT: 36:28

It's rare that asolo vocal recording works
some kind of magic, but this one —due primarily to the unbelievably gorgeous and
This is one of the few older pop records I tedinidly flawless voice and singing of
Andreas Scholl —casts aspell that remains
regularly reach for — not to evaluate my
long after the music stops. Yes, Scholl is a
newest whatever, but simply to enjoy.
countentenoi and no, he doesn't sound like
Meinecke's voice is powerffil when it
any countertenor you've ever heard. The
needs be, but can also be soft and intimate.
seamless, consistent tonal quality from lowMost of all, her voice is sympathetic. Her
est to highest notes is amarvel, and the sheer
version of Paul Simon's "Fifty Ways to
warmth and beauty of the sound renders
Leave Your Lover" is an ear-opener. All
lyrics are pure, and blend perfectly with
categorization irrelevant. This simply is an
exceptional and eminently listenable voice,
the music. As can be guessed from the
no matter what its type. And the music—
title, all texts arc in German. Sonics are
virtually unknown Baroque solo-vocal canexemplary: the sound is big and clean
tatas variously accompanied by vioLs, guitaz
without being clinical, sound effects arc
organ, or harpsichord —is amazingly beautisubtle, and the sense of space is enormous.
ful in its own right, and perfectly suited to
Scholl's voice.

11 DAVID
VERNIER
PAGANINI: Violin Concerto 1
TCHAMOVSKY: Violin Concedo
Neeme
The Early Recordings, Vol2
Viktor Tretyakov, violin; Neeme Járvi, Moscow
Philharmonic Orchestra
Melodiya 40720 (CD). 1966/1997. Alexander
Grossmann, Igor Veprintsev, engs. ADD. Tr: 70:25

The title "Records To Die For" is particular-

101 J.P.
sm. WEARING
Agnus Dei
Edward Higginbottom, The Choir of New College, Oxford
Erato 14634-2 (CD). 1996. lim Oldham, Oliver
Rivers, prods.; Richard Lee, eng. DOD. TT: 72:36

Agnus Dei is astunning anthology of 12
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these tunes, and it shows. Tracks To Die
"style of the original Meiningen perforsacred choral masterpieces drawn from
For: "Maria" and "Somewhere." Cole honmances," as the accompanying booklet so
four different centuries. Although each
ors the spirit of the musical and its composaptly puts it. That style means afluidity in
shortish piece is compelling in its own
er with his own piece, "West Side Blues,"
dynamics and tempo that results in
right, the most poignant works are achoral
based on Bemstein's compositions. This
expressive responsiveness on an almost
setting of Samuel Barber's Adagio for
disc has staying power: it's been in heavy
measure-by-measure basis. In wrong or
Strings, Elgar's Lux Aetenia, and Allegri's
wayward hands, the result could be disasrotation chez moi for more than ayear.
absolutely ethereal Miserere mei, Deus. The
trous, but Mackerras is too thorough a
all-male choir of New College, Oxford, is
JOAN OSBORNE: Relish
as English as they come and produces a musician for that — here he is in total harBlue Gorilla/Mercury 314 526 699-2 (CD). 1995.
mony with Brahms' music and style.
rapturously pure sound. There's nothing to
Rich Chertoff, prod.; William Whitman, Rob
Hyman, cogs. DDD? TT: 61:19
Own this set and you can forget the many
fault and everything to delight in. Only the
competing cycles.
most cynical of souls wouldn't be trans"What if God was one of us? /Just a
ported and ravished by these perforstranger on the bus /trying to make his
mances. No wonder that, when it was first
way home?" Joan Osborne, streetwise
released, this CD held the top spot on the
spiritualist, asked these naïvely poignant
British bestseller list for weeks.
BARRY
questions in her breakthrough single,
IIRAHMS: Symphonies 1-4, Academic Festival
men WILLIS
"One of Us." With an intentionally rough
Overture, Variations on aTheme by Haydn
sonic
edge as reinforcement, Relish
Sir Charles Mackerras, Scottish Chamber Orchestra
R1CHIE COLE: West Side Story
expands on the theme: gritty portraits of
Telarc CD-80450 (3 CDs). 1997. James Mallinson,
Richie Cole, alto sax; Vic Juris, guitar; Lou Forestieri,
prod.; Jack Renner, Tony Faulkner, engs. ODD.
manic depressives ("Crazy Baby"), urban
piano; Ed Howard, bass; Tommy Campbell, drums;
TT: 3:18:58
Ray Mantilla, percussion
angels ("St. Teresa"), religious-fanatic
MusicMasters Jazz 65165-2 (CD). 1991 Todd Barton,
recluses ("Pensacola"), and grim mornSome authentic performances on period
prod.; Troy Halderson, eng. DDD? TT: 51:45
ings-after ("Right Hand Man"). In Bob
instruments exist merely for their own
Dylan's "Man in the Long Black Coat,"
West Side Story is anational treasure: timeless
sake, as intellectual exercises. And then
she explores the dark attraction to mystestory, timeless music. Saxophonist Richie
there's "authenticity," which seeks only to
rious, otherworldly strangers more evocaCole, an alumnus of the Buddy Rich Big
serve the music and the composer's intentively than the songwriter himself ever
Band and aprotégé of Phil Woods, here
tions, and which simultaneously opens up
could. Can some people live in the gutter
gives Leonard Bernstein's most memorable
the music to fresh perspectives. Charles
with their eyes on the stars? Joan Osborne
creations alyrically improvisational spin. His
Mackerras' cycle of the Brahms symthinks so. God, she reminds us, can be
crew of ace sidemen are wonderful supphonies falls into the latter camp; he and
found not only at the top of the pyramid
porting players, but Cole is always upfront
the fluent Scottish Chamber Orchestra
but also at the bottom. (XIX-2)
MI
in the mix, and deservedly so—he loves
capture (as best it can be captured) the

Ok, we
admit it,
we're
cheating.
We designed
the Excal,6.4. II to
outperform our
competitors best
offerings. Then,
we shamelessly
priced this cable at a
mere $225 odd.

CAUDIO.

http://membrasie.comi-impact

COHERENT..
FROM
A
WHISPER
TO A
SHOUT!

We apologize if this
offends your sense of
fairness and good
sportsmanship.

Technology Ltd
Toll Free

1-888-464-8202
ph 303-364-8202 tx 303-364-8102
e-mail sorcerer49@aol.com
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We Hove A New Website!
We've completely revamped our website! Our Product Selection Guide will help you select the perfect headphone!

You'll find

tons of product info. We now have interactive features like o Discussion Area, 0151A Area, and Classified Ads. There's lots of
great Editorial on all things headphone and audio! And, with HeadRoom's Theme Changer, you con change the graphics on the
site!

The AirHead

The Airhead System
Check out the RirBag. The AirHead amp is in the lid. The portable CD player is inside,

Don't forget to check out our NEW headphone
amplifier, the AirHead. We've got all kinds of
cool carrying bags and accessories to go along
with the MirHead. It's the perfect portable sound

Velcroed to a flop, under which you can store up to ten CD's in the five Cose logic
sleeves included.

Additional features include storage for four RA batteries and de-

tachable shoulder strop.

Optionally available is the Extreme Suspension Harness,

enabling radical activities while listening. $49 ($39 w/AirHead purchase).

system for the business traveler on a budget.
It's also perfect for the ovid snowboarder, computer operotor, excercise junkie, and anyone else
who has two ears on the sides of their head.

The AirHead runs for over 10 hours on two

An

batteries; it's the size of ocassette tape

box; it drives high quality headphones with ease and precision; and it's got our well

Enjoy Traveling.
Ever hear someone soy, "Cool, you travel on

loved HeadRoom audio image processing which makes the headphone audio image
seem more natural. $179

planes for work?" Well, we know what a grind
it con be, so we've mode plane travel decidedly more pleasurable.
system and

Just get an AirHead

seal up your ears with a pair of

Etymotic ER4S headphones, and you'll hardly
notice the triols of your travels.

Headfloom Corporation
PO Box 6549 Bozeman, MT 59771
521 East Peach St. Bozeman, MT 59715

HeacJRoom Corporation
We are Your One Stop Spot for all
Things Headphone.

800 828 8184
Sweat it Off.
If you really wont to sweot, you've
just got to hove some motive power.
Great
tunes
con
give
you just that. So pump up your
portable cossette player with on
fRirHeod and Obic tune belt. $39.95

The Brick
The Brick is o handy-dandy little
bog for o portable tope ployer,
MirHead omp, and three topes.
There ore loops in the bock to attach to o belt, or you con use the
comfortable shoulder strop that's
included. $39.95

Ph. 406 587 9466 fax 406 587 9484
Order Direct by phone or fax, and you'll
get our nifty 30-Day Satisfaction guaranty.

Headphones
Koss Porto Pro Jr.
Koss KSC35

839.95
$34.95

Grodo 5860

869.00

Grado 5880
Grado S8125

895.00
$149.00

Grado 58225
Grado 1352

8195.00
8495.00

Grado 851
Sennheiser MX4
Sennheiser MX5

8699.00
824.95
839.95

Sennheiser HD265
Sennheiser HD433

8199.00
834.95

Sennheiser HD435

859.95

Sennheiser HD445
Sennheiser HD455

869.95
$89.95

Sennheiser HD465

8109.00

Sennheiser HD475
Sennheiser HD525

8129.00
8109.00

Sennheiser HD535
Sennheiser HD545
Sennheiser HD565
Sennheiser HD580
Sennheiser HD600
Sennheiser H025 SP
Sennheiser HDC451
Sennheiser 856
Sennheiser RS8
Sennheiser HE60/70
Sennheiser Orpheus
Etymotic ER4S
Beyerdynomic 01.48
Beyerdynomic DT220

8149.00
8159.00
8239.00
8279.00
$349.00
8129.00
8229.00
8249.00
8329.00
81499.00
814999.00
8299.00
8359.00
8159.00

f3eyerdynomic DT250

8179.00

Beyerdynomic DT311
Beyerdynomic DT331
Beyerdynomic DT411

869.00
889.00
899.00

Beyerdynomic DT431
Beyerdynomic DT511

8119.00
8139.00

Beyerdynomic DT531
Beyerdynomic DT770

$159.00
8149.00

Beyerdynomic DT801
Beyerdynomic DT811
Beyerdynomic DT831
Beyerdynomic DT931
MB Quart OP 160
MB Quart OP 220
MB Quart OP 240
MB Quart OP 250
MB Quart OP 400
fRKG K240M
fRKG K401

8169.00
8179.00
8199.00
$269.00
869.00
899.00
8119.00
8139.00
$259.00
8149.00
8169.00

fiKG K501
AKG K1000
HeadRoom Amplifiers
The fRirhead
The Little
The Little More Power
The Bose Station 1
The Supreme
The Cosmic
The Home

8199.00
81299.00

The Maxed-Out Home
The Max

$999.00
81333.00

Call about other stuff.

8179.00
$249.00
8449.00
8299.00
8449.00
8599.00
8599.00

HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES SiiiEM

MANY LIMITED
TIME OFFERS!!
ACT NOW!!

BEST PRODUCTS! BEST PRICE!
BEST SERVICE! GUARANTEED!!
A Sampling of the Latest & Greatest Hardwa
$449.99
7-ffez

$499.99 with

„die
sr" ea

dec.-

"Blacknite"

Power Cord
..S.ys- geese"

iv 4(2.

Restores
Harmonics!

Improves
Dynamics!

•

BENZ-MICRO MC CARTRDGES
RU:Y 11
. or 0.6mV
LL W/
REFERENCE 0.4mV .... SCALL W/
MC H20; M0.9;10.4 SCALL W/
MC GOLD 0.4mV
$350 W/
MC SILVER 2.0mV
$350 W/
MC-20E112.0mV
$150
LUKASCHEK PP1PHONO STAGE

Trade
Trade
Trade
Trade
Trode

L
SCALL
SCALL
$CALL
$CALL

THE GLIDER
Factory
Authorized

6115
ID&

Trade -in Sale!

2.0mv
Output

er
$750 Or
Benz/Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer
F., cryone who's into analo g '
SCALL -With Trade 7
Available
sure i
t,, want i
ne al h,'
The Glider Never Sounded So_Good Ele SaJ1111e1
hattery-passcred canndge
Kali
"This is akiller canridge....more lifelike.
lemagnclizers from Aesthetix.".
more holographic, more involving.... more musical.
ho ta.ri wilt, Li nesm Rep.,
Egi
...the Glider is way recommended." fixert, 1 Novo, af Iemnt. Art...tern
Urtr.gelloh 4. I, 1.4.
Ericc
[Jennie Brownell. Sterrophile. Ann.
Vol.I9 08

30 Day Money Back Guarantee!
Restores harmonics & improves dynamics of any stereo/home theater system.
HRS makes your CD's sound better than ever by providing ahigher level of
$Call
focus, timbre, texture & dimension. Installs easily between your CD player or BASIS Turntables(all models) & Accessories
Precision merle in the USA! Models 1400, 2000 thru 2800. Debut Et Debut Vacuum
Preamp & your system. Experience what the reviewers are raving about.
"The sound was richer, fuller, more dynamic. The soundstage was wider &
GRAHAM 2.0 & REGA RB 250, 300 and 900 Tonearms
deeper -more dimesional. I'm keeping the HRS & have asecond unit on order."
Your
Sam Tellig, Stereophile, Aug:98, Vol. 21 #8

Ultimate

Sound Stage Magazine... July '98

"It unlocks the music! Favorite recordings sound like new found treasures!"
The mat works m abig

Pens ore bock!!!
more analog-like soundstagc.
"The improvement 1.1irs .”.1. ,111 ,111ng"To tell you the truth.
1)),I.
Meteoplule. Mar '911.
13. #3
1...tegged Victor for amat on
$1699.0 /3 OR MORE $14.99eo
Limited There
the spot." SaIll Tellig.
felagel9
Sale Pricel $34.99 Stereophile.Ape'91,1 u-/ /9/14
Quietline Noise Filters, Powerline Foundation 1, 2& 3Power Filters:
SCALL

"i.e tried better tables, arms, cartrid ge, preamps, cables. and isolation
NITTY GRITTY' schemes ...none hose ere,- giren Inc the kinds of improsemenls in noise
reduction. clarity, and elimination amid-to-treble rin gin gthat these recordMde •>4.ce
cleanin gmachine, hai r, ...11 you listen lo records, sou need arecord-cleanZECORD CARE PRODUCTS in g machine. Period." -Corey Greennere, Mereorehile, May '94, Vol. I7 #5
All models are also
MODEL 1.0 -- Manual apphentoon of fluid.
he ',dune & ;mating while vacuuming.
ODEL 1.5
available In
stuortau

1:,
i.n4tp
lezoiii.
ç
itittin A
Cia
. ts,in
s‘ltu
bb
ITEin
Me. #
e-ANIT1.0....$CALL
ortimori.

'-

.

..e,....-ti .

'

Solid Oak Cabinet

or 220v version

Ira,
NNW ORITTT CO MASTER
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet-ITEM #-ANIT1.5....ISCAU
(CD Cleaner)
1039.99
MODEL 1.5111-- AIII0 fluid application. scrubbing. & rotation. Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.5FI
!MALL
MOD L MINI-PRO 1 - Wet scrubs & I-m .
1111111S both sides simultaneously.
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.5F1
BOLL&
Record Brush,Vac or Capstan Kit:
$174.015urifier 2'Cleaning FlUidi6oz.
$15.99
Dust Covers:
$19.99, $22.99 & $38.99 1/2 ol. Pure 2-$36.99 /1 al.Pure 2 559.99
811(1,0111 waste 1111id

Utro Cifier:
Limit ed Time

THE LIFTTm

Protect r,inr stylus! Lifts

(fold
$99.99 sterecphile

(Mane
589.99
New! The 1.1 ter $19.99

Image, ,eemed more .41/ L palpable. L
high, munded more relined ig ,nrel, the
ira,, delindely improsed - ri nu, deeper .5
luthier high belle, pilch.differenlialion....
1
SI.
ill.
to h W.
‘.II

/9 4:

.99

Ill

'

CD Clarifier:

audiotruth iSt audioquest cables!

Gruv-Glide II -

$Call
ONLY $129.99

yh11s

Improves sound, removes static, improves tracking, records and styli last longer

RECORD SLEEVES inmEE: -$30/ 100 919T.B -$20/103

Source!!
TURNTABLES:

KW-19 JUNIOR -A totally deod•solid acrylic ploner,F
-IMIIIMIIIIII
imachined for direct
coupling to records, with refle clamp and dustcover.
Fully Upgradeable to HW-19 Mark III ($599) /HW-19 Mark IV ($1199)
$CALL
FIW-19 MARK III -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor & armboord, block acrylic
10Ib platter and spring suspension
SCALL
KW-19 MARK IV -TNT bearing 8. spindle assembly. 20 lb black acrylic plotter.

RiD111

SCALL

sheer:see
TNT SERIES 3 & 4 -The ultimate iv turntable technology Analog product of 1997

SOUL

ARIES -Near TNT performance in an KW-19 sizel Requires only o 22' x 16' space,
Features TNT 3/4 platter, bearing & motor. Beautiful black acrylic finish! Upgradablel SCALL
TNT JUNIOR -Huge sound stage is balanced by a solidity only available horn supe ,
tables. Now offoidable to a larger audience. 21 lb. Stainless steel motor assembly.

70/1BARFAS:

.1PN Fteseatable

$21.99
-$30/100

THE JMW MEMORIAL - VPI ha, destgoed on all-out &foldable tonearm reference that is
extraordinary nits ability to entrad information from on LP's grooves. Soundstage is wide & deep
with oir 8 separation between instruments. Feeling of solidity of images & top to bottom coherency is unmatched. Also available in 12' version fol TNT. 5-star rated in TAS issue 106! SCALL

CARTRIDGES: (NEW!!!)
VPI/GRADO REFERENCE SERIES -VPI has teamed up with Grado to design medium
output(1.5mV) versions of 3woo eis of the highly regarded Reference series cartridges. These ore
CLEANING MACHINES: MOD
"
aft ,111V-16.5 to be an outstanding

1,erformer. The record surfaces are microscopically dean
co,.
wine they loot new!" Audio May.;

--)

SCALL

Features: Self-coniained liquid pump: Applies
liquid and scrubs record ut .Yame time: Bidirectional ¡leaning; pushbutton COMMIS: 'The
most deluxe retord cleaner on Me market!"

HIN-17F -SCallIll
11W-17F 220v -SCall
Fully automatic, Bidirectional cleaning!!

14W-16.5 -SWIM!

110 or 220volt
Semi-Automatic
Ltd. Time Offer!!!

Cooling fan

ACCESSORIES:

Ltd. Time Offer!!!
and power filter. GREAT UPGIVDEI I

POWER LINE CONDITIONER -Speed controller
$399,99
SYNCHRONOUS DRIVE SYSTEM New flagship speed controller and power filter
Sail!
HM. 19 STAND ALONE MOTOR
SCALL STROBE DISC -Set turntable speed
$17.99
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE$14.99 CROSS CHECK LEVEL(Newl) S9.99
WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF VPI SPARE PARTS, UPGRADES AND ACCFSSORIF SIl

SUMIKO CARTRIDGE & TURNTABLE SALE!!!

CARTRIDGES:
Blue Point Special Cartridge
Blue Point Cartridge

ORDER TOLL FREE: eilie
1-800-782-3472 w
1022 ROLLING BARREL RD.
PENDLETON, IN 46064

CALL

SPECIAL LIMITED TIME SALE! UP TO 50% OFF!

a great match for tube and other lower gain MC phono stages.
REFERENCE 1.5 ,MASTER 1.5 á PLATINUM 1.5 -Regular Grados also available.

Interconneds:lade, Turquoise, Topaz, Ruby, Quartz, Opal, Emerald, Lapis & Diamond .. $CALL
Speaker Cables:Type 2,4,6,Indigo,Crystal,Midnight,Forest,Argent,Clear,Sterling,Dragen SCALL
Emerald X4 Tonearrn Cable:
$129.99 Pro Toneorm Coble:
SCALL
PT-6, PT-7 & PT-8 Toneonns
SCall Binding Post Wrench
$7.99
UltraConnect 2: (w/cleoners) Ultra-high-purity contact cleaner. No residue
$29.99
Record Brush: Anti-stat Carbon Fiber
$14.99
RF Stoppers: RF & Digital Noise Filter (set of four).
Juniors: $31.99
Seniors: 549.99
Laser Guide. Optical Clarifier/Cleaner -'Improves CD sound!'
$26.99
Sorbothone Little Feet, (Pock of 4)
$32.99 Sorbothane Big Feet: (Pack of 4)
$49.99

Creek Phono Stages: OBH-8/8SE and OBH-9
Purist Audio System Enhancer Disc
NOVV
The ultimate burn-in and demagnetization Oise effledre

SCall

HW-191R Turntable w/ New VPI Med. Mass Arm*: $849.99
•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': $1074.99
FREE expert
•Add Benz-Micro Glider': $1449.99
cartridge
Add The LIFT & get it installed for FREE!
installation upon
'OTHER CARTRIDGES RTONEARMS AVAILABLE,
request

Nathaniel Rosen...win -Id famous Cellist

way.
I
did not have to strain to hear
the improvement. Improved
definition, detail, dynamics, a

ANALOG SALE!!!

HW-191R Turntable w/ Audioquest PT-6 Arm
•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special*: SCall
•Add Benz Mitro Glider': SCall

"It adds a level of vibrancy & substance to the music that is completely intoxicating

ORDER BY FAX (765) 778-2669
VISA
E-MAIL: ElusDisc@aol.com
WEB: www.elusivedisc.com
FOR INFO (765) 778-2715
,,"..
"ALL In-Stock orders shipped in 24 hrs!"

TURNTABLES:
SCALL, Pro-lect 6. toe 6.9(NEW) Turntable
$CALL, Pro-Jec-I 1.2 Turntable

SCALL
$CALL

'150+page }s3°° U.S.A. /'5°' INTL
LC

Card.

CATALOG

FREE WITH ORDER!!

DOMESTIC SHIPPING:
UPS Ground/Priority Moil: 1-4 Items: $5 (adtl. items .504 ea.)
/3-Day Select: 1-3 Items 57 (adtl. Items $1 no.) /
2nd Doy Air: 1-3 Items: $8 (adtl. Items S1.25 ea.)
INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING. CALL OR FAX'
CANADA: 1st Item $7 00 (edit items $1

Equipment

Report

Wes

Phillips

Linn Sondek CD12 CD player

A

funny thing happened to Linn
Product's Brian Morris when he
attempted to bring Linn's new
Sondek CD12 through Customs as
hand-luggage:
CUSTOMS AGENT: "What's in the box, sir?"
BRIAN: "A CD player."
cusTonts AGENT: "Value?"
BRIAN: "$20,000."
CUSTOMS AGENT: "Who are you trying
to kid? Iknow what CD players are
worth — I've got one. Go stand over
there until we sort this out."
It took awhole day, Linn's customs
broker, and aflurry of phone calls, but
eventually Brian did bring the CD12
into this country and deliver it to me in
Santa Fe. But the customs agent's question was actually agood one. CD technology is now fairly mature. In fact,
some might argue that, with the increased data-storage capacity of the
DVD, not to mention the impending
DVD-Audio standard, the CD might
even be entering its twilight phase. Who
on earth would bring a$20,000 CD
player to market now?
Linn Products, obviously. As acompany, Linn has always gone its own way —
at its own pace—and if the idea of producing ano-holds-barred CD player at
this particular moment strikes some
people as foolhardy, the folks at Linn
just don't care. They point out that there
are millions and millions of CDs out
there that will benefit from aplayer like
the Sondek CD12, and that it will be
years before there's anything like that
selection on DVD, or whatever the next
digital music medium will be. Besides,
they point out, the typical Linn customer already has asubstantial investment in software and is anxious to
extract from it as much musical pleasure
as possible, even if that means spending
an amount less obsessed observers
would label ludicrous.
If this argument sounds familiar, it's
because Linn has said the same thing
before — specifically, 17 years ago,
when, in the pre-dawn of the CD age,
people were predicting the demise of
the turntable and the vinyl disc. Here
we are, nearly two decades into the digital era, and there are more high-end
Stereophile,
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Linn Sondek CD12 CD player

turntables for sale than there ever were
during the analog era. No, the LP hasn't
exactly triumphed, but there are still a
lot of music lovers out there who love
their records and are willing to spend
"ludicrous" amounts to hear them
played properly.
Isn't it grand?
he Cl )12's parallels

with Linn's LP12

Description: Single-chassis CD player incorporating HDCD'' decoding,
with remote control. Analog outputs:
two pairs unbalanced RCA, one pair
balanced XLR. Digital output: one
BNC with Linn Sync Link, one
AES/EBU balanced XLR, one ST optical, one TosLink optical. D/A conversion: four 20-bit Burr-Brown PCM
1702U-K DACs. Digital filter: Pacific
Microsonics PMD-100 (8x oversampling). Frequency response: 5Hz20kHz, ±0.2dB. THD: 0.0017% at
lkHz; 0.0017% 10Hz-20kHz. S/N
ratio: better than 108dBFS, 22Hz22kHz, unweighted. Channel separation: better than 120dB at 1kHz.
Maximum output level: 2V RMS.
Output impedance: 200 ohms unbalanced, 300 ohms balanced.

Sondek turntable aren't at all coincidental. The CD12 is the first Linn product
since that venerable classic to bear the
"Sondek" designation, which Linn says
it reserves for one product every quarter
century or so. They've produced CD
players before, but this one is something
special, they say.
It certainly looks it. This isn't just
another black box. The compact chassis

Dimensions: 12.5" (320mm) W by
3.125" (80mm) H (including feet) by
14" (350mm) D. Weight: 26.4 lbs
(12 kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
000088.
Price: S20,000. Approximate number of dealers: 100.
Manufacturer: Linn Products Ltd.,
Floors Road, Waterfoot, Glasgow
G76 OEP, Scotland, UK. Tel: (44) 141307-7777. Fax: (44) 141-644-4262.
Web: vvww.Linn.Co.uk .US distributor: Linn Products Inc., 4540 Southside Blvd., Suite 402, Jacksonville, FL
32216. Tel: (888) 671-LINN (US
only), (904) 645-5242. Fax: (904)
645 7275. Web: www.Linninc.com
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is machined from two plates of solid
aluminum alloy to atolerance of about
lt.tm — aprocess that takes Linn's sister
company, Castle Precision Engineering,
about eight hours per chassis. The parts
arc then hard-anodized. The resulting
case looks and feels like jewelry, but
Linn points out that these processes produce sonic advantages as well: The mass
and rigidity of the chassis, when tightly
bolted into asingle unit, makes the
CD12 resistant to acoustic vibration,
and the anodizing optimizes heat transfer and offers electrical insulation.
The drawer is of chrome-plated aluminum alloy, and locks solidly in place
when closed. The drawer is also the
only means (other than the remote, of
course) of controlling the player, as
there's nary aknob or button on the
CD12's face — optical sensors detect

"nudges" against the drawer. The
machine understands ahard shove to
mean Open or Close, while agentle
nudge is interpreted as Play — or, if a
Cl) is already playing, as Next Track. A
nudge will also stop play — but only
after you've become sensitized to the
control system. It takes afew tries to
learn the differences between aNext
nudge, a Stop nudge, and an Open
shove. Pause is handled solely through
the remote.
Linn calls the CD12's transport functions the "CD Engine"; this part of the
mechanism is isolated from the digital
and analog circuitry in its own carved-out
section of the chassis. The CD Engine is
constructed from anodized aluminum, in
this case an extruded assembly that is
then precisely machined.
The laser assembly is aPhilips unit

incorporating an integrated photodiode RF amplifier, said to improve the
8-to-14 modulation (EFM) signal to the
servo/decoder circuitry, which is controlled with digital signal processing
(1)SP). Linn claims this allows the servo
circuitry to react quickly to disc irregularities, including warp and eccentricity.
CDs are clamped to the turntable using
aLinn-designed magnetic puck. The
laser mechanism is decoupled from the
main chassis, which, Linn says, helps
prevent the servo mechanism from
needing to correct vibration-caused
tracking errors. The circuits for the laser
drive, spindle motor, and DSP/microprocessor control arc all isolated from
one another.
The CD12 employs four specially
selected 20-bit Burr-Brown PCM1702U-K D/A converter chips operated

decoded data representing adithered
lkHz tone at -90dBFS. The traces are
completely free from spuriae and the
noise level is very low. For fig.3, I
changed the data to "digital black" and
extended the measurement bandwidth
to 200kHz. Again, the audio-band noise
can be seen to be very low. It is so low
that Iwondered if the CD12 turns off
when it detects this signal. However,
repeating the test with a-1LSB offset
gave the same result.
Using PCM1702 DACs operated in

differential mode results in excellent linearity. The left-channel balanced-output error is shown in figA —it remains
below ±2dB to below -110dBFS, which
is as about as good as it gets. The right
channel (not shown) was identical. Not
surprisingly, considering the CD12's
superb linearity and low noise floor, its
reproduction of an undithered lkHz
sinewave (fig.5) is essentially perfect.
Three distinct voltage levels can be easily made out, and there is even ahint of
the Gibbs Phenomenon "ringing" evi-

Measurements

T

he Linn Sondek CD12 was pretty
good at error correction, coping easily with the Pierre Verany Test CD up
through track 31, which has almm gap
in the data spiral. It did start to stumble
on track 32, which has a125mm data
gap. The output polarity was noninverting from both single-ended and balanced outputs, the latter wired with pin
2 hot. The maximum output level at
1kHz was 1.987V single-ended, 3.87V
balanced, with source impedances of
235 ohms and 596 ohms, respectively.
The CD12's frequency response from
both unbalanced and balanced outputs
at OdBFS is shown in fig.l. Not only do
the plots overlay exactly, but so do those
of the individual channel responses,
revealing precise circuit implementation. There is a slight (-0.45dB at
20kHz) droop in the top octave, but I
doubt this will be audible. Channel separation (not shown) was excellent.
Fig2 shows aswept I/3-octave spectral
analysis of the Sondek's output while it
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Fig.2 Linn Sondek CD12, spectrum of dithered
lkHz tone at —90.31dBFS, with noise and
spuriae, 16-bit data (right channel dashed).
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Linn Sondek CD12, frequency response at
OdBFS, balanced and unbalanced outputs
overlay (right channel dashed, 0.5dB/
vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Linn Sondek CD12, spectrum of digital
silence with noise and spuriae, 16-bit data
('/3-octave analysis, right channel dashed).
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Fig.5 Linn Sondek CD12, waveform of
undithered lkHz sinewave at —90.31dBFS
(16-bit data).
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CD12

down to the required output voltages,
where fast rectifiers convert them to
DC, which is then filtered by small
capacitors. There are 16 stages of
power-supply regulation in the CD12's
SMPS, which is isolated from the rest of
the player's circuitry in its own pocket
of the chassis.

in dual-differential mode. Though
extensive measures are taken to reduce
jitter, Linn claims that no one can totally
eliminate ir, that the best one can hope
to do is reduce jitter's impact to the point
where it no longer affects the critical digital and analog signals. To this end, Linn
has developed what they call "dockless"
construction —which doesn't, of course,
mean that the CD12 has no word clocks,
"only that the precision of the clocks
driving the DAC has no effect on sound
quality" —a pretty tall order.
Digital filtering is provided by a
Pacific Microsonics PM D-100 — an
HDCD filter, of course. The 6(113 attenuation required by the HDCD license is
performed in the analog domain,
which, Linn maintains, sounds better
than doing it digitally. In addition, the
player can be programmed to offer

eight different levels of HF dither, ranging from the factory-set minimum
amplitude mode to aminimum white
triangular-PDF mode.

The CD12 uses aversion of Linn's
Brilliant Switch Mode Power Supply
(SMPS), which converts incoming AC
to high-voltage 13C. Fast electronic
switches convert the DC back to AC at
ahigher frequency (about 1000x the
60Hz mains frequency). A transformer
isolates and transforms the high voltage

Softly, as in amorning sunrise
All of which wouldn't have amounted
to ahill of beans had the Sondek CD12
not sounded fantastic. But it did. It had a
sense of ease that was nothing short of
remarkable. There was no edge, no grit,
no haze, no hyper detail —nothing that
sounded in the slightest way "digital" in
any pejorative sense. In fact, the CD12
reminded me of nothing so much as my
full-blown Linn LP12/Lingo/Cirkus/
Ekos/Arkiv/Linto analog front-end.

dent at the bit transitions.
Not only were noise levels low, but
so was distortion. Even into apunishing
load of 600 ohms, the spectrum of a
full-scale 61Hz sinewave (fig.6) showed
no harmonic products. (The spikes
between 600Hz and 700Hz in this
graph appear so often in Audio Precision FFT-derived plots that Isuspect
they are mathematical artifacts.) With
the high-frequency intermodulation

torture test (fig.7), the 1kHz difference
component does poke its head above
the noise floor, but at -96dB it is still at
an inconsequential level, even into 600
ohms. The Sondek must have abombproof output stage.
Iused the Miller Audio Research
Analyzer, which is based on aNational
Instruments "virtual instrument" DSP
PC card, to examine the Sondek's jitter.
The resulting high-resolution spectral
analysis is shown in fig.8. The peakpeak jitter level was among the lowest I
have measured, at 136.6 picoseconds,
with anegligible time-base error ofjust

+3ppm. The only significant jitter components that can be seen in fig.8 are the
data-related spectral lines at multiples of
±229Hz (indicated with red numeric
markers). The highest-level sidebands
are at ±15.6Hz (marked with apurple
"1") and are almost indistinguishable
from the central peak. Ihave seen these
sidebands before in players or processors
using the PMD100 digital filter.
Overall, this set of measurements is
about as good as Ihave seen from aCD
player. The Sondek CD12 obviously has
been the beneficiary of some excellent
Scottish engineering!
-John Atkinson
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The Sondek CD12
had asense of ease
that was nothing
short of remarkable.
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Fig.6 Linn Sondek CD12, spectrum, DC-1kHz,
61Hz at OdBFS, 600-ohm load (linear
frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.8 Linn Sondek CD12, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal. (11kHz at -6dBFS
with L5B toggled at 229Hz.) Center frequency of trace, 11kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
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The two aren't quite identical, but they
share more sonic attributes than not.
What does that mean? Well, to go
through asonic checklist, the CD12's
bass was powerful and extended, but a
trifle warmish just shy of the bottom
octave. Call it bloom, if you like that sort
of thing (I do), or call it bloat if you tend
more toward alean, clean, less embodied
bottom end. The tnids were clean, clear,
and very uncolored, while the highs were
superbly articulated and unobscured.
This last is an area where some people will perceive the Linn as sounding
closed-down, but Ididn't hear it that
way. Ithink many recordings — and
almost all CD players —tend to have an
overabundance of high-frequency energy, which many audiophiles interpret as
an "extended" top end. Iwas made
aware of this when John Atkinson and I
were preparing the master for Rendezvous: Jerome Harris Quintet Plays Jazz
(STPH013-2 — look for the upcoming
article on the recording). The first time I
listened to the master tapes, Iwondered
if we didn't need to boost the highs —
the recording didn't sound dark, exactly,
but it didn't sound like acommercial
jazz release either.
But as Ilistened to awide range of
commercial jazz recordings, Ibegan to
hear how overly sizzly most of them
sounded. Ialso realized that Icould hear
on Rendezvous the unique tonal identity

Associated Equipment
LP playback: Linn LP12/Lingo/
Cirkus/Ekos/Arkiv.
CD playback: Sonic Frontiers
Transport 3/Processor 3.
DVD player: Denon DVD-3000.
Preamplification: Linn Linto
phono section, Conrad-Johnson
ART and Mark Levinson No380S
line preamplifiers.
Power amplifier: two Mark
Levinson No332s, for biamping.
Loudspeakers: B&W Nautilus
801, B&W Silver Signature.
Cables: Madrigal CZ-Gel 1,
ICimber Black Pearl, Straight Wire
Crescendo...
Accessories: API Power Wedge
Ultra, Cinemedia PowerPRO 20
Professional Series AC line balancer,
OSAR equipment and amplifier
racks. Room treatment: ASC Tube
Traps, Studio Traps, Bass Traps;
RPG Abffusors; pyknic pussycat.
—Wes Phillips
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of Billy Drummond's vintage K. Zildjian
cymbals, as well as the decay of that
sound in the acoustic of Chad ICassem's
church. It was natural, just not very "hifi." We could have goosed the cymbals
to make it sound more like amajor-label
recording, but the result would have
sounded alot less like Billy Drummond.

Compared to what?
But that's all rather vague and touchyfeely. Ihad on hand Sonic Frontiers'
$14,000 Class ATransport 3/Processor 3
combo (reviewed in the October 1998
Stereophilt) for comparison, having
hijacked them from October's cover
shoot. Shannon Dickson was tight —the
SF gear sets ahigh standard for CD playback —but Iliked the Linn better. The
Ican't tell you the last time T3/P3 threw a huge soundstage for
Mahler's Das Klagende Lied (Tilson
Iwent awhole weekend
Thomas/San Francisco Symphony, RCA
68599-2). Even though the piece is as
without listening to a
early-Mahler as you can get, the orchestral writing is assured — and the Sonic
single LP. But with the
Frontiers combo definitely delivered the
CD12, Ididn't miss them.
dynamic goods when the castle collapsed
at the end of the Hochzeitsstiiuck.
Linn must have been confronted by
The CD12 matched the Sonic
the same choice, and Ithink they chose
Frontiers duo strength for strength:
wisely: The CD12's top end was neither
Orchestral timbres were exquisitely rensweet nor dark nor closed-down. But dered, the width and depth of the
neither did it sound much like that of soundstage were equally as impressive,
other CD players. Maybe that's why I and the dynamic range, from solo flute
liked it so much.
to crashing battlements, was spectacular.
But it's amistake to praise the Sondek But the orchestra seemed to hold
because of its performance on asonic
together more with the Linn, its blend
checklist. That implies that good music
more cohesive. And during the Hochreproduction is just amatter of bass,
zeitsstüuck, the offstage band was even
midrange, and treble. That ain't music,
more clearly offstage.
that's just details.
If these sound like minor differIcertainly heard music while listenences, in away, they are. But the Linn,
ing to CDs on the CD12. It was one of for my tastes, succeeded in making the
the few CD players I've had that Inever SFS sound more like a world-class
tired of. As much as Ilike CD — and I orchestra playing togdher than did the
really do like it — there comes atime in
SFI gear, while at the same time
every listening session when Ihave to
extracting the extremely subtle hall
switch over to LP — not because I'm
information that clearly sets the perfortired of CDs, usually, but because my
mance in San Francisco's Davies Hall,
LP collection is far larger than my CD
both on- and offstage.
collection. Sooner or later, I
just have to
About the time Iput the Linn in my
hear something Ihave only on a12"
system, Ireceived John Marks Records'
disc... Generally, when that happens, I reissue of Ruggiero Rica and Brooks
find myself relaxing into that old, familSmith's Paganini's Dreams (JMR 11). What
iar LP sound, thinking, "Y'know,
a great recording! Recorded by Kavi
there's still something wonderful about Alexander in Christ the King Chapel in
this technology."
Santa Barbara with a pair of EAR/
Inever said that while the CD12 was
MILAB microphones, it beautifully capin the house. In fact, I've just noticed that
tures violin and piano in alarge space.
my Linto has been unplugged since last The T3/P3 made it glow — the direct
week, when JA came over to listen to
sound of the violin was warm and caresssome 24-bit/96kHz processors and we
ing, while the slightly more distant piano
needed the mains cord. Ican't tell you
had alimpid, almost melting sound.
the last time Iwent awhole weekend
Perhaps too melting. The Linn did a
without listening to asingle LP. But with
better job of separating the piano's
the CD12, Ididn't miss them.
sound from that of the room. This is a
I'm not claiming that, with the CD12,
tricky call, of course —the sound of any
compact disc reproduction has reached
instrument is inextricable from that of
perfection, or that I'm ready to pack up
the space in which it is played, but the
my record collection —only that Idon't Sonic Frontiers seemed to emphasize
think I've ever enjoyed listening to aCD
the reverberant ambience ever so slightplayer more than this one. Istopped fretly more than the direct sound of the
ting over differences and just listened to piano, while the CD12 had it ever so
the music. That's agood thing.
slightly the other way around. Which
Stereophile, February 1999

was more accurate? Without access to
the master, Icouldn't guess — but I
know which sounded more musically
convincing, and that's what I'd go with.
Yet Ihave to say that, while the differences in sheer sonic terms seemed
minor, the differences between the

The Linn Sondek CD12
is the best CD player
I've ever heard,
and the one
I'd want to listen to

THE
WORLD'S
BEST SURGE
SUPPRESSOR
te-a.

every day, if only Icould.
players didn't seem trivial. In ahead-tohead comparison with the Sonic
Frontiers T3/P3, I'd take the Linn
CD12 in aheartbeat.
Thou swell, thou grand

Can Ijustify the $6000 difference in
price between the Linn CD12 and the
Sonic Frontiers Transport 3/Processor
3? Certainly not on the grounds of practicality —if practicality has any place at
all in adiscussion of CD players costing
$20,000 and $14,000. I'm not at all sure
it does. In real-world terms, 20 grand
buys acar, covers acouple years' worth
of mortgage payments, or gets you two
semesters at an Ivy League college.
Maybe the Linn Sondek CD12 isn't
intended for guys like me, who have to
think in those terms. Maybe it's for folks
who just happen to have aspare $20k
eating ahole in their pockets.
Even then, I'm not sure the CD12 is
ano-brainer. It's aCD-only device —
its digital outputs have everything to do
with incorporating it into amultiroom,
multisource system, and nothing at all
to do with future-proofing. If you want
to play CDs now, DVDs later, and who
knows what in the future, the CD12
isn't the one-box answer.
But it is the best CD player I've ever
heard, and the one I'd want to listen to
every day, if only Icould. If you don't
flinch every time Itell you that it costs
$20,000, and you have alarge library of
CDs that you'd like to listen to for the
next few decades, it's probably the CD
player you're looking for. It's most
assuredly the one I've been looking for.
Wonder if Ican convince Linn that
Customs impounded it...

The Brick Wall is the finest surge
suppressor/line filter money can buy.
There is no product on the face of
the earth that will protect your
valuable audio/video equipment better.
The problem with other line filtering
equipment is that their surge suppression is
severely lacking. Almost every line filtering
device that claims to have surge suppression is using asmall component called an
MOV (Metal Oxide Varistor). There is one
not so slight problem with the MOV. It fails.
How's that for protection.
MOV's also divert surge current
to the ground line contributing to
power line noise. Isn't getting rid of power
line noise why you're looking for such a
device in the first place?

Best Sound
At Hifi '97, our RM22si
became the only $2299
speakers to ever crack the
"Top Ten" Best Sound List.
Now the Hifi '98 votes are in,
and we've broken yet another
price/performance barrier.
Our RM2Ssi is the first $3299
speaker to crack the Top Five!
(That's less than the sales Ice on the
average cost of the other top five!)
At last, aTop Five Best Sound

winner you can actually
afford to call your own!

The Brick Wall does not fail.
The Brick Wall also does not divert surge
current to the ground line causing irritating
power line noise. All testing information
and methods are available for you
to review for yourself.
No frustrating proprietary claims here.
We at Price Wheeler believe everyone
should have achance to try out the Brick
Wall. Which is why we offer a30-day trial
period. This way you can know for sure that
our system is for you, your equipment and
your listening area.
Finally there is aproduct built on
principles of sound engineering instead of
over-priced hype and "voodoo electronics".
How Important Is Your System?

BRICK WALL
SURGE FILTERS
Slatting at the real wcr

arice of

$19900

The new R.1125si -The firs! $3299 speakers
to ever crack lite lip Fire!

JosephAudio
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The Choice is Clear...

Model 1400
$1400 with Basis R82.50 tonearm
Pictured with Basis clamp and Benz Glider cartridge

12 A 1
S'
Precision manufactured in
New Hampshire since 1986.
Your Basis 1400 or 2000 Series
turntable can be upgraded for
simply the difference in retail price.

Basis Model 2500
Graham Model 2
Transfiguration Spirit cartridge

Now, even clearer:
Purchase any Basis/Graham package and save 15-40% on your choice
of phono cartridge.
List Price
Package Price
Benz Glider

UnLIMITED
DENVER

$750

$600

Benz Ruby 2

$3000

$1800

Transfiguration Spirit

$1500

$1000

Transfiguration Temper Supreme

$3800

$2500

Koetsu Urushi

$4000

$3400

Koetsu Rosewood Signature Platinum

$5500

$4675

Call John Barnes 303.691.3407

Accuphase, Aesthetix, Airtight, Audio Artistry, Avalon Acoustics, Coda, Graaf, Muse, Nagra,
Spendor, Symphonic Line, Tannoy, YBA, XL0 and more...

Equipment

Report

Jonathan

Scull

dCS 972 digital to digital converter
I've heard it all athousand times
before:
"J-10, you won't believe this component!"
For sure.
"It'll reddhre the listening experience
and blow away everything else you've
ever heard!"
Yadda yadda yadda. We'll see.
Ifly not to become blasé about things.
Really, Ido. Fortunately, Kathleen is such
an earthy person that somehow she keeps
me from floating completely away.
But the buzz around the Nagra/dCS
room at HI-FI '98 was sizzling hot.
Steve Lee Iwas preaching to the converted by upsampling commercial 16bit/44.1kHz recordings to awhopping
192kHz at 24 bits! The playback chain
included a pair of Wilson WATT
Puppies tethered to Nagra's new MPA
solid-state amplifier, adCS 972 Digital
to Digital Converter — the object of this
review —and a24-bit/192kHz—enabled
Elgar — l'objet of this Follow-Up. (The
$12,000 Elgar, Stereophile's 1997 Product
of the Year, was reviewed by John
Atkinson in Vo120 No.7.)
And that buzz wasn't just flash. Steve
brought along 24/192 recordings he'd
made in Europe and played them back
on a pair of sample-synchronized
96kHz Nagra-Ds. More impressively,
he'd recorded aparallel chain in standard
16/44.1 with another dCS converter to a
DAT that was transcribed to CD-R.
With the Nagra-Ds as areference, he
played the CD-R and used the dCS 972
to upconvert bit depth (word length)
and sampling rate to 24/192, thence to
the Elgar in dual-AES mode — two
channels of 96kHz.
It sounded wonderful. All were agog.
Consternation reigned. A few colleagues were heard to mutter that they
couldn't understand the why of it, but
could sure hear the improvement.
The possibilities are tantalizing. If the
dCS 972/Elgar combo works as advertised, all of your collected CDs will be

1At the time. Mr. Lee's firm C. lllll rus. imported and
distributed Nagra and dCS audiophile products. In
these Starr-struck times. let me add that he wmains a
lll i
l
writs. shareholder of dCS.
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dCS 972 digital to digital converter

given, in one fell swoop, anew lease on
life, not only extending their usefulness
in these turgid digital times, but protecting your invesmient and improving the
sound to boot!

reviewer waits and avendor endlessly
repeats "Any day now... 1 Expectations
were high as Isent the 24/96-capable
972 and Elgar (serial number ELG289)
I'd been auditioning back to the UK for
the 192kHz upgrade. Once they'd
A little bit better
returned (a "bit" later), Iwarmed them
up and, raising the bar as high as possiFast forward abit. (A bit is an undefined
unit of audiophile time in which a ble, cued up some vinyl on the SpJ/La

Description: Digital to digital converter with bit activity, error, and
level meters and digital control of
polarity, level, and balance. Input frequencies: 192kHz, 176.4kHz, 96kHz,
88.2kHz, 48kHz, 44.1kHz, 32kHz,
24kHz, 22.05kHz, 16kHz, 12kHz,
11.025kHz. Output frequencies:
192kHz, 176.4kHz, 96kHz, 88.2kHz,
48kHz, 44.1kHz, 32kHz, 24kHz,
22.05kHz, 16kHz, 12kHz, 11.025kHz.
Syncs to word clock on both input
and output. Input data formats:
AES/EBU (XLR), Dual AES (XLR),
S/PDIF (Phono, BNC, TosLink), SDIF2 (BNC). Output data formats:
AES/EBU (XLR), Dual AES (XLR),
S/PDIF (Phono, BNC, TosLink), SDIF2 (BNC). Converts high-speed AES,
S/PDIF, or SDIF-2 into Dual AES or
vice versa. 10 user-programmable
setups. Output word length, dither,

and noise-shaping all user-selectable. Software upgradeable for data
format and function. Dual voltage
mains supply.
Dimensions: 19" W by 31
/
2"H by 16" D.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
972-02-020.
Price: $6995. Approximate number
of dealers: 5. Warranty: 5years.
Manufacturer: Data Conversion
Systems Ltd., Mull House, Great
Chesterford Court, Great Chesterford, Saffron Walden, Cambs. CB10
1PF, England. Tel: (44) 1799-531999.
Fax: (44) 1799-531681. E-mail:
elgar@dcsltd.co.uk .US distributor:
Audiophile Systems Ltd., 8709 Castle
Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256.
Tel: (888) 272-2658, (317) 8495880. Fax: (317) 841-4107. Web:
www.asIgroup.com
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Luce. Settling into the Ribbon Chair, I
turned my attention to adocument entitled "A Suggested Explanation for (Some
of) the Audible 1)ifferences between
High Sample Rate and Conventional
Sample Rate Audio Material," by
Michael Story, managing director of dCS

(white paper available from dCS or from
importer Audiophile Systems).
The long and short of it seem to be
that the gentler slope of the anti-aliasing digital filter at 192kHz avoids the
ringing endemic to the sharp filtering
required at 44.1kHz: 100dB down at

half the sampling frequency, or
22.05kHz. Furthermore, according to
Story's white paper, "It is worth noticing that the ringing sets in at quite a
gradual slope. It's not the extreme
severity of the sharper filters that
causes ringing, but the move away

each real data point with seven zerovalue samples at the higher rate, aprocess
called "zero stuffing" — I can only
assume that the 972 does the upsampling
with agreater degree of precision.
One thing Idid notice was that there
was aslight insertion loss when the 972
was set to upsample the data: -0.04dB
when performing a44.1/96 conversion,
-0.16dB with a44.1/192 conversion.
The latter will be just audible.
When the 972 is set to increase the
data word length, again, it cannot create
new information from aCD Standard
16-bit/44.1kHz datastream. To put the
measurements into perspective, fig.2
shows an FFT-derived spectrum of a
digital 1kHz tone at -0.1dBFS, sampled
at 44.1kHz with a24-bit word length.
(Both digital generator and digital analyzer were implemented with adualboard PrismSound DScope.) The base
of this graph lies at aroots-of-the-universe -180dBFS; the individual components of the noise floor can be seen to
lie between -160dBFS and below
-180dBFS; their RMS (root-meansquare) sum gives asignal/noise ratio of

144dB, which is way, way greater than
can be accommodated by any known
recording or playback system. (That
doesn't mean that operating digital gear
with an internal data path 24 bits wide is
not unnecessary.)
Reducing the bit depth to 20 bits
gives the spectrum shown in fig3. The
individual noise components have risen
by an average of 24dB, to give an S/N
ratio of 120dB, which is close to the
limit of current analog design and about
the widest dynamic range that can be
reproduced in aplayback system (not
counting stadium-rock PA equipment).
Reducing the datastream to the CD's 16
bits gives the spectrum shown in fig.4.
Again, the 4-bit reduction of word
length results in a24dB degradation of
the S/N ratio, to 96dB.
To examine what the dCS 972 does
when it increases word length, Igenerated a 16-bit datastream with the
PrismSound DScope. Again, this datastream represented a lkHz tone at
-0.1dBFS, and Iset the 972 to output
this data with a24-bit word length, as
well as adding dither with atriangular

Measurements
Itmust be clearly understood that
upsampling from 44.1kHz to 96kHz
or 192kHz doesn't add high-frequency
information above the Nyquist Frequency —22.05kHz — of the first, lower sample rate.
This is graphically shown in fig.1,
which shows the the dCS 972/Elgar's
frequency response of the digital signal
for three different input conditions. In
all three cases, the 972 was set to output
a192kHz datastream to the dCS Elgar,
and the Audio Precision System One
output an analog sinewave (swept from
20Hz to 100kHz) to adCS 904 24-bit
A/D converter. The widest bandwidth
trace, with its -3dB point at approximately 71kHz, is with the 904 set to
sample the analog data at 192kHz. The
next-widest bandwidth trace is with the
A/D converter sampling at 96kHz,
with the data upsampled to 192kHz by
the 972. This trace's -3dB point of
around 40.5kHz is not changed by the
increase in sample rate. Finally, the most
restricted trace was taken with the 904
sampling at 44.1kHz and the 972 converting that to a 192kHz datastream.
Again, the upsampling doesn't add any
HF data above the 44.1kHz datastream's -3dB point of 20.5kHz.
So if, as Ihave heard myself, the
upsampled datastream sounds better, it's
not because the 972 is adding HF information. If you consider that the digital
filters in almost all CD players already
resample the 44.1kHz data to drive the
DACs at an 8x rate —by interspersing
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dC5 972, frequency response at -0.1dBFS
with data upsampled to 192kHz (from left
to right): 44.1kHz, 96kHz, and 192kHz
original sampling frequencies (10dB/
vertical div.).

Fig.2 dCS 972, spectrum, DC-22.05kHz, IkHz at
-0.1dBFS, 24-bit word length (linear
frequency scale, 22.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.3 dCS 972, spectrum, DC-22.05kHz, IkHz
at -0.1dBFS, 20-bit word length (linear
frequency scale, 22.5dB/vertical div.).
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from avery gentle filter function."
Interesting. Then this:
"One can get oneself into abit of-a
twist thinking about the energy in the
ringing. After all, if it is in the audio
band, allowing extra energy at higher
frequencies through the system surely

cannot cancel out some of the energy
that is in the audio band? It does,
though — so although we may not be
able to hear energy above 20kHz, its
presence is mathematically necessary
to localize the energy in signals below
20kHz, and it is possible (and our

contention) that we can hear its
absence in signals with substantial
high-frequency content. A high-sample-rate system allows it through
(fact) — and allows the high-frequency signals to sound more natural
(contention) but allowing better spa-

probability density function (PDF).
These data were fed to the DScope analyzer's digital input. The resultant spectrum is shown in fig.5. The spectrum
looks alittle smoother, but otherwise
appears identical to the 16-bit spectrum
shown in fig.4. The greater word length
does not result in increased resolution.
This does not mean that the 972 is
not doing anything. The bottom eight
bits are now active, with dither noise if
not audio-related data, and Iam told
that D/A converters will usually behave
in amore linear manner when fed this
kind of datastrearn.
My next tests are not of relevance to
the 972's ability in adomestic system to
extract the maximum quality from
CDs. However, some controversy surrounded the introduction of a96kHz
sample rate, duc to the apparent mathematical difficulty in downsampling that
rate to 44.1kHz. In the March 1997
issue of Stereophik (Vol.20 No.3, p.3),
Robert Harley reported some experiments performed by James Moorer of
Sonic Solutions that indicated that the
96/44.21 conversion was potentially

damaging to audio. Steve Lee of
Canorus responded in the May 1997
Stereophik (p221), showing some spectra
produced by adCS 972 downsampling
a96kHz datastream to 44.1kHz. These
spectra were free from the spuriae postulated by Dr. Moorer.
Iinvestigated the 972's downsampiing ability by using the 96kHz-sampled lkHz tone at --0.1dI3FS on Chesky's Super Audio Collection & Pnlessional
Test Disc DVD (CHDVD171). Interestingly, though the tray card proclaims
this a"96/24 Super Audio Disc," the
California Audio Labs' CL-20 only puts
out 20-bit words, as indicated by the
972's bit-activity display. Fig.6 shows the
spectrum of this tone, downsampled
from 96kHz to 48kHz by the dCS 972
and analyzed in the digital domain by the
DScope. Again, triangular PDF dither
was used. You can see both that the noise
floor appears random, and that the
absolute level of the noise components is
close to, if alittle higher than, those in the
20-bit spectrum shown in fig3.
Changing the 972's output frequency
to 44.1kHz and repeating the analysis

gave the spectrum shown in 4.7. The
noise floor no longer looks random;

, •

Fig.4 dCS 972, spectrum, DC-22.05kHz, lkHz
at -0.1dBFS, 16-bit word length (linear
frequency scale, 22.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.6 dCS 972, spectrum, DC-24kHz,
IkHz at -0.1dBFS, 20-bit word length,
dovvnsampled from 96kHz to 48kHz (linear
frequency scale, 22.5dB/vertical div.).

•

Fig.5 dCS 972, spectrum, DC-22.05kHz, lkHz at
-0.1dBFS, 16-bit word length increased to
24 bits with triangular PDF dither (linear
frequency scale, 22.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.7 dCS 972, spectrum, DC-22.05kHz, lkHz at
-0.1dBFS, 24-bit word length, downsampled from 96kHz to 44.1kHz (linear
frequency scale,22.5dB/vertical div.).
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tial energy localization (fact)."
The localization "fact" is derived
from remarks of those auditioning the
effects of the upconverted signal. The
paper, replete with supporting graphs,
should be required reading for anyone
interested in the technology.

Abit of description
Thc 972 I
)igital to I
)igital Converter is
the Swiss Army Knife of dCS's pro audio
line, and looks very much the pro gear
that it is. Basic boring black, no fancy
casework, aplethora of inputs and outputs at the rear, and an informative, back-

lit, menu-driven LCD display front and
center. There are two rows of four pushbuttons to the left of the display, and a
rotary encoder with aseries of red LEI )s
to the right. The upper rank of buttons is
used in conjunction with the rotary
encoder for navigating and selecting

measured. The main jitter components
are data-related and indicated with red
numeric markers. 'There are also some

infrasonic sidebands, these indicated
with purple markers. The brown "4"
shows apair of power-supply—related

Measurements
some discrete components are apparent.
However, the overall level of these
spuriae is still very low.
Irepeated these tests using the Audio
Precision System One's AES/EI3U output to drive the Elgar, then redigitizing
the analog signal at a24-bit word length
with the dCS 904 ADC to drive the
972 at both 96kHz and 44.1kHz rates.
The results with a 1kHz tone were
comparable, though things did look better with amore complex signal.
Fig.8, for example, shows the
DScope-derived spectrum of asignal
consisting of 19kHz and 20kHz tones at
equal levels, sampled at 44.1kHz and
passed through the 972. The 1
kHz,
2kHz, 18kHz, and 19kHz intermodulation products are all at very low levels,
and the noise floor appears random.
Changing the sample rate to 96kHz but
with the 972 still outputting 44.1kHz
data gave the spectrum shown in fig.9.
There's no appreciable difference with
this torture-test signal. Note also that the
noise floor, having passed through both
the Elgar and the dCS 904, both operating at 24 bits, is around the 20-bit level.
This is actually an impressive tribute to
both components, considering that D/A
and A/D conversions have taken place.
I must say that, given the huge
amount of number-crunching taking
place in the 972 while it performs sample-rate conversion to and from
44.1kHz, these measurements indicate
excellent performance.
Finally, I used Miller Audio
Research's National Instruments—based
Analyzer to look at the Elgar's and 972's
jitter performances. This uses aspecial
test tone: an 11kHz sinewave at
—6dBFS, overlaid with the LSB toggling
on and off at a229Hz rate, and stored
on alow-jitter CD-R.
Fig.10 shows ahigh-resolution spectrum of the Elgar's analog output, with
the CD-R played on aMeridian 500
transport and connected to the Elgar via
6' of Ganare 100 ohm AES/EBU cable.
The jitter level was very low at 142
picoseconds peak—peak, and the noise
floor was one of the lowest Ihave ever
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Fig.8 dCS 972, HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-22.05kHz, 19+20kHz, 24-bit word
length, 44.1kHz sample frequency
(linear frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.).

LICENSED TO STEREOPPILE MAGAONE

Fig.9 dCS 972. HF intermodulation spectrum.
DC-22.05kHz, 19+20kHz, 24-bit word
length, downsampled from 96kHz to
44.1kHz (linear frequency scale, 204:16/
vertical div.).
0 MIEN N.010
RESE4ACH

IT

Fig.10dCS Elgar, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal, 44.1kHz sample frequency,
driven by Meridian 500 CD transport via eCanare 110-ohm AES/EBU cable (11kHz at -6dBFS
with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
(Grayed-out trace is the Meridian 508.24.)
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items from the menu. The lower rank is
used for storing and retrieving setups.
Understand that the 972 does alot of
stuff, including noise-shaping and
dithering, gain, sync source selection,
and phase and balance control. However, what concerns us for high-end

audio applications are sample-rate and
format conversions. The unit provides
five digital input and output formats:
AES/EBU (XLIi), Dual AES (XLR), S/
PDIF (RCA, BNC, TosLink), S/PDIF
(optical), and SDIF-2 on BNCs. The
Dual AES interface allows a 24-

bit/192kHz signal to be encoded as two
24/96 AES datastreams and decoded
back into asingle datastream. Itried
Single and Dual 96kHz AES; Dual
sounded better.
Learning to navigate the menus and
select operating modes took no time at

gain for the pro-audio engineer conSo color me perplexed by the 972.
sidebands at ±180Hz, these very low in
cerned with maximizing digital signal
But at least it does no harm. And the
level. The components marked with a
quality.
-John Atkinson
blue "55" and ablue "46" are very-lowfunctionality it adds to adigital recording-and-mastering setup makes it abarlevel discrete tones that seem to be characteristic of the Elgar.
The grayed-out spectrum shows the
0MILLER M110
UCEKSED TO SIEF£OPHILE MAGAZI E
RESEARO4
performance of the Meridian 50824,
which, at 144.2ps, is similar to the
Elgar's. But note the rise in noise either
side of the Meridian's central peak, as
well as the relatively high-level, low-frequency sidebands. The Meridian, however, has slightly lower levels of datarelated jitter, which is to be expected
given the fact that the Elgar has to
receive its input via an inherently jittery
AES/EBU link.
Inserting the 972 in the chain but
keeping the sample rate to 44.1kHz
dropped the Elgar's jitter even lower, to
just 132ps peak-peak, which is superb
performance. However, increasing the
sample rate to 96kHz increased the jitter level to 150ps (fig.11), with the dual
AES link alittle worse than asingle,
double-speed link. This surprised me —
Fig.11 dCS Elgar/dCS 972, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal, Meridian 500/Canare,
all things being equal, you'd expect the
44.1kHz upsampled to 96kHz, single AES/EBU link (11kHz at -6dBFS with (SB toggled at
single link to be more prone to jitter,
229Hz). Center frequency of trace. 11kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
because of the doubled bandwidth requirement. More important, some discrete components appeared just below
the frequency of the central peak,
though these are all at avery low level
(below -120dBFS).
Increasing the 972's output sample rate
to 192kHz with adual AES/EBU link
gave avery similar jitter result, shown as
the grayed-out trace in fig.12. (The foreground trace in this graph is the spectrum
of the Elgar's analog output taken with
the 972 in the chain but leaving the sample rate unchanged at 44.1kHz.) Again,
the spurious components with the upsampled data can be seen.
None of these measurements indicates aclear reason why Jonathan, I,
and other Stereophile writers should find
upsampled,
word-length-increased
24/96 digital data to sound so much
better than the CD Standard's 16/44.1.
Fig.12 dCS Elgar/dCS 972, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal, Meridian 500/Canare,
Ifound it made CDs sound better even
44.1kHz sample frequency (11kHz at -6dBFS with (SB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of
when driving the inexpensive little
trace, IlkHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz. (Grayed-out trace is with the 972 upsampling to 192kHz
with dual AES/EBU links.)
Musical Fidelity X-24K DAC at 96kHz.
,
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dCS
all. As both the Elgar and 972 have an
Auto feature, little is required of the
user once basic choices have been made.
In fact, the only time Ifutzed with the
unit was when changing inputs from
the Theta DaViD transport or comparing sampling rates and bit depth.
While the 972 is available now for
$6995, Gary Warzin of Audiophile
Systems, the new US distributor of dCS
audiophile products, tells me that aless
expensive consumer version will be
introduced in spring 1999. Expected to
come in at around $5000, it will be
more focused on the needs of the highend audiophile market.
The naughty bits
So what is it about 16/44.1 that improves with upsampling? Many visitors
chez-10 first noticed the liquidity of the
presentation. Getting (far) away from
that sense of chopped-up and reconstituted digital data we've come to (mostly) grin and bear imparts aremarkable
ease and musicality to the presentation.
My intellectual "body" always untensed
when listening to the 972/Elgar combo,
relaxing me completely into the utter
clarity and detail, the enveloping liquidity and transparency of the music.
Others were struck by the superb imaging and sense of air.
But it's the midrange that's most vivid
in my mind. Ijust couldn't believe how
fine it was on awide variety of recordings. The mids were so fully developed,
so complete, so utterly engaging, attractive, and musical, that Icouldn't pull
myself away. The inspiring richness put
paid to the conundrum, "Can digital
ever be truly musical?" Because musical
it was, in spades.
The 972/Elgar delivered an extremely balanced presentation withal, the lush
textures of the music and harmonics
never "over-plushed" or obscuring, the
incredible detail never chaffy or too
sharp. Upsarnpled, the totality of the
musical experience was completely
available to me. In fact, it was hard just
playing the system in the background —
the sound was so interesting and compelling that Iusually found myself gravitating toward the Ribbon Chair. I
sensed — truly for the first time so profoundly — that Iwas hearing afull and
complete restitution of the original
acoustic, down and into the noise floor.
In the same way that frequencies higher
than 20kHz are known to influence signals within the audio band, Ithink the
sound of music as it decays into the
ambient noise floor and below has an
effect on that heard above that threshold.
Stereophile, February 1999

As aresult of this heightened resolution, there was awondrously expressive
sense of delicacy in the music, as much
felt as heard. Inot only heard deeply
into the ultratransparent and airy
soundfield, but seemingly into the fabric of the music itself.
Don't take this paean to the 972/
Elgar's midrange as an indication that all
was not perfectly well above and below.
Hardly. Transitioning down from the

972

midband proved unruffled, natural, and
linear-sounding; the upper, mid, and
lower bass were beautifully fleshed out
and present. The depth, power, and control were simply the best I've experienced. And alcove that singular midrange, the 972/Elgar effortlessly and
seamlessly reached up into an extended,
linear, airy, open, sweetly nuanced, and
expressive treble range.
The fabulous new release by Patricia

Associated Bits

SDaViD, a 24/96-capable machine. It sat atop a trio of Black

Forsell's The Statement dual-mono
monster. The Wotans glowered menacingly; they didn't like being driven
directly by the Elgar's analog output
Diamond Racing Cones screwed
stage. (I suspect the processor overinto Those Things carbon-fiber
drove the giant tube amps' inputs.)
squares atop aSignal Guard II antiresonance platform. The Signal
Loudspeakers were our JMIab
Utopias optimized with Argent
Guard was itself suspended on four
RoomLenses and ASC Studio Traps.
PolyCrystal-coated brass footers and
Ialso spent some time listening to
set up on the top shelf of aPolythe 972/Elgar through the Nagra PLCrystal Rack. This effectively decouP, the YBA Signature 6Chassis, and
pled the DaViD from the environthe BAT VIC-5i A special-order cable
ment at large. For whatever reason,
from Canorus converted the Elgar's
the DaViD sounded better with its
XLR outputs to RCAs; Ialso tried the
display left on.
Iused anumber of digital datalinlcs
processor's single-ended outputs. (Of
between the DaViD and the 972. For course, it was run balanced into the
differential BAT preamp)
16/44.1 source material, Ipreferred
Interconnects and speaker cables
XL0 The Limited S/PDIF on the
were at various times TARA The
single RCA output on the DaViD
marked "PCM only," while 24/96
One, Synergistic Research Designdiscs from Chesky, and especially er's Reference, Cardas Golden RefClassic, sounded better with either
erence, and XL0 The Speaker
the AES/EBU connection (using Cable. The big Classé amps arrived
trailing four Cardas Golden Power
XLO The Limited, TARA The One,
and a Theta-supplied cable), or Cords, apair for each dual-mono
another length of The Limited on
stereo chassis. Imade excellent use
of them on all three amplifiers, in
BNC connectors from the DaViD's
addition to Synergistic Reference
"PCM/AC-2" outputs.
The 972 was placed on a Master AC Couplers. The front-end
was powered up by MIT Z-Cord Ils
PolyCrystal shelf on atrio of small
'Crystal cones. The 972's output on the DaViD, dCS 972, and Elgar,
sounded best, hands down, on apair all battened down into an MIT ZCenter. More Z-Cord II was fitted
of XL0 The Limited AES/EBU 1m
between the Nagra and BAT predatalinlcs run in Dual AES mode. The
amps and an MIT Iso-Duo. When
Elgar sat on the top shelf of the same
rack and sounded best on atrio of listening through the 6 Chassis, I
used YBA's own elegant-sounding,
jumbo-size ceramic DH Cones. I'd
ground-lifted power cords into the
been strongly encouraged to run the
Iso-Duo. All MIT boxes were tethElgar from its balanced outputs
ered to the wall with MIT-Z Cord,
directly into the amps using the
and aZ-Stabilizer was plugged into
Elgar's hi-rez digital volume control
the quad 30A hospital-grade sockets
and no active preamp. Switching the
Elgar to its 2V peak output mode, I serving the amps, as were apair of
Coherence Systems Electraclear
wired it up to YBA Passion
EAU-1 power conditioners.
monoblocks, apair of bridged Classé
—Jonathan Scull
Omegas (a tremendous 1600W per
channel; review forthcoming), and
ource transport was the Theta
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Barber, Modern Cool (Premonition
PREM-741-2), stands as powerful testimony to why one might, in all good
conscience, drop $19k on adigital frontend now. Barber sounded shockiney present and real in our listening room. Her
voice was organic and ultradimensional
in aphysical, even aspiritual way. The
ease of presentation, the openness in the
highs, that particular sense of naturalness and musicality, the extreme palpability —all served to focus the music in
aunique way.
Listen for the wonderfully pellucid
ringing of a bell at 3:50 into "Postmodern Blues," just as Barber picks up
the lyrics again after an extended interval. "Abstract expressionism is gone /
Aesthetic quiescence is gone..." The
soundstage was alive with her voice and
the powerfully acoustic bass. "Klee and
Kandinsky are gone ... "Along with
crappy digital sound, it would seem.
"Dalí and Dada are gone..." The taut
bongos drove the lyrics along con brio.
"What we're left with is wrong..." At
5:00 into the track Barber picks up the
beat and drives it home until the end of
the song. The air, the transparency, the
powerfully acoustic bass, the impact and
utter realism of the bongos, the wonder
of her voice hanging there between the
Utopias ... man, listening to this track
changed my life.
Looking for Orchestral Sweep, Iset
up Schumann's Man/red Overture with
George Szell and the Cleveland Orchestra on anew Sony Classical Masterworks
Heritage release (MH2K 62349). The
romantic music and lush textures were
touching, powerful, and visceral. The
immediacy was astounding, the venue's
acoustic apparent out to its farthest corners. It seemed that the very essence of the
music and the performers were laid out
before me. Changing to Bizees rousing
Canners Suite No2 with Bernstein/NYP
(an SBM'd Sony, SMK 63081), Iwas
beside myself with the effulgent music;
there was hardly room for both of me in
the Ribbon Chair! No matter the heaving density of the score, no matter the
heights to which crescendos roared, the
972/Elgar combo never faltered or put a
note wrong. Every element of the huge,
airy soundstage, every harmonic nuance
and vivid detail, everythirrq was reproduced with stunning clarity and integrity.
Lounging in the Ribbon Chair with a
vintage Armagnac in hand, Ispun Bags
Meets Wes! (DCC GZS-1093). This
engaging and fine-sounding CD is one
of my favorites by DCC's Steve Hoffman. As I grooved along to Milt
Jackson's magic mallets — the tonal
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color was tremendous—I meditated on
the nature of transients, bloom, and
decay. In my reviews I'll note how a
component captures these vital elements. Listening to the 972/Elgar, Ifelt

Listening to the 972/Elgar,
Ifelt that somehow,
from deep in the soup of
high-speed floating-point
calculations, the true
nature of the music
emerged completely
unscathed.
that somehow, from deep in the soup of
high-speed floating-point calculations,
the truc nature of the music emerged
completely unscathed. I reveled in
24/192's apparent felicity to timbre, timing, pace, its naturally quick rise time,
the highly detailed leading edge and follow-on bubble of acoustic information
rife with detail. Acoustic bloom lingered
in the air before twinkling out into the
ambient noise floor with the grace and
naturalness of an Olympic diver.
Afterward, Iturned with relish to The
Timekeepers: Count Basie Meets Oscar
Peterson (JVC JVCXR-0206-2), one of
the latest xrcd2 releases from producer
Akira Taguchi. Iclosed my eyes and
leaned into my favorite track, "Rent
Party." By the time this transcendent
piece ended, Irealized that the 972/
Elgar had, in fact, redefined the listening
experience for me. It's that good, that
encompassing, that magical.
Other bits
Up to now I've described the sound of
16/44.1-bit commercial inedia upsampled to the Full Monty at 24/192. But it
was also interesting to play afew Chesky
DVD Super Audio Discs and Classic
24/96 Digital Audio Discs upsampled
from 96kHz to 192kHz. With the dCS
gear set to Auto, the 972 successfully
detected changes in media from CI) to
DVD. That's as should be; at $19k, the
equipment must work intuitively, flawlessly, and as transparently as possible.
And mostly it did. But Ilearned to
lower the volume when changing from
CD to MI) or back again. Sometimes
the Elgar would unmute after locking to
the incoming datastream from the 972,

and aspitchy blast of digital noise would
erupt from the Utopias. As occurred, of
course, during Thomas J. Norton's recent visit to our loft. It was worse with
the Classic DADs than with the Chesky
SADs, but it's hard to complain about
Formula 1performance with (mostly)
plug'n'play convenience. And I'm
bound to say it didn't happen when I
linked the Theta Gen.V Pro 24/96 converter to the DaViD.
In the event, Iplayed TJN afew selections from the same recordings in both
the 16/44.1 and 24/192 formats. A few
Cheskys I really enjoyed were Sex
Without Bodies by Dave's True Story
(J1)164 and CHDVD174), Sara K.'s
Hobo (J1)155 and CHDVD177), and
The Desmond Project by the John Basile
Quartet OD156 and CHDVD178).
From the Classic catalog, Irode with Red
Rodney's 1957 (CD PR5 and DAI)
1003) and Art Davis' A Time Remembered
(JPC1) 4001 and DAD 1001).
Afterward, Tom remarked that the
24/96 source material for sure sounded
better than 16/44.1. Yup. (Major Tom's
aman of few words, even if Imost
decidedly am not!) I'd characterize the
DVD source material as more focused,
coherent, and transparent, with slightly
better-controlled bass and sweeter,
more delineated highs. The midrange
was just that much more developed in
the DAD/SAD source material; so was
image specificity.
Slowing things down from 192 to
96kHz via the dCS was interesting. I
was struck immediately by the deterioration in the bass — it sounded more
reticent and less fully developed. Then,
too, the soundstage shrank about 10%
or so, and there was abit more grain.
Most troubling, there was adefinite loss
of air, and of that special ease so endemic to 24/192.
Then Ibypassed the 972 and went
directly from the DaViD into the Elgar
in "native mode," 24/96. The Elgar
locked to all DVD discs with no difficulty. The sound had a touch more
body and color than when I'd listened
to the same 24/96 signal routed
through the 972 without benefit of
upsampling. Of course, it's somewhat
academic: you'd hardly run a972 at only
half its potential speed. More to the
point, in comparison to upsampled
24/192, 24/96 direct sounded a tad
slower, thicker, and less transparent, the
air heavier and more humid, with abit
more interstitial hash and slightly less
focus. Also, the bass in 24/96 direct was
atouch less in control when compared
to upsampled 192kHz. While the
Stereophile, February 1999

24/96 midrange was beautifully developed, especially in comparison to
16/44.1, it was still slightly more grainy
than 24/192. Of course, both formats
comprehensively destroyed 16/44.1,
may it rest in pieces ... er, bits.
Another diversion involved keeping
the sampling rate at 192kHz and dropping the bit depth from 24 to 20, then
16 bits. (Intermediate steps are available,
but even Ihave alife!) Dropping bits
was much less destructive to good
sound than lowering the sampling rate. I
still heard some of that wonderful delicacy in the midrange and the highs, and
the bass sounded better controlled than
it had when dropping the sampling rate.
But there was definitely less ease and
grace to the presentation; everything
sounded abit more forced. As Idropped
the bit rate down to 16 the highs were
slightly more closed-in, the soundstage
more homogenized. Heading back up
again, Ifelt better at 20 bits, agood deal
better at 22 bits, and 24 big ones were
just fantabulous! For me, that's where
it's at: 24/192... forever!
Running the 972/Elgar into apreamplifier was interesting. Ifound afrisson
more energy, drive, and stomp with an
active linestage in the loop, but, as you
might guess, there's no free ride. There
was aslight diminution of resolution
and clarity with another set of interconnects and an active device in the signal
path. While the 972 and Elgar are capable of truly over-the-top performance
no matter how you set them up, I'd recommend balanced output and no preamp for the utmost utmost.
A little bit of awright!
1suspect afew of you still harbor the
notion that reviewers regularly exaggerate the differences between components. (No one at Stereophile is guilty of
such athing, naturally!) But Ihave to say
the dCS 972/Elgar absolutely re-platformed digital playback chez-10. The bar
has been raised, and it's now at aconsiderable height indeed. Imagine — your
entire collection of CDs rendered with
stunning clarity and utmost musicality.
Perhaps not every recording will prove
an instant winner; some few CDs,
revealed for the sorry messes they are,
will still sound pretty bad. In my book,
that's all to the good. For $19k, you
deserve the truth, not obscuring
euphonics. And you don't really need a
preamp, so that's all to the good.
If truly great sound is in some part
defined by listening sessions that regularly extend fir into the night, then this
digital front-end succeeds wildly. The
Stereophile, February 1999

972/Elgar combination, working at its
full computing potential of 192kHz and
24 bits of resolution, exists entirely on a
higher plane of audio reproduction —
one as wide and encompassing as your

The dCS 972/Elgar
absolutely re-platformed
digital playback chez-10.
The bar has been raised,
and it's now at a
considerable height.
current (and future) CD/DVD collection. If you have the discretionary
income and your loved ones won't go
hungry, and if you truly love music, then
Isay go for it. You just can't lose, and
your music-loving self will be rewarded
each and every tinte you listen with the very
best sound there is. The 972/Elgar
combination always gave me the inestimable but quiet thrill of knowing that
Iwas close, very close, to the music. It
doesn't get any better than this.
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Atkinson

usical Fidelity X-24K D/A processor

Musical Fidelity X-24K D/A processor

T

he standalone digital/analog converter emerged as aproduct category in 1987 with the appearance
of the Arcam Black Box and the
Marantz CDA-94, closely followed by
the PS Audio Link. The idea was that
putting the sensitive D/A-conversion
and analog stages in aseparate enclosure
with its own power supply would maximize the sound quality when compared
with packing these circuits in the sanie
box as the transport. However, it turned
out that the routing of the digital data

Description: D/A converter with 24bit delta-sigma D/A chips, 8x-oversampling digital filter, two S/PDIF
digital data inputs (one coaxial, one
coaxial in parallel with TosLink optical), and one S/PDIF digital data out-

between transport and processor in the
form of an S/PDIF- or AES/EBUencoded bitstream could introduce
word-clock jitter, which undid much of
the sonic advantages. (See "Bits is Bits"
by Malcolm Hawksford and Chris
Dunn, Stereophik March 1996.)
Every good engineer likes achallenge,
so by 1997 the best transport/processor
combinations had no more jitter than
the best one-box CD players, and offered dynamic range approaching 20 bits
and resolution better than that. But also

Dimensions: 4.3" (110mm) diameter by 13" (330mm) D (cylindrical).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
None found (main pcb is release 02).
Price: 5499.95. Approximate num-

put. Sampling frequencies support-

ber of dealers: 1 (mail-order only,
money-back guarantee).

ed: 96kHz, 88.2kHz, 48kHz, 44.1 kHz,

Manufacturer: Musical Fidelity, 15-16

and

Olympic Trading Estate, Wembley,
Middlesex, England HA9 OTF, UK. Tel:

32kHz.

Frequency

response:

20Hz-20kHz, ±0.2dB. De-emphasis
error: <±0.1dB. THD: <0.006 0/0,
10Hz-20kHz unweighted,

<0.003%,

10Hz-20kHz A-weighted. S/N ratio:
>96dB unweighted, >I 05dB Aweighted. Linearity: <±0.3dB to
-100dBFS.
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by 1997, the market for standalone
DACs had shrunk almost to zero. For
with the introduction of DVD-Video,
audiophiles had access to amedium that
at long last could carry higher-resolution
digital data than the CD. With word
lengths of up to 24 bits compared with
the CD's 16 and asampling frequency
that could range up to 96kHz, DVDVideos could be used for high-resolution
two-channel music signals. And they
were, with Classic Records and Chesky
releasing 96k-sampled material —
DADs and Super Audio Discs, respectively —throughout 1998.
By 1997, therefore, there seemed little point in an audiophile investing big
bucks in aseparate processor that would
not operate above a48kHz sampling
frequency. And confounding the matter,
it was open to question whether any
DVD-Video players would offer a
96kHz data output "in the clear," as the
record industry was insisting that, in
order to foil would-be pirates, some
form of encryption be used for DVDAudio datalinks (see sidebar).
By the end of 1998, however, anumber of DVD-Video players — from
Denon, California Audio Labs, Pioneer,
Theta, and Panasonic — offered unencrypted 96kHz data outputs, running a
conventional S/PDIF or AES/EBU
output at twice the usual speed/bandwidth. The necessary 96kHz-compatible standalone processors are starting to
appear. In January, ICal Rubinson auditioned the $350 MSB Link; this month,
Iam writing about the new $499.95 X24K from British company Musical
Fidelity; and in future issues we will
report on how the 96k-compatible versions of previous state-of-the-art processors from Wadia, Muse, Theta, and
Mark Levinson perform. (And Jonathan
Scull reports on the sound of the
96kHz- and 192kHz-capable dCS Elgar
elsewhere in this issue.)

(44) 181 900-2866. Fax: (44) 181
900-2983. US distributor: Audio
Advisor, 4649 Danvers Drive SE,
Kentwood, MI 49512. Tel: (800) 9420220, (616) 975-6100. Fax: (616)

975-

6111. Web: ywwv.audioadvisorcom

Technology
The X24K

was launched at last year's
Heathrow Renaissance Show. An
extruded aluminum cylinder somewhat
longer than the rest of Musical Fidelity's
"X" series of components houses the
Stereophile,

February
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circuitry, with AC power provided by a
12V wall wart. On the front panel are
eight LEDs to indicate sampling frequency (32kHz, 44.1kHz, 48kHz,
882kHz, or 96kHz), data lock on input
one or two, and whether or not the
incoming datastream is pre-emphasized.
On the back panel are the analog outputs, two coaxial S/PDIF input jacks,
and aTosLink optical input, which is in
parallel with input 1. There is also a
passthrough data output.
Inside the cylindrical case are four
printed circuit boards. A small one behind the front panel carries the indicator
LEDs; an even smaller one behind the
rear panel carries the TosLink optical
input circuitry. The other two, both double-sided, run almost the full length of
the chassis. The lower one carries most
of the power-supply components and
some TTL "glue logic" chips, the upper
one the data receiver and DAC chips on
its underside and the clock crystal, a
7805 5V regulator chip, and the analog
output stages on its top. The receiver is
the Crystal CS8414, the DACIdigital filter the Burr-Brown PCM1716, both of
these surface-mount chips.
The CS8414 is a new 5V CMOS
device intended to work with S/PDIF
single-ended and AES/EBU balanced
digital datastreams. According to Musical
Fidelity's white paper on the X-24K, this
chip analyzes the incoming data to determine its sampling frequency. It then
locks to it with asecond-order phase-

locked loop, (attenuatingjitter artifacts by
up to 30dB), recovers the clock and synchronization signals, and de-multiplexes
the audio and digital data.
Introduced in early 1998, the BurrBrown PCM1716 is one of the Tucson
company's affordably priced "audiograde" two-channel D/A converters.
Featuring an "enhanced multi-level,
sigma-delta architecture" (according to
Burr-Brown's website, www.burrbrown.com), it is specified as having 24bit resolution and offering adynamic
range of 106dB. Operating with sampling frequencies of up to 96kHz, it also
incorporates an 8x-oversampling digital
low-pass filter with digital domain deemphasis and 82dB stop-band attenuation. Interestingly, this filter can operate
with either asharp or aslow rolloff,
depending on the application. Because
no separate digital filter is required, the
X-24K does not offer HDCD decoding, unlike its predecessor, the X-DAC
(reviewed by Robert Harley in May
1997, Vol20 No.5). The analog reconstruction filter is ahybrid Sallen & Key
and GIC (General Impedance Converter) type said to offer a"dramatic" reduction in the level of ultrasonic spuriae.
As with such earlier Musical Fidelity
digital equipment as the X-DAC, the
quality of the passive components used
is serviceable rather than top-quality,
MF obviously having decided that circuit implementation is more important
than absolute parts quality. The analog

Associated Equipment
Digital sources: Mark Levinson
No.31.5 and Wadia No270 CD
transports (the No31.5 connected via
a Meridian 518 reclocking unit),
California Audio Labs CL-20 and
Denon 5000 DVD/CD players,
Nagra-D open-reel digital recorder,
Panasonic SV-3700 DAT recorder.
Illuminations Orchid, Madrigal, and
Canare 110 ohm AES/EBU cables,
AudioQuest and Mod Squad 75 ohm
S/PDIF cables. A dCS 972 was also
used to upsample CDs to 96kHz and
convert the Nagra's 96kHz dualAES/EBU data output to single,
double-speed AES/EBU format.
Comparison digital equipment:
Mark Levinson No30.5, Wadia 271,
Entech 2052, and Assemblage
DAC-2 digital processors; Arcam
Alpha 9CD player.
Line preamplifier: Mark Levinson
No380S.
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Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
No33H monoblocks.
Loudspeakers: Revel
Ultima
Gems, with Ultima Sub-15 subwoofer driven by its LE-1 amplifier/crossover.
Cables & interconnects: Madrigal
balanced CZ Gel-1 interconnects
from No30.5 to preamp and from
pre- to power amp, with AudioTruth
Lapis x3 from LE-1 crossover/
amplifier to satellite power amplifiers; Callare cable from single-ended
sources to preamplifier, AudioTruth
Sterling speaker cables; Cardas Cross
speaker cable from LE-1 to Sub-15.
Accessories: Audio Power Industries Power Wedge 116 Mk.II and
PE-1 AC line conditioners (except
for power amps), ASC Tube Traps,
RPG Abffusors.
—John Atkinson

The people
with the
best sound
systems
in the world
listen to
Steve Davis.
Why? Because he listens to them. Gets
to know them. Learns their musical
tastes, their priorities, their budgets.
So when Steve makes recommendations, his customers trust
his advice. They
know they're
getting the best
equipment for
their needs. Sound
good? You bet it
does. And your system
will, too. Just
listen to
Steve.

New & Used Audio Since 1978
800-752-4018 •www.hififarm.com
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stages, for example, arc based on
NE5532 chips. While this 20-year-old
dual-op-amp design can give very low
distortion and low noise when used
optimally, even when driving lowimpedance loads, no one would argue
that it represents the state of the analog
art at the turn of the millennium.

free. Soundstaging was wide and deep.
On Gramophone magazine's 1998 Record of the Year, Frank Martin's Massfor

Listening
Immediately prior to dropping the
Musical Fidelity into my system, Ihad
been using the Wadia 27i (which was
then sent back to the factory for a96kHz
upgrade). Yes, the cost-no-object Wadia
sounded better. But at one twentieth the
price, the X-24K didn't sound too shabby. In fact, it sounded damned good.
The highs were smooth and grain-

In fact, it sounded

At one twentieth the
Wadia's price, the X-24K
didn't sound too shabby.
damned good.
Double Choir (Hyperion CDA67017),
for example, the massive acoustic of
London's Westminster Cathedral could
be easily perceived as surrounding the
natural-sounding voices. On Srereophile's
new jazz Cl) featuring the Jerome

Harris Quintet (Rendezvous, STPH0132), the mix of Lexicon-derived reverberation and the natural ambience of
what used to be the First Christian
Church in Salina, Kansas surrounding
Jerome's Taylor bass guitar solo at the
start of "Hand by Hand" sounded quite
delicious. Even when there was no real
soundstage on the recording, as with the
Riven soundtrack (Virgin 45425 2), the
Musical Fidelity threw an enormous,
enveloping soundstage. (A major part of
the comercial success of both the Myst
and RiVell computer ganses, Ifeel, was
Robyn Miller's genius at composing
melodic fragments that could set scenes
so forcibly.)
It was mainly in the bass that the
Musical Fidelity fell significantly short

Measurements
he X-24K had alow output impedTance
of 49 ohms over most of the

response is -0.5dB at 20kHz — which
might just be audible with critical mateaudio band, this rising to astill-low 78
rial. There is no appreciable error with
ohms at 20Hz. The maximum output de-emphasis engaged. Fig.3 compares
level at lkHz was 228V, 1.14dB above
the analog output responses at 48kHz
the CD Standard's 2V. The channel sepand 96kHz sample rates. At the higher
aration (fig.1) was simply superb.
rate, the rolloff seen in fig2 continues to
Surprisingly, the Musical Fidelity pro-6dB at 40kHz, followed by the sharp
cessor inverted absolute polarity.
rollout of the digital low-pass filter.
Its CD-bandwidth frequency reA different way of looking at the
sponses with and without de-emphasis
same information is to compare the
(top and bottom pairs of traces, respecwaveforms of a1kHz squarewave samtively) are shown in fig.2. There is a pled at 48kHz (fig.4) and 96kHz (fig.5).
slight droop in the top octave — the
The Gibbs Phenomenon "ringing" on

be..0.1....1.1. Ill.
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the waveform tops can be seen to double with frequency at the higher sample
rate, although some leading-edge overshoot is still apparent. (This, Iunderstand, is theoretically inevitable.) But
the extra octave of bandwidth available
is still not sufficient to allow aDAC to
reconstruct agood facsimile of squarewaves much above 1kHz. Fig.6, for
example, shows the waveform of a
12kHz squarewave sampled at 96kHz.
As asquarewave consists of the fundamental plus adescending series of odd
harmonics, this would look like a
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Fig.1 Musical Fidelity X-24K, channel separation
at OdBFS (R-L crosstalk dashed,
10dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Musical Fidelity X-24K, frequency response
at OdBFS with 48kHz (left) and 96kHz
(right) sample rates. (Right channel
dashed, 5dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.5 Musical Fidelity X-24K, IkHz squarewave at
OdBFS, 96kHz sampling.
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Fig.2 Musical Fidelity X-24K, frequency response
(top) and de-emphasis response (bottom).
(Right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div)
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Fig.4 Musical Fidelity X-24K, IkHz squarewave at
OdBFS, 48kHz sampling.
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Fig.6 Musical Fidelity X-24K, 12kHz squarewave
at OdBFS, 96kHz sampling.
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Musical
of what Ihad been used to from costno-object CD playback gear. The new
(as of November '98) Joni Mitchell
album, linnirw the li.
er (Reprise 464512), has arich balance overall that makes
perfect musical sense over the Levinson
and Wadia processors. But with the X24K, the double bass on "No Apologies" both loses some of its low-frequency extension and its upper-bass
definition, to the detriment of the cut's
majesty. (All listening comparisons, by
the way, were performed with levels
matched to within o.ose at lkHz.)
Similarly, when Iwas mixing Rendezvous, Iwanted a live sound on Billy
Drummond's kick drum, with some
ring and hall acoustic apparent — no
muffled thuds on aStereo/hile recording,

thank you very much. Iset the kickdrum level using the Wadia 27 to
decode the data from the Sonic Solutions
digital audio workstation. When Iauditioned the mix on the X-24K, Iwished I
had pulled the kick drum fader back adB
or so —some of the tightness had been
replaced with boom.

sinewave at 48kHz sampling. At
96kHz, the third harmonic at 36kHz is
now included, but the waveform still
doesn't look very square.
It's important not to make too much
of the extra bandwidth offered by 96kHz
sampling. Ibelieve the improvements in
sound quality offered by the doubled
bandwidth have more to do with the
behavior of the digital processing.
Fig.7 shows 13-octave spectra taken at
the X-24K's analog outputs while it

decoded data representing adithered
lkHz tone at -90dBFS with word
lengths of 16 bits (top traces) and 24 bits
(bottom). Other than what might be
DAC idle tones or spurious noises from
the Audio Precision System One at
2kHz and 8kHz, the traces are very
clean. The increase in word length drops
the noise floor by 10dB or so, implying
somewhere between 18- and 19-bit performance. While "24-bit" is proclaimed
everywhere with respect to the new
generation of processors and DVD players, achieving tnte 24-bit dynamic range

teamed» aw, eta

Comparisons: But put these remarks
in perspective. This is with the Musical
Fidelity's sound compared to amuch
more expensive baseline. Compared
with the similarly priced Entech 2052,
the Musical Fidelity had asimilar treble
presentation but sounded abit more
forward in the midrange. In fact, the
Entech made Joni's cigarette-toned contralto sound alot more recessed in the
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Fig.7 Musical Fidelity X-24K, spectrum of
dithered I
kHz tone at -90.31dBFS, with
noise and spuriae, 16-bit data (top) and
24-bit data (bottom). (
1
/
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-octave analysis,
right channel dashed.)
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Fig.9 Musical Fidelity X-24K, departure from
linearity (right channel dashed, 2dB/
vertical div.).

Fidelity

X-24K

mix than either the Levinson or the
Musical Fidelity. The British processor
offered better focus on the voice than
did the Entech. Though it had woolliersounding lows, the sonic pictures hung
together more coherently. The Entech
sounded alittle untidy overall.
Perhaps the acid comparison is with
the Arcam Alpha 9CD player, enthusiastically reviewed by Kal Rubinson in
January. With its implementation of the
dCS "Ring-DAC," the $1500 Arcam
sets the standard for affordable Cl)
replay. Icompared the X-24K driven
from the Alpha 9's S/PDIF output with
the Arcam's analog outputs. (Again, levels were matched to within 0.05dB at
lkHz, and interconnects were identical
6' lengths of Callare cable.) On went

in the analog domain is currently impossible outside of alaboratory. The very
best digital playback systems offer
around 20-bit noise floors, which is still
voy much better than 16-bit CD.
Note the convergence of the traces
below 200Hz, which can also been seen
in the spectra of the Musical Fidelity's
output while it decodes "digital black"
data (fig.8). Isuspect that this is due to
the unit's low-frequency noise performance being limited by the highish
impedance of the wall-wart power supply. A bigger, stiffer transformer might
work some magic in the bass.
As suspected from these noise-floor
graphs, the X-24K's linearity (fig.9) is
superb. The error is less than 2dB to
below -115dBFS. The reproduction of
an undithered 16-bit, lkHz tone at
-9031dBFS (fig.10) is correspondingly
excellent. Increasing the word length to
24 bits gives areasonable facsimile of a
sinewave (fig.11) overlaid with noise.
It was hard to find any harmonic distortion lurking in the Musical Fidelity's
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Fig.10 Musical Fidelity X-24K, waveform of
undithered IkHz sinewave at -9031dBFS
(16-bit data).
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the AIDS Benefit centenary tribute to
Gershwin, Red Hot + Rhapsody: The
Gershwin Groove (Antilles 314 557 7882) —specifically track 17, David Bowie's
"A Foggy Day in London Town," in
which arranger Angelo Badalamenti
does his best, with massive use of parallel moving chords, to make astring
orchestra sound like astring synthesizer.
The Musical Fidelity appeared to
have amite more top-octave energy
than the Arcam — useful with this darktoned cut. But the Cl) player made alittle more sense of the dense scoring,
allowing nie to hear just abit further
into the mix. Igleaned the same impression from Duke Ellington's "The
Moodie" on the Jerome Harris Cl).
While the midrange presentations were
very similar, there was a little more

space between the instruments via the
Arcam Alpha 9, and the bass was slightly better defined, the kick drum sounding alittle thickened in the upper bass
via the X-24K. The Arcam, too, did a
slightly better job of conveying this
recording's dynamics.
But it is important that Iam talking
about small differences here. Icould live
with either sound.
The 24/96 future: And what about
the Musical Fidelity's performance with
24/96 material? I used my 96kHz
Nagra master tapes of Hyperion Knight
performing Gershwin (converted from
the Nagra's dual-48kHz AES/EBU
datastreams to asingle 96kHz S/PDIF
datastream with the dCS 972 digital-todigital converter reviewed elsewhere in

this issue), as well as commercial recordings from Classic and Chesky. The latter
were played first on a CAL CL-20.
When Ifound out that that player outputs only 20-bit words, Iswitched to a
Denon DVD-5000, which outputs all
24 bits on the discs. But if there was a
difference in sound quality between the
two DVD transports when used with
the Musical Fidelity, it was beyond my
ability to detect.
DVD-Video's chapter-style track format is definitely less friendly to music
than is CD, which can stream continuous audio — the interruption in the
sound as aDVD player switches between tracks gets tiresome. But ignoring
such rudeness on the part of the medium, the presentation of well-recorded
24/96 material, such as Classic's Rach-

then only slightly. Testing its wordclock jitter with the Miller Audio
Research Analyzer gave the spectrum
shown in fig.14. The grayed-out spectrum is that of the Meridian 508.24
one-box player, shown for reference —
the Musical Fidelity is about ldB noisier
overall, which is still superb. But its
much higher levels of data-related jitter
(indicated with red numbers) lead to a
peak jitter level at 240 picoseconds with
aTosLink connection, almost twice that
of the Meridian. This is good performance, however, and replacing the
TosLink with atrue 75 ohm electrical

connection reduced the jitter to 231ps.
Note the brown markers: these are jitter
sidebands related to the power-line frequency of 60Hz. Substituting abetter
AC supply for the wall wart might
reduce the level of these.
All things considered, this is astonishing measured performance. As with the
little Entechs reviewed by Brian Damkroger in the December '98 issue, even
five years ago you would have had to
pay very much more than the X-24K's
$500 to get this level of digital performance. And the Musical Fidelity will
run at 96kHz!
-John Atkinson

Measurements
output. Fig.12 shows the spectrum of
the processor's output while it drove a
50Hz tone into 100k ohms. The only
harmonics visible are the second and
fourth—and these are at —100dB or
better! Similarly, the X-24K passed the
high-frequency intermodulation test
(fig.13, taken with a96kHz sample rate)
with flying colors. Even the lkHz difference component was 100dB down
from peak level!
Only when it came to jitter rejection
did the Musical Fidelity stumble, and

Fig.12 Musical Fidelity X-24K, DC-1 kHz spectrum,
50Hz at OdBFS, 100k ohms load (linear
frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.13 Musical Fidelity X-24K, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at OdBFS,
96kHz sampling, 100k ohms load (linear
frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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Fig. 14 Musical Fidelity X-24K, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (1I kHz at -6dBFS
with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, Il kHz, frequency range, ±
-3.5kHz.
(Grayed-out spectrum is that of the Meridian 508.24).
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low-frequency program, not just (as you
would expect) the highs. When I
recorded the Gershwin performances
chapter-style track format
released in 1997 as Rhapsody (STPH0102), Ialso recorded Stereophdres associate
is definitely less friendly
editor Steve Stoner playing drums, both
to music than is CD,
in surround sound at 44.1kHz and in
stereo at 96kHz. The distant miking I
which can stream
used for both gives awell-defined picture of Steve's Remo kit but makes the
continuous audio.
kick drum sound a little boomy. At
96kHz sampling the kick drum soundmaninoff Symphonic Dances (DAD 1004)
ed tightened up and acquired abetteror David Chesky's Three Psalmsfor String defined pitch center, as did Steve's tomtoms when he worked his way around
Orchestra (Chesky CCRD 181), came
the kit. My criticisms of the X-24K's
close to CD played back on such top
bass quality were softened when it
16/44.1 gear as the Mark Levinson
No.31.5/30.5 combination that I processed 96kHz material. And the
24/96 cymbal sound was athing to
bought afew years back.
Don't get me wrong — the multikilomarvel at, even though the B&K carbuck Levinson gear, used with a dioid mikes Iused are well down in
response by 40kHz!
Meridian 518 as ajitter eliminator and
digital volume control, extracted every
Conclusion
last bit of quality from CDs, giving it the
If one of the big questions facing audioultimate edge on commercial recordphiles today is whether to buy anew
ings. But the doubling of sample rate
CD player, or instead to proof themand greater bit depth of the 24/96
selves against the future by buying a
material gave the budget-priced Musical
Fidelity ahealthy leg up, particularly
DVD-Video player, a product like
Musical Fidelity's X-24K makes the
when it came to openness and palpability in the high frequencies. (Can't wait answer easier: Buy aDVD player with a
96kHz-enabled digital output and feed
to get my '30.5 upgraded to a96k-capathe signal to an X-24K. The sound qualble '30.6.) "Master Tape Sound," says
Classic's DAD booklet-cover blurb. I ity from CDs will not disappoint, and
the X-24K will be capable of getting
believe it!
As Ihave found in previous auditions
sound to die for from the two-channel
24/96 DADs available from Classic
of 96kHz-sampled material, there is an
improvement in the presentation of Records and Chesky.

The DVD-Video format's

High-End Audio
Catalog!

Get This Catalog Before
You Make Your Next HighEnd Audio Purchase!
Huge Selection At Low Prices.
Hundreds of high-end audio products
including hard-to-find accessories.
speakers, analog and digital audio,
audio cables, power conditioners,
acoustic treatments, equipment racks.
and more!
Learn What You Need to Know Before
You Buy. Cet complete information—
product descriptions specifications,
buying tips, colorful images, detailed
comparison charts, revealing cut-away
illustrations, profiles of the manufacturer and designer, and more!

A Caveat

T here

is one thing to remember
II when you are thinking of buying
any digital processor with a96kHzcapable unencrypted digital data
input: One of the things holding up
the setting of the finalized DVDAudio standard has been the record
industry's concern that allowing their
24/96 data to be sent between transports and processors "in the clear" will
lead to rampant piracy. (Shyeah— like
pirates will not think of putting a
DAC/ADC link in the mastering
chain.) But it's likely that digital connections will have to be encrypted in
some way, which will mean using a
FireWire link or the 13W3/I2Sstandard proposed and used by Muse
Electronics' Kevin Halverson. As of
December 1998, it looked as though
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How to Get Your FREE copy Of the
Catalog. Call toll free, 1-800-451-5445,
and give us your name and address.
The call is free, and so is the catalog.
This catalog request hot-line is open
24 hours aday, 7days aweek.

the encrypted Muse link had edged
into the lead. But, given the record
industry's general lack of initiative, by
the time they finally decide on an
encryption/datalink standard it might
well be too late to have any effect on
the market.
But if data encryption becomes
mandatory, it might mean that the
current generation of 96kHz-capable
DVD-Video transports and processors such as the Musical Fidelity X24K will become orphaned products.
Even so, there will still be the growing catalog of Chesky and Classic
Records releases to be played, and the
X-24K costs sufficiently little that I
think the risk taken in buying it well
worthwhile.
—John Atkinson

Call Now!
1-800-451-5445
Source Code: SE98T

‘odio Advisor. Inc.. is the mold's largest
high-end audio products by mail.
Address: 4649 Danvers Itnve
Kentwood. MI 49512
Phone: 616-975.6100 Fax: 616-975:611 I
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L
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Equipment
Michael

Report

Fremer

Conrad-Johnson Premier Twelve
monoblock tube amplifier

C

onrad-Johnson is one of audio's
"marquee" companies, and charges
accordingly. The Premier Twelve
tube monoblock power amplifier,
rated at 140W, sells for arather steep
$3495, meaning that unless you listen
in mono, be prepared to lay out almost
$7000 just for the amplification link in
your audio chain. Apparently, many
audiophiles feel the money is well
spent: according to Conrad-Johnson,
the Twelve has been a consistently
strong seller during its approximately
five-year production history.
What do you get for your $7000,
aside from 140Wpc and a top-shelf
name? Physically, you get a pair of
graceful, low-slung amplifiers that combine open architecture with aremovable protective tube cage. Cosmetically,
you get the clean, brushed-brass-andblack C-J "look."
The circuitry is relatively straightforward: a triode amplifier input stage
using two halves of a5751 twin-triode
tube in parallel, direct-coupled to apair
of cathode-coupled phase splitters
(6FQ7s) outputting abalanced, lowimpedance signal to two pairs of pushpull 6550s (new old stock GEs). The
output tubes arc coupled to alarge output transformer (custom-engineered
and built to Conrad-Johnson's specs)
said to feature high phase linearity and
wide bandwidth. A 12dI3 negative-feedback loop is used to lower distortion and
raise the damping factor so the amplifier
can better handle reactive loads.
In other words, nothing too exotic or
retro is going on. The key to the Premier Twelve's success must be more in
the execution than in the design. The
power supply includes separate DC regulation for the input and phase-inverter
stages (which C-J claims prevents them
from being "back-modulated" by the
output stage), and four large, custommade polypropylene capacitors (in parallel with polystyrene) in place of the
usual electrolytics. Parts quality on the
two boards—one for the power supply,
the other for the audio —is high,
including Vishay resistors and custommade polystyrene capacitors in the
audio circuit. There are no electrolytic
114
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capacitors in the audio circuit or its
related power supplies.
Connection is via amachined set of'
gold-plated five-way binding posts and a
gold-plated RCA jack. You won't be playing with exotic power cords with the C-J
Twelve: the power transformer is hardwired to an anonymous black cord made
by Electri Cord of Westfield, Pennsylvania. You'll save thousands right there!
C-J's position is that adirect, soldered
connection between the power transformer and power cord provides asonic
benefit, while preventing the end user
from playing with non—UL-approved
and potentially dangerous cords.
The Twelve comes with the output
transformer wired for 4ohm use, but
dealer-selectable taps for 2, 8, and 16
ohm operation arc also provided. Setting
and maintaining the output tube bias is
particularly easy: using the supplied screwdriver, you turn apot (there is one for
each tube) clockwise until an LEI) lights.
Then you back it off until the LEI) goes
dark again. You're done. There's also a
factory adjustment for minimizing distortion when changing the 6FQ7s.
During the many months Ihad the
Premier Twelves, no tubes went down,
nor did Iexperience any problems
whatsoever with the amplifiers. If
you're hesitant to buy a tube amp
because of "tube hassles," for whatever

it's worth to you, in over adozen years
of running tube amps ...I've had none!
Popularity plus
It ilocsn't take long to hear why the
Premier Twelve remains popular, and
why so many audiophiles continue to
be willing to spend $7k on a pair
when more powerful, less expensive

Description: Vacuum-tube monoblock amplifier. Tube complement:
one 5751, two 6FQ7, four 6550.
Maximum power: 140W into 4
ohms (18.5dBW), 30Hz-15kHz, at
no more than 1% THD or IMD.
Frequency response at 10W:
20Hz-20kHz, ±1dB. Hum and
noise: 98dB below rated power.
Sensitivity: 900mV to rated power.
Input impedance: 100k ohms.
Dimensions: 17.5" W by 7.25" H
by 15.25" D. Weight: 51 lbs.

Serial numbers of units reviewed: 6101307, 6101308.
Price: 86990/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 70.

Manufacturer: Conrad-Johnson
Design, Inc., 2733 Merrilee Drive,
Fairfax, VA 22031. Tel: (703) 698
8581. Fax: (703) 560-5360.
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Conrad-Johnson
alternatives abound.
If designing and "voicing" an amp is a
high-wire act, the Premier Twelve
crossed the Grand Canyon barely
breaking asweat. The overall sound,
driving either the Audio Physic Virgos
or the Sonus Faber Concerto Grand
Pianos, was finely detailed yet rich,
open, and transparent, with alush, mesmerizing midband; deep, well-developed, yet punchy bass; and high frequencies that were fast and sparkly but
never bright or aggressive.
The difficult transitions between the
frequency extremes and the midrange
were carefully accomplished, though
the upper midrange exhibited arich,
golden bloom —a sonic bouquet —too
subtle to be called acoloration but sufficiently pronounced to enrich brass,
strings, female voices, alto sax, and hall
ambience with an intoxicating glow.
Tube amps usually excel at licking
those harmonic envelopes and sounding
"fleshed out" in the upper mids and
highs, but they often fail to portray transients with the requisite edge and speed
to sound convincing, especially on pop
and rock. The Premier Twelve sounded
"fast" and rhythmically taut throughout
the musical bandwidth —and with all
kinds of music. It was the "snappiest,"
most coherent performance from a
lush-sounding tube amp I've heard in
my system.
The Twelves always sounded confident and in control —tonally, spatially,
and temporally —particularly at the frequency extremes. On the bottom, both
acoustic and electric bass sounded tight
yet supple, and totally "in character"
tonally. On top, the Twelve's transient
performance was faultless, portraying
cymbal crashes with the crisp, splashy
shimmer you hear live. On good recordings, strings bristled with energy, yet
never sounded hard or unnaturally edgy.
Along with exemplary top-to-bottom "attack," the Premier Twelve portrayed decay with equal propriety,
resolving low-level information that,
before disappearing into the ether,
seemed to travel farther in space and
time than I've experienced with other
amplifiers. The combination of fast
attack and slow decay gave the Twelve a
sense of limitless resolution and luxury,
suffusing the sound with an overwhelming sensation of musical authority. In my experience, the only product
to rival the Twelve in this regard is
the limited-edition, hand-built, ultraexpensive Connoisseur phono preamp
(an improved version of which is about
to be introduced by Scan-Tech, the
Stereophite, February 1999

Japan-based cartridge manufacturer).
The Twelves roused music from
both the Virgos and Sonus Fabers with a
vigor and confidence that seemed to
both slow the sensation of time and
increase the music's meaning —phenomena noted by many reviewers when
auditioning exceptional audio gear.
Before surrendering the amplifiers to
Santa Fe for measurement, Ispent days
just listening to favorite LPs and CDs,
and pulling out some oldies Ihadn't
played in years. For instance, Iplayed
Neil Young's "I Am a Child," from
Buffalo Springfield's Last Time Around. I
was surprised by how much more the
record had to offer sonically than I
remembered it having. Young's doubletracked acoustic guitar had both pick-onstring sparkle and wooden-body glow,
and Young's voice sounded both focused
and natural — not bright, as Iremembered it being. Minute changes in his
inflection, previously glossed over, were
now revealed, giving each word importance —even individual syllables seemed
imbued with previously hidden meanings. And the simple dnun kit —just a
kick and snare on the left channel —
crackled with forward propulsion, each
pop of the snare leaving along trail. And
no, Iwas not on acid at the time.
Speaking of acid tests, Iauditioned
the Clash's London Calling, Led Zeppelin
H, an original German pressing of the
Stones' Exile on Main Street, and other
demanding rock titles. The Twelve neither softened nor rounded the essential
rhythmic and transient edge needed to
convey this music. And the bass line —
even with the Audio Physic Rhea subwoofer shut down — was taut and ballsy. The Twelve can rock!
Imoved to classical, beginning with
Gershwin's Cuban Overture, featuring
Earl Wild and the Boston Pops (RCA/
Classic LSC-2586), asuperb recording
by the late Anthony Salvatore. The
Twelves put Wild's large but wellfocused piano in front of the orchestra
stage right, reproducing the instrument's transient, harmonic, and dynamic impact better than I've ever heard it
through my system: convincing transient attack, woody afterglow, and long
hall decay.
A "fast"-sounding tube amplifier?
Yes, and one that sounds far more powerful than its rated output would suggest. The bias-setting LEDs flash when
the amp puts out in excess of 5W. Hard
to believe, but Irarely saw them flash,
and when Idid it was usually on wide
dynamic swings like orchestral crescendos. Even when the LEDs lit up, the

Premier

Twelve

Twelves always seemed to be coasting
along —in control and effortless in their
presentation of all kinds of music.
The comparison you demand
Whenever Iswitched to the Twelves
from the far more powerful VTL 450s,
Inever felt as if Iwas losing dynamics,
authority, or control. In fact, the C-Js
sounded faster, tighter, and punchier
overall, particularly on the bottom —
like bouncing aquarter on abed made
with hospital corners instead of one
whose sheets have merely been tucked
in. The Twelves elicited the best bass
I've gotten from the Virgos.
The VTLs created abigger soundstage and did abetter job of giving the
listener the sense of being in alarge
space — when that was the venue. The
C-Js excelled at focusing images
throughout the soundstage, and at
delineating them from the reverberant
backdrop. Overall, the 450s sounded
warmer, riper, and more laid-back, particularly in the midbass — which may
account for much of the difference in
soundstage size. The Premier Twelves
Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Simon Yorke
turntable; Simon Yorke, Graham
2.0, Immedia RPM2 tonearms;
Lyra Parnassus D.C.t, Transfiguration Temper, Koetsu Urushi,
Crown Jewel Special cartridges.
Prearnplification: Ayre K-1 preamplifier, Audio Research PH3SE,
Pass Aleph Ono phono sections.
Power amplifiers: VTL MB 450
tube monoblocks.
Loudspeakers: Audio Physic
Virgo, Sonus Faber Concerto
Grand Piano; Audio Physic Rhea
subwoofer.
Cables: Yamamura Millennium
6000, Cardas Golden Cross,
Cardas Neutral Reference, ElectraGlide interconnects; Yamamura
speaker cables; Yamamura Quantum, Electra-Glide AC cords.
Accessories: Yamamura Ciabatta
passive line conditioners, Sounds
of Silence Vibraplane active isolation stand, Zoethecus and Pagode
HDO3 equipment stands, A.R.T. Q
dampers, D.J. Kasser Black Diamond Racing cones, Walker Valid
Points, Symposium Acoustics and
Bright Star isolation bases, ASC
Tube Traps, Shakti Stones.
—Michael Fremer
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were faster, tighter, and more forward,
but never sounded edgy or bright.
Both amps sounded accomplished,
and neither committed any serious
errors. Neither suffered from grain,
etch, or electronic artifacts of any kind.
Both are likely to please most listeners,
but in different ways. The Premier
Twelve clearly had the edge in excitement and rhythmic drive. The C-J and
VTL don't sound alike, but the differences aren't in the same league as the
differences you'll find between speakers
or phono cartridges.
Yet when Iswitched from the C-Js

to the VTLs and replayed Neil Young's
"I Am aChild," the VTLs disappointed
— they slowed the pace, took some
snap off the snare and kick drum, and
reduced the delineation between the
images and the ambience behind.
Moving to Gershwin's Concerto in F,
though, the VTLs better suggested the
hall, and offered aslightly more diffuse
presentation that some may find more
akin to being there live. As one manufacturer said to me about an update of
an unrelated product, "You know
what? Ilike the original version better. Igo to alot of live concerts, and

live, you don't get that kind of focus."
The conclusion you expect
A great deal of equipment passed
through my system while Ihad the
Premier Twelves for audition: various
cartridges, turntables, preamplifiers, and
Cl) players. This can make reviewing
tricky: Exactly what arc you hearing?
How do various combinations change
the sound? Of course, the sound of my
system changed with each insertion, but
throughout the many months Ihad the
Twelves, the sound described in this
review remained relatively constant —

Measurements

F

ollowing its preconditioning test, the
Conrad-Johnson Premier Twelve
was hot —typical for atube amplifier.
The bias was found to be slightly off
during the distortion measurements,
was recalibrated, and the prior measurements were rechecked to ensure that
the results had not changed significantly.
(Except for the distortion, they had not.)
The amplifier's voltage gain into 8
ohms measured 28.5dB. The input
impedance measured 98k ohms. The
DC offset was avery low 1.1mV. The
Premier Twelve is noninverting — a
positive-going input emerges positive at
the output. The S/N ratio (ref. 1W at 8
ohms) was 86.8dB over a22Hz-22kHz
bandwidth, 84.1dI3 over a 10Hz500kHz bandwidth (both unweighted),
and 91.7dB A-weighted. The Premier
Twelve's output impedance, with its
output taken from the 4 ohm transformer top, measured 0.87 ohms at
20Hz and 1kHz, increasing to 1.09
ohnts at 20kHz (into a4ohm load) —
high enough to moderately affect the
frequency response of the amplifier
with atypical loudspeaker.
Fig.1 shows that frequency response
at the conditions indicated. Note that
1111110.10, CONI•dmnsom Fem.« 1) MMM Meddm

with our simulated real load, the deviations due to the amplifier's output
impedance are clearly visible, though
they remain within approximately +02
and -12dB. Caught up in the moment,
Ialso measured the frequency response
into a2 ohm load — atest we do not
normally perform. The result is interesting, as it shows clearly the change in the
amplifier's response above 10kHz as the
load varies. The amplifier's top-octave
balance will be dependent on the speaker it is used to drive.
The output waveform of the Premier
Twelve in response to a10kHz squarewave is shown in fig2. There is asmall
overshoot together with asingle cycle of
ultrasonic ringing, this quickly damped.

This overshoot is also visible in the
lkHz squarewave (not shown) and will
be reduced into lower impedances.
The THD+noise result is shown in
fig.3. This is not an unusual result for a
tube amplifier. The distortion does
increase noticeably at the frequency
extremes, though it remains moderate
at the low power used for this test. The
lkHz THD+noise waveform at 2W
out into 4ohms, shown in fig.4, is heavily second-harmonic. The same is true
at other loads (not shown).
The distortion spectrum resulting
from a50Hz input at 93W into 4ohms
(
2
/
3 rated power) is shown in fig.5. The
largest artifact is the second harmonic, at
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Conrad-Johnson Premier Twelve, small-signal
10kHz squarewave into 8ohms.
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Fig.4 Conrad-Johnson Premier Twelve, lkHz
waveform at 2N/ into 4ohms (top),
distortion and noise waveform with
fundamental notched out (bottom,
not to scale).
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Conrad-Johnson Premier Twelve, frequency
response at (from top to bottom at 20kHz):
1W into 8ohms, 2W into 4ohms, 2.828V
into simulated loudspeaker load, and 4W
into 2ohms (0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.3 Conrad-Johnson Premier Twelve,
THD+noise vs frequency at (from top to
bottom at IkHz): 4W into 2ohms, 2W into
4ohmS, 1W into 8ohms, and 2.83V into
simulated loudspeaker load.
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Fig.5 Conrad-Johnson Prem'er Twelve, spectrum
of 50Hz sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 93W into
4ohms (linear frequency scale).
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as did the differences between the
Twelves and the VTL 450s. The VTLs'
warm, soft midbass made them apoor
match for the Jadis JP 80 Mk.II
reviewed afew months ago. The tautsounding Premier Twelves mated better with the ultra-rich-sounding Jadis,
but, as Iwrote in my December 1998
review, Istill couldn't get the French
preamplifier to rock.
Effects of associated equipment aside,
the Conrad-Johnson Premier Twelve is
the most exquisitely balanced amplifier
Ihave ever heard in my system. It combines the speed and detail of the VTL

MB 175 Ireviewed in June 1997 with
the airy, transparent, lush, and palpable
performance of the single-ended Cary
CAD805 Ispent some time with afew
years ago—but with tighter, deeper,
faster performance in the bottom
octaves, and atop-to-bottom coherence
that is extraordinary.
While it performed as if producing
far more than its rated 140W, the C-J
Premier Twelve is probably best mated
to either relatively efficient loudspeakers, or to designs featuring small bass
drivers—like the Virgos (no easy load
to drive, according to John Atkinson's

measurements in Vol.18 No.9). Smallto medium-sized rooms would probably be best too. Were Inot in the
process of looking for anew home with
amuch larger listening room, I'd buy
the Premier Twelves.
Depending on where Iend up, I
might anyway. After living with them
for awhile, Iunderstand why, after five
years in production and despite their
relatively modest output and steep price
($7000 may not be "steep" for some of
you, but get real!), they remain so popular. Listen for yourself; Ithink you'll
agree.

—38dB (about 12%). The 19+20kHz
IM spectrum at 67W into 4ohms—the
highest power available with this signal
before visible signs of clipping appear in
the waveform —is plotted in fig.6. The
¡kHz intermodulation artifact lies at
—42dB, or about 0.8%; the distortion at

18kHz is —49dB (about 0.35%). The
measured artifacts were slightly lower at
48W into 8ohms (not shown): 0.4% at
lkHz, 02% at 18kHz, and correspondingly less pronounced elsewhere.
The Premier Twelve's THD+noise vs
output power curves are shown in fig.7
Its discrete clipping is shown in Table 1.
The Premier Twelve does not make its
specified power rating into 8ohms from
the 4 ohm output top, though it gets
within awatt of the 4ohm spec (1kHz).
JA used the Miller Audio Research
Amplifier Profiler to examine the
Premier Twelve's power delivery on a
toneburst waveform (10 cycles of lkHz
followed by 40 cycles of silence) more
typical of amusic signal. As can be seen
from fig.8, the C-J sample as reviewed is
happiest working into 4ohms, where it

does meet its specification on this toneburst signal: 142.5W was available into 4
ohms at the normal 1% THD+N limit
(red trace, horizontal pink line), with a
maximum current delivery of 6A RMS.
(152.6W was available at the relaxed 3%
limit we also use for tube amplifiers.)
The power delivery fell into both higher
and lower loads, but the amp could still
deliver 133W (3% THD) into 2ohms
(blue trace). The distortion remained
acceptably low below 10W into both 4
and 8ohms, which is where the amplifier's output will remain most of the time
on typical music signals, as pointed out
by Michael Fremer.
The overall measurement results are
not atypical for atube amplifier: acceptable, if not particularly impressive.
—Thomas). Norton
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Fig.6 Conrad-Johnson Premier Twelve, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz,
19+20kHz at 67W into 4ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.7 Conrad-Johnson Premier Twelve, distortion
(%) vs continuous output power into (from
bottom to top): 8ohms, 4ohms, 2ohms.

Table 1 Co
pCropping
(1% THD+noise at 1kHz)
Load
ohms
W (dBVV)
8
(line)
4
(line)
2
(line)

1

98.5 (19.9)
120V
139.2 (18.4)
120V
113.1 (14.5)
120V
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Fig.8 Conrad-Johnson Premier Twelve, distortion (%) vs burst output power into: 8ohms (black trace),
4ohms (red), 2ohms (blue), and 1ohm (green).
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•Brings the Price of Fine Art to aLower Level

•Wonderful Sounding Line Stage
•Excellent Dynamics
•Rave Reviews in TAS
•Designed by Tim de Paravicini
•Best Buy

•Wide Scale Dynamics with Very Fine Depth
•Near Art Performance in aSingle Chassis
•Full Function Remote Control
•We Love It!

!kw.»

AVALON
M-120 Mono Blocks
•New Design for 1999
•120W into 8ohms

ROGUE
AUDIO

•Switchable Ultralinear/
Triode
•Choose 6550's or KT-88's
•Only $2,595.00 per pair
•Tube Cages Included

Arcus
•New Generation Loudspeaker
from Avalon
•Breathtaking Clarity and
Soundstaging
•Stunning Cosmetics, Available in
Seven Finishes
)c,igncd ht \cil Patel
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PLINILIS

SA-50 MK III

•Rave Reviews from Press
and Consumers

ROKSÁN
XERXES.X

•Outboard DC Power Supply
•Ultra Quiet Swiss DC Motor
•Outboard Speed Selector
(No Belt Changing)
•Rosewood or Black Finish
•New Lower Price Makes it
aBargain

•Class A Rated Performance
•Selectable Pure Class A or A/B Operation
•single Ended or Balanced or
0110 Operation
•Delicacy of Tubes with the Control and
Slam of State-of-the-Art Solid State
•Effortless, Dynamic and Grain Free!

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE:
•ATIANTIS •AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS •AUDIO MAGIC •AUDIO PHYSICS •AUDIO TECHNICA •AUDIOMECA •AUDIOQUEST •AVAIIJN ACOUSTICS •AYRE
•BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY •BASIS •BENZ-MICRO •BRIGHTSTAR •CHANG UGHTSPEED •( NSSÍ • ( FAR AUDIO PHONO PRODUCES •CODA
•CONRAD-JOHNSON •CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY •DISCOVERY CABLE •DUNLAVY Ini
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CABLES •EAD •EAR •FANFARE

•GENESIS •GRAFF •GRAHAM TONEARMS •IMMEDIA •KIMBER KABLE •KUZMA •LYRA •MAGNI %I in N. U \II •ti %It %NCI. CIASSIC •MUDS •MESA
•MICROMEGA •MORDAUNT-SHORT •MUSE •MUSIC METRE •MUSIC REFERENCE •NORDOST
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Bow Technologies Wazoo
integrated amplifier

I

hate all those automobile reviews
that go on and on about a car's
design aesthetics. C'mon, Ican see
what it looks like, even if only in the pictures. Just tell me things Ican't appreciate without arun on the Autobahn.
Now, just take alook at the Bow
Wazoo. Trust your eyes. Trust the fact
that it won the 1998 Golden Note
Award for "Most Aesthetic Audio
Design." Trust the guys from The Wiz,
who delivered my new TV and, seeing
the amp on the rack, said, "Man, that's
cool. What is it?"
Okay. Now we can put form aside and
address substance. Bow calls the Wazoo a
"single-chassis amplifier" because it is a
power amplifier with input selector and
gain control. That's a more accurate
description than "integrated amplifier,"
because the Wazoo has no phono or preamplifier stage. You could think of it as a
power amp with abuilt-in "passive preamp" (dumb term). In any case (and it's a
real pretty case), the Wazoo possesses all
the functions and power needed for most
modern two-channel audio systems.
When he delivered the amp, the first
thing Bow engineer Karsten Svendsen
wanted to do was to remove the
Wazoo's top and show me its innards.
Well, he didn't have ametric Allen key
and my set was in the lab, so he used a
screwdriver and hammer to jam and
remove the screws! After he got the top
down, Iunderstood why he was driven
to dissect the amp: the Wazoo's beauty
is more than skin deep.
There is acentrally placed multiplesecondary power transformer that is
both hefty and meticulously finished.
Most of the main board's layout is symmetrical, and the distributed filter capacitors are located close to the output
transistors. These, in turn, are mounted
to the formidable heatsinks that form
the left and right sides of the chassis.
Large, gold-plated WBT terminals are
used for speaker connections. Bituminous linings are used for resonance
control. The two prominent front-panel
knobs, input selector and volume control, operate long shafts that permit
Bow to place the input switch right at
the rear-panel inputs and the volume
Stereophile, February 1999

Bow Technologies Wazoo single-chassis amplifier
control in close proximity.
Between those big knobs are the
Standby and Monitor pushbuttons. The
former mutes the amp but keeps everything powered up and ready for action.
The latter creates aloop-through or permits monitoring from atape deck, but,
strangely, there is no Loop or Tape
input! The inputs are merely numbered
from 1to 5. As it happens, Input 2
serves as the tape input, and is selected
by the Monitor switch. Since Ido not
have arecorder on hand, Icould not determine if simultaneously selecting

Description: Single-chassis control
amplifier. Inputs: 5pairs line-level, 1
pair single-ended and balanced.
Outputs: 1 pair preamp/monitor.
Binding posts: 4 multiway WBTs.
Continuous power: 50Wpc into 8
ohms (17dBW), 90Wpc into 4ohms
(16.5dBW). Frequency response:
2Hz-200kHz (-3dB). S/N ratio:
110dB, A-weighted, ref. full power.
Channel balance within 0.3dB. Input
sensitivity: 500mV. Input impedance:
1.2k ohms. THD: <0.5%. Power consumption: 70W idle, 500W max.

Input 2 and Monitor would create an
unstable loop. There is one pair of preamp/tape output jacks.
The circuitry is simple but sophisticated. Inputs are fed to the selector switch,
Input 1having the shortest path and
accessible single-ended via RCAs, or balanced via XLRs. Other inputs are singleended only. The selected input is directly
routed to the volume control unless
Monitor is selected (remember, there's
no gain stage). Thus, the quality of the
input connectors, input switch, and control must be, and are, of high quality.

Dimensions: 17.1" (434mm) W by
5.5" (140mm) H by 16" (407mm) D.
Weight: 44 lbs (20kg).
Serial numbers of units tested:
0052, 1038.
Price: $3500 with remote. Approximate number of dealers: 10.
Manufacturer: Bow Technologies
AIS, Gelskowej 10, 5750 Ringe,
Denmark. Tel: (45) 6264-1266. Fax:
(45) 6264-1950. Importer: Sumiko,
2431 Fifth Street, Berkeley, CA
94710. Tel: (510) 843-4500. Fax:
(510) 843-7120.
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Bow
In order to keep the price down,
Bow uses avery good but not freakytweaky motorized ALPS potentiometer
in anovel arrangement. Acting as apassive variable resistor to ground, the pot
has less of an effect on sound quality

than if it were placed directly in the signal path. Bow says this "trick turns a$10
potentiometer into a$100 state-of-theart potentiometer as far as sound quality
is concerned." It also results in aquite
low input impedance of only 12k ohms.

Wazoo

This should not be aproblem with
almost all high-quality solid-state
sources such as phono preamps, tuners,
and CD players/DACs. Those with
vacuum-tube source components
should determine suitability with care.

Bo Christensen talks to Michael Fremer
oChristensen, who was the guiding
NTI light behind first, Primare, then Bow
Technologies, graduated as an architect —
not surprising, considering his products' dropdead-gorgeous looks. Italked with Bo while
preparing my review of his Bow Technologies ZZ-Eight CD player (see Stereophile, August'98, Vol.21 No.8), and started
by asking him if his knowledge of electronics
was seff-taught.
Bo Christensen: Idon't have much
knowledge of electronics. Ihave a
design team, we have a listening
panel, so it's teamwork where Icontribute ideas... it's a team effort
where the circuitry is designed by
skilled engineers.
Michael Fremer: Thefirst company you
were involved with was Primare
Christensen: Yes. We started to
develop things in 1985...
Fremer: And you sold it?
Christensen: I owned half of
Primare. At the time Ihad apretty big
disagreement with the financial backers, and they decided they wanted to
go right and Iwanted to go left. Them
having the money, Isort of had to
accept that.
Fremer: "Right" and "le" had to do with
business or design decisions?
Christensen: Basically, they wanted
to squeeze the name, and Ididn't
want that.
Fremer: In other words, having designed a
series of 'high-end" products, they wanted to
just exploit the name?
Christensen: Exactly, and try to make
some money. Primare was never successful in that we never made serious
money. We made some gorgeous
equipment from polished stainless steel.
Fremer: Many companies copied those
designs. I
guess the Primare stuff has become
collectible by now.
Christensen: It is, because only
something like 200 or 250 CD players
were made. See what we did? It's a
pretty crazy thing. We delivered them
in flight cases! [Christensen shows me a
brochure of Primare products and explains
the intricacies of their design and construe-
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Svendsen, said, "Why don't you do
this beautiful, simple tube thing with
transistors?" We talked back and forth,
some trial circuits were produced, and
very promising sound came out of
that. So we decided to go for it and
keep it extremely simple. We have
seven active components in the circuit.
Fremer: Tubelike.
Christensen: Very tubelike. And the
sonic signature has atube quality too.
Fremer: Was the ZZ-8 your first CD
player since the split?
Christensen: Yes. That was put on
the drawing board in late '95. It has
been on the market for two and ahalf
years, and we've done extremely well
with it. It was component of the year
in Japan, and Japan is the bi l4
lest customer we have. The ZZ-1 won the
year before, and the Wazoo has won
as well. We have won three consecutive years.
Freiner: How has the collapse of the
Asian economy affected your business?
Christensen: In Japan, not at all. Japan
has been hurt, but we have ahard time
Fremer: You were bought out ofyour shares keeping up with demand in Japan. But
in Primare Was there anoncompetitiors clause? Korea is dead, Indonesia is dead. I
Christensen: No, luckily not. Iwas would say we are affected by it, of
able to start up right after the break, course, but we have such agood position in China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong
but had to do so from scratch.
Freiner: When did you start Bow that, combined, our far eastern sales are
down 20%. It's not acatastrophe.
Technologies?
Christensen: In 1994. Our first prod- Fremer: Have you heard Sony's DSD or
uct was the ZZ-1, the integrated am- 24-bit/96kHz?
plifier. That piece was apretty hard Christensen: Ithought DSD soundjob to do because we wanted to do a ed extremely promising, whereas the
very good integrated dual-mono amp. 24-bit/96kHz that Iheard was not
We had some basic ideas, one of them that convincing. Icould be wrong.
Fremer: Ithought it sounded good.
being we wanted to use atube circuit.
Christensen: Yes, good, but DSD
We had avery good tube guy at the
company, so when Ileft Primare, sounded better.
some of the members of the staff went Fremer: Are you working on aDSD
player?
with me.
Fremer: Do you start with an electronic Christensen: We are following how
concept, or aphysical design concept, and it's going. We have been asked by our
current supplier if we want samples of
then make the electronicsfit within?
Christensen: That one [the ZZ-1], DVD drives, but Ifeel that it's perhaps
we started with the physical design. I too soon. It would be awrong busiknew roughly what Iwanted, and the ness decision for us. Iforesee that we
concept was pretty clear at that point. can build upon the [ZZ-8] design for a
And then one of the guys, Karsten future format.
lion, later copied by many other famous
names in the industry.]
Fremer: So you decided to start over again.
Christensen: Well, Ihad my doubts. I
was approached by various people
who said Iwould be much better off as
an independent contractor. But Ididn't
do it because Ithought Ihad too many
contacts in the audio business.
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Bow
The attenuator feeds ahigh-voltage,
single-ended input stage and the power
amp itself. All told, there are only seven
active components in the signal path,
and zero overall negative feedback. The
only protection device is the power fuse.
Although Idid not use one, there is an
optional wireless remote volume control that makes use of the motor on the
attenuator pot.
In the months before and after a
sojourn in Connecticut, the Wazoo was
used in my main system with awide
variety of sources and loads. However,
its insertion into the system was alittle
inconvenient for me. Ikeep the source
components and preamps close to my
listening position and run 10m interconnects to the power amps, which are
located behind the speakers at the other
end of the room. To compare the
Wazoo fairly, Ididn't want to separate

Wa zoo

its passive input selector/attenuator
from the source by 10m of cable. On
the other hand, relocating the source
(tuner, CD player, or DAC) to the
speaker end of the room gave the
Wazoo an unfair advantage over the resident components. (Let's not consider
the cost of obtaining and using 10m of
speaker cable.) In the end, Idid it both
ways, with surprisingly little difference
in the outcome.

tain generally welcome features. First,
the high frequencies, from about 2.5kHz
up, were soft but with high resolution.
By this Imean that, although there was
never asense that any detail was missing
or blurred, the upper ranges never
glared or spat. This does not mean, however, that the Wazoo failed to convey
presence when called for.
I listened to Livingston Taylor's
whistling on "Isn't She Lovely" on
Chesky's Super Audio Collection and ProWhat did it sound like?
fessional Test Disc (Chesky CHDVD171).
The Wazoo manual says that it "displays At least twice, Taylor loses tight control
many of the characteristics found in a of the whistling, but the effect is startling
good tube amplifier, and it sounds like
and natural. On mid-fi equipment (yes, I
one too." We've heard such claims
have some around), the whistling soundbefore. The basic sound of the Wazoo
ed like ringing or an abrasive overload.
was not substantially different from that The rest of that cut confirmed the
of the other first-rate amps that Ihave in
Wazoo's sweet, unaggressive midrange
and treble with alovely balance of Taythe house, tube or solid-state. Its general
character was neutral, but it offered cerlor's fundamentals, sibilants, and guitar.

Measurements

A

sKa! Rubinson describes, the Wazoo's input impedance was very
low, with some dependence on the volume-control setting. With the control at
its maximum position, the input load
was just 914 ohms, which will lead to a
bass-light presentation with CD players
having ahigh source impedance at low
frequencies. And some sources will have
difficulty driving such a load at all.
Reducing the volume control to amore
realistic 12:00 position increased the
load impedance slightly, to 1106 ohms
—still very low. The output impedance
varied from 0.68 ohms to 0.82 ohms
depending on the frequency and channel; in this behavior the Wazoo is more
like atube design.
The amplifier didn't invert absolute
phase. The maximum voltage gain
available was 32.5dB, 320mV input
being required for clipping into 8ohms
with the volume control at its maximum. Into 4ohms, however, the amplifier proved unstable unless the volume
control was set below 3:00 or so, the
reproduced waveform otherwise being
overlaid by ultrasonic oscillations. Ihave
seen this in other integrated amplifiers
that place apassive volume control and
input switching section ahead of ahighgain power section. In practice, an
amplifier like this will never be used
with the volume control set to its maximum, but this behavior does indicate a
potentially unstable design.
The frequency response also varied
with the volume-control setting, as can
Stereophite, February 1999

be seen from fig.1, which plots the
Wazoo's response up to 200kHz, a
decade above the audio band. With the
volume control set to 12:00 and the
amplifier driving 8ohms (bottom pair
of traces), the response is flat over most
of the audio band, with avery slight
excess of energy apparent in the high
treble before asmooth rolloff to -2dB at
the graph's upper frequency limit.
Reducing the load to 4ohms but keeping the control set to 12:00 gives asmall
peak around 110kHz, the frequency at
which the amplifier eventually oscillates
when the volume control is rotated to
its maximum (next-to-bottom pair of
traces). The same small peak can be
seen into 8 ohms when the volume
control is increased to the 4:30 position
(second-from-top traces), and even
more so with the control at maximum,

into 8ohms (top traces).
The sanie instability makes its presence known in the time domain. Fig2
shows the waveform of asmall-signal
10kHz squarewave into an 8ohm load.
Just visible is asmall overshoot at each
transition point. Adding a21.2$ capacitor
to the 8ohms in order to simulate a
very reactive loudspeaker accentuates
the overshoot significantly (fig.3) and
gives rise to two cycles of oscillation on
each wave top, the fundamental ringing
frequency again being around 110kHz.
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Fig.2 Bow Technologies Wazoo, small-signal
10kHz squarewave into 8ohms.
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Bow Technologies Wazoo, frequency
response at (from top to bottom): 1V into
8ohms, volume control maximum; 1V into
8ohms, volume control at 4:30; 1V into 4
ohms, volume control at 12:00; and 1V
into 8ohms, volume control at 12:00.
(0.5c18/vertical div., right channel dashed.)
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Fig.3 Bow Technologies Wazoo, small-signal
10kHz squarewave into 8ohms+2pF.
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Bow
The Wazoo's low end had adistinct
character that complemented most
speakers. It seemed ever so slightly
warm in the upper bass, ever so slightly
lean in the lower bass. The effect of this
was positive on every speaker Itried.
The first setup was with the Gershman GAP-20x speakers, the Wazoo
behind them and the sources running
through 10m of Cardas Cross interconnect. Compared with other, bigger
amps, the Wazoo was their equal at all
reasonable levels until this 50Wpc overachiever ran out of steam —and that was
at levels sufficient to raise my neighbors
and the dead (only the former responded). Not only was the sound sweet and
fairly well balanced, several visiting
(audio) firemen from the AES meetings
were impressed, as was I, with the sheer
kick and gusto of the sound on jazz and
rock recordings.

The tightness of the Wazoo's lower
bass served the Gerslunan GAPs well. In
addition, the Wazoo had ataming effect
on the HF lift that had plagued the GAPs
with other amps. The elimination of the
preamp stages was not the issue, since,
with the Uther DAC, Icould run sans
preamp into any of the amps. Thus, the
Wazoo seemed to work very well with
the GAPs, supporting their strengths in
the midbass, softening the top end, and
throwing apretty impressive soundstage
with orchestral recordings.
Next in the ring with the Wazoo
were the (then) resident Apogee
Duettas. With most amps, the Duettas
tend to sound very big and projective in
the bass and midrange. As dipoles, they
have excellent (some might say artificial)
soundstage depth, but they have their
greatest problems with intimacy.
The Wazoo turned this around. Fine

Wazoo

detail and very neutral voice reproduction characterized the Wazoo/Duetta
combo. Livingston Taylor sat "right
there" on the small settee between the
speakers! Chamber music sounded
superb, and Icould hear sweet detail all
the way across the frequency spectrum
at moderate levels. Bass was tighter than
usual, and well extended. Soundstage
width was pretty good, but depth
seemed abit reduced from the Apogee's
usual generosity.
Pushing the system to get the bloom
of the full orchestra didn't work, however. The Wazoo/Duetta combo didn't
break up or get hashy, but it couldn't recreate big size and/or space in aconvincing way. My favorite CDs for this are the
Previn/LSO recording of Rachmaninoff's Symphonic Dances (EMI 769025
2) and the Willow soundtrack (Virgin
90939-2). As Iincreased the gain (who

Measurements
Channel separation was also dependent on volume-control setting. With
the control set at maximum, the crosstalk in either direction straddled the
-40dB mark (fig.4, top traces), which is
not good. However, backing off the volume control to the 12:00 position gave
an improvement in separation of just
over 10dB, pretty much the amount of
gain reduction with the volume control
in this position. The left-to-right upward
110.0••••

<0.rol

13

slope of the crosstalk curves sul4:ests the
presence of capacitive coupling between
the channels.
Again like a tube amplifier, the
Wazoo offered relatively high levels of
measured distortion (fig.5), this increasing into lower loads. The distortion at
low levels and into higher loads
appeared to be predominantly secondharmonic. But as the level increased or
the load decreased, the content became
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Bow Technologies Wazoo, L-R crosstalk with
volume control set to maximum (top) and
to 12:00 (bottom) (R-L crosstalk dashed).
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Fig.6 Bow Technologies Wazoo, IkHz waveform
at 1V into 4ohms (top), distortion and
noise waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).

predominantly third-harmonic (fig.6).
As aresult of its "bent" transfer function, the Wazoo did rather poorly on
the high-frequency intermodulation
test. Fig.7 shows the spectrum of its output when driving a4ohm load with a
mixture of 19kHz and 20kHz tones at
an indicated 10W level (just below clipping with this demanding signal). The
lkHz difference tone and the secondorder tones at 18kHz and 21kHz all rise
above the -60dB (0.1%) level, with a
regular array of other products visible,
spaced at lkHz intervals. Increasing the
load to 8 ohms dropped the level of
intermodulation products slightly (not
shown), but the basic behavior remained the same.
Plotting the continuous output power
into 8, 4, and 2ohms (fig.8) proved interesting: the Wazoo appeared to behave
like asingle-ended tube amplifier. Its
distortion was acceptably low at low levels, 100mW to 1W —it's agood thing
Wee..
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Fig.5

Bow Technologies Wazoo, THD+noise vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at 20kHz):
4W into 2ohms, 2W into 4 ohms, and 1W
into 8 ohms (right channel dashed).
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Bow Technologies Wazoo, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 10W
into 4ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.8 Bow Technologies Wazoo, distortion (
0
4
vs continuous output power into (from
bottom to top): 8 ohms, 4 ohms, and 2
ohms (one channel driven).
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An amazing accomplishment. In asingle year. to receive an industry's I
WO top
awards from both the critics and the public alike. Frankly, we're not surprised.
We thought this was going to be Luke Manley's best amplifer the montent we saw it.
We only knew how good it was after we heard it. The Wotan is simply the king of
tube amplifiers. Inside are 24 output tubes and an amazing 650 watts per channel
in triode and 1250 watts in tetrode. But what's trill staggering is the sound.
Bass extension. power to drive even the most demanding full-range speakers.
uncanny control. superb transparenc>. riseting speed.. .its all part of the Wotan
legac. These Iwo-chassis per side power amps have redefined the limits or
tube technology.
The genius of Wotan design is evident in the entire 'TL line of amplifiers and
preamps starting at S1.5oo.

TRIDGES. TRANSPARENT
CABLE. Unity Motion.
Vandersteen, Velodyne,
VERIT1 PARSIFAL.

-Each

time Ifired them up. Iknew 1was going to be hearing the

best of the best." Jonathan Scull. Stereophile. June 1998
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listens to these at low levels?), everything got louder, but remained flat in
perspective and lacked presence. Ikept
turning up the wick, to no avail. Rated
at 90Wpc into 4ohms, the Wazoo was
not able to do its usual impressive tricks
with these speakers. Despite being a
highly resistive load, the Duettas' low
efficiency and low impedance were
probably significant.
There were no such problems with
the recently arrived Genesis 500s I
served up for the last course. In this
setup, the CAL-20 CD/DVD player
was placed directly on top of the Wazoo
and linked with 1m Cardas Golden
Cross intercomects. The real complication here is that there are no fewer than
five controls on the back of each
Genesis 500, and these are being moved
around and tweaked almost daily as I
carefully titrate the balances. Although

still far from an optimum match, the
Wazoo was big, bold, and lucid with the
500s — the superiority of the Chesky

The Wazoo was big, bold,
and lucid with the Genesis
500s; the superiority of
Cheery and Classic Records
24/96 DVD discs to their
CD equivalents was
embarassingly apparent
and Classic Records 24/96 DVD discs
to their equivalent CD issues was
embarrassingly apparent. The music on
the aforementioned Livingston Taylor
cut just floated in the air as if all the gear

Wazoo

in the room had nothing to do with it.
Similarly, the hoary Johanos/Dallas version of Rachmaninoffs Symphonic
Dances (Classic DAD 1004) seemed
more spatially unconstrained than ever.
Returning to the Willow depthdemon CD, all the trickery of the engineering was effectively revealed, with
instruments widely spread from wall to
wall and some voices acity block away!
Power output from the Wazoo was
more than sufficient in this context. It
was less forward in the HF than the
McCormack DNA-1, and slightly less
grain-free throughout the spectrum
than the Sim Moon W-5. Of course, the
Genesis 500s have their own (sub)
woofer amps, which cased the task and
permitted the Wazoo to do its magic.
And magic it certainly was — the $3500
one-box amp did marvelous things with
those $10,000 speakers.

Measurements

that, with music played at "normal" levels with atypical 8ohm loudspeaker in a
typical room, this is all the power that
will be required — but increased with
increasing power to levels that might be
audible. Iam not surprised KR found
problems trying to drive the Apogee ribbons with the Wazoo.
The clipping point was accompanied
by avisible rounding-off of the top peak
on the oscilloscope screen, while the bottom peak remained cleanly defined,
which is akin to the way asingle-ended
design clips. The actual continuous
power available at clipping was below
specification, even with the definition of
clipping relaxed to 3% THD+noise:
22.6W into 8ohms (13.55dBW), 36.7W
into 4ohms (12.65dBW), and 55W into
2ohms (11.4dBW). Iwondered if something was wrong with the amplifier, but
the power-supply voltages appeared to
be healthy —separate twin 24V AC supplies to the low-level circuitry, 100V AC
supplies to the output stages, for each
channel —and no fuses appeared to be
blown. As the two channels behaved
identically, this would rule out acomponent failure.
Using the Miller Audio Research
Amplifier Profiler to determine the output power (one channel driven) with a
low-duty-cycle lkHz pulsed waveform
gave the curves shown in fig.9. The
black curve plots output power against
the THD+N percentage into 8ohms,
the red curve into 4 ohms, the blue
curve into 2ohms, and the green curve
Stereoptule, February 1999

into 1ohm. More power is available at
the 3% limit with the pulsed signal than
with acontinuous sinewave: 32W into
8ohms, 55W into 4ohms, 121W into 2
ohms, and 178W into 1ohm. But note
the peculiar shape of the curves — the
amplifier actually becomes more linear
as more current is drawn from it! Note
also the "furriness" of the curves. As this
test was being performed, the Wazoo's
distortion into the lower impedances
kept increasing slightly, then decreasing.
The Wazoo's measured performance
is enigmatic. Does it sound good despite

its measurements, or because of them?

Then, of course, we heard from Bo
Christensen that the driver-stage bias
had been wrongly set on our review
sample of the Wazoo, which explained
both the asymmetrical clipping and the
below-spec power delivery. Imeasured
the second sample before sending both
it and the original sample to KR for further listening tests. Fig.10 shows the
variation of the second Wazoo's
THD+noise percentage with frequency
at 2.83V into 8, 4, and 2ohms. If you
compare it with fig.5, you can see that

Fig.9 Bow Technologies Wazoo, distortion (dB) vs dynamic output power into 8ohms (black), 4ohms
(red), 2ohms (green), and 1ohm (blue) (one channel driven).
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The Wazoo's longest employment,
however, was in my weekend system,
where it was fed by an Assemblage
DAC-2 or DITB with Cl) and DMX
sources, and also by the audio from my
TV. The speakers were Paradigm Esprit
bipolars, the only ones I've found to be
suitable in my very difficult 16' by 15' by
8' room. Power output was not an issue,
even though the resident amp here is a
tricked-out -I-200Wpc Adcom 555 with
fully regulated power supplies. The
Wazoo's 50Wpc could drive the Esprits
with abandon, and made the room and
the components sound much better
than expected. The very bottom on the
Esprits is surprisingly extended (especially considering they have only paired
6.5" drivers in each box), but the Wazoo
gave them an unexpected firmness and
authority in the bass and midbass.
Again, the Wazoo's low-frequency

character seemed to match itself to the
speaker, providing warmth and control
exactly where needed. And despite the
mere 7-8' listening distance, the
Wazoo/Esprit combination was completely successful in placing cymbals
and sibilants in the soundstage and not
at the tweeters, without any apparent
shelving of the HF, which remained
crystalline and extended.
All of these enhancements were aptly
demonstrated on the title track of
George Faber's It Beats Workin'
(PopeMusic PMG 2023-2), agritty and
dynamic recording of great refinement.
Ihave to admit that, once Igot the
Wazoo into this system, it was difficult
to remove it. For the first time, Ifound
myself looking forward to my weekend
audio experiences, whether musical or
home theater.
There was only one fly in the oint-

Wazoo

ment: The Wazoo's 1.2k ohm input
impedance was aproblem for the audio
output of my Sony TV, which wants to
see aload of at least 25k ohms. The
Sony solved the problem by simply
turning off every so often. So much for
mass market meets High End!
Wazoo or Schmoo?
It was apleasure to use the Wazoo in
my systems over along period of time.
It never failed to perform well, never
made any extraneous noises, never produced any noticeable hum, never did
anything other than make music. (Oh, I
forgot: It did elicit murmurs of admiration even when turned off!)
I'm reminded of Al Capp's wonderful
invention, the Schmoo. Schrnoos were
extraterrestrials who looked like bowling
pins with big shiny eyes and short legs.
Their only desire was to please mankind,

Measurements
the second sample is not really any more
linear than the first. This appears not to
be aparticularly low-distortion design.
This is also apparent in fig.11, which
shows the spectrum of the Wazoo's output while it reproduces a 50Hz
sinewave at 52W into 4ohms. This is a
high output level for the amplifier, and
the second harmonic at 100Hz lies at a
high I% level (-40dB). But higher in
5•••...• 11••• Mama ...el

11•13.ed

.• erewena• I., al) SaV

frequency, a regular and decreasing
series of odd harmonics can be seen;
these might fatten up the sound as well
as add abit of presence.
At least this second sample delivers
very much more power than the first.
Fig.12 is arepeat of the fig.9 dynamic
power test, this time for Wazoo Two.
While the shape of the change in distortion level with output power is broadly
similar, there is now amore regular
increase in THD and aclipping point
significantly higher. Into 8 ohms, for

example, 64.8W is available at arelaxed
3% THD limit (20.5W was available at
the usual 1% limit). Into 4ohms, the
Bow put out I133W (3% THD); into 2
ohms, I672W was available. But as can
be seen from fig.12, with the Wazoo
driving the punishing 1ohm load, the
levels of distortion at low powers were
much higher, and the maximum power
available only slightly greater, than into
2ohms at 200W.
—John Atkinson

•00

Fig.10 Bow Technologies Wazoo, Sample 2,
THD+noise vs frequency at (from top to
bottom at 20kHz): 4W into 2ohms, 2W
into 4ohms, and 1W into 8ohms (right
channel dashed).
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Fell Bow Technologies Wazoo, Sample 2, output
spectrum, DC-1 kHz, 50Hz at 52W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.12 Bow Technologies Wazoo, Sample 2, distortion (dB) vs dynamic output power into 8ohms
(black), 4ohms (red), 2ohms (green), and Iohm (blue) (one channel driven).
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Weavers/Reunion at Carnegie
Hall 1963
LP
CD

RECORDS 2DIE 4

RAP) IF005 S30 1[10 Gram,
CAP)» 005 S30 (Goldi

Rachmaninoln Symphonic
Dances: Vocalise
co CAPC 006 $16 lAlununum

LP =AAPJ 008 S30 (180 Gram)
CD =CAPJG 008 $30 (Gold)

\
Ben Webster/Al the
Renaissance

Janis lan/Breaking Silence
LP AAPP 027 S30 1180 Glam(

Rollins/Way Out—Wesi

Stereophile Records 2Die 4from

,ÁzIaloyzie
_.04o-actionei
Bill Evans TrioAValtz tor Debby
Le AAPJ 009 S30 1180 Giaml
CD -CAPJG 009 530 1Gold)

LP =AAPJ 011 530 1180 Gann
CD =CAPJG 011 530 1Gold

CD

Miles Davis Ouintet/The Great
Prestige Recordings

Sonny Boy Williamson/Keep It
To Ourselves

Gene Ammons/Nice An Cool

5LPs AAPJ 035 $200 1180 Gram)
5COs -corr. 035 SUS (Gold'

Gene Ammons/The Soulful
Moods Of

LP -AAPB 036 S30 1180 Gann
CO =CAPO 036 530 iGoldi
CD CAPR 3036 S15 )Aluminum)

CAPPG 027 S30 1Gold)

HOODOO MAN BLUES
JUNIOR WELLS•
(JeeN,C, ROUF 5, wee

Aaron Copland Piano
Concerto/Gian Carlo Menotti
Piano Concede

e,

Junior Wells/Hoodoo Man
Blues
P=AAPB 034 530 1180 Grain)

LP =AAPC 029 S30 1180 Gram i

LP =AAPJ 038 S30 (180 Gram)

Gene Ammons/Gentle Jug

LP

AAPJ 039 $30 (180 Gram)

1Cornbones blIce An Cool and Soulful Moods, 2LPs on 1CD)
CD =CAPJG 3839 $30 100141

Premier recordings at Blue Heaven Studios
From AM Will they become Records 2Die 4? We think so!
Jimmie Lee Robinson/Remember Me
For the APO label and
the lust album recorded al Blue Ileas en Studios. is an adventure
deep into the blues of Mr. Robinson's Maxwell Street
neighborhood. aneighborhood that has included residencies
with musicians such as Little Walter. Howlin Wolf, Freddie
alcalbc r

Jimmie Lee
ROBINSON
IZemernber

or,
gives MOSteri
en the erossroo
Jimmy D. Lone
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King. Elmore James. Luther Tucker. Eddie Taylor. Magic Sam.
Jimmy Reed. Shakey Jake. St. Louis Jimmy. Eddy Clearwater.
Sunnyland Slim and iflore.
On Remember Me. Robinson accompanies himself on acoustic
guitar to create "The Lonely Traveller's - distinctive brand or
blues, which he says "represents alifetime of work, the trials
and tribulations of growing up on and experiencing Maxwell
Street."
Robinson sings in the powerful and sometimes piercing
voice that inspired the "Lonesome Lee - sobriquet when he
began recording for Bandera Records in the 1950s. Bootstomping. spur-jangling highlights include arousing
performance of "Wait For Me." Jimmy Reed-inspired "Boss
Man - and a spirited rendition of -Wagon \\leek."
LP =AAPO 2006 $25
CD =CAPO 2006 S16
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Pull up aporch chair.
lean it back on two legs
and enjoy the music of
Kansas City blues legend Little Hatch on
C
Rack. They hive
the little man in Kansas
City and you'll love
the sound that has been
lighting up the KC
nightclub sky and other
senues for years.
In about three hours. Little Hatch completed 15 cuts, most on
the first take. Twelve are on the CD and on the LP. The result
was traditional, raw blues
ils finest with harmonica and slide
guitar. The acoustics or the grand old church make it sound like
Little Hatch is, indeed. playing just ror you on your hack porch
or in sour lo mg room.
LP =AAPO 2007 S25
CD =CAPO 2007 S16
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Call for aFREE Catalog Update! Or visit us on the web at www.acousticsounds.com
Turn to page 9in Catalog Update
5.10 for our article on arecent
Stereophile Jazz recording at Blue
Heaven Studios, home of APO!
Due Out allenter CES!
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Goin' Back
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Bow
as represented by Li'l Abner and the
other Dogpatch denizens. Gaze hungrily
at aSchmoo and it would turn into ham
and eggs, stare thirstily and it would
transform itself into ajug of milk —
whatever you desired.
Well, the Wazoo's aSchmoo. Connect
it to asmall-driver system in ahard room
and it supplies warmth and grip. Connect it to alarge and powerful system and
it provides subtlety and detail. Connect it
to aneutral system and it is commensurately transparent.
What makes the Wazoo special is that
it seemed to supply the exact character
needed to make each of my systems
sound better. More than that cannot be
asked of any component. Unless you
have unusually inefficient speakers, or
you think that $3500 is too little to pay
for atruly high-end amp, Idon't see how
you can avoid considering the Bow
Technologies Wazoo for your system.
Postscript
Weeks after Ishipped the Wazoo to
Santa Fe for John Atkinson's examination, he told me that it had grossly misadjusted biasing and was capable of only
about 10W of clean output. (I don't usually see the lab findings until they're published.) He added that Bow thought this
might account for the less than stellar
performance with the Apogee Duettas
—and, by the way, that Ishould expect
Wazoos One (#0052) and Two (#1038)
Associated Components
Analog source: Heybrook TT2
turntable, Rego RB300 tonearm,
Koctsu Blacic./Gold cartridge.
Digital sources: Audio Alchemy
DDS•Pro/DTI Pro32/DDE V3
with Audio Magic I
2Scables. CAL
Audio CAL-20 DVD/CD player,
Pioneer PD-7700 with Assemblage
DAC2.
Preamplifiers: Klyne 6L33P, Sim
Moon P-5, Sonic Frontiers Line-3,
AR SRC controller.
Power amplifiers: Bryston 7B-ST
monoblocks, McCormack DNA-I,
Sonic Frontiers Power-2, Sim Moon
W-5, Adcom GFA-555 (with regulated power supply).
Loudspeakers: Apogee Duetta II,
Gershman GA-P20x, Paradigm
Esprit Bipolar, Genesis 500.
Interconnects: Cardas Cross, Golden Cross, Straight Wire Virtuoso.
Speaker cables: Straight Wire
Maestro and Teflon-12.
-KR

by return post for comparison.
Wazoo One was eminently satisfactory with the Genesis 500s, and so was
Two. With the 500s' built-in woofer
amp representing (probably) anice resistive load, neither Wazoo was stressed at
volume levels that induced stress in this

wimped out on the bottom end, and
began to add noticeable glare and hash in
the upper midrange and treble. Wazoo
Two recognized no such limits, providing all the clean output my stressed ears
could handle.
In all these auditions, the soundstage
presentation of Wazoo Two was the
same as that of One. Because of this, and
What makes the Wazoo
because the Duettas create asatisfying
special is that it seemed
spatial illusion at low levels with other
amps, Isuspect that lack of power per se
to supply the exact
was not responsible for their mismatch
with Wazoo One. Since the Duettas are
character needed
now in someone else's living room, Icannot confirm this, or deny Bow's conto make each of my
tention that Wazoo Two might drive the
Duettas more successfully.
systems sound better.
From this comparison, Icontend that
More than that cannot be
my assessment of Wazoo One is also a
fair representation of Wazoo Two. They
asked of any component.
had the sanie tonal balance, generous
bass, and silky highs. They both re-creatlistener. (Fans of single-ended triodes, if ed wide and deep soundstages, and perthey bother to read this, will be nodding
mitted the listener to distinguish the suband smiling—they know how far a tle characteristics of source material and
source components. They differed pridecent 10W amp can take you.)
marily in how they responded to a
Consequently there was little to choose
between them, with the exception of a demand for high power. Wazoo Two is,
as they say in the detergent commercials,
slightly, but audibly, lower noise floor on
bigger, bolder, better.
the Wazoo Two.
Switching over to apair of Coincident
Technology Super Conquests, the
Wazoo had to provide full power in the
New Age Audio Brings You
bass—and believe me, Icranked these
guys mercilessly. Under these conditions,
MIINIHNI1
differences between the two samples
became apparent. In addition to the
recordings used in the original review, I
selected Dead Can Dance's Into the
Labyrinth (4AD 45384-2) because this
recording has avery open acoustic and a
wide dynamic range; it is, therefore, quite
revealing of timbrai changes in individual
instruments. At lower levels (read: normal domestic levels), the Wazoo One
The Montana EPS
was as reported earlier; when pushed
Range 20-22 000112
hard, however, its distinctive low-end
el,mnal
92 dB/ 835.1 men
characteristics grew increasingly promiPomr
Pmui
0e: PC•11$ 3D01.2 3:
nent The midbass warmth approached
S, H. V
edl 54 rd .is
310 *sib..
woolliness, and the extreme bottom
MSRP
9951/..
became overly constrained. Switching
over to the new Wazoo, the sound simply got louder with rotation of the volNE \A/ AGE
ume control, but the general character
Asuoltzi
remained constant.
Finally, Itried them both with the
SPEAKERS. ''
•
•
•
Feelier •Sr••
•
SOLID STATE
Previn/LSO Symphonic Dances in order to
ELECTRONICS '
•
•
assess soundstaging and resolution with a
VACUUM TUBE ELECTRONICS:
CF.,'
ine Stage
recording of alarge ensemble. As before,
DIGITAL: Allis •Timbre •G,
••
terms •AccuPhaSe •BAD •Musical
Design •Musical Concepts CABLES: Synergnlic Research •Music Metre
the differences became apparent only at
•Flat Line ACCESSORIES: Chang •03un •Audio Prism •Contours
levels exceeding domestic needs. Both
HOME THEATRE COMPONENTS: BAD •C.ncie Surround •DAD
were capable of creating acomparably
deep and wide soundstage; when
pushed, however, the first Wazoo
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Equipment
Lonnie

Report
Brownell

Vacuum Tube Logic ST-85
stereo power amplifier
/// IVI ore power!!!"
If you're thinking
you've just heard the war
cry of Tim "The Tool Man" Taylor, from
TV's long-running sitcom Honte hnpropement, you'd be... wrong. No, that was
Luke "The Tube Man" Manley, from
high-end audio's long-running manufacturer VTL, and he's trying to convince
inc that, when it comes to amplifier
power, more is definitely more.
"One ST-85 is fine when you're driving these Joseph Audio RM-7si's, and
probably with the Thiel CS.5s, but I
think those NHT 2.5i's would work
better with two."
"Maybe so, Luke, but how's about I
go with just one amplifier for awhile?
After all, that's what most people would
buy, at least at first. 'Then Ican drop in
another one and see what that does."
Luke agreed, and left me to my listening. Iwas surprised that he had that reaction; after all, the ST-85 is rated at
85Wpc. Oh — that's into fill! ohms.
VTL doesn't quote arating into 8ohms,
since the VT-85 is optimized for aload of
around 5ohms, but Luke says that the 8
ohm rating would be around 70Wpc.
That still strikes me as plenty of power,
but Luke seemed pretty adamant. Maybe
two ST-85s would help — if help was
needed. After all, you can't judge acomponent by its specs. You've got to &ten.
Simplicity itself
The VTL ST-85 has the same look as
the rest of the VTL amplifier lineup: it's
a black box with hefty handles and
those five distinctive horizontal cutouts,
each one longer than the one below it.
The only other features on the clean
front panel are the power switch, the
power LED, and the VTL logo.
On the back, things are more Spartan
than usual for atube amplifier —instead
of multiple positive terminals for various
loudspeaker loads, there's only one set
per channel. As Isaid above, the ST-85 is
optimized for a5 ohm load, avalue
within spitting distance of most conventional loudspeakers. Using only one output terminal means that the output
transformer's entire secondary is used;
with multiple taps, some of the current
Stereophile, February 1999

VTL ST-85 power amplifier

transferred from the primary is potentially wasted in the unconnected part
between the tap and the end of the secondary. Furthermore, VTL takes negative feedback from this single output at
the end of the secondary, making it truly
global—the entire amplifier (and the
speaker cable, to their way of thinking)
is included in the loop, something that
couldn't be donc with multiple taps.
The speaker terminals are unique to
VTL: tall, four-way binding posts, or at
least that's what I'd call them. Five-way
posts allow end-on insertion of bananatype connectors, which these won't
allow, as the end is agold-plated hex
head. Five minus one equals four, even
though I've never been able to tell what

Description: Tube stereo power
amplifier. Tube complement: four
EL34, four 12AT7. Inputs: One goldplated RCA jack per channel. Outputs: 1pair solid-metal gold-plated
four-way speaker terminals per
channel. Maximum power output:
85Wpc into 4 ohms, 20Hz-20kHz
(13.3dBW). THD at rated output:
<3%, 20Hz-20kHz. S/N ratio: 95dB
at 120Hz. Input sensitivity: 1.1V for
full output. Input impedance: 100k
ohms. Output impedance: 0.9
ohms. Recommended load impedance: 3-8 ohms. Power consump-

all five methods are. Also on the back
are an IEC power receptacle, fuse holders, and apair of RCA jacks.
Inside, it's aclassic "keep it simple"
VTL design, using apair of EL34 output tubes per side in atetrode configuration.' (Unlike some of the higherpriced and -powered VTL models, the
ST-85 can't be switched into triode
mode.) Four I2AT7s wrap up the tube
complement.
The output transformers aren't the
Signature models found in VTI:s higher-priced amplifiers, but they're similar
INo, it isn't an ultralinear circuit, formerly the nono

for VTL. Luke Manley says that none of the current
stable of VTL .amps is an ultralinear design.

tion: idle, 175W; full power, 550W.
Dimensions: 15.75" W by 6.75" Hby
12" D. Weight: 38 lbs net, 43 lbs
shipping.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
97392118.
Price: $1750. Approximate number
of dealers: 35. Warranty: 90 days. 5year limited warranty if registered
within 30 days of purchase.
Manufacturer: VTL, 4774 Murietta
Street, Suite 10, Chino, CA 91710.
Tel: (909) 627-5944. Fax: (909) 6276988. Web: www.vtl.com.
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Joseph Audio RM-7si speakers. The
bass is the place where alack of power is
most often felt. The littlest "Joe Audio"
monitors aren't the last word in the lowest octaves, but they do manage to reach
down lower than one would suspect,
and said reach wasn't limited or dulled
by the ST-85.
A quick bass-is of comparison was
The power of one
established with the 150Wpc Audio
Iiiiti.illv, Ididn't see why Luke was conAlchemy 0M-150 solid-state amplifier.
cerned about the power provided by a The ST-85 produced less prominent
single ST-85 except while driving the
low- and midbass, which is to call it
(though simpler) in winding layout and
construction — and, of course, smaller.
Removing the metal cage that protects
you from the tubes (and vice versa),
one finds bias-measurement points and
trim pots. Adjustment is straightforward, and is profusely explained in the
owner's manual.

more accurate: (The 0M-150 tends to
be alittle overwarm in the bass.) 'The
ST-85 also exerted more control over
the bass. Such results run counter to
what one expects when comparing a
lower-powered tube amplifier with a
higher-powered solid-state model — to
the ST-85's favor.
Listening to "Cumbanchero," from the
outstanding you-are-there-and-"there"-isHavana Introducitm.. Ruben Gonzales (Cl),
World Circuit/Nonesuch 79477-2), Iwas
taken by the rich textures produced by the

Measurements

T he VTI2s protective cage was hot fol-

II lowing its 60-minute, 1
/
3-power preconditioning test, if not unusually so for
atube amplifier. The bias of the right
channel was found to be misadjusted
during the distortion measurements. It
was recalibrated, and all measurements
made prior to the recalibration were
rechecked and corrected, as necessary.
The ST-85's input impedance measured ahigh 114.8k ohms. Its output
impedance ranged from 1ohm to 1.08
ohms, depending on frequency and load
impedance. This is not particularly high
for atube amplifier, but still high enough
to have ameasurable effect on the frequency response with aloudspeaker load.
The ST-85's voltage gain into 8ohms
is higher than usual, at 30.1dB, and the
amplifier is noninverting. Its S/N ratio
0.1

ylt 51.01.1...may P.p..

O. ys

.1

measured 723dB from 22Hz to 22kHz,
71.3dB from 10Hz to 500kHz (both
unweighted), and 822dB A-weighted
(all ref. 1W into 8ohms). DC offset was
avery low lmV in the left channel,
0.6mV in the right.
The frequency response of the VTL
ST-85 into various loads is plotted in
fig.l. Note the large effect of the simulated real-world load impedance on the
frequency response — an effect common in tube amplifiers, with their typically high output impedances. The
10kHz squarewave response in fig2 has
asingle cycle of high-frequency ringing
that is quickly damped. (It is also visible
in the 1kHz squarewave, not shown.)
The crosstalk measurements shown
in fig.3 are good. The crosstalk from the
left into the right channel is significantly
001101.10 Yll 510 Cr...

I0010

0

lower than in the other direction, but
even in the latter case, the level is well
below anything that might have audible
consequences.
The percentage of THD+noise
frequency results (at 1
kHz) plotted in
fig.4 indicate reasonably low readings
(by tube amplifier standards) across the
audio band. The 1kHz THD+noise
waveform is shown in fig.5 (at 2W into
a4ohm load). The result is heavily second-harmonic. At 4W into 2ohms (not
shown) there is clear evidence of higher-order harmonics, but the second harmonic is still dominant.
Fig.6 shows the output spectrum
with a50Hz input at 57W into 4ohms,
2
/
3rated power. The largest artifact at this
frequency is the third harmonic, at
—39.5dB (about 1% THD), with the

.1
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Fig.1
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VTL 57-85, frequency response at (from top
to bottom at 6kHz): 1W into 8ohms, 2W
into 4ohms, and 2.828V into simulated
loudspeaker load (0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.3 VTL ST-85, crosstalk (from top to bottom):
R-L, L-R (10a/vertical div.).

Fig.5 VTL ST-85, IkHz waveform at 2W into 4
ohms (top), distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (bottom,
not to scale).
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Fig.2 VTL ST-85, small-signal 10kHz squarewave
into 8ohms.
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Fig.4 VTL SI-85, THD+noise vs frequency at
(from top to bottom at IkHz): 4W into 2
ohms, 2W into 4ohms, 1W into 8ohms,
and 2.83V into simulated loudspeaker load.
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Fig.6 VTL ST-85, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-1 kHz, at 57W into 4ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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ST-85. Iwouldn't say that the midrange
was lush, as that would imply too much of
agood thing. No, this was just enough of a
good thing. The one area in which the
solid-state 0M-150 bettered the tubular
ST-85 was transient snap — the cowbell
punctuating the rhythm jumped out of
the mix more convincingly with the 0M150. Howeve4 life is aseries of tradeoffs;
along with that speed came awee too
much bite in the brass. The ST-85 replayed the brass more convincingly, with a
better-proportioned level of "blat."

Igave alisten to one of Stereophiles
own recordings, Serenade (CD, Stereophile STPH009-2), through both the
ST-85 and the JoLida SJ 502A integrated tube amplifier. The ST-85 did abetter job of rendering the sense of the performance as happening in a welldefined space — I've never been inside
Santa Fe's St. Francis Auditorium, but I
could imagine what it's like. The VTL
also demonstrated adegree of air and
sparkle — or, to put it another way, topoctave extension — that the lower-

priced but higher-powered JoLida integrated couldn't match.
The VTL:s ability to create amore
coherent, highly delineated, threedimensional soundscape was even
demonstrated by Deadboles Zulu Death
Mask (Cargo HED-074), an unnatural
recording oían unnatural act, throbbing
with reverb-laden guitars, creepy organ,
and demented psychobilly mumbling.
Deadbolt ain't heavy metal, but they are
heavy—what else would you call aband
that claims to be "The Scariest Band in

higher-order harmonics still significant
but progressively decreasing in level.
Fig.7 shows asimilar spectral plot, here
the result of acombined 19+201(Hz signal. The residual indicates the sum-anddifference tones created by the amplifier
with these frequencies at the input —in
other words, the intermodulation

between these two tones. The reading
was taken at an output of 47W into 4
ohms (at higher power, visible clipping
is evident in the waveform with this
input signal). The IM component at
lkHz is at -49.4dB (about 0.35%), and
the most prominent artifact is -43.5dB
(0.7%) at 18kHz. The distortion results
for a37W output into 8ohms are not
shown, but are generally marginally
lower — and, at at least one frequency
(16kHz), significantly so.
The THD+noise percentage vs output power results at 1kHz are shown in
fig.8, with one channel driven. The discrete clipping measurements are shown
in Table LThe results are shown for 3%
THD+noise, since that is the distortion
level at which VTL rates the ST-85's
power. The output is just alittle short of
its rating with both channels driven into

4ohms, but exceeds the spec with one
channel driven.
JA repeated this test using a20%
duty-cycle 1kHz toneburst and the
Miller Audio Research Amplifier
Profiler. The results are shown in fig.9.
The lowest distortion is exhibited into 8
ohms (black trace), though the highest
power is developed into 4 ohms (red
trace, 50.7W for 1% THD+N, 121.75W
for 3% THD+N). The little VTL, however, is not happy driving loads lower
than 4ohms, with high levels of distortion apparent even at low powers in to 2
ohms and 1ohm (blue and green traces,
respectively).
While none of these results is exceptional, they are respectable for what is,
in today's market, amoderately priced
tube amplifier.

Table 1 VTL ST-85 Clipping
(3% THD+noise at lkHz)
Both Channels
One Channel
Driven
Driven
Load
W (dBW)
W (dBW)
ohms
(L)
(R)
(L)
8
(line)

633 (18)
119V

64 (18.1)
119V

72 (18.6)
120V

4
78.6 (15.9) 77.5 (15.9)
(line)
119V
118V

95 (16.8)
119V

2
75.4 (12.8)
(line)
119V

—11tomas J. Norton
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Fig.7 VTL ST-85, I-IF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 47W into 4 ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.8 VTL ST-85, distortion (%) vs continuous
output power into (from bottom to top):
8 ohms, 4 ohms, 2 ohms.
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Fig.9 VTL ST-85, distortion (%) vs burst output power into (from bottom to top): 8 ohms (black
trace), 4 ohms (red), 2 ohms (blue), and 1ohm (green).
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20th Century Technology
Fulfilling
the 19th
Centunt
Dream
(Naim CDS \
and XPS)

The incredible, new MCS-1 bookshelf speaker adds to
the classic Thiel design legacy. The midrange and tweeter
are mounted coaxially. This unusual configuration eliminates the necessity for aconventional crossover and results
in perfect coherence regardless of listener position, greatly
enhancing imaging and transient fidelity. There's also a
powerful metal-diaphragm woofer and passive radiator to
increase power handling and bass extension.The MCS I
may be used as abookshelf speaker or as acenter
channel home theatre speaker.

NAM

Naim's new generation of CD players are here.The top
of range Naim CDS is atop loading, two box design.As in all
Naim products, there's avery sophisticated power supply, the
XPS, at the heart of the design. In this case, its two toroidal
transformers and twenty-six power regulators, ensure complete stability of the ultra-sensitive circuitry.The internal suspension system used for the transe
port is precisely matched to
the electronic control servos while the main board has its
own suspension to isolate it from high frequency vibrations.
Discs are secured by aunique magnetic clamp.

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
Arcam, Audible Illusions, Balanced Audio, B&W*, B&W Nautilus 800 .,BDI, Black Diamond, Classé, Creek, Faroudja, Grado, Jeff Rowland, Lexicon, Linn
Products, Loewe, Meadowlark, McIntosh', MIT Reference, NAIM, Nordost, Pioneer Elite, Proceed, Rega, REL, Roter, Sonus Faber, SONY Video, SONY
Multiscan Projectors, Spectral, Spectral Reference, Stewart FilmScreen, Sutherland, Thiel, VAC, Wadia, Wilson Audio, Zoediecus Audio and more.

INNOVATIVE
AUDIO VIDEO SHOWROOMS

www.innovaudio.com

'Available in Metro Sew York only.

Manhattan

212-634- 4444 ,50

East 58 Street, New York 10155
Located in the Architects 8Designers Building

Brooklyn Heights

718-596-0888

77 Clinton Street, Brooklyn 11201
If busy call 212-619-6400
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Vacuum
the World," has guys with naines like
Harley Davidson, 3rd Degree Burns,
and Les Vegas, and features two bass
players? When it comes to heavy, there's
no substitute for horsepower; the JoLida
provided atad more low-end weight,
which is important when you're trying
to raise the dead.
Ah! Maybe adding another ST-85
would help close that gap ...
Double or nothing
Mr. Tube Man paid another visit, and
brought asecond ST-85 —just as he'd
promised. We hooked them up so that
one handled the midrange and tweeter
for both NHT 2.5i speakers, the other
the bass. Doing it that way, instead of
giving each speaker its own amplifier,
made it easy to compare the performance of one to two — a couple of
quick changes at each speaker was all it
took. Luke listened for abit, nodded his
approval, and headed back home.
It wasn't long before, to my surprise, I
was nodding in the affirmative as well. I
didn't expect much of achange —perhaps more control and heft in the bass
— but the changes were indeed much.
Tom Waits' "Goin' Out West" (from
Bone Machine, Island 314-512580-2) was
presented more crisply with two ST85s. By comparison, one amp by itself
seemed alittle drowsy. Waits' hysterical
vocals (and lyrics: "I'm going out west

where the wind blows tall / 'Cause
Tony Franciosa used to date my ma")
were better defined and more solidly
outlined in the swampy, reverberant,
made-in-the-studio atmosphere.

So, step right up.
The VTL ST-85 is solidly
built and abreeze to use.
My expectations of what two ST-85s
would provide weren't completely off
base (make that "off bass"), as LF performance was indeed improved. On
"Hitchin' aRide," from Green Day's
Nimrod (CD, Reprise 46794-2), the bass
and drums came across as tighter,
punchier, and more powerful with both
amplifiers in the system. Likewise on
the aforementioned Waits cut, where
the bass drum Waits beats sounded as if
its head was alittle more taut via the
pair of ST-85s.
This may not come as asurprise to
anyone, but with two amplifiers, Icould
play music louder, cleaner. Playing these
cuts as loudly as Ilike (which is pretty
loud) with one amp, congestion started
to become apparenr, with two amps, no.
On more, ahem, rilined material, also
played loudly, such as Bartók's Musicfor
Strings, Percussion, and Celeste (LP, RCA/
Classic LSC-2374), the increase in avail-

Associated Components
LP playback: Linn Axis turntable,
Linn Basik Plus tonearm (with stock
Linn wiring), Benz Micro Glider
phono cartridge.
CD playback: Enlightened Audio
Design CD-1000 CD/LD combi
player.
Preamplification: VTL 2.5, Anthem PRE 1L line preamp, Anthem
PRE I
Pphono stage.
Power amplifiers: JoLida SJ 502A
integrated, Audio Alchemy 0M-150.
Loudspeakers: NHT 2.5i, Joseph
Audio RM-7si Signature on Lovan
stands.
Cables: Interconnects: Synergistic
Research Alpha and Looking Glass,
XLO Pro Type 100. Speaker cables:
Cardas Crosslink 1.
Accessories: Audio Power Industries Power Wedge 116, 110, Power
Enhancer and Power Link power
cords.
LPs are cleaned with a Nitty
Gritty Model One LP cleaner, with
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Record Research Labs Vinyl Wash
fluid; aHunt EDA record-cleaning
brush is employed just prior to playing. Styli are cleaned with Record
Research Labs LP #9 stylus-cleaning
fluid, asoft brush, or aSignet SK305
electronic cleaner with matching
fluid. A Sumiko FB-1 Fluxbuster
busts flux. Most CDs are treated with
the Aural Enhancer kit from
Audience.
Bright Star Audio Big Rocks are
placed under most components.
Cones from Michael Green and DH
Cones, as well as the G-Flex M1
"Balls of Steel," can be found beneath
various components. New chez
Brownell are an extensive complement of Salamander audio racks, giving everything (including LPs and
CDs) a good home. I also use
RoomTunes CornerTunes and my
own home-brewed sound-absorption panels.
—Lonnie Brownell
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able power resulted in what I'd call a
reduction of strain. It was as if the system found it easier to present the music,
that having two amplifiers allowed the
music to simply flow. Focus was, again,
tightened — the attacks of pizzicato
strings, percussion, and the celeste were
sharp and precise, lending aholographic
quality to their respective instrumental
images. The sense of recording space —
both depth and breadth — was also
more fully realized. The overall result of
this set of changes was an increase in
musical involvement.
Nor were the improvements
wrought by two ST-85s limited to the
larger NHTs. Putting the Joseph Audio
RM-7si speakers back into the system
showed similar gains. The Stan Kenton
Orchestra's Birthday in Britain (LP,
Creative World ST1065) sounded vibrant and three-dimensional with one
ST-85, but with two it climbed to a
whole other level, coming almost to life.
Conclusion
Need an amplifier? Stereo, specifically?
Do you have champagne tastes but a
beer budget? (Okay, so "beer" here
means "ultra-premium microbrew.")
And, to complete our qualification questionnaire, would you like awell-defined
upgrade path so you can improve your
system in astraightforward, no-brainer
manner as finances allow?
If so, step right up. The VTL ST-85 is
solidly built and abreeze to use —biasing is easy, there's only one output tap,
and it has acover to keep nosy pets and
kids from getting burned. It offers outstanding performance driving realworld speakers, performance so good
that I'll bet my last EL34 you'll be as
amazed as Iwas at the improvement
when you upgrade by adding asecond
ST-85. After that, if you want to keep
going up the VTL amplifier ladder,
there are plenty of rungs to climb... but
that's another story.2
This story is about the ST-85, and it's
one with ahappy ending. The ST-85 is,
in many ways, the finest amplifier I've
had in my system. (The Bryston B-60R
integrated is its main rival.) The VTL
imparts a 3-1) sense of the original
event while retaining truth of timbre, a
combination that very few components
can match, at this or any price. Veî
highly recommended.
2You can read about the ST-85's bigger brothers in previous issues of Stmvphile the MB-175 Signature monoblocks. Vol.20 No.6. p.155; the MB-450 Signature
monoblocks. Vol.19 No.Z p.170; the MB-750 Signature
monoblocks, Vol.20 No.12. p.157; and the tant Wotan
MB-1250 inonoblocks, Vol» No.10, p257.
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Follow-Up
Brian
VPI TNT Series 4turntable

We List checked in on the VPI TNT in
November 1996, when Michael Freiner
chronicled its evolution and auditioned
the Mk.3 version (Vol.19 No.11, p.137). 1
Its performance was impressive — it was
subsequently deemed aClass A"Recommended Component" and Stereophilès
"Analog Product of 1997." Designer
Harry Weisfeld has introduced two
major upgrades since then, so it's agood
time to take another look and listen. I
refer the reader to MFs piece for background and pick up the story from there.

First, the facts: The first upgrade
occurred in spring '97 and introduced the
TNT Series 4. The Series 4 package
replaced the spring-suspension towers
with pneumatic units, used Rulon bearings (now standard on all TNTs), and
included the flywheel (optional on the
Mk.3). The current (November '98)
retail price for the Series 4is $6400, and
the Mk.3 remains in the line at $5000.
Mk.3 units can be upgraded at the factory for the $1400 difference.
The second upgrade came in November '98 and consisted of two changes: a
new way of mounting the spindle bearing
using asingle, large nut instead of three
small screws; and the introduction of the
SDS motor-speed controller. The new
bearing attachment will be standard as of
January '99, and VPI will replace existing
units for a$100 exchange fee. The SDS is
available as a$300 option on new TNTs,
or for $1000 as astand-alone purchase.
Owners of the VPI PLC control unit can
upgrade for a$600 exchange fee.
Next, the details: The big news about
the Series 4upgrade was the long-awaited air suspension system. The TNT's
spring suspension was excellent, but
many owners —including me — found
that adding apneumatic base significantly
lowered the 'table's noise floor. Rather
than design his own base, Weisfeld decided to incorporate pneumatic bladders into the 'table's suspension. The resulting
system, according to him, isolates the 'table
"from 98% of all external vibrations."
1VI'l Industries, 77 Clitiwosx1 Ave. 438, Clithvood,
NJ 07721. Tel: (732) 946-8606. Fax: (732) 946-8578.
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The pneumatic feet also make the
'table easier to set up and maintain. As
MF described, it was apain to get the
Mk3's spring feet aligned and centered
within the plinth's corner towers. On the
Series 4, the Schraeder valves that fill the
pneumatic bladders protrude through
the top of the upper towers. The feet are

The TNT's spring
suspension was excellent,
but many owners found
that adding apneumatic
base significantly lowered
the 'table's noise floor.
inherently aligned and held in place by
the valve caps. Adjusting the level is simple as well —just inflate the bladders
until there's about 3/16" of clearance
between the upper and lower sections,
then bleed air out of one or more towers
until the platter is level.
The Series 4 is extremely robust in
operation. The bladders on my unit are
leak-tight, and the pneumatic suspension
is insensitive to slight changes in level and
setup. Unlike the MIC's springs, the Series 4's are "set 'em and forget 'em." For my
money, the ease of use and peace of mind
alone justify the Series 4's higher price.
The second big change was the replacement of the PLC with the "Synchronous
Drive System" (SDS). The SDS performs
the same function — conversion of the
AC signal to avariable-frequency sinewave output —but in adramatically different way. The PLC was asimple analog
device that converted AC to DC, then
generated a squarewave and filtered it
back to asinewave. The output frequency
was adjusted via pots that changed the
squarewave generator's parameters.
The SDS, on the other hand, employs
a plethora of computer-age devices —
counters, clocks, phase-locked loops,
oscillating crystals, DSP chips, amplification stages — to translate the input AC
signal into avariable-frequency sinewave.
The controls consist of an on/off rocker
and three front-panel touch-sensitive

Damkroger
switches — a45/33 toggle, and two that
raise or lower the output frequency in
0.01Hz increments. There are two digital
displays. One shows output voltage (115V
at start-up, aquieter 72V at steady state);
the Mien frequency to the nearest 0.01Hz.
Fortunately, all the complexity makes
for adevice that's simple to use. Just nudge
the output frequency up or down in eversmaller steps until the speed is perfect.
Because the increments are fixed and
there's an easily read reference point, it's
much simpler than fiddling around with
the PLC's poorly marked, continuously
variable knobs. The SDS has nonvolatile
memory, so if the power is turned off, the
last frequency setting is retained.
Iwas concerned about all the digital drc-uitry, but the SDS is heavily shielded to
protect low-level signals and nearby components, and it includes extensive input
and output filtering to prevent HF digital
grunge from escaping. All in all, it's aslick
unit, and, like the pneumatic suspension,
worth its price based on ease of use alone.
And the sound? Michael's description
of the TNTs sound was excellent, so I'll
just follow up on afew points. He noted
that the TNT Mk3 had excellent speed
stability and alow noise floor, and that it
always struck the right balance between
transient attacks and resonance. Iconcur — and the Series 4is better still.
Dynamic transients seemed larger
with the Series 4, and there was abetter
sense of their leading edges. At the same
time, low-level passages were clearer,
subtle dynamic shadings more obvious.
The London Phase 4pressing of Bizees
Carmen, with Charles Munch and the
New Philharmonia Orchestra (London
SPC 21023), was agreat example. The
opening crescendos were breathtaking,
and asplit second later, without ahint of
overhang, the TNT beautifully portrayed
the subtle pitch changes and tnicrodynamic shadings in aseries of quiet woodwind passages.
The Series 4's resolution of inner
detail was also better than the Mk3's,
giving it asharper focus and denser, mote
complex images. Midway through Carmen is asublime section that begins with
flute and guitar, then adds aclarinet, an
oboe, and finally the full orchestra. At
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INEXPENSIVE POWER CONDITIONING FROM AUDIOPRISM!
"Clarity. dynamics. imaging. and apparent power all improved
substantially. so much so Ideemed the Foundation Ill an
"essential component" and mailed AudioPrism acheck."
Barry Willis, Siereophile. Dee.98. Vol.21 No.12

QUIET
LINE 1"

FOUNDATION III

STEREOPHILE "RECOMMENDED COMPONENT"

This little wall-wart squelches AC-borne noise

Foundation I & II

right at the outlet, audibly lowering your
system's noise floor. One of the most dramatic
and cost-effective audio improvements
money can buy."
Bany Willis. Siereophile. 0(1.98.
Vol.21 No.10

Available From:

also available.

"Like the Noise Sniffer,
the LFI Quietline filters,
and the Foundation Ill
line conditioner, it's an
excellent addition to your
system." Barry Willis.

1022 Rolling Barrel Rd
Pendleton, IN 46064
Into: 765-778-2715

Siereophile, Dee. 98,
Vol.21 No.12

ACFX TM

Fax: 765-778-2669
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At Freehold Stereo Video we're Synergistic Research's featured dealer of the month and this means once ayear specials and
exciting product demonstrations at New Jersey's newest Synergistic Research Dealer. We specialize in audio and audio video
systems that set new standards for price and performance- with components selected to create awhole that exceeds the sum
of their parts. If you're looking for the ultimate in audio and video consider atrip to Freehold Stereo Video.
*Mk about this month's Synergistic Research dealer of the month contest to win one of two free A/C Master Couplers!
Preview our store at www.SynergisticResearch.com/fteehold.htm
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Follow-Up
each step, the TNT's images were lovely,
with just the right mix of definition,
coherence, transient attack, and resonance. In contrast, I've heard turntables
that made the clarinet sound too woody,
like an oboe. Others emphasize the sharp
sound of the moving air, giving the clarinet aflutelike character. The TNT, as
this passage shows so well, gets it right.
Michael's words —"floating the sound
above the record grooves" — arc an apt
but understated description of the TNT
Mk.3's stunningly natural portrayal of
space. The Series 4was even better. Individual images were more dimensional,
and the sense of their layering on the
stage was improved. The soundstage was
deeper and better lit at its rear corners,
and the recorded ambience cues were
more apparent. The overall impression
was that the stage and hall were larger
and snore tangible. The listener's perspective was more distant as well, more midhall as opposed to Row 3. Listen again to
the woodwind passage in Cannel!, particularly to the way the sound expanding
outward fi-ons the instruments interacts
with the surrounding space. The instruments are connected to the space and hall,
not to the speakers or record grooves.
Michael also commented on the

TNTs varm tonal balance and lessthan-the-best bottom-end focus. Again, I
concur. Ifound the Mk3's tonal balance
to be slightly but consistently warm, and
the Series 4didn't change this significantly. Digital sources and other turntables
I've used recently —the Well Tempered
Reference, the Inunedia RPM-2, various
SOTAs —all sound lighter and cooler
than the TNT. However, the TNT's
wannth is atint, not an overbearing coloration, and it never interferes with the
music. If an early Linn LP12 was a10 on
the warmth scale and an early Oracle a1,
the Series 4is about a6.
MF noted the Mk3's bottom-end
power, but also its tendency to "spread"
bass notes out. Although this is still the
case — some 24/96 digital recordings
sound more precise —the Series 4is better than its predecessor. The bass drum
at the opening of Carmen was more
sharply focused and detailed with the
Series 4. The initial impact was cleaner,
and there was abetter sense of the skin
vibrating and pressurizing the adjacent
air. Another test was the Mehta/LAPO
recording of Holses The Planets (London
CS6734), in particular the double basses
at the opening of "Saturn." Memory is a
fickle thing, but the Series 4seemed to

better delineate the individual instruments and more clearly portray their
locations on the stage.
The bottom line: The TNT Series 4is
asuperb turntable. My guess is that it's
one of the world's best, but it isn't inexpensive —a fully loaded unit will set you
back $6700. $2800 for the lovely VP! 12"
JMW Memorial toneann and $1200 for
aBenz-Micro LO4 cartridge bring the
tab to $10,700. Finally, Irecommend setting it all on VPI's TNT stand ($800),
topped with Bright Star Audio's superb
TNT Ultimate Isolation System ($933:
$499 for the Air Mass TNT, $305 for the
Big Rock TNT, and $129 for the Mini
Rock F). Total? $12,000 and change.
Not for the faint of pocketbook, true,
but if you love the sound that only analog can provide, have asubstantial investment in arecord collection, and arc looking for aturntable to take you and your
records well into the new millennium,
the TNT is agreat choice. It's well designed and beautifully built, simple and
reliable, and offers avery high level of
performance. And, as the Series 4 and
SDS upgrades attest, it's aproduct that
will continue to evolve —and improve —
in the future.
-Brian Dainkroger
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24/96 diets., are not compatible
with CD playero.
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The Return Of A Legend

(p)
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G RA

TD-320 MK II
TD-318 MK II

$108
$92

TD-295 MK II (78 RPM) ...$99
..."praising its build quality and
value per dollar" -Stereophile
Rec. Comp. Class D, TD-320
MKII, 10 /98
V15VxMR -Audiophile

"Best Sound 98"Thomes TD-318

$275

Since the advent of "high-fidelity", the Shure V15 Series has been
the standard by which all other cartridges are measured -Literally!
Stereophile Recommended Comp. Class C $$$ 10 /98, p. 83
"Cold out of the box, the V15 sounded warm." -Stereophile 7/97

The STATEMENT
Reference
Reference Master
Reference Sonata
Reference Platinum
Prestige Gold
Prestige Silver
Prestige Red
Prestige Blue
Prestige Green
Prestige Black

Grado Master. "I was truly surprisec
at this combo." Jerry Raskin

$2500
$1200
$800
$500
$300
$180
$150
6110
$80
$60
S40 TD-280 MK II

"After two years of painstaking
thought and designing, Grado is
very pleased to offer a new phono
cartridge. We are so proud of this
M97xE -High Performance ..$94 MP94E- Music Lover (T4P) .$65
cartridge, that we decided to name
M92E -Versatility (T4P)
..$25 it the GRADO STATEMENT.
Outstanding Cartridge For High
Performance
Economical and versatile for the
The STATEMENT utilizes gold wire in
widest range of applications.
This cartridge is able to accurately
the coils, a boron cantilever and a
reproduce very difficult musical pasdiamond cut specially for Grado. All this
New
sages. Featuring the same exclusive
is housed in Australian jara wood.
w Cartridge
Dynamic Stabilizer" shock
The output for the STATEMENT meaabsorber" used on the V5VxMR to
sures in at 0.75 mV. That's right 0.75
ensure uniform tracking force under
mV -the lowest output cartridge ever
difficult playing conditions.
offered by Grado.
New
Cartridge

M94E -Music Lover
M7OBX -Value

The STATEMENT's low frequency
information and its portrayal of bass
dynamics are solid, powerful and
M78S -Classic (for 78 rpm) ..$60 authoritative. The midrange is rich, complex and believable, Its top-end extends
For wide groove /78 RPM recordforever with speed and delicacy. The
ings spherical 2.5 mil diamond tip.
soundstage will wrap its arms around
The N78S stylus is compatible with
you and the imaging is detailed and
all current model Shure cartridges.
precise.

$65
$25

It's performance is superior to

SFG-2

other cartridges in its price range.

Stylus tracking force gauge.

$54

TD-185 MK II (78 RPM) .

$47.

"I thought it sounded fresh and
extremely pleasant and my expectations were exceeded.- Fi
Magazine TD-280, 6/97

Stereophile
Recommended
Components
10 /98

LAsr

#1 Power Cleaner
$28 1/2 oz /$152 4oz
#2 Record Preservative
$28 2oz / $158 16oz
#3 Record Cleaner
$172oz /RCM $50 gal
#4 Stylus Cleaner

#5 Stylast
$23 1/4 oz
#1 & #2 Combo
$45
Anyone who was impressed with the #2 & #3 Combo
$4C
Grado Reference Series cartridge,
#1, #2 & #3
$6E
the REFERENCE, will have their eyes #4 & #5 Combo
$34
$20 opened wide after listening to the
#1, 2 ,3, 4 & 5
$95
new GRADO STATEMENT.
Microfiber or Stylus Brush . $2.°
Pnces sothect to change emhote nohcc ',crams may be rentesemanchs

nnafloCh

ww•needledoctoracom
i
•ver 600 Pages! Worlds Largest Selection of Turntables,
Cartridges, Needles and Record Cleaners!
SHAKTI

SOFA-rega

KIM3ERKABLE

industries

KCAG -147

.$4301m pr

Unshielded but astonishingly transparent, and offering improved image
focus and even better clarity when
compared with Kimber's PBJ. A JE
and TJN favorite. -Stereophile Rec.
Com. 10 /98

Planet $795
Astronomical Value with
Rega's Planet? Stereophile Cover
Story, 2/ 98, p. 101, JA

0

eme

"But at a whisker under
$800, it is an astronomiSilver Streak 147
$190 1m pr
$199
cal highend bargain." -Stereophile Stone
..."represents a major performance
$99
Rec.Comp.Class B $5$, 4/98, p. On-Lines
"The Comet Represents excellent
breakthrough for the price,"ST averred.
"This PATENTED Technology is
ilue in a turntable." -Stereophile 8/ 111, John Atkinson
-Stereophile Rec. Comp. 10 /98
used to maintain sonic purity at
3Guy Lemcoe
Pink Floyd's Astoria studio, Abbey
tereophile Rec. Comp. 4/ 96
Road, Stan Ricker Mastering and
Doug Sax's the Mastering Lab. An
essential component for high defin- HERO-144
.$l2ülmpr
Planar 3 Class D $$$,
$695 ition systems."
Newest analog interconnect, feaPlanar 2 Class D
$499 JS discovered that "focus, transtures include GyroQuadratic field
parency, clarity, and speed were
"If you're an all-CD kind of audiogeometry & DTC conductors.
phile, Here is the kicker; Ithink the better as was the sense of pace." omet
omet w/ Dust Cover

$749
$819

$494

foonbeam

ME

Rega 3 will blow your mind, even if Stereophile Rec. Comp. 10/98
you have a very high priced
spread," MF found the very similar
Rega 2 an "incredible bargain," proclaiming it to have speed stability
and an arm far better than the

PBJ

table's price should allow. Stereophile Rec.Comp. Class D
$S$, 4/8, p. 105, Michael Fremer

4/98 Letters p.12

Lehmann
audio

A

"he Lift Jr

$99"

_ifter

$39"

..lt worked flawlessly and reliably"
Stereophile Rec. Comp. 10 /98

$22

Stereophile
Rec.
Comp.
4/98

E

•

F.

.."mechanical device that lifts
nanual tonearms at records end."

e r*

Black CL.,ce

$695

"...need not apologize for itself in
any way at any price-that's how

..."let's face it nothing comes close
to Kimber Kable's PBJ." -Fi Mag.

I I BiFocal XL
$1800 8' pr
BiFocal X
$1200 8' pr
"These cables do just about everything right and are among the very
I.

$99"

he Lift

$78 lm pr

Stereophile Rec. Comp. $$$ 10 /98

G.

H.

I.

J.

K. L.

A. #40 locking
B. #9 6mm

$40 4pc
$12 4pc

C. #9 5mm
D #8 6mm
E. #18

$12 4pc
56 4pc
S10 2pc

F. #7

S40 2pc

Banana

G. #5 Banana
H. #2 Banana

S15 4pc
$16 8pc

good it is"- Stereophile Rec.

I. #3S Silver

$10 4pc

Comp. Class B $$$, 10/98, P. 97
Review Same Issue "Analog
Corner" Michael Fremer, p. 61

J. #3 Spade
K #1 Pin
L. #DF

S8 8pc
S8 8pc
S6 2pc

best I've heard."- Stereophile Rec.
Comp. 10 /98

8TC
4TC
4VS
4PR

$12 foot
$7 foot
$3 foot
$te foot

A double run of 8 TC greatly
improves the sound, feels DO.
Excellent bass. -Stereophile Rec.
Comp. $$$, 10 /98

Audio -Video -Products
Serving the Chicogolond Audiophile
450 Ogden Ave. •Lisle, IL 60532
Phone (630) 663-1298 •Fax (630) 663-1198

• 1-Year 100% Trade Up Policy •
Trade Ins Accepted
•

Custom Installation Available

JPS is available through:
Systems Design Group
Redundo Beach, CA USA
Phone 310-370-8575

WWW.JPSLABS.COM
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Robert

Robert

I

thappens every weekday morning.
After numerous cups of corrosively
strong coffee (my brewing skills
have been likened to chemical refining),
Iclimb into the car for the drive to the
Stereophik offices.
A crucial element in the morning's
routine is what music plays as Idrive.
Mozart concertos (easy on the ears,
impossible to hate) are alave, except on
Fridays, when more full-blooded selections —Sonny Rollins, Metallica, Lauryn Hill — take over. The music Istart
the day with (my personal soundtrack if
you will) often has adistinct effect on
what occurs thereafter. Make the wrong
choice, and even the miracle of voice
mail annoys me.
This issue, whose prevailing theme of
"Give me music or give me death" is set
by "Records To Die For," seems an
appropriate place to ruminate on music
as asoundtrack to life. Much as we'd all
like to think we have hour on endless
hour to sit and actively listen, few of us
can devote more than acouple hours a
week, if we're lucky, to sitting and
meshing our brains with what comes
out of the speakers.
I'm fortunate to have ajob that
requires me to do acertain amount of
serious listening, but even music writers find it difficult to stay actively
engaged. If Ihad a nickel for every
weekend morning I've plopped down
in the listening room, cup of hi-test in
hand, ready to take on an entire opera,
only to be distracted as soon as the
overture's concluded, I'd own apiece of
Santa Fe County (or, given real estate
values here, my garage). Serious listening — actually soaking it in — takes
immense amounts of time that almost
no one has to spare.
What that means, if you arc committed to enjoying music, is that music
more often than not accompanies other
activities in your life. In atime when the
soundtrack album is one of the most
ubiquitous and profitable parts of the
record business, the personal-life soundtrack is nearly universal.
Iadore baroque music (preferably
French) with the Sunday papers. When
someone close to me dies, Iinevitably
turn to Sam Cooke. Poker games lend
Stereophile, February 1999
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themselves to Little Walter, Jimmy
Reed, and Big Joe Turner. Big parties
inspire me to dig through compilations
of soul music. Chamber music is dinner
music. When the sun goes down, the
jazz comes out. And as I've often said —
the ice growing thinner with every step
—if Marvin Gaye does not quicken
your paramour's heart abeat (sharpen
their tracking angle, deepen their dither,

congratulating yourself on your dexterity and, oh yeah, steering.
The electric guitar's ability to sustain
anote, and its inevitable use in long,
legato solos, seem to define the road
tune. Ioften think that, like all those
babies born in taxicabs, the e-guitar
must have first been strung in amoving
vehicle. Upbeat Steve Earle is adriver's
dream. Pure Prairie League's "Two
Lane Highway" used to make me go
faster. And Wagner... have license and
Car listening is
proof of insurance handy.
The saxophone, àla King Curtis or
charitable listening.
Johnny Hodges, can also burble along in
People listen to stuff
arhythm that syncs nicely with "rockin'
down the highway" — a phrase the
in cars that they'd never
Doobie Brothers used for one of the
burn-rubber hits of the '70s.
think of bringing
Which brings me to another roadsong
quirk: car listening is charitable lisin the house.
tening. People listen to stuff in cars that
they'd never think of bringing in the
joggle their jitter), then throw ablanket
house —and they love it! Empty-headed
over 'em; they're dead.
music and the sensation of hurtling
I'm not talking about music that's
through space have something in comintended as background. A certain
mon that Ihave neither the space nor the
amount of New Age music is meant to
courage to explore here. What's dreck to
be played while you nap or shop at the
astill body is heaven to one in motion.
Nature Company. I'll never forget the
The other life activity for which
New Age discs that came with the old
music seems essential lies at the oppocold-medicine warning ("Do not opersite end of the movement spectrum, in
ate heavy machinery ... ") printed on
astatic state known as despair. While
the liner card. In an odd twist of history,
few composers or songwriters would
the entire Chant phenomenon is based
admit it, much music is meant as salt for
on the fact that modern listeners think
wounds. You never know how much
13th-century liturgical singing is "soothexquisitely sad music is out there until
ing," which, divorced from it's original
you have a broken heart. Suddenly,
setting, Iguess it is. Nevertheless, what
everyone who can suck areed or stagger
Ihere call "music" has nothing to do
through the lyrics of "La Vie en Rose"
with such ethereal strains.
has your pain in their crosshairs. The
For most people, two life activities
trick is not to listen. But somehow, you
seem to lend themselves best to musical just can't help yourself.
accompaniment. The first and, IsusBillie Holiday is unbeatable when it
pect, most universal example is driving.
comes to self-inflicted tonnent. The adaFor many of us, the car is where
gio of Mozart's Clarinet Concerto is
much of our most active listening ocanother. Though Emmylou Han-is' Piece
curs. Driving has also inspired amillion
of the Sky is my weapon of choice, perhome-tape compilations. Driving muhaps most crushingly sad of all is Jimmy
sic is best when it's full of... well, drivScott. But then, in one of those conuning rhythms and galloping melody lines.
drums that makes music so alluring,
Ballads just don't cut it when you're Jimmy can also be —depending on your
barreling down the interstate, tramping
mood and proximity to the object of
on the gas pedal, adjusting the air conyour affection —very, very sexy.
ditioning, eating asandwich, swigging a
Ahh, music! Maybe it is one of the
Big Gulp, fiddling with the volume,
few things worth dying for.
145
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Heaven
lon EidoIon
Maim] Arcus
Neu al Sound by Singer
are a‘cr special line of
loudspeakers by Avalon. The
word on just how special
they are has clearly mdlen
out. The star of the line. the
EidoIon. is the mosI talked
aboul speaker in the audiophile community. lou'ye
never heard speakers like
the EidoIons. From the
moment you sil down and
hear them uork Ihnnigh
your CD's and albums. it's a
yvhole new game. Delia's.
timbres. depth. rhythm.
space and coherence are
all sel out before you as
never before. Speed, resolution. and transparency are
revealed as never before.
These beautifully .crafted
designs are setting the audio
uorld a buzz. For go )(l mason. Thev deliver the performance like no other.
l"olltiss lug in the herbage
of the EidoIon. but at a
l
ower cost ,
are th
e .‘ reos.
also designed by Neil Patel.
They are part of the neu .
generalkm Avalons that will
astound
In our showrooms. you'll also find the
Radian IIC and Avalar.
classic sa loll designs Ihal
just seem to get betler
each time you hear them.
Shnply awesome.

Eldolon $20.000
‘rcus $7.000
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,1111,ab Grand Utopia
,1‘11,ab Ilopias
J‘11,ab Nlezzo Utopias
,INILab \Inn Utopias
The tirood utopias. Called the
most musical speakers vier made
and possibb the finest in existence.
the Grand litopias hair spawned a
magical one or loudspeakers that
brings Ihis legemkiri performance
lo a wider audience. The new

Ilopia is an elegant and sculpted
speaker that uses the finest (hi\ ers
Vocal CI 11I.alis driver division) has
ever produced. 'lb sa these use
state of the art technology is an
understatement. Witness their pure
titanium tweeter and double Imer
kevlar and fiberglass cones. Plc
result is a flawless presentation on
iffy type of music. The Ilupia was
just awarded 1998 Stereophile

l'n)duct or the lear Runner-Up.
Smaller in size and price. but just
as musical are Ihe lezzo and Mini
Utopias. Each shares the primary
sonic characteristics with the

speakers that ha ecaptured the
hearts and minds of the world's
critics. XII that's waiting is for you
lo experience the rapture of Utopia.
"1'm comlinlable in sating that.
In ads pain!. !hem» arc lhe bcs1
sucahers l'tc
heard. lonalhan
Slcirophile.
ipril 1998

1. Grand Iloplas $70.000
lopias $30.000
C. %Wm) tlophis $13.400
I). Nlini Clopias $6.500
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DONE

RIGHT

(212) 924-8600

AUDIOPHILE CPS, CD'S & OD/0 DIC'S
BEST MUSIC BEST PRICE!

We will match all
competitors
advertised prices!

-e

BEST SERVICE! GUARANTEED!!

A Sampling of the Latest & Greatest LP's, CD's & DVD's For Winter 99

GROOVE NOTE RECORDS

PRESENTS:

I6jVC

xrcd&xrcd2

0201
0202
0203
0204
0206
0207
0046
0051
0043
0038
0039

XRCD2: Sampler
John Coltrane: Seain' The Pace
Modern Jazz Quartet: Concord
Sarah Vaughan: Crazy & Mixed Up
Basic & Peterson: The Time Keepers
Tiger Okoshi: Color Of Soil
Miles Davis: Bogs Groove
Bill Evans Trio: Sunday At The Village...
Steve Miller: The Joker
Sarah Vaughan: How Long Has This...
Johnny Griffin: Odile Giant

2059
2067
2056
2058
2066
2061
2060
2065
2062
2063

/1126
/ 1130
/ 1123
/ 1125
/ 1129
/ 1127
/N.A.
/1128
/N.A.
/N.A.

0045
0036
0047
0048
0049
0031
0050
0044
0052
0054
0055

CD's Now Only
$25.99

Ernie Watts: The Long Road Home
The Bill Evans Trio: At Shelly Mann's Hole
Miles Davis Allstars: Walkin'
Kenny Burrell & John Coltrane
Kenny Dorhom: Quiet Kenny
Ella Fitzgerald: Take Love Easy
Wynton Kelly: Kelly Blue
Tina Turner: Private Dancer
Hiroko Kokubu: Bridge
Ernie Wons: Classic Moods
Sonny Rollins Quintet: Plays For Bird

Over 70 titles now available including 24 titles from the Three Blind Mice label
and more on the way! Contact us for acomplete list.
LP
/Geld CD
1800 LP's & Gold CD's Now Only $22.99*

4i
'Best Album of HIFI 98 "GRV-1001
"A Blues classic is born!" GRV-1002
These all-analogue, direct to 2-track albums, recorded on vintage
Neumann tube microphones are available as 180g 2 LP Sets
(1 LP cut at 45rpm) for $29.99 or as 24K/24Bit Gold CD's for $24.99
NEXT RELEASE JAN 99: Illinois Jacquet /Birthday Party GRV 1003
Elusive Disc Exclusive North American Distributor /Dealer inquires invited.

Vivante Productions 180g LP's

$29.99

Al I)iNlcula. John MeLaughin & Pavel»Lucia /
Friday Night In San Francisco Lite!
ilk audiophile classic
VPI.P1101

features 3

LP ever! "Take your »skin and ears for the ride of their bk .'

.
1
.
11c "Blues-Nlaster" sincer/songm tiler al his hest!

American Distributor / Dealer inquires invited.

three blind mice

LP SALE:$29.99
WAS S-34z99

25th Anniverso Celebration Numbered Ltd. Ed. 18
LPs
FIUSI I
r Kt
TBM-6
Q: Horn section, piano, bass, drums, guitar & xylophone.
TBM-2
Now): Bluenote bebop at its best! Piano, bass, drums & sax.
TBm.19
Morning Flight: Great standards! Piano trio + 2 trombones.
IBM-63
Black Orpheus: Classic piano trio playing great standards!
TBM-25
Blues World: Blues & standards! Guitar, organ, bass, drums.
TBM-39
Green Caterpillar: Masoru Imodo Trio + 2 (guitar & congas).
TBM-35
You Are MySunshine: G. Otsuka Piano Trio plays standards.
TBM-24
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Recording of the Vonth
BECK
Mutations
DGC 25309-2 (CD), Bong Load 004
(LP). 1998. Nigel Godrich, Beck
Hansen, prods.; John Sorensen, eng.
AAD/AAA. Tr: 49:17
Performance *****
Sonics ****

111/ ith Beck, you basically have to toss
out all the rule
books — Get aGig the Right
Way! (Revised Ed.), Mel
Bay's 1001 E-Z Guitar
Chords; hell, even Strunk &
White's Elements of Style
and commence investigations at ground zero.
This is not to say that Al
Hansen's grandkid is asell:.
involved iconoclast aiming
for cult hero-dom. Despite
his well-documented postmodern envelope-pushing, Beck is aradical traditionalist
like John Lennon, Ray Davies, Stereolab's Tim Gane, or
even PJ Harvey. Both his sense of classic verbal/sonic juxtaposition and his adeptness at arranging reveal the workings of aconfirmed student of musical history. And as with
all the other greats, Beck's genius lies in how he fuses familiarity to innovation, and how the resultant sonic alchemy
leaves us simultaneously charmed and mystified.
The magician's sleight-of-hand likewise extends to how
he presents himself Recall how the slacker naïf of 1993's
"Loser" (from Mellow Gold) was transformed into the
moon-walking hip-hop rocker of 1996's "Where It's At"
(Odelay). Then consider how, earlier this year, Beck encouraged rumors that his new record would be asuccessor to
1994's lo-fi, mostly acoustic, indic release One Foot in the
Grave—Beck further indicating that the songs dated back
several years and hadn't fit °delay's sampladelic mold.
DGC, of course, heard the tapes and deemed Mutations to
be anything but astopgap between "serious" albums. (Indic
label Bong Load is doing the vinyl honors, with abonus 7"
included with the LP.)
It's conceivable that Beck himself was surprised at how
the recording sessions, reportedly awhirlwind two weeks,
unfolded, but assuming even amodest degree of selfawareness as apublic figure, it's unlikely he would release
acollection of half-baked demos at this stage of the game.
Even the old "happy accidents" theory doesn't explain why
Mutations—admittedly quite different from its predecessors — is such an exciting and fully mature work.
First of all, Mutations sounds gorgeous. It's expansive and
full of quirky nuances, particularly in the instrumentation
(sitars, trombones, harmonicas, keyboards, synths, and loads
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of percussion all line up to
throw candy darts at your
ears), yet is deliberately intimate (vocals are miked close,
sans effects), and has arather
dreamlike quality. Asong like
"Static," for example, is ushered forth on abed of opiated
guitars — very like Mazzy
Star — and spectral organ.
Secondly, Mutations, in
contrast to the instant-party
groove of °delay, plays more
like along-term, grows-onyou classic, evincing alowkey, good-time vibe. It's
interesting that while Beck's
personal collection of stylistic
templates remains locked far
away from his audience's prying eyes, Mutations brings to
mind amuch earlier album whose timelessness has been
secured by history: the Kinks' Muswell Hillbillies. Beck taps
that source right at the start, his vocal mannerisms in
"Cold Brains" recalling Ray Davies' nasal drawl. Later, in
"Canceled Check" and "Bottle of Blues," Beck channels
Davies' patented Besotted Everyman persona. (No coincidence that Mutations abounds in allusions to the appeal
and futility of seeking salvation in the bottom of the bottle.) Bluesy harmonica and twangy slide guitar drive
"Bottle"; woozy trumpet, trombone, and faux tack piano
give "Check" adistinctive Muswell flair; and yet another
tune, "0 Maria," would convince all but the most expert
blindfold-test subject that a1971/72 Kinks outtake had
been unearthed.
That said, there are plenty of surprises on Mutations, most
obviously "Tropicalia"'s breezy Caetano Veloso nod.
Although the biggie arrives in the form of asix-minute hidden track, "Diamond Bollocks," which nips abit of bossa
nova rhythm, tosses in harpsichord for no good reason
other than it was handy at the time, flirts with some angelic Beach Boys harmonies, then drops into the cauldron a
Flaming Lips hammerful of distorted riffs, pulverizing
basslines, and effects-drenched vocals. Had this come midway through the album, people would have nodded knowingly: "Ah, that wacky Beck." Positioning such lunacy after
the main body, however, Beck signals that he's beholden to
no expectations other than to make records that entertain
him and, by implication, us —if we trust him.
Forget the pop world's superstars, those modern-era
equivalents of royalty. Give us, instead, court wizards like
Beck. After all, they're the ones who really pull the strings.
— Fred Mills
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ANONYMOUS 4
A Lammas Ladymass
Harmonia Mund HM 907222 (CD). 1998. Robina G.
Young, prod.; Brad Michel, eng. DOD. U: 64:08
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

T

he Christian feast of Lammas
(from the Anglo-Saxon hial:rnesse,
"loaf-mass") celebrates the Assumption of the Virgin Mary and her
coronation as Queen of Heaven. Its
August 1position in the agricultural year
also marks the date of the first grain harvest (hence its old name), and cleverly
co-opts the ancient Celtic (allegedly
Druidic) festival of Lughnassadh (the
games of Lugh Long-Hand, one of the
chief Irish deities). Since the women of
Anonymous 4have always gravitated to
the Marian repertoire, a Lammas
Ladymass is avery logical project for
them to undertake.
To this end, they have drawn on the
liturgical music of the 13th and early
14th centuries, mixing very pure forms
of plainchant with gorgeous polyphonic
settings. The result is indeed afeast for
the ears, certain to please Anon. 4's
legion of admirers. And if the association
of Lammas with Celtic mythology
brings in afew neo-Pagan listeners, well,
so much the better.
Ihave already used up several column-miles of Stereophile's precious space
in lauding the vocal talents of the Anonymous ladies; it should suffice here to
say that this disc is more than up to standards. Let me instead spend amoment
in praise of scholarship. Though adull
subject to most (Orpheus probably put
Cerberus to sleep with adiscussion of
semiotics), without it we would not have
performances like this. In fact, it may be
that Anon. 4's skill in assembling programs of music that are both authentic
to period and pleasing to the ear is their
greatest advantage over many less-successful medievalist groups. In addition to
perfectly balanced voices, recordings by
Anonymous 4invariably contain abalance of musical styles that is essential to
maintaining interest in listeners who
may well lack the devotional fervor of
their 13th-century ancestors. Consider
here the Offertory Recordare Virgo Mater, set
in plainchant that stretches both the
singers and their audience, followed by a
polyphonic Sanctus of extraordinary
beauty. Individually, they are both lovely; presented together, they represent far
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Arguably the classical music world's most renowned
vocal group, the Four are anything but anonymous.

more than the sum of their parts.
In interviews, the Four are often at
pains to represent themselves as modern
women, at times perhaps belaboring the
obvious, but in performance (live and
recorded) they make few if any visible
concessions to the 20th century. Their
acknowledgment of contemporary taste
is subtle and skillfully hidden, but in it
lies the great secret of their success.
This is also an effortless recording in
the technical sense: vivid and clear without being obtrusive. Robina Young and
her team of engineers simply get better
along with their artists, perhaps because
digital technology keeps improving as
well — this CD contains no trace of the
harshness that marked early digital
efforts. There is apleasure in watching
the shelf of Anonymous 4 discs grow
longer, and knowing that there will be
many more to add over the years. If, for
some reason, you have no such shelf of
your own, then start here; you will not
regret it.
-Les Berkley
J.S. BACH
Concerti and Praeludia
Skip Sempé, Olivier Fortin, harpsichords
Prelude & Fugue in C Major, B1NV 545; Adagio in G
Major, BVVV 968; Concerto in A Minor by Vivaldi
arranged by Bach
Auvidis Astrée 8645 (CD). 1998. Jean-Marc Laisné,
prod.; François BrilleL eng. DDD. TT: 63:37
Performance ****
Sonics ****

W

e have become so obsessed
with our quest for artistic
"authenticity" that we tend to
dismiss anything that lacks the explicit
sanction of its original author. Improvisation and ornamentation, formerly

Reviews

central to the creation and performance
of classical music, are now forgotten
relics of the past.
Well, perhaps not entirely forgotten.
For this new recording of works composed or arranged for harpsichord by
J.S. Bach, the maverick American keyboardist Skip Sempé joins forces with
Olivier Fortin, atalented young FrenchCanadian virtuoso, for alavish mini-festival of both premeditated and extemporaneous musical embellishment.
They've selected avaried program of
rarely heard preludes, fugues, and concertos, including afew of Bach's transcriptions of music by Antonio Vivaldi,
Benedetto Marcello, and others.
If you think of the harpsichord as an
austere instrument, then think again.
From the first flourish of the Prelude in C
Major, BWV 545, the sumptuousness of
Sempé and Fortin's sound will take your
breath away. The source of this sonorous
opulence is not just these particular
instruments themselves, but the joyous
daring with which Sempé embroiders the
notes printed on the page. On occasion,
the extended intricacy of the counterpoint results in afew dissonant clashes,
but this merely adds abit more frisson to
the musicians' exuberant performances.
Sempé and Fortin remind us that the
interpretation of music is are-creative art,
and that scholarship is nothing without
musicianship, imagination, and ahealthy
dollop of chutzpah.
The recorded sound is superb, capturing the unusual resonance and richness
of these instruments without sacrificing
clarity or atmosphere. This is the most
exciting disc of Baroque music Ihave
heard in along time. Please, sirs, may we
have some more? —Andrew Farach-Colton
CHOPIN
Piano Music
Fantasy on Polish Airs, Op.13; Four Impromptus,
Opp.29, 36, 51, 66; Three Mazurkas, Op.59; Three
Polonaises, Opp.26, 40, 53; Berceuse, Op.57
Jon Nakamatsu, piano
Harmonia Mundi 907244 (CD). 1998. Brad Michel,
prod.; Bob Levy, eng. DDD. TT: 68:54
Performance ****
Sonics ***1/2

V

an Clibum Competition winners
are traditionally insensitive racehorse pianists, concerned with
getting there first without offending
anybody. But if the idea is to radically
change all of that, the 1997 winner, Jon
Nakamatsu, is an ideal choice.
Everything in this all-Chopin program is
tastefully integrated with amarvelously
graceful sense of line and deft use of
color that recall the Chopin recordings
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LUIGI NONO
Polifonica-Monodia-Ritmico
With:

Conti per 13, Canciones a Guiomar, Hay que
caminar soñando
Angelika Luz, soprano; Peter Hirsch, United Voices,
Ensemble United Berlin
Wergo 6631 (CD). 1998. Wolfgang Hoff, prod.;
Ekkehard Stoffregen, Manfred Hock, engs. DDD.
TT: 57:52
Performance ****
Sonics ****

p

ierre Boulez's pre-eminence as a
conductor and his effectiveness
as aprovocative polemicist have
given him extraordinary opportunities
to promote his own compositions. The
music of Luciano Berio, another major
modernist, has garnered adevoted following due at least in part to the clever
theatricality and broad gestures of his
style. And Gyórgi Ligeti has become a
high priest of what's left of the avant
garde primarily because he never took
Slow hand: Jon Nakamatsu takes his time
modernism entirely seriously in the first
with Chopin.
place; his music's combination of sly
of Ruth Slenczynska. In Nakamatsu's humor and wry sensuousness is unique.
hands, glistening surfaces become a
The music of Luigi Nono, on the
virtue, not the mindless glossiness heard other hand, never received much expoin so many young pianists. Even the sure, and his small circle of followers
pleasantly distant, cloudy recording per- seems to be getting smaller. Perhaps this
spective of this production, made at increasing neglect can be explained by
Lucasfilm's Skywalker Sound, under- the simple fact that the composer died
scores the impression of adisc made in 1990, and is no longer around to do
more to charm than to scintillate. Had it any kind of creative or persuasive selfsought more to enlighten, it might have promotion (also he was pretty reclusive
during his lifetime). Nono also happens
achieved greatness.
But that's abit much to expect from to have been an ardent communist, and
many of his pieces were, at least on the
ayoung artist who has not been before
surface, politically motivated — not a
the public long enough to reveal his full
artistic personality, and Jon Nakamatsu plus for attracting performers and audiis not one to show his hand immediate- ences of the post-glasnost era. And —
ly. One puzzles abit over his almost strike three — his music is uncomproantidramatic treatment of the mazurkas, misingly difficult, even by stringent
and sometimes he seems out to rescue
modernist standards. There's none of
the polonaises from their usual bom- Berio's theatricality, none of Ligeti's
bast. But Nakamatsu was trained exten- humor, and —particularly in Nono's
sively as acomposer, such individuality —
later works — the phrases are so fragtypical of 19th-century composer/ mented that sound and silence seem of
pianists — is to be expected. Indeed, the equal importance.
famous Polonaise Op.53 is full of
And yet, for some reason that's hard
rhetorical pauses and breathless rubatos to explain, Nono's art moves me more
that one would expect from astudent of than any of the others'. Perhaps Nono's
Franz Liszt. Many chords are expres- very seriousness is part of the appeal. He
sively broken (played as individual notes means everything he says in his music,
rather than all at once). To modern ears, and says it without posturing. It's rare to
this can sound like too much delayed find even asingle note that doesn't have
some intensely expressive significance.
gratification.
But amore detailed listening shows all Yes, it often takes considerable creative
kinds of nuances that suggest that all of energy to make sense of the music's
this comes out of aconsidered view of the cryptic fragments, but if that effort can
music. In atime when recording execu- become an interior voyage of discovery
tives look askance at new recordings of for the listener — and it can — then the
standard repertoire, Nakamatsu is the sort rewards are substantial.
Nono's discography remains small, so
of artist who makes you eagerly anticipate
whatever he does next, whether it be every new release deserves gratitude, at
Bach or Boulez.
-David Patrick Steams the very least. This program, performed
Stereophile, February 1999
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by asuperb German new-music ensemble, provides abird's-eye view of Nono's
musical development.
Polenica-Rittnica-Monodia (1951), for
six instruments and percussion, is an early
work in which the influence of Webern's
spare, delicately etched lyricism is readily
apparent. Although this style is completely passé now, the work stands as aminiature masterpiece, perfectly proportioned
and exquisitely scored. Listen, for
instance, to the last movement, where the
aching, arching melodies of the winds
struggle to soar over the insistent rattle
and roll of percussion.
Canti per 13 (1955) is not as easily
appreciated. You can sense Nono's
struggle to create singing, expressive
music despite the strictures of serialism.
Canciones aGuiomar (1963) is asetting of
apoem by Antonio Machado for soprano, women's voices, and an ensemble
made up mostly of percussion. It's the
kind of piece that would be easy to
write off as just another tuneless vocalise.
But the music's gaunt beauty reveals
itself slowly —as in the way the longing,
quietly desperate phrases express the
desire of the words, or the glittering
clangor of the high-pitched percussion
gives life to the poem's images of "white
light," "wind," and "the cold pearl."
In Hay que caminar soñando for two violins (1989) — the composer's last completed work — hoarse, high tones slip in
and out of audibility, and the smallest
gesture seems overwhelming. Ican't
think of any other music that even
remotely resembles this. Its absolute austerity beguiles, and its ethereal detachment is almost unbearably intense.
All of the performances here are
notable for their technical precision and
musical commitment. This new version
of Hay que caminar soñando by Andreas
Brâutigam and Stephan Kalbe is certainly on apar with the superb recording by
Irvine Arditti and David Alberman, the
work's declicatees (Auvidis Montaigne
789005). But Gidon Kremer and
Tatiana Grindenko are even better (on
DG 435 870-2, available as aspecial
import). In their extraordinary hands,
even the silences seem charged with
electricity. Coupled with Kremer's gorgeous, glistening performance of La Iontananza nostalgica utopica futura (1989),
that DG disc is the perhaps the best
Nono recording in the catalog.
This newcomer on Wergo, however,
should not be overlooked. It may not
provide the most persuasive introduction to Nono's work, but it helps to fill
out our portrait of this great hut elusive
composer.
-Andrew Farach-Colton
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BURT BACHARACH
The Look of Love:
The Burt Bacharach Collection
Rhino R2 75339 (3 CDs). 1998. Patrick Milligan,
compilation prod.; Bill Ingle, prod., eng.; Andrew
Garver, eng. AAD? Tr: 3:45:45
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

A

sthe charming, double-breasted—jacketed architect of '60s
cheese, Burt Bacharach is for
most people either the epitome of the
whole late-'50s/'60s, anti-rock'n'roll
crooner culture —ie, "the kind of music
my parents like" — or amatchless craftsman of tunes who has belatedly been
discovered to possess some primal retro
ooze of undeniable cool. Tunes like
"This Guy's in Love with You" (the hit
tune from the summer of '68) either
make you cringe, or send you off into
dreamy paroxysms of nostalgic yearning.
The fact that I've become so adjectively
overwrought tells you which side of the
fence Ilive on. Music fans all have their
secret weaknesses for some sort of borderline lame, indefensible music, and Burt, I'm
proud to say, has always been one of mine.
It's not just the lounge-music craze
that's brought Burt back. The combination of unabashedly melodic songs and
Hal David's inner-monologue lyrics
have always seemed to me to be irresistible ear-candy. The much-vaunted
Bacharach sound — string-heavy, brasspunctuated, chime-accented (often conducted from the piano) —also tickles
the sweet tooth and has become more
influential than its main competition
from that same time, Phil Spector's
"Wall of Sound."
While this set isn't the last word in
Bacharach — too many classic singles
are missing — it's a pretty thorough
start, and enough for all but the most
ridiculous fan. Because he was still finding his producing legs in the '50s, the
first disc in this set is adifficult listen,
full of oddities — many sung in the standard, overly saccharin pop style of that
era —that have not aged well. Some, I
suppose, would make that argument for
the entire set.
To give you asense of where Burt
began: the first two singers on this collection are the marshmallow-creme
duo of country star Marty Robbins and
easy-listening idol Perry Como. The
rest of the first half of this disc is filled
out with throwaways like "The Blob"
(from the B movie of the same name),
Stereophile, February 1999

"Mexican Divorce" (the Drifters), and
"(The Man Who Shot) Liberty
Valance" (Gene Pitney).
Finally, on track 10, Chuck Jackson
roars out of the speakers with "Any Day
Now (My Wild Beautiful Bird)," and
you're finally in Bacharachland. Next
up is Jerry Butler's grand, undulating
reading of "Make it Easy on Yourself."
Mediocrity returns on the Shirelles'
overly angelic "It's Love that Really
Counts," but then, thankfully, Dionne
Warwick makes her first appearance, on
"Don't Make Me Over." Whatever
Ihe look of loie
the
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squabbles they may have had over the
years, Warwick was the vehicle for Burt
Bacharach and Hal David's best work.
Without her they would be just an in
glorious part of the otherwise glorious
history of the Brill Building, instead of
the titans they are. Disc One closes with
more filler by Bobby Vinton, Gene
Pitney (really nauseating in one of
Burt's weakest tunes, "True Love Never
Runs Smooth"), and atruly disgusting
version of "Blue Guitar" by actor
Richard Chamberlain.
This highlights the only dire problem
with this set: they simply did not license
the best version of every tune, probably
because it cost too much. Lou Johnson's
version of "Reach Out for Me" here is
nowhere near Warwick's later rendition. Ditto for Brook Benton's "A
House is Not aHome." Why have Lou
Johnson singing "Kentucky Bluebird
(Send aMessage to Martha)" when you
can have Warwick's monster hit of two
years later, in which the object of the

Reviews

message became "Michael"?
To be fair, 7lie Look of Love does
uncover afew obscure gems, like Trini
Lopez' "Made in Paris" and Jackie
DeShannon's "So Long Johnny." And
while Ifully understand (and occasionally applaud) the concept of trying to
show different facets of Burt's gifts by
adding tracks from avariety of vocal
stylists, weak singers and half-baked
arrangements — some by Burt himself
—do nothing but mar great songs.
Besides which, this isn't Beethoven or
even Berlin, but Bacharach, whose
essence was the pristine pop single.
Why not get the one that sold best, the
one that was all over the radio, the one
everyone remembers?
One of Bacharach's greatest gifts as a
songwriter was that no matter what flavors he mixed in —the Brazilian touches in "Don't Go Breaking My Heart" or
the Byrdsian tinge to "Trains and Boats
and Planes" — his distinctive approach
to melody and rhythm remained indelibly his own. His 6/8, 12/8 rhythmic signature, for example, will always be a
dead giveaway. Despite some lumpy
versions, the songs on this set are unmistakably the work of one man.
Overall, The Look of Love is meant to
be enjoyed for its simple, often astonishing melodic megatonnage. Searching
for higher meaning in Bacharach is a
waste of time. The fireworks display
that is "Are You There (With Another
Girl)" (Warwick, disc 2), and the towering, impossibly lush pop of "This Guy's
in Love with You," "Raindrops Keep
Fallin' On My Head," and "(They Long
to Be) Close to You" (disc 3), capture
Burt's style at its ripest. Dusty Springfield's "Look of Love" may well be the
penultimate Bacharach cut.
The sound restoration is adequate —
better, not surprisingly, on the earlier
tracks. Another classic Rhino boxed set.
—Robert Baird

BOB DYLAN
Live 1966:
The "Royal Albert Hall" Concert
The Bootleg Series, Vol.4
Columbia/Legacy C2K 65759 (2 CDs). 1998. Jeff
Rosen, prod.; Mr. M. Claydon, eng.; Michael H.
Brauer, Steve Berkowitz, mix (electric set only); Vic
Anesini, eng. AAD. TT: 95:18
Performance
Sonics ****

T

he big question isn't how extraordinary this 32-year-old recording
is, but why on earth it wasn't
released before now. For years abootleg
Holy Grail, this May 17, 1966 Bob
Dylan concert is magnificent as both a
cultural turning point and as an
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Record
irrefutable example of the power of
great live music — something that, in
today's corporate climate, has virtually
disappeared. They don't make concerts
like this anymore.
On the eve of the British release of
Blonde on Blonde, the folks at the Free
Trade Hall in Manchester, England,
came to hear their hero, and troubadour
Dylan didn't let them down. (The quotation marks in the album title, incidentally, refer to the fact that for years this
show was mistakenly believed to have
happened at London's Royal Albert
Hall.) His solo acoustic set began with
"She Belongs to Me" and ended 45
minutes later with "Just Like aWoman"
and "Mr. Tambourine Man." Along the
way he sang several Blonde songs ("4th
Time Around," "Visions of Johanna,"
"Just Like a Woman") with a new
father's delicate confidence, and though
the crowd had never heard these songs
before, its respect and reverence are
apparent. There are no hoots or whistles, but it's clear from their applause
and between-song hush that Dylan had
captivated them — they seem to want to
soak up every ounce of culture in the
hall. And Dylan's delicate phrasing, his
intensity, his dreamy harmonica playing
— especially in "Tambourine Man" —
are hypnotic.
But that same spring evening in 1966,
many of those folk faithful in Manchester turned ugly when The Man
began his second set, accompanied by
future Band members Robbie Robertson, Rick Danko, Garth Hudson, and
Richard Manuel. (Band drummer
Levon Helm was replaced on this tour
by Mickey Jones.) Dylan had already
plugged in at Newport, and had hit the
charts on both sides of the Atlantic with
"Like aRolling Stone" and "Positively 4th
Street," but the prim-and-propers weren't
ready for the electric surprise that Dylan
& Co. sprang on them. In those days
there was plenty of electric r&b in the
British air, from the Stones to the
Yardbirds, but despite Dylan's radical,
groundbreaking vision, he unwittingly
fostered aproprietary stubbornness in his
"purist" fans, who loved him madly. Or
did they?
As Dylan and band launched into the
unreleased "Tell Me, Momma" and the
more familiar "I Don't Believe You (She
Acts Like We Never Have Met)," they
broke the sound barrier; the reverence
turned to revolt. While some in the
crowd were obviously awestruck by
Dylan's new sound, which foreshadowed the edgy folk-rock and garagerock of the days ahead, many couldn't
Stereophile, February 1999

understand it and felt betrayed. "Baby,
Let Me Follow You Down" and "Just
Like Tom Thumb's Blues" are followed
here by an odd mix of sincere applause
and jeering rhythmic clapping.
But the natives' increasing restlessness only strengthened Dylan's resolve.
He delivered ascathing "Ballad of a
Thin Man" that sounds here as if it's
directed squarely at the critics in the hall
("You walk into the room /With apencil in your hand ... "). When one of the
young doofiises blurts out his immortal
"Judas!," Dylan responds with "I don't
believe you. You're a liar." He then
commands the band to play louder,
using astrong expletive in his order. The
explosive "Like aRolling Stone" that
follows is all spit and vinegar. When the
song is over, he says aquick, concertending "Thank you." The crowd never
knew what hit it.
To listen to this performance today is
to hear history in the making, and
maybe it's taken 32 years of perspective
to fully understand the significance of
this show. Rock'n'roll transcended itself
that night in Manchester; in this recording you'll hear passion and poetry, conviction and confusion, tension and defiance. Thank goodness the guys from
Columbia Records thought to bring
along recording equipment that night,
including the trusty three-track
machine that captured this musical revolution at 15 inches per second.
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Md you thought you'd never have the chance to
use the word 'fop" again! On Up, R.E.M. (from
left: Peter Buck, Michael Stipe, and Mike Mills)
have successfully reconverted themselves as atrio.

meaning out of now-sterile stylistic
habits. Both bands are seriously in danger of becoming catalog-only artists.
In R.E.M.'s case, the drought has lasted
since 1992's Automaticfor the People. Both
the loud, aptly titled Monster and its
weak follow-up, New Adventures in lit'eh
—David Sokol
Fi were fruitless missteps.
Fortunately though R.E.M. has tasteR.E .M
fully and intelligently incorporated electronica into their sound in ways that
Up
sound organic (unlike Pop) and add
Warner Bros. 47112-2 (CD). 1998. Pat McCarthy,
much-needed new flavors. Initially
REM., prods.; Peter Buck, Charlie Francis, Robert
viewed as atragedy, the departure of
Shimp, John Keane, David Henry, Rob Haddock,
engs. AAD7 TT: 64:34
drummer Bill Berry has proved to a
Performance ***1/2
blessing, the shock that lifted the band
Sonics ****1/2
from it's creative doldrums. From the
year ago, when U2 released Pop, churchlike prologue of the almost tootheir harebrained attempt to get electronic opener "Airpormian" to the
into the electronica groove, Iwaf- near-rock electronic psychedelica of
fled in my review. A reader called me on "Hope," Up opens on astring of high
it, asked why Ihadn't taken my gloves off notes. Between those songs, "Lotus"
and simply admitted that Pop stank even affects awhiff of Sly Stone funkibeyond all reason. Iowe that reader a ness. Tunes like the bold, sure "The
debt of thanks. He was right; Ishould Apologist" contain enough of the band's
have pummeled Bono's null-and-void, established style to sound comfortingly
nakedly commercial lark into the land of familiar, while the burbling keyboards
colored lights and deafening rhythms.
and Peter Buck's oblique guitar solos
Now another guitar band from the provide the inspiration and energy that
80's has gone down the electronic high- the last few albums so sorely lacked.
way, and on first listen Iwas ready for What was always best about this band
the worst. In many ways R.E.M. has as — their moodiness and distinctive, othmuch to lose as U2 did. Both bands erworldly approach to guitar rock —
have been in acreative drift for years, have filtered back into the mix here,
becoming less and less relevant no mat- accented in beneficial ways, not surprister how hard they've tried to squeeze ingly, by the tones and textures that

A
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define electronica.
Michael Stipe, in particular, seems suddenly reawakened and reenergized. His
jabberwocky lyrics and mumbled singing
(he's still one of the few singers to ever
find fame in being unintelligible) continue to be ever more obscure (High point:
"You want to cross your DNA with
something reptile" (from "Hope"). While
this disc eventually loses some of its steam
thanks to the same midtempo tunes that
fill its last third, it's still awinner.
The sound is sterling and spacious.
While Up won't put R.E.M. at the forefront of any new stylistic trends, or
change the fact that they're coming up
on their 20th anniversary, it does, in
both title and content, point in the right
direction.
-Robert Baird
TAKE 6
SOC00/
Cedric Dent, Claude McKnight, Joey Kibble, David
Thomas, Alvin Chea, Mark Kibble, vocals
Reprise 46795-2 (CD). 1998. Various prods., engs.
AAD? TT: 41:25
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***1/2

I

don't know quite why, but the differences between live performances
and the studio environment seem to
work against Take 6. In concert, I've
heard them evoke the Ellington band in
how they stack voices in unconventional ways to achieve aunique harmonic
stamp (such as placing bass and baritone
voices on top of the chord). Yet for me,
when Take 6 enters the studio, something about their sound seems to flatten
out, and their performances tend more
toward the realm of pop expectations —
not necessarily abad thing, if your taste
in music runs toward that. Sad to say,
mine do not.
Still, Ican respect Take 6's easy mastery
on So OA —as on "Nothin' But Love,"
where their seamlessly executed close
harmonies suggest the smooth, creamy
tradition of vocal groups from the Mills
Brothers and the Four Freshmen up
through Brian Wilson's most ambitious
work with the Beach Boys. Elsewhere,
their approach defines the emerging
palette of contemporary gospel, as on the
intro to "Evermore," where I'm chamted
by the manner in which they stagger each
voice's entrance to suggest an arpeggiated guitar chord, echoing this effect with
asupple shimmer of percussion. And in
an era of r&b overkill in which seemingly anything goes, it's refreshing to
deal with avocal recital that tends more
toward the spiritual verities than the carnal, and carries them along with such
easy, engaging lyricism.
Stereophile, February 1999

Six voices—one powerful sound. Take 6 have given the vocal-group tradition new life

However, Ican't get the naked sound
of Take 6, sans drum programming and
assorted sweetening, out of my mind. I
think they're ill-served by all the halfbaked contemporary production values
herein, which Ireckon are intended to
will them airplay. But on the South
African-flavored "Fly Away," and on
such more-or-less traditional gospel fare
as "Wings of Your Prayer" and the concluding "A Few More," when there's
nothing between you and them but air,
and where you can perceive the depth
of soundstaging in a large room, the
simple sound of six human voices
touched by divine inspiration is simply
overwhelming. You can revel in the
richness of their collective instrument
(like amassive, multi-ranked organ).
There's plenty to recommend on So
0o1 to fans of smooth r&b, but, given
the impact their truly unaccompanied
vocal tracks made on me, Iwish Take 6
would again come out from behind
their production values as they did on
their first album and just let fly in pure
acappella manner.
-Chip Stern

are variously reminiscent of the Kinks,
the Who, the Byrds, the Faces, the
Replacements, and, of course, the
Beatles. Uncomplicated hooks on
hooks is their style; reveling in the
dumb, sweet side of "catchy singles"
rock is their mission. While we've
heard it all before, their earnestness —
not to mention their complete lack of
shame—make #4 atreat. Available as
an import.
-Robert Baird

jazz
GARY BURTON
Like

Minds

Gary Burton, vibes; Pat Metheny, guitar; Chick Corea,
piano; Roy Haynes, drums; Dave Holland, bass
Concord Jazz CCD 4803 (CD). 1998. Gary Burton,
prod.; James Farber, eng. DDD. TT: 68:25
Performance ****
Sonics ***

T

hese contemporary masters are
old friends. They've played
together in ones and twos with
each other's groups, with Stan Getz,
with Miles. Collectively, they've made
several albums — including Corea's
YOU AM I: #4
Now He Sings, Now He Sobs (Blue Note)
and Metheny's Question and Answer
Record Ra/BMG Australia 57699-2 (CD). 1998.
George Drakoulias, prod.; Jim Scott, David
(Geffen). Until now, though, they'd
Schiffman, Brian Jenkins, Billy Joe Bowers, engs.
never recorded or performed as aunit.
MD? TT: 37:44
Performance ****
But there are no obvious hitches.
Sonics ***
Given their past associations and high
While this Australian trio's tortured tanlevels of professionalism, the result has
case and fluidity.
gle with the record business has kept
them nearly unknown, it hasn't, thankThe program is modern and emphasizes the players' melodic gifts; hardfully, slowed their artistic development.
Proud to wave the flag of melodic pop
edged angularity is all but absent. Rather,
rock from the '60s and '70s, You Am I there's agenial tunefulness to these mise
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Record
performances of originals by the leader,
pianist, and guitarist —three of them
written for this date — and the
Gershwin standard, "Soon."
There's also a certain sameness to
everything —due in part to the similar
timbres Burton, Corea, and Metheny
coax from their instruments — that
makes it difficult for me to get through
the entire album in one sitting. Still, each
tune has something to offer.
The closing "Straight Up and Down"
is C,orea's mid-'60s variant on Miles
Davis' "So What." Here, on Metheny's
brisk "Elucidation," on the perky
"Soon," and elsewhere, Corea solos with
his patentable Bill-Evans-meets-BudPowell style, issuing ablend of notes
sweet and tart, tying fragments together
into compelling wholes. Corea, Holland,
and Haynes make asuperb trio.
Corea's "Futures," at once thoughtful and melancholic, and Metheny's
moody "Tears of Rain," are both examples of how the guitarist's soft yet
thickly textured sound can pierce a
somber atmosphere like distant lights
seen through fog. He cooks as well,
assembling his keen note choices into
snappy rhythmic packages on "Soon"
and "Windows," to name two.
Burton's ringing sound is warm and
appealing, and his expressive solo style
is jaunty on his blues, "Country
Roads," crisp and percolating on the
fleet "Elucidation," and emotive on
"Tears of Rain." Haynes and Holland
crackle throughout, always providing
rhythmic empathy and zest.
On my reliable B-level system —
NAD amp, California Audio Labs CL10 CD player, Vandersteen 2Ce loudspeakers, and AudioQuest and AudioTruth interconnects — the soundstage
comes off squeezed. While Burton and
Haynes appear full-sized, Corea is
somewhat diminished and speakerbound on the left, Metheny underscaled on the right. There is sharp
detail on all the instruments save
Holland's bass, where some gain was
needed to give him equal sonic standing with his cohorts.
-Zan Stewart
TONY WILLIAMS TRIO
Young At Heart
Mulgrew Millet piano; Ira Coleman, acoustic bass;
Tony Williams, drums
Columbia CK 41089 (CD). 1998. Tony Williams,
prod.; eng. DDD. Tr: 69:26
Performance *****
Sonics ****

F

rom the opening blast on
"Promethean," it's painfully clear
h
--ów--- tinich we lost when Tony
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Williams' died under mysterious circumstances last year just at the point
when he was entering aspiritual autumn
of creativity and personal contentment.
Young At Heart is Tony Williams at his
most relaxed and swinging, authoritative
and giving, the swan song of afiercely
creative artist born old beyond his years,
yet at the time of his death was seemingly on the verge of gleaning the secrets
of eternal youth.
Part of what makes Williams' work
on Young At Heart so satisfying is the
manner in which he allows the music to
come to him, coolly dealing in tune and
tempo, never forcing the action —as on
amagnificent version of "You and the
Night and the Music" in which his crisp,
airy timekeeping and supple interplay
with pianist Mulgrew Miller suggest the
sound of those classic Jo Jones/Ray
Bryant trios on Vanguard and Everest.
And even on an emotionally turbulent
rendition of "This Here," which showcases the sanctified Memphis connection
in Miller's playing, Williams' conversational cadences and contrapuntal depth
charges give the music a lift without
swamping or overshadowing the
pianist's sonic palette or rhythmic ideas.
Which is indicative of how much
strength and maturity Tony's longtime
collaborators, Miller and bassist Ira
Coleman, bring to the proceedings.
Miller can not only invoke deep sanctified passages dripping in blues, but he
has afulsome harmonic sense. Several
engaging moments seem like treatises
on where the Bill Evans Trio ends and
this aggregation begins, particularly in
"How My Heart Sings." Miller's orchestral conception of the piano is heard to
particular effect on afresh, soulful rendition of the Beatles' "Fool on the Hill."
And while Ican't identify all of the tunes
that are Williams originals (I was working from an advance CD without label
copy), the ruminative changes and lovely contrasts from "Fear Not" (from his
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"Neptune" triptych) reveal what afine
composer for small jazz ensembles he
had become. (His larger works were still
in their tadpole stage..)
Who can say that there's any "proper"
time for aman to die? Still, it's plain to
me that, from the swinging brushwork
of the title tune and the galloping energy of "Promethean," through the probing reflection of "Summer Me, Winter
Me" and "Farewell to Dogma," Tony
Williams had reached alevel of spiritual
composure in which he had nothing to
prove and could just be at one with the
music —all the more reason to regret his
untimely passing.
-Chip Stern

short takes

PHIL WOODS &JOHNNY GRIFFIN:
The Rev & I
Phil Woods, alto sax; Johnny Griffin, tenor sax; Cedar
Walton, piano; Peter Washington, bass; Ben Riley,
drums; Bill Goodwin, percussion
Blue Note 494100 2(CD). 1998. Bill Goodwin, prod.;
Kent Heckmann, eng. DDD. TT: 67:16
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2

Woods, Griffin, Walton, and Riley are
masters, intractable lovers of gorgeous,
hip lines who haven't lost astep; Peter
Washington, the superlative, sure-footed
bassist, is a master in training. In the
pocket and hard-boppish, but with sonie
edge, this is the kind of ace music that
keeps rolling around in your head. Well,
mine anyway. Everything grooves: the
leaders' all-too-brief solos on the seductive title track; that not-so-tired Ben
Kynard blues, "Red Top"; Griffin's lovely look at "All Too Soon"; Woods' flowing, crackling improvisation on "Before I
Left"; and Walton's ever-warm comping. Play it again, gents.
—Zan Stewart
HENRY "THE SKIPPER" FRANKLIN:
The Hunter
Henry Franklin, bass; Tony Lilian, trumpet; Phil Vieux,
saxes, flute; Todd Hunter, Mark Seals, piano; Mike
Clark, Marc Seals, drums
Resurgent RM 117 (CD). 1997. Henry Franklin, prod.;
Vince Tividad, Joseph Arrnillas, engs. DDD. Tr:
67:15
Performance ****
Sonics ****

Bassist Henry Franklin, athree-decade
L.A. jazz mainstay who has recorded
with Freddie Hubbard, Woody Shaw,
The Three Sounds, and as aleader, is
someone worth discovering. A big fellow with awrist-thick sound and an
unshakable feel for time, Franklin's
work centers this '90s-style, Art
Blakey-ish session; it usually sings, but
occasionally shouts. The quintet tracks
burst with energy and robust, sometimes
note-heavy essays from Lujan and
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Vieux. Exception: the dulcet-lined
"Conversations with Linda." Three trio
cuts allow Franklin's bass to be fully
heard; his supporting phrases are fat and
fluid, and his solo on "Remember Why"
is typically tuneful and propulsive.
—Zan Stewart

etc.
THE CELTIC INVASION
MARY McLAUGHLIN/WILLIAM COULTER: Celtic
Requiem
Windham Hill 11314-2 (CD). 1998. Wiliam Coulter,
prod., eng.; Justin Mayer, eng. PAD? TT: 52:32
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****
HELEN O'HARA: Southern Hearts
New World Music NWCD 212 (CD). 1990/1998. Helen
O'Hara, prod.; Moe Waterman, Peter James, engs.
PAD? Tr: an interminable 44:27
Performance **
Sonics ***1/2
WILLIAM JACKSON: Celtic Experience: Haunting
Themes from Scotland & Ireland
Honest HON CD 1018 (CD). 1998. Calum Malcolm,
prod., eng, mix; Stuart Hamilton, eng. MD? Tr:
39:24
Performance **
Sonics ***1/2
DAVID WIUUE & COWBOY CELTIC: Cowboy Ceilidh
Red House RHR CD 117 (CD). 1998. David Wilkie,
prod.; Colin Lay, eng. PAD' TT: 53:01
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****
ROBIN BULLOCK: Between Earth and Sky: The
Pulse of Celtic Musk
Maggie's Music MMCD 221 (CD). 1998. Robin
Bullock, prod.; Jim Robeson, eng. PAD' TT: 51:27
Performance ****
Sonics ****
JAMES McNALLY: Everybreath
Windham Hill 11292-2 (CD). 1998. James McNally
prod.; Steve Brown, eng. MD? Tr: 72:14
Performance **I/2
Sonics ***1/2
MEDVVYN GOODALL: Clan: A Celtic Journey
New World NWCD 440 (CD). 1998. Medwyn Goodall,
prod., eng., perp. MD? TT: 46:57
Performance **
Sonics ***
CEOLTÉrle Women of Ireland
Maggie's Music MMCD 218 (CD). 1998. Charlie Pilzer,
prod.; Heidi Gerber, prod., eng. MD? TT: 50:21
Performance ****
Sonics ****
BONNIE RI DEOUT: Gi'me Elbow Room: Folk Songs
of a Scottish Childhood
Maggie's Music MMCD 219 (CD). 1998. Marcy
Mancer, Bonnie RideouL prods.; Jim Robeson, eng.
MD? TT: 49:30
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

W

ay back in Victorian times
when England was Top
Nation, and even well after
Uncle Sain usurped John Bull, stock
characters thrived in popular literature.
There was the Stage Irishman:
"Begorra, laddie, fetch nie shillelagh!
Tis afoin donnybrook!" There was also
the Stage Scotsman: "Warrp Factorr
Nine! Mc puir wee engines canna' tak'
nae mair! She'll blow!"
Fortunately for our understanding of
Gaelic cultures, a backlash developed
against such stereotypes. Led by the
Clancy Brothers, the Chieftains, Alain
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Stivell, and the like (and, ironically,
helped by the profound sorrow of the
Troubles), actual Scots, Irish, and Breton
music, issues, and people made their
way into our consciousness. Groups like
the Boys of the Lough, Battlefield Band,
and Clannad I toured the US and
Britain, often breathing life into moribund folk festivals still gnashing their
teeth over the treason of Bob Dylan.
Jigs, reels, and strathspeys mingled with
Border ballads, laments, and odes to the
grape. It was surely asplendid time.
But alas! Of late anew stock character has Riverdanced his way onto the
scene: The Celt. Like the noble Lakota
of Dances With Wolves (perhaps afitting
revenge for Hollywood's 50 years of
"Ugh! Mc scalpum paleface heap
good!"), the Celt has no visible flaws.
Mystical and spiritual in afully New
Age way, he, or more usually she (mustn't insult the Great Goddess), is beautiful, wise, generous, entirely in harniony
with 'The Universe, and probably flosses
three times aday.
True enough, the real Celts deserve
their revenge for years of drunken,
brawling Irishmen and stingy Scots, but
this is just too much. The Celts have
even received the ultimate endorsement
from the self-proclaimed "King of the
World" in his Titanic paean to
Hollywood simplistics, being anointed
as Good People (rich=bad, poor=good:
British=bad, Celtic=good). So powerful
are the commercial aspects of this
stereotype ("Ooh, it might be just like
Enva!") that even the good stuff in the
present grab-bag of discs is forced to use
the official buzzwords of "mystical" and
"haunting." Fortunately for you, Iam
here to sort it all out.
Let's start with a pleasant surprise.
ce/tic Requiem would appear to have
three strikes against it before you even
open the jewel box: the title is pretentious; there's a soft-focus shot of the
artists by candlelight it is aWindham
Hill release. Put it in your player,
though, and things aren't bad at all! I
think of this disc as "Loreena
McKennitt for Beginners," which is
considerable praise from this source.
The opening track begins with some
truly system-stressing bass tones, followed by solidly crafted melodies and
themes. Most of the songs are in Irish
Gaelic, and derive from actual traditional sources. Others are modern settings
of Latin sacred verse, which works alot
better than the dog-Latin used by Enya's
collaborators. Yes, things do get abit
New-Agey at times, especially sonic of
the silliness in the liner notes, but the

disc still gets a"Buy" recommendation.
Now for a serious disappointment.
James McNally is many times all-Ireland
champion on accordion, bodhrán, and
piano; to judge by Every/wet-A, he is also
all-time world champion at eviscerating
great music. Icould go on and on with
details, but I'll let my wife sum things
up: "With this music," she said, "you get
afacial." The saine could also apply to
Helen O'Hara's Southern Hearts, which
sounds as if intended as background
noise for atrendy restaurant. There are
sonic flashes here that show us what a
choice fiddler is being wasted on this
deadly dull material, but in this context,
fine musicianship serves only to wake
the listener up momentarily.
Stereophite, February 1999

Record
There are afew more such flashes on
the Honest (fka Linn) release from
William Jackson, Ge/tic Experience. The
first half of "Sally Gardens" is awonderful guitar solo that sounds like Will
Ackerman at his best (which can be very
good indeed), with a real melody.
Unfortunately, just when it gets good,
Jackson smothers everything in asevere
overdose of syrupy newage (rhymes with
sewage). The same applies to Jackson's
harp solos: he can play perfectly well, and
has no need for the background garbage.
He manages to ruin even the "Skye Boat
Song" with this unnecessary droning, and
Ithought nothing could quite kill amelody
that good. Layers of instrumentation
work well on Celik Requiem, but serve no
musical purpose here. Honest/Linn
should continue to record Jackson,
though; the guy can play. Besides, it could
be worse. Ihave the evidence.
Medwyn Goodall's Class is worse. A lot
worse. We get ahokey fake-Celtic tale
told through hokey fake-Celtic music
that sounds like ahad soundtrack for one
of those TV shows where embarrassed
actors in tacky California medieval costumes run around spouting recycled Star
Wars mysticism.. Even the sound is somehow fake. Don't ask me to elaborate —
listen and you will understand. The subtitle for this drivel is A Celtic Jounuy, trust
me, you should miss the boat.
Relax, reader, we are through with the
worst of it. Guaboy Ceilidh is adumb title,
to be sure, but the concept of mixing
country and Celtic works surprisingly
well. Most of the tunes are done fairly
straight, with areal sense of musical balance. It doesn't always work, mind, but
the positives definitely outweigh the negatives. Besides, you get to hear Denise
Withnell sing, which, as the reviewing
cliché goes, is worth the price of admission. Spiffy sound, too.
Now for the real winners. Maggie
Sansone's Maggie's Music label is fast
becoming self-recommending the lady
knows how to pick 'em. Robin Bullock's
Between Earth and Sky is delightful —
whenever the newage threatens to
invade, he and his cohorts drive it off with
sheer virtuosity. Bullock's guitar reminds
me very much of John Renbounes, and
there is no higher praise than that.
"Riglees March/Rex's Rambles" is alesson in picking that every aspiring folkie
should study. There are some fine World
Music artists playing on this disc, but
whatever their background, they're familiar with the Celtic idiom and ready to
play what the music calls for.
But as good as Bullock and the boys
arc, vocalist Connie McKenna and the
Stereophile, February 1999

ladies of Ceoltóirf arc better! McKenna
may not have the sheer vocal beauty of
Enya or Mary Black, but on Women of
Inland she has the emotional content of
the music exactly right.
Since we're doing comparisons today,
I'll suggest that McKenna is the Irish
Mary McCaslin, with the latter's trick of
staying in your mind long after the performance is done. The instrumental perfomiances are just as good, with marvelous harp work from Suc Richards and
Carol Rose Duane, Karen Ashbrook's
usual high level of playing on hammered
dulcimer, and some kickin' bodhrán from
Token Guy Mark Stone. A pure pleasure
all the way through.
Last in the lot is Bonnie Rideoues
wonderful children's record, Gi'me
Elbow Room. Like most of the stuff produced by Marcy Marxer, it never gets
cutesy or condescending, the musicianship is first-rate, and it represents agreat
introduction to Celtic music for most
of the kids on your Christmas list.
There arc lots of poems by Stevenson
and the like, and plenty of classy tunes.
Ihave only one question: How did the
author of "Hurry Burry" (a pre-Yuppie
tribute to overscheduling) find out
about life in my house?
Well, Saints presarve us, we're done.
Conclusion? Yes, there are too many
Celts" out there, and there are undoubtedly more to come, but there is hope.
Like Ogden Nash's old men punching
out the Senior Citizens, the real Celts
may come along to put paid to the
Riverdancers. Begorra, laddie, fetch me
shillelagh! 'Twill be afoin donnybrook!
— Les Berkley

THE FIRESIGN THEATRE
Give Me Immortality or
Give Me Death
Written and performed by Phil Austin, Peter Bergman,
David Ossman, Phil Proctor
Rhino R2 75509 (CD). 1998. Firesign Theatre, prods.;
Bob Wayne, eng. AAD? 11>: 46:40
Performance ****
Sonics ****

F

or ageneration of young tripsters
attending college in the late '60s
and early 70s, the Firesign Theatre
were the very quintessence of hip. In an
age of rampant social strife and wild forays into alternative streams of art, music,
and consciousness, Firesign Theatre boldly journeyed (to borrow one of their
famous catchphrases) forward into the
past. Children of old-time radio, they
were also sophisticated literati and
nascent rock'n'rollers. They tossed it all
into acreative crockpot to divine anew
form of aural performance art that was at
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once oblique, hallucinogenic, subliminal,
subversive, and oddly unsettling.
They were also comic geniuses. Their
cunning, richly layered meltdowns of
reality (such as that dark masterpiece,
Don't Crush That Dwasj; Hand Ale the Pliers)
encapsulated our growing disillusionment with the media, the government,
and the contradictions of American society in ways few of us could then articulate, and were required listening at any
number of psychedelic hoe-downs. 'Their
art owed as much to the denizens of
James Joyce's dreamscapes and shadowy
subconscious gall of Finns:gam Wake, the
techniques the Irish bard employed in his
"Night-Town" chapter, and Molly
Bloom's final soliloquy from Ulysses) as it
did to those icons of leftist rebellion pictured on the May Day parody cover of
their second album, How Can Ibis Be in
Two Places at Once When You're Not
Anywhere At AIL All Hail Marx & Lennon
(Grouch° &John, that is).
Still, casual fans related far more easily
to the garish puns and drug humor of
"The Further Adventures of Nick
Danger, Third Eye" than to Firesign's cutting political humor; and, with the
demise of Nixon, there seemed no targets
left that were big enough to inspire them.
While several fascinating "radio plays"
followed, by the time of the Carter
administration, FT was played out.
But now, as the clock ticks away
toward the new millennium, they've reformed, and returned with renewed vigor
and psychic vengeance with their best
work since Don't Crush That Dwal* and
[ere All Bozos On This Bus. Give Me
Immortality or Give Me Death is distinguished by deep, densely detailed soundscapes —a minefield of aural details —
and a libertarian point of view that
espouses equal contempt for liberals and
conservatives. In aholographic libretto,
Radio Now suffers through incessant format changes and adeadly news drought
as the countdown to "the end of the
world" beckons, while Chump Threads,
their shrill sports-talk personality, urges
listeners to bet on junior high soccer.
Firesign takes particular umbrage at a
manipulative, star-fl-1#%Hg, politically
correct media in aseries of pointed parodies. Seemingly ordinary sounding events
—such as atraffic 'copter news reportare transmogrified into events from the
Book of Revelations. "Princess Goddess
had to die to star in the movie of her life.
Now she'll live for you in Pu// My String,"
intones the stentorian voice-over, as adigitally replicated Lady Di ("She may be
dead, but she's obviously avery caring
person") appears in her stretch dumpster
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attention to the alarming plight of
earth's gentle amphibians.
The late Charles M. Bogert, longtime head of the Amphibian and
sol negro
Reptile Department of the American
Museum of Natural History (and who
spent his last 20 years in Santa Fe), was
apioneer both in bioacoustics and in
field recording techniques. Here, in a
collection originally released in 1958,
he narrates (in adeadly serious monotone) around afascinating array of frog
calls, croaks, screams, and choruses,
recorded in the mid-'50s everywhere
from Alaska to Panama to ponds near
Bogert's New Jersey home.
Ifound the variety here surprising,
with some of these webbed-footed stylists sounding much like what Iimagine
Lua Lua"; horns add ajaunty lilt to the
George Lucas to be concocting for his
carnival samba of "Adeus Batucada"; and
new Star Wars trilogy The Barking Tree
strings buoy the dolorous Luiz Bonfá
Frog (track 1) sounds like sonar pings
chestnut, "Manhá de Carnaval."
from asubmarine, and the breeding call
"Verónica" is the album's show-stopper,
VIRGINIA RODRIGUES
performed acappella, as in the play, it's
of the Oak Toad (track 55) reminds me
of the whistle my sister's hamster emitlike Gregorian chant sung by an angel.
Sol Negro
The momentum returns on Dorival
ted when squeezed too hard. Other
Hannibal HNCD 1425 (CD). 1998. Celso Fonseca,
Caymmi's "Noite de Temporal," which
amphibian voices, like those of achorus
prod.; Mario "Leco" Possollo, Denilson Campos,
rides a chillingly blueslike berimbau
of Eastern Narrow-Mouthed Toads
Marcos Vicente, engs. MD? 17: 40:37
Performance
vamp. Gil and Djavan sing bass har(track 7), are indistinguishable from
Sonics ****1/2
monies on Barroso's "Terra Seca," providthose of insects.
Without using too much imagination,
ing an almost comedic touch to an otherhe latest Brazilian sensation is a34several frog and toad voices documented
wise serious song, but there's nothing to
year-old former manicurist from
leaven Rodrigues' stark pathos on the
here sound distinctly musical. Samplers,
Salvador, Bahia, who was discovstart your tape decks. The trills of the Pine
Djavan composition "Nobreza." On
ered by Caetano Veloso when, representWoods Treefrog (track 10) are coloraturaing the voice of the poor, she sang an a Veloso's "Sol Negro," Milton Nascimento
twines his pliant voice around hers like a esque. The mixture of the quick mating
cappella hymn in alocal theater produccall of the Mexican Treefrog and the
tion. 'That hymn, "Verónica," is featured vine; on Carlinhos Brown's "Querubim,"
croak of the Mexican Burrowing Frog
Rodrigues scats over achugging beat. The
on her debut album, along with assorted
final track, "Israfel," is aBrazilian setting
(track 64) has the interplay and rhythms
Brazilian pop dassics and anew tune by
of atranslated Edgar Allan Poe poem;
of an atonal string quartet. And achorus
Carlinhos Brown. 'There are various
accompanied only by aharp, Rodrigues
of bullfrogs (track 85) sounds like the
wind, string, and percussion arrangemurmur of low strings or the distant lowments, as well as guest appearances by
sounds positively divine, ahaunting incaring of cows. Most evocative of all is track
Gilberto Gil, 1)javan, and Milton
nation of the spirit of tragic beauty
88, in which a Florida Chorus Frog,
— Larry Birnbatun
Nascimento.. But the focus is squarely on
whose voice Bogert describes as "someRodrigues, whose heavenly contralto
SOUNDS OF
one running their fingers across the teeth
startles in its solemn purity.
NORTH AMERICAN FROGS
of acomb," mixes with the whimsical
Rodrigues may not appeal to samba
see-sawing of Green Treefrogs. An hour
fans; for that matter, she doesn't fit any
Conceived, narrated, &documented
or so of this and your brainwaves will
familiar Brazilian pigeonhole. Her
by Charles M. Bogert
begin to flutter in strange ways.
approach is anything but breezy; her
Smithsonian/Folkways SF CD 45060 (mono CD).
For audiophiles, this disc is one of the
voice is heavy with saudade, the nostalgic
1958/1998. Mel Kaiser, transfer eng.; Peter Bartolç
most bizarre system-test collections to be
melancholy that pervades the music of
compensation eng.; Richard Lescallete, mastering
eng.; Anthony Seeger, Amy Horowitz, reissue superfound. Although these are field recordthe Portuguese-speaking world, but her
visors MD? Tr: 54:11
ings, the sound quality is generally high,
inflections are those of the European-style
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****
with several frogs being extremely closechurch choirs she's sung in since childmilted and others recorded at adistance.
hood. Rather than merely joining the
sthe most sensitive living baromE.T. sounds of all kinds pop out of your
eters of how quickly mankind is
ranks of Brazilian popsters, she seems
polluting this planet to death,
speakers, ranging (at least with the toads)
poised to follow in the footsteps of Cape
frogs and toads are under assault and
from 600 to 5200Hz, depending (the
Verde's Cesaria Evora — whom she
liner notes assure us) on the size of the
rapidly disappearing. By reissuing this
vaguely resembles, both vocally and physamphibian diva involved. Not adisc for
once popular Folkways title on CD, the
ically — as aworld-music diva.
romantic evenings — unless you're
Rodrigues sets an ominous tone on the
Smithsonian Institute (which acquired
attempting to find your prince — this colthe recording catalog of the NYC-based
uptempo opener, "Negrume da Noire,"
lection will change forever the way you
label in 1987 after the death of founder
accompanied only by percussion. Guitars
use the word "croak."
-Robert Baird
Moses Asch) obviously hopes to draw
join in on Veloso's languorous "Lua, Lua,
to hawk an endless series of spew i
promotions — such as an air drop of
Princess Goddess dolls above
Homeless Stadium Meanwhile, commercials urge us to eat high-tech
marshmallows that taste like pork
(from US Plus: "We Own the Idea of
America-1, and to drink an adult
beverage called Polar Pro, aprescription beer for older Americans containing genuine Alaskan beer urine
and Prozac.
As events rumble along toward the
end of the century like a runaway
train, the Firesign Theatre —"a plausibly deniable division of US Plus: We
own the idea of "NOW" '"— say
their final good-byes to the verities of
the 20th century, and Hello to the
unknown. In between, one is left with
the unsettling idea that everything we
know is wrong.
-Chip Stern

irginia Rodrigues
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MSB Technology 24/96 Link DAC
Editor:
The entire staff of MSB "Fechnology
thanks Kal Rubinson and John Atkinson
for the extremely positive review of our
24/96 Link DAC. We acknowledge the
courage it took to tell your sophisticated
readership that a$350 product can sound
great. The side-by-side comparison of the
Link DAC with the ultra-high-end D/A
converters was especially satisfying. We
are truly proud of the sound quality of
this component.
Our goal was to make the Link DAC
the best audio-product value in 1999. We
were ecstatic to read Kal's comment that
"the MSB Link ... is asteal! ... it redefines
entry into high-quality digital sound...
every DVD player deserves to be auditioned with it. No home should be without one." MSB utilized its 10-plus years
of high-end DAC design experience to
achieve the tremendous value and performance of the Link DAC. We thank ¡(al
for noticing MSB's evolution into amanufacturer of a complete line of digital
home-theater equipment. MSB wants
everyone to affordably enjoy what the
new digital technologies bring to the
audio experience.
We especially appreciated the thorough technical review. John's comment
that "the MSB Link offers superb measured performance at any price" is testimonial to achieving our performance
goals. In order to satisfy the demands of
the most discriminating and "only the
best will do" listener, a limited-edition
higher-end Gold version of the Link will
be available for $1495 in January '99.
Your magazine provides the opportunity for informed decision making about
audio purchases by presenting accurate
information about emerging audio technologies. MSB will continue to offer
examples of its new digital audio components to your review staff. The next product sent will be one of our revolutionary
24-bit/96kHz AID converters.
Thank you again for the opportunity to
address your readership.
Jeff Spine
Director of Markaing, MSB Technoke
@msbtech.com
Linn Sondek CD12
Editor:
With the Linn Sondek CD12, Linn set
out to make the very best-sounding CD
player we could. As with the original
LP12, we wanted to extract the maxiStereophile, February 1999

Comments

mum amount of musical information
possible from the recording. The CD12 is
modular and built to last alifetime, and
so, like all Linn products, it is designed to
be supportable.
Your readers will see from your comprehensive assessment of the CD12 that it
is aradical and innovative product and
lives up to the Sondek name with its
musical performance.
One of the nicer things about breaking new ground in our field is not only
that we can get more pleasure from our
music and enjoy awider range of software, but that we can also advance our
understanding of audio engineering and
measurement.
The CD12 presented achallenge for all
the engineering disciplines at Linn. Our
designers seized with enthusiasm this
opportunity to develop ano-holds-barred
CD player. They are delighted the product has been so well received. Iwould
also like to thank everyone at Stereophik
for helping us spread our message, and for
this most professional review. Iwelcome
comments and feedback from your readers on the sound of the Linn Sondek
CD12 by e-mail.
loor lidimbrun
Thanks and regards,
ivor@linn.comk
Musical Fidelity X-24K
Editor:
Thanks for the thorough and insightful
review of the Musical Fidelity X-24K 24bit DAC. As John Atkinson observes, the
X-24K is one of the first D/A converters
designed to bridge the gap between the
CD- and DVD-Audio formats. The X24K is designed to improve the performance of ordinary CDs and the specially
recorded 24-bit DVD-Audio discs currently available from Chesky, Classic
Records, and others.
A few technical notes: The bass performance of the X-24K can be further improved by adding the optional Musical Fidelity X-PSU outboard upgrade power
supply ($200). I'm sorry Ineglected to supply John with an X-PSU for his review.
The introductory US price of the X-24K
is $499.95. For alimited time, however,
audiophiles who trade in older Audio
Alchemy, Musical Fidelity, Parasound, or
Theta DACs can receive a$100 credit
toward the purchase of the X-24K.
Sidebar: We've found Pioneer's new
DV-414 to be an excellent DVD-player
match for the X-24K. The DV-414 is one

of the few DVD players on the market that
outputs 96kHz digital audio. The DV-414
is widely available (we sell it too), and sells
for only $399.
Wayne Schuurman
President, Audio Advisor,
Musical Fidelity's US importer
Musical Fidelity X-24K
Editor:
Thank you for the excellent review of the
X-24K.
The design objective of the X-24K was
to sound more than 95% as good as any
other 24-bit/96K DAC at up to 10 times
its price. In the less ephemeral area of
measurements, we hoped to do even better still. From your review, Ithink you
agree it has met its design objectives.
Considering the X-24K's modest
appearance (but not build quality), and its
prices, Ibelieve your review was fair and
evenhanded, particularly as it emphasized
the dramatically diminished marginal
returns offered by DACs at considerably
higher prices than the X-24K.
Just asmall point of history: Arcam's
Black Box DAC was the first to be
reviewed in the world, but Musical Fidelity
followed Arcam by about five weeks with
its legendary Digilog. Perhaps if magazine
reviewing schedules had been different,
Musical Fidelity would have had the first
review.
Thank you again for such an excellent
Antony Michaelson
review.
Musical Fidelity
Conrad-Johnson Premier Twelve
Lditor

Iwould like to extend our sincere thanks
to Michael Fremer for his fabulous
review of the Conrad-Johnson Premier
Twelve power amplifier. The review
accurately characterizes the sonic performance of these amplifiers — aresult, no
doubt, of the considerable time he spent
assessing them in avariety of systems.
From its first introduction, Ipersonally
have felt that the Premier Twelve was a
very special product. At the time, its performance reached alevel that led us to
redesign our flagship amplifier, resulting
in the "A" revision of the Premier 8. Iam
delighted to find that Mr. Freiner shares
my enthusiasm for this amplifier.
One cautionary note to readers
attempting to work their way through the
"Measurements" section of the review:
The output tubes on any tube power
amplifier normally weaken with extend167
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cd usage. These particular Premier
Twelves were with Stereophile for more
than two years of extensive use — roughly
the expected lifetime of aset of tubes —
before measurements were taken. Therefore it is not surprising that the amps came
up just under rated power into the rated
load of 4ohms. Overall, measured performance was actually quite good for an amp
that was due for tube replacement.
Thanks again for the great review.
Lest/Johnson
Conrad-Johnson Design
Bow Technologies Wazoo
Editor:
From ourselves, and on behalf of Bow
Technologies, we would like to thank
Kalman Rubinson and Stereophile for the
review of the Bow Technologies Wazoo
single-chassis amplifier. More commonly
referred to as an integrated amplifier, the
Wazoo represents aproduct trend that we
believe is long overdue as apowerful tool
for the music lover in the US. An
ultra-high-performance single-chassis
amplifier can provide not just aglimpse of
what the very-high-dollar electronics provide, but will put the listener smack in the
thick of what the best electronics available can offer. And, as Mr. Rubinson
points out, $3500 is not too little to pay to
get atruly high-end amp.
Mr. Rubinson makes brief mention of
aremote control for the Wazoo. At the
time of the review, the Wand remote
control was not yet acompleted project.
By January 1999 it will be included as
part of the Wazoo's price of $3500. The
Wand will not only control the Wazoo,
but also the just-reviewed ZZ-8 CD player (Stereophile, August 1998) and the
upcoming partnering CD player for the
Wazoo, the Wizard, making system integration simple. We can also look for a
replacement for the ZZ-1 single-chassis
amplifier sometime in early 1999.
We are proud to be the new distributor
for Bow Technologies, and would again
like to thank Stereophile for the coverage
of the Wazoo.
Stirling Trayle
Sumiko
Bow Technologies Wazoo
Editor:
Iwould like to thank the staff at Stereophile
for the very fair treatment we got in connection with the review of the Wazoo.
The first version of the Wazoo sent for
review had been circling around the
States for along time for audition and
evaluation, and we hadn't been able to
keep track of its whereabouts up to the
point where it was delivered to Stereophile.
Apparently someone had been tinkering
with the innards of this particular amp,
resulting in amisadjustment of the driver
stage. It is, of course, abig mistake on our
part to let such an amp get through to test
without making sure that it is actually up to

spec. The fact that Stereophile offered us a
second chance to send acorrectly functioning unit is very much appreciated by us.
The design of this amplifier (no feedback, only one stage of amplification, and
minimal use of active components) dictates the less-than-perfect measurements.
We believe, however, that this design philosophy is responsible for the very musical
and natural way of reproducing music as
reported by Kalman Rubinson. We would,
however, have preferred that the published
curves were solely from the correctly functioning unit, not adefective one.
Once again, thank you for a great
review and very fair treatment.
Karsten Spendson
Technical Director, Bow Technoloeies
VTL ST-85 power amplifier
Editor:
We at VTL arc totally delighted by the
results of the hard work Lonnie Brownell
has put into his review of the VTL ST-85.
We always take pleasure from learning of
the satisfaction that a truc music lover
gains from using one of our products, and
we arc truly gratified by the acknowledgment that even our entry-level products
are manufactured to high quality standards, as described by Lonnie when he
says that "the VTL ST-85 is solidly built"
and "is, in many ways, the finest amplifier I've had in my system."
We are also satisfied by the respectable
set of measurements the VTL ST-85 produccd on the test bench. Even though the
ST-85 is offered at an entry-level price,
these listening and test-bench results give
the reader some indication of its lineage.
The VTL ST-85 comes from along line of
power amplifiers designed to offer highquality value at every price level, while
still possessing the family sound for which
VTL has become known. This is achieved
by the utilization of the simple, pure tube
circuit that has been in production since
we founded the company in 1986. It is our
policy that all of the products we manufacture are designed and built to be worthy of carrying the VTL marque.
In this respect, Lonnie's review is a
really important one for VTL: The VTL
ST-85 is the starting point in our amplifier line for many who are first-nine tube
users. The review serves as astrong affirmation of the sonic characteristics and
build quality that are consistent throughout the VTL product range, from our
flagship Wotan MB-1250 monoblocks to
the ST-85. Customers who are today
enjoying the ST-85 can accurately anticipate what the added power of our larger
amplifiers, such as the MB-450 Signature
monoblocks, can deliver to their systems.
Even more interesting are Lonnie's findings of the bass capabilities of the littlest
VTL, as favorably compared to asolidstate amplifier that would be similar to
what many of our potential customers
Stereophile, February 1999
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(407) 724-4000

Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 786-4240
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740
Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835
Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-85(10
Yorba Linda
Laser D Entertainment
(714) 606-3993
COLORADO
Boulder
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
Colorado Springs
Electronic Essentials
(719) 548-9500
Listen Up
(719) 633-2600

Paradyme Audio/Video
(916) 971-3600

Listen Up
(303) 778-0780

San Bernardino
VideoMart
(909) 885-3191

MoonDance Audio
(303) 777-4449

Convoy TV Audio 8Video Sales
(619) 279-3825
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060

Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Francisco
San Francisco Stereo
(415) 861-1044
Ultimate Sound
(415) 781-6025
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Shelley's Stereo
(310) 451-0040
Santa Rosa
Catania Sound
(707) 526-7555
Sawyer's News
(707) 542-1311
Scotts Valley
Home Theater Connection
(408) 438-5112
South San Francisco
Laser City
(650) 794-9664
Thousand Oaks
Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771
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Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299

Audio Gallery
(916) 447-2100

San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311

Buy

Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(213) 373-6796

Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
Denver
Cherry Creek Audio
(303) 758-4434

Sacramento
Audio FX
(916) 929-2100

to

Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970) 259-6722
Englewood
Gold Sound
(303) 789-5310
Pueblo
Chorus Audio Video
(719) 542-1980
Westminster
Westminster Newsland
(303) 428-0823

Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433
Palm Harbor
Audio Video Odyssey
(813) 784-1911
Pensacola
Audio Advice of Northwest
Florida
(850) 477-6821
Pinellas Park
Speakerworld
(813) 544-3819
Sarasota
Laser's Edge CD 8DVD
Exchange
(941) 377-4419
St. Petersburg
Sounds Terrific
(813) 521-3011

GEORGIA
Alpharetta
Laser Video Limited
(770) 640-1399
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(770) 804-8977
Lilbum
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145

CONNECTICUT

Berlek Systems
(770) 951-8834
Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Rossville
Chattanooga Valley Audio
(706) 861-0282

Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(860) 584-0131

Roswell
AVI Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120

Hartford
Stereo Shop (The)
(860) 523-7250
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(860) 442-5314

Home Theater 8Sound
Concepts
(770) 642-5557

DELAWARE
Wilmington
High Fidelity House
(302) 478-3575
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050

FLORIDA
Auburndale
Blow It Out Your Amp
(941) 967-0202
Boca Raton
Better Sound
(561) 338-8898

Toccoa
Audio Central
(706) 282-5100

HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 941-6550
Classic Audio 8Video
1808) 732-9625

IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
(208) 772-3348

ILLINOIS
Arlington
Columbia Audio-Video
(847) 394-4770

Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500
Champaign
Champagne Audio
(217) 355-8828
Chicago
Music °Wed
(312) 433-0200
Paul Heath Audio Ltd.
(773) 549-8100
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Van L. Speakerworks
(312) 769-0773
Chicago Heights
Music in Motion
(708) 754-3770
Franklin Park
Mobile Hi -Fi
(847) 455-6166
Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844
Indian Head Park
Dr.B.'S
(708) 784-0056
Lisle
Holm Audio
(630) 663-1298
Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2500
Rock Falls
Sterling Electronics
(815) 626-42W
Rockford
Absolute Audio
(815) 395-1000

INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Bloomington
Sound Solutions
(812) 330-0390
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 745-5460
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342
Tone Studio
(317) 257-0601
Lafayette

Sound Lab

(317) 449-4211

Portage
Who's Your Entertainment
(219) 762-7027
Terre Haute
Audio Connection
Stereo/Video
(812) 732-1663

IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200
Davenport
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Fort Dodge
Archer IV
(515) 573-5737
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505

Havàeye Audio
(319) 337-4878

KANSAS
Kansas City
Masterpiece Audio
(913) 321-2020
Salina
Acoustics Sounds
(913) 825-8609
Shawnee Mission
Audeport Ltd.
(913) 341-2222
Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555

KENTUCKY
Lexington
Barney Miller's
(606) 252-2216

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457
Slidell
Home Theater Concepts
(800) 357-6684

MAINE
Bangor
Summit Sound
(207) 947-4434

MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 766-0018
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Bethesda
IS Audio
(301) 989-2500
Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242
Silver Spring
Graffiti Audio-Video
(301) 589-3444
Timonium
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 821-5600
Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(4101 296-0202
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras Inc. Stereo 8Video
(781) 648-8111
Stereo Shop
(617) 648-4434
Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111
Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144
Chicopee
Essential Hi Fi
(413) 533-4700
Lawrence
Malco Electronics
(508) 685-4383
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Needham
You Do It Electronics
(6171 449-1005
North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
(508) 699-8819
Norwood
Meganlex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Pittsfield
H.B.S. Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
Westport
Sound Images
(508) 636-3400
MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage 8Sons
(313) 386-3909
Ann Arbor
Accutronics
(313) 741-4444
Audio Video Showcase
(734) 669-9600
Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
East Lansing
Quantum Leap
(517) 337-8362
Ferndale
Imagery
(248) 544-8370
Flint
Front Row Audio Video
(810) 732-2220
Kalamazoo
Audio Kiosk (The)
(616) 384-5787
Portage
Home Entertainment Store
(616) 385-9888
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(248) 549-7320
Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100
Traverse City
Sound Room (The)
(616) 947-4710
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio &video
(248) 737-0005
Superior Sight &Sound
(248) 626-2780
MINNESOTA
Edina
Master Media
(612) 941-0474
Hopkins
Transportation Electronics
(612) 933-7357
Minneapolis
Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328
MISSISSIPPI
Ripley
Extreme Sound Lab
(601) 837-2345
MI SSO URI
Gladstone
Buzzz's Hi Fi
(816) 453-3808
Sedalia
Creative Audio
(660) 826-8280
St. Louis
Flip's Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600
MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty [Jr Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683
NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Audio Systems &Design
(402) 483-4511
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image &Sound
(702) 876-3401
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Upper Ear (The)
(702) 878-8212
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 888-9777
NEW JERSEY
Dunellen
Home Theater Shop (The)
(908) 424-8680
Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500
Linwood
Sounds and Images
(609) 926-1630
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559
Montclair
COhen's
(201) 744-2399
Ridgewood
Sounding Board (The)
(201) 445-5006
Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
(201) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799
West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(908) 636-7777
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Audio Designs
(505) 298-9185
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933
NEW YORK
Binghamton
J.S.G. Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Clifton Park
Edie's CD's
(518) 373-9089
Flushing
Ultra Hi-Fi
(718) 461-4848
Upgrade AN Center
(718) 886-1700
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi -Fi
(607) 272-7155
Kingston
Burt sElectronics
(914) 331-5011
Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600
Little Neck
Hi Fi Exchange
(718) 423-0400
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381

Dina Magazines
(212) 6744595

Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010

Lyric Hi-Fi
(212) 439-1900

OKLAHOMA

Magazine Store (The)
(212) 246-4766
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Queens
T.D. Electronics
(718) 528-4956
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410
Sound Concept (The)
(716) 442-6050
Syracuse
Clark MUSIC
(315) 446-7020
Watertown
Happy Ear
(315) 788-7692
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Charlotte
Cannon Associates
(704) 375-8246
Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300
Greenville
Home Systems
(252) 353-8091
Morrisville
Audio Broker
(919) 467-6806
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
NORTH DAKOTA
Fargo
Yortwest Audio
(701) 298-0034
OHIO
Boardman
Sound Shop
(330) 629-8191
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727
Centerville
look and Listen
(937) 438-4330
Cleveland
Hi-Tech Hi-Fi and Video
(216) 449-4434
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
(513) 429-4434

Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240
Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300
OREGON
Beaverton
Art of Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754
Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3510
Eugene
Bradford's Hi Fidelity
(541) 344-9117
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454
Portland
Echo Audio
(503) 223-2292
Salem
Hear No Evil Home 8Car
(503) 363-3633
PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
(610) 649-7002
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 263-4960
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Jenkintown
Stereo Trading Outlet (The)
(215) 886-1650
Levittown
Contemporary Audio Video
(215) 702-3600
Philadelphia
David Lewes Audio
(215) 725-1177
Jazzman
(215) 735-7444
Pittsburgh
Audio Gallery (The)
(412) 521-9500
Listening Post
(412) 681-8433
Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055
Triangle Radio 8Television
(412) 561-1115
Selinsgrove
Village TV 8Stereo Shop
(717) 374-9220
Shillington
Elements Audio Video
(610) 775-9325
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373
Williamsport
Stereo Shoppe
(717) 323-9014
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815
Wyomissing
Stereo Barn
(610) 376-7122
RHODE ISLAND
Bristol
Manhattan Sound
(4011 253-9789

Gahanna
Genesis Audio Ltd.
(614) 939-0802
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Marion
Exotica Car Audio
(740) 383-2559
Mayfield Heights
Hoffman's Audio Video
(216) 461-3707

TENNESSEE
Cordova
Sound Visions
(901) 754-7111

New Philadelphia
Hard Audio Security
(330) 343-1353

Franklin
Audio Video Environments
(615) 771.1141

Toledo
Jamieson's
(419) 882-2571

Johnson City
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233

SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenwood
Delta Electronics
(864) 229-3949

Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874

TEXAS
Addison
Top Communications Services
(972) 267-0000
Austin
Audio by Design
(512) 458-1667
High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833
Bedford
Classic Home Audio
(817) 267-6502

WISCONSIN
Appleton
Disc-Go-Round
(413) 733-1094
Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464
Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Greenfield
Greenfield News and Hobby
(414) 281-1800
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Wausau
Electronics World #1
(715) 845-4504

Conroe
lobe Systems
(409) 441-1112
Dallas
Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156
El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Houston
Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707

Wisconsin Rapids
Salon One
(715) 421-5910

Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
Lubbock
Sound Wave (The)
(806) 792-7299
Plano
Audio Home
(972) 429-1541

WYOMING
Jackson
Custom Electronics
(307) 733-1600
PUERTO RICO
Caguas
Video Laser
(787) 745-7805
Rio Piedras
Stardust OVO Distributors
(787) 274-0146

UTAH
Orem
Reference Audio Video
(801) 221-9804
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511

Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
(809) 274-0927
San Juan
Nova Electronics
(787) 781-3870

Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918

VERMONT
CANADA

Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
(802) 879-3900

ALBERTA
Calgary
K&W Audio
1424 Fourth St SW

VIRGINIA

Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Plus
9934 8200 Ave

Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163

Charlottesville
Audio Vision
(804) 975-4434
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733

New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St.
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No.1 Rd.
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W.Broadway
1150 Robson St.
2388 W Fourth Ave.
674 Granville St.,4th Floor

Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434
Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morns St.

Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047
Kirkland
Acoustical Magic
(425) 825-8806
Olympia
Desco Audio &Video
(360) 943-1393
Puyallup
Premier Audio &Home Theater
(253) 445-5414
Seattle
Bulldog News
(206) 632-6397
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609
Madison Audio
(206) 292-9262
University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387

ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave. W
Kingston
lust Hi -Fi
239 Princess St.
London
London Audio
716 York St.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd.
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St. N
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QUEBEC
Quebec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E.

COSTA RICA
Curridiabat

ARGENTINA
National Distributor
RI Martinez
Tel/Fax (54) I585 1413

CROATIA
National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel (388) 21 343 213
Fax (3851 21 40 376

T,

I

,,h1 225 8231

AUSTRALIA
Notional Distributor
Queensland
Caxton Street Audio
Tel. (617) 3368 3566
Fax (617) 3368 3813

Prague
Audio Studio EGO
Tel 4202 272 451

BENELUX
Notional Distributor
Durob Audio BV
Dept DC Publishing
Tel. 31 (0) 73 511 2555
Fax 31 (0) 73 511 7583

DENMARK
Norager
Hifi Klubben
Tel. (45) 353 64960
Fax (45) 353 68 385

CZECH REPUBLIC

De Hifiwinkel
Tel. 31 (0) 40 211 3188
Fax 31(0) 40 211 7734

FINLAND
Turku
Hifi Mesta Dy
Tel. (358) 22504 888
Fax (358) 22504 808

The Hit shop
Tel. 31 (0) 13 544 3444
Fax 31 (0) 13 580 1529

FRANCE
Quincy-Voisin
Renaissance Sarl
Tel/Fax (331) 6004 6066

De Hilistudio
Tel. 31 (0) 591 61 1111
Fax 31 (0) 591 61 2345
De Hifiwinkel
Tel. 31 (0) 24 684 2091
Fax 31 (0) 24 684 2602

GERMANY
National Distributor
Frankfurt
Eclectic Audio
Tel. (491 6722 8060
Fax (49) 6722 8067

BRAZIL
Blumenau, S.C.
Sound Image
Tel. (55) 47 326 0676
Fax (55) 47 322 0305
BRUNEI

GREECE
National Distributor

Jalan Gadong
Auinsual Hawn
Tel. (673) 244 8840
Fax (673) 244 8841

Athens
NM Acoustics
Tel. (30) 1292 2724
Fax (30) 1293 3168

HONG KONG
National Distributor
Central
YE Audio Ltd.
Tel. (852) 2524 8775
Fax (852) 2845 0746

NORWAY
National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Tel/Fax (47) 55 25 62 14
PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon city
Upscale Audio
Tel. (63) 2931 37 42
Fax (63) 2741 28 93

Kowloon Branch
Tel. (852) 2392 6368
Fax (852) 2392 6328
HUNGARY
Budapest
P&P Audio
Tel. (361) 325 8772
Fax (361) 167 3236
ISRAEL
Hertselya-Pitvach
HRS Home Entertainment
Tel. (972) 50588 028
Fax (972) 39088 808
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound and Music
Tel. (39) 583 55 301
Fax (39) 583 66 790
INDIA
Mumbai
Nova Audio Systems (PI Ltd.
Tel. 191) 22 495 4260
fax 1911 27 .196 3.165

PORTUGAL
Notional Distributor
Amadora
Ajasom
Tel. (351) 1474 8709
Fax (351) 1475 1367
REPUBIJC OF IRELAND
Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel (353) 1288 8477
Fax (353) 1283 4887
REPUBLIC OF
MACEDONIA
Skopje
TP Koch
Tel/Fax (189) 91 11 83 66

MARTINIQUE

RUSSIA
Moscow
Too Kst
Tel. (095) 007 286 5474
Fax (095) 007 150 8324

St Joseph
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel. (596) 42 71 00
Fax (596) 57 96 39

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
Tel./Fax (65) 33 66 790

NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Wellington
DR Britton lid.
Tel. (64) 45688 066
Fax (64) 45688 065

SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Alberton
Hifi Excellence
Tel. (27) It 907 9092
Fax (27) 11 907 8399

to

Buy

SPAIN
Notional Distributor
Valencia
Sane Audio Elile
Tel. (349) 6351 0798
Fax 1349) 6351 5254
SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Hill Art
TeL (46) 86616 300
Fax (46) 86602 207
SWITZERLAND
Geneva
Hifi Portier
Tel. (411 22 784 0050
Fax (41 22 784 2904
THAILAND
National Distributor
Bangkok
Music World Co Ltd.
Tel. (662) 276 5190
Fax (662) 276 2456
TRINIDAD
Curepe
Sanch Electronix
Tel. (868) 663 1384
Fax (868) 645 2205
TURKEY
Istanbul
RED Muzik
Tel. (90) 212 241 3411
Fax (90) 212 231 9673
UNITED KINGDOM
Newsstand Distributor
COMAG Magazine Mktg.
Tel. 01895 433 800
Fax 01895 433 801
Dealer Distributor
National Distributor
Wollalon Audio
Tel 0115 928 4147
Fax 0115 928 0625

Stereophile
Ipswich
Sevenoaks Hifi
Tel. 01473 286 977
London
Kamla Hifi
Tel. 0171 323 2747
Musical Images
TeL 0171 497 1346
Milton Keynes
Audio Insight Technosounds
Tel. 01908 604 949
Nottingham
Castle Sound and Vision
Tel. 0115 958 4404
Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Tel. 01865 790879
Reading
Audio T
Tel 01189 585 463
Scotland
Edinburgh
Music Mill
Tel. 0131 555 3963
Tonbridge Wells
Sounds of Music
Tel. 01892 547 003
West -Thurrock
Rayleigh Hill
Tel. 01708 680 551

VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh City
Audio Choice Show Room
Tel. (381) 11-222 4322
Fax (381) 11-140 689

YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade
Radix Audio
Tel. (381) 36 11 III
Fax (381) 36 10 333

Audio
SOLUTIONS

AUDIO GALLERY

when the music pleases your ears

Audio Research
Revel
Mark Levinson
Aerial
Theta Digital
ProAc
Pass Labs
Paradigm
Proceed
Von Schweikert

your soul will dance
ROGUE AUDIO'

GRAAP

ATMA-SPHERE

AIR TIGHT'

MCCORMACK

PASS LABS

AUDIOCRAFT*

DISC DOCTOR

ACCU PHASE

VERITY AUDIO'
CONFiAD-JOHNSON

SOUND LAB
AUDIO LAB*

MAGNUM AUDIO LTD*

KOETSU*

NORDOST FLATLINE —

E.A.R.

Pelautteutec
Sod ce qlome 7deatize

GALLO ACOUSTICS"

NIRVANA*

MEADOWLARK AUDIO**

MASSACHUSE
HIGH-END CHO

5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd.
Atlanta,Georgia 30338

IN BEAUTIFUL PICTURESOU
1100 MAIN ROM/
WESTPORT, MA 0
TEL. (508) 636-3400
ROGERS*
TOTEM

.

FAX (

SOUND IMAGES CABL
,

A ENGINEER

FURNITURE BY
TARGET CONTOURS. OSAR' AND SALAMANDER
\\) Multi; PLLASL (:.\I
TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
*NEW ENGLAND'S EXCLUSIVE DEALER
MASSACHUSETTS EXCLUSIVE DEALER
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America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

The RACKIT" System
(since

1984)

Stackable, portable oak unit ,
hold all recording formats
and audio/video component ,
Free mailorder brochure
Tlease mention Nercophilc 1

Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188

(770)804- SW7
http://www.audiosolutions.com
VPI
Audible Illusions
Grado
Pioneer Elite
Sumiko
Marantz
Graham
Lexicon
Aragon
Tara Labs
Benz-Micro
Acurus
Sennheiser
Adcom
Kimber Kable
Belles
Magnum Dynalab
SME

Audio

Mart

GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA
—Franchised dealer Mr Nains, Pink Triangle, Quad,
Spendor, Roksan, Creek, Rep, Epos, ReVox, JPW,
Dynaco, OC-9, Goldring, Meadowlark, Target, Sound
Organisation, and nmre. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805)6584311.
AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR —University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin —Acums, Aragon, Audio
Research, MK. CAL Cambridge, EAD, Golden Tube,
JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Martin-Logan, Paradigm, Rega,
TARA, Thiel. Totem, '(BA. (608) 284-0001.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAL, Classé Audio, Zoethecus, Grado, Jeff
Rowland. Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Martin-Logan,
Mirage. MIT, PowerWedge, ProAc, Target, Theta, van
den Hal, Vandersteen,JF Woodworks. Audio Emerge,
Livapool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/MC/ArnEV Discover
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We Mkt
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience.
free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Cary, Nakamichi,
Acurus, Kimber, KEF, Parasound, Kinergetics, Quad, PS,
Fried, Audible Illusions, Spendor, Target Carver, many
more. Fire catalog! Read fillght73 Slain 591 King St,
Charleston, SC 29403. (843)723-7276.
GERMAN REBUILT QUAI ) ESLs ARE HERE!
Attention Quad, Roksan, and Spendor owners!
Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Roksan, Spendor, and Gradient. ESL/ESL-63 panels,
updates, stands, and subwoofers available! Contact
Randy or Mike, QSED, 33 MrWhin Loop #108,
Fndericksbure VA 22406. (540) 372-3711, .!ix (540) 3723713. E-mail: eandd@aotrom
WE ALWAYS l'AY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral. Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West LA. Call Superex Produas, Inc,
(310)826-3686, (310) 826-4356 )ax, Samie.
FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. Visit our
website at iiiviefailiarecom. See the latest FM antennas
(the new APS-14), plus tips on improving FM reception. Download our product literature. Not on the
Net? Call for our Steno Pilot newsletter at (800) 2688637, also (716)683-5451, orAx to (716)683-5421. E-mail
to inlOeryaulanttoin, or unite 10 &Om,Htl, Box 455, Belo,
NY 14225-0455.
BUY FACTORY-DIRECT. Now you can afford
incredible state-of-the-art audio cables. Better performance than cables 10 times the cost! Selected demos
available at extra savings. Call or write for information
and reviews. 30-day money-back guarantee. lice Audio
Products, tel. (561) 575-757Z fax (561) 575-0302,
WWW.Ikraltd1.
0.COM .
ANTENNA PERFORMANCE —"Those lucky folks
with many high-end FM tuners should throw away any
lesser antenna ... and install an APS-14
diately"—
www.wb2vvv.com .APS-14, APS-9. and the elegant
indoor FM InTenna: the finest FM-reception products
on th e pl ane t, s
ee steteophile "Recommended Components," October '98. APS, (860) 643-2733. E-111.1d
4444eite: www.antamaperlOrmare..com.
HANDMADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire. Teflon insulation, Cardas silver/rhodium connectors. Low-capacitance,
low-inductance
design.
Interconnects,
$150/meter pair; speaker cable. $100/running meter.
Money-back guarantee. Don't pay more! (770) 4578748 belOre lOpm EST
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PLACETTE AUDIO: Audiophiles around the world
have learned that our remote-controlled 126-step matrixtype line-level volume controls and preamps are the
most transparent and accurate available today. Uses
only costly Vishay S-102 premium transistors in all signal paths. Transforms CI) sound. $1000. Also, 3-input
remote-controlled passive and full-featured class-A discrete-component buffered line stage. Any of these units
will turn your good system into something very special.
No-risk 30-day trial. Once you hear the sparkling clarity, of Vishay resistors, you won't have anything less!
(208) 342-6141 or (208)863-1089, Placettearedio.com
AUDIO ART, EST 1976— Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Martin-Logan, Vandersteen, Cardas, Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, Vtl.
I4,ite/fax (804)358-5300.
WE'RE HERE ANI) YOU'RE NOT! So, call! Tube
audio specialists. New/NOS tubes. Alón, Anthem,
Audio Research, CAL Cary, Diapason, JMIab, MS,
ProAc, QuickSilver, Ultech, Wilson Benesch,
WireWorld, more! Ask about our Bass Notch Filter!
Arizona Tube Audio, (602) 921-9961, uninv.tubeaudioxoin
MAGNAN'S NEWEST: Signature power cable and
power conditioner ... experience the difference!!
Signature interconnects and speaker cables, Type Vi
and Ills interconnects also available for your listening
pleasure. Tel./fax: (805)484-9544, e-mailiMagnart904@
adieus, unotentleran.COM.
HIGH -ENI) COMI'ONENTS AT DISCOUNT
prices —Aerial. B&W, 1)ynaudio, Mirage, Thiel, Totem,
KEF, Von Schweikert, Bryston, Citation, Classé, Resolution Audio, Sonic Frontiers, Krell, and other exclusive
audio products. Helm Music, Inc, (888) 519-9800.
AUDIO UN LI M ITE I) OFFERS Accuphase,
Acoustic Energy, Acmtcc, Aesthetix, Air Tight. Avalon
Acoustics, Audio Artistry, Audits Craft, Audio Note,
Basis, Benz-Micro, Clung, Coda, Ensemble, Fanfare,
Graaf, Graham, Koetsu, Kuzma, LAT, Magnum
Dynalab, Meret, Micromega, Micro-Seiki, Musical
Design, Music Metre, Muse, Odeon, Onix, Rep,
Sainadhi Acoustics, Spendor, Symphonic-Line,
Systenidek, Tannoy, Totem, Transfiguration, Wheaton
Triplanar, XL0, '(BA, Zoethecus, and niore. Call/fax
John Barnes al (303) 691-3407, 2341 W Yale Ave,
Etrolewood, CO 80110.

RATES: Private, $125 per word; Commercial,
$4.15 per word. $166 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.)
PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid
with order, either by check or credit card:
MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO: Statophile,
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529,
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. FAX: (505) 9836327. Online: classifieds@stereophile.com .
DEADLINE: Ads arc duc on the first working
day of the month. two months in advance of the
issue in which your ad will appear. For example,
if you want your ad to run in the April 1999
Stereophile, you must submit it by February 1,
1999. Please Note: Phone-in ads arc not
accepted. Please plan on faxing or mailing in
your ads on the form provided at the end of the
section. No refunds.

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS, Quicksilver, AudioQueg,
and Vandersteen. This system will make you late for
work! Also: Tammy Mercury Iminimonitor, 5-year
warranty, $249/pair. "Best value in high-end," says
John Rutan, "The Gentleman of Verona." Call (973)
239-/799,fax (973) 239-1725.
WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFI! Noise-fighting accessories ($0.50 up),
power-line conditioners ($85 up). Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $30. Write for catalog! Virtual Mode, 1Old
Guam Rd, Shelton, CT 06484. (203)929-0876.
McCORMACK EQUIPMENT: Steve McCormack
has developed upgrades for McComuck equipment
that will blow your socks off? We are pleased to offer
special sock attachments for use with these incredible
components (available in avariety of colors). For full
inforniation, contact SMcAudio, (760) 732-0352,
SM(Audio@aol.com
PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Absolutely the best selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices! InfiniCaps,
Hovland, MIT MultiCaps, SCR, Black Gate, Etna,
Nichicon, Vishay, Caddocit Holm, Mills, Kiwame, etc.,
capacitors, resistors. All types of connectors, chassis wires,
cabling, Alps, Noble, 'flu), Hocked diodes, copper-foil
inductors, tubes, vibration damping sheets, isolators,
Iktlex Panels, hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, accessories, free catalog! Mirhael l'erty, Box 526, Invernmç G4
94937, (415) 669-7181, (415) 669-7558.k MINT94à.3111.10 .
VAC UPGRADES —a dramatic difference! Renaissance 30/30 Mk.II to M1.111, $859; Renaissance 70/70
or 140 Mk.II to Mk.III, $1939; PA 80/80 to Mk.I I,
$569. VAC also repairs and refurbishes Marantz 7, 8B,
9, and other classic tube equipment. Contact VA
(919) 596-1107
LEVINSON No.331 AMP, $3500; Levinson No.380
preamp, $3250. Both like new! Jiff (248)583-5305.
NHT 2.9, piano finish, 4-way, near 3.3 performance at
the price, mint, $1495. (804) 378-3786, 5-10 EST
only please!.
SPECTRAL, AVALON, MIT, DMA-180 series 2,
DMC-20 series 2, SDR-3000, SDR-2000, Radian HC
Walnut, Z-Center, Z-Stabilizer, 350 EVO interconnects, 770 biwire. (402)560-2329.
DIG TUBES? READ THIS? Upscale Audio has the
largest inventory in the US of genuine rare early-vintage tubes from Telefunken, Amperex, Siemens,
Mazda, Brimar, and Mollard, and we are tube upgrade
experts. No anunerteits. Performance selection feamring a$21,0(X1 FFT Analyzer and computerized Curve
Tracer. The best place to buy your gear! Audiorized dealer for Sonic Frontiers, Balanced Audio Tedinology,
Anthem, Golden Tube, Audible Illusions, Presence,
B&K, Von Schweikert, Meadowlark, PSB. Nordost
Harlin,. specialist. Kviii@upsca/eaudiwin or (909) 9319686 me
,or see the
"Tub-e
or Not Tub-e," at wrineuoundstoge.com
ECH() BUSTERS I
kcoratwe Acoustical Treatmems!!
Your room is acomponent. Upgrade the only component that works with any equipment — your room!
Absorption, I
>anion, and Bass Control packages tame
acoustical problems attractively! For best results, "Echo
Bust" your room. (888) ECHOBUST ELIWBUSAT@
dOl.00111,1111 ,11tedlObliger.,.(0111.
NAGRA-I )DIGITAL RECORDER, ninecode nadcons and latest software, mint condition, $24,000.
Apogee Acoustics full-range ribbon speaker system
(frequency response: below 25Hz to +30kHz), $4000.
(805)681-9/63.
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SONIC FRONTIERS POWER 3, mint, $5500. Jerry,
(914) 658-3504.
MARK LEVINSON No332 amp, mint condition,
($7000) $4750, split shipping. (804) 863-0404.
CONRAD-JOHNSON MF-2200, excellent condition, box, manual, ($2000) $1100. Pham, (318) 329-9661.
PERFECT CONDITION WITH WARRANTY:
Krell MAD-10, balanced, $3500; KAS, $15.000; KSA3005. $5100; KSA-150, $1800; KSA-250, $2900; KAV300d, 53000. (718) 494-7765.
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS MODULUS 3A. $1450;
Balanced Audio Technology VK-5i with remote,
$2695; Pass Labs Aleph 5, $2195; AudioQuest
7000Fe5, new, $1295; Sonic Frontiers SFT-1, $1195;
Audio Alchemy DTI Pro 32 with El )1 and PS3, $695;
Levinson No332, $4595; Krell KAV-300d, $2295;
Theta Data Basic II, $995; Theta Pro Basic lila. $995;
Straight Wire Virtuoso cable, 5' (2 pairs), $250 each.
Offers, trades, credit cards. (914) 216-1497
SNELL TYPE Bs in walnut, mint condition, $1900;
Transparent Reference balanced interconnects, 2m,
$1600; Transparent Reference speaker cables. 18', new,
$1990; AR LS2B2, mint, black face, $1295; Krell MD1014, mint, box and manual, $2800; VPI HW193, $895;
AR PII2 phono stage, mint, $1500; MIT MH750HE
speaker cables. mint, $450. (610) 868-7618, or e-mail
plonak@aoLcom
CARY (NEW) 300SE/LX20, 300SEI LX20, call;
Monitor Audio Studio 20/5E, piano rosewood. mint,
$2500. Stern (864) 487-4985.
www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com, www.hello
hifi.com, www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com,
www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com, www.hello
hifi.com, wwwhellohifi.com, wwwhellohifi.com,
www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohncom, www.hello
hifi.com, www.hellohiti.com, www.hellohifi.com,
www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com, www.hello
hifi.com, www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifixont,
www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com, www.hello
hifs.com, www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com,
www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifixons, www.hello
www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohiti.com,
www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com. www.hello
hifi.com, www.hellohifi.com,
an 'Catalog, e-mail
eCatakeltellohyixam, www.hellokifixont, www.hello
hifi.cotn, www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohiticom,
www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com, www.hello
www.hellokifi.com, www.hellohifs.com,
www.hellohifaxon', www.hellohifi.com, wwwhello
hifi.com, www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com,
www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com, www.hello
hifi.com, www.hellohifi.com. www.hellohifi.com,
wwsv.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com. www.hello
hifixotn, www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com,
www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com, www.hello
hifixotn, www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com,
www.hellohifi.com. www.hellohifi.com, www.hello
hifi.com, www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com.
MBL-101C, ($30.000) $16200; Airtangent Reference
tonearin, serial #20, ($12,000) $5300; First Sound
Passive Reference II, serial #15992948, ($2200) $999;
Counterpoint SA-II, 17 tubes, 72 lbs, remote line stage,
($8000) $3888. Brian, (805) 527-9739,fax (805) 527-9808.

AVALON EIDOLON speakers in beautiful quilted
cherry, mint condition, ($19,500) $14,500; NBS
Statement interconnects, 8', RCA, (59000) 55200; NBS
Pro speaker cables, 10', (S7500) $430(); Siltech SQ88G3 interconnects, 0.75m, RCA, handmade in Holland,
($3750) $2250; Nordost El Dorado power cords, "very
musical," ($600) $350; FMS Zero-1 digital, 1.5m, RCA,
($840) $500; Tungsol/Gold Aero 6550 tubes, used set
of 8, tested and matched, $35 each. (949) 362-5050.
C.E.C. TL 1transport, black. AES/EliU, $2500; Sonic
Frontiers SFD-2 Il, black. $2400; Theta Data Basic
transport, AES/EBU, $800; (2) Janis WI subwoofers
with Interphase IA crossover/amps, $1400; liii TARA
RSC Gen Il. AES/EBU digital cable, $175; 1
m Purist
HDI RCA interconnects, $175. All plus shipping. (412)
268-2313 days, (412) 492-0418 eMllillgS.
THRESHOLD SA/4e, mint, manuals, original packing, latest upgrades, $2200. (505) 984-2646 or suefred@
itlICICOM.00111.

AUI)I() NOTE ()NGAKU, ($95,000) $40,000; KR
Enterprise vacuum-transistor lllll noblocks ($17,000)
with extra pair of vacuum-transistors (53000), $10,500;
Viva Verona monoblocks, ($14,000) $7500; Millennium preamp, ($14.000) $8500; Walker Pmsceniurn
Gold turntable, ($17,000) $11,500. Stei ,e, (860) 4562248, ES7; smuse@nnra.com
SHAHINIAN HAWK loudspeakers, excellent condition, (516) 313-8139.
JAMO CONCERT center speaker, walnut. ($800)
$500; M&K SS-150 THX surround speakers, ($1100)
5600; Velcxlyne FSR 15 subrnlofer with remote,
($1700) $900. Call Dennis, (352) 854-9545.
AV SUPPLIES LTD. pays better prices and cash for
various superb audio and hi-fi equipment; may buy, sell,
and exchange. We arc especially interested in old tube
equipment. Phon, (2/2) 219-33524n (212) 925-5868.

e

Profflurica

ROKSÁN
Caspian
• Integrated CD player
• Integrated amplifier
•Tuner
• Power amplifier
• S Channel AV
amplifier*
• DSP surround sound
processor*
*not shown
Finish: silver or matt black

at
Gene Rubin
AUDIO
—

.

Caspian —'98 win
.: Best But Integrated:
-*wet-amp from fI
Caspian —'97 winner NEWS
Best amplification
component up to (1000

RU010 /PECIFILI/T/

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.
Angstrom

JPW

Arrant

Meadowlark

Rego
Sound Org.

B.A.T.

Mordaunt-

Sumiko
Sunfire

Cambridge

Short

Chord Co.

Nains Audio

Symphonic

Creek

Paradigm

Target

Dunlayy

ProAc

Theta

••

Dynayector
GoldenTube
Grado
H/K
Hales

•

THETA DATA III, laserdisc/C1) transport, $2450;
Krell KPS-20i
player. $6500. (307) 733-0337
AUDICYTRUTH DRAGON silver speaker cable, 6'
pair, ($2400) $600. (847) 475-1793.

•

WARNING!!!
carehil with ,,.sil', nier dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the saine basis.
lk secure —pay by credit card.

mi1111111111
LIMB

2695 Bayshore Ave.,
Ventura, Ca 93001

EXPERT ASSISTANCE
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE
2236 N. CLARK CHICAGO, II. 60614 773.883.9500

e
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Audio

Mart

INCREDIBLE HOME THEATER FOR SALE 11-;
individual. All components perfect with manuals.
Original owner: Snell Music Cinema Reference system,
2front towers with crossovers, 2SUR2800, 1LCR2800
1SUB1800, ($28,000) $16,000 tino. Faroudja
DV1000-DVD, $2000, Ronco 980 Ultra, rarely used.
($24,000) $15.990; Faroudja VP400A line quadmpler,
$15,999; Bryson' 413 THX stereo amplifier, $1750; NAD
2400 THX amplifier, $300; Citation 7.0 processor,
$1500; Stewart screen, 1.85, 1.5 gain, 114" diagonal, $750;
Lexicon 501 500W monoblock amplifier. $1600. Call
Marganl, (561) 638-0059.
50% OFF: Audio Research 1)300, LS211, Muse DAC,
'Meta transport, VP14, Mod Squad phono, Nestrovic
SAS IV, more. (209) 592-4887
CAT SIC:NATURE Mk.11 preamp with phono, $2975;
Cary 300SE. WE300Bs. $2475; TARA Master Gen2
speaker cable. $575. (606) 581-3763.
ROWLANI) CONCENTRA INTEGRATED.
,
($5600) $4400; MIT 750-E CVT speaker cables, 10'
stereo pair, spades, mint, ($2600) $1200; Paradigm
Reference Servo 15, msenut, mint, ($1750) $1100.
pjAiressepiel. 000000 .
THETA GEN.V A. balanced, HDCIX AES/EBU,
$3000; Theta Universal I
)ata Il, SKR», Audio Research
BL.Z $750..khn, (330) 864-4411 or (320) 255-5665.
SOUNDSTAGE AUDIO: Experience the new Cary
300SE/LX20 single-ended tuonoblocks. We also carry
Nordost, Arcam, WireWorld, Source Technologies,
and many more. Charles Bowser, Mlle( and .lOnne
Bee," MidIlli DoirhillS. (877)777-4434,1310 Apple Ave ;
SANT Sprile MD 20904.
GIVEAWAY PRICES, need tax money: Pass Aleph 3
amplifier, mint condition, $1100; Fosgate Model 5,
Dolby Pro Surround. $100. (314) 355-2142.
TEAC A-6300 reel-to-reel, like new. make offer. (619)
613-9112, gng@elemdurrs.cono

Wimpy
"audiophile"
records
got you
down?

SS E-SPEAKERS and jadis Orchestra series available direct with authorized US warranty.
Certain roles apply. Ask about our 7-day trial money.
back guaranty offer. Call Nonlistar Ding (970)247-8877,
fix (970) 259-6727
northstr@frooniang unow.north
stardintronn
ARCAM 85E 111)C1) player, 3 months old. ($1299)
$699; Chord 100011 British amplifier, 200Wpc, mint.
($4595) $2895; Castle Isis speakers, 3months old, rosewood, ($650) $350. (300 890-6611.
CUSTOM-1)ESIGNE1) HOME .STEREO loudspeakers. Created one pair at atime, built to exacting specifications. (906)789-0516 e-onail dedesign@Innmailmn
RARE NOS TUBES: Teleliniken, Milliard, Amperes,
Tung Sol, WE, etc. (801) 224-12164u (801) 224-6059,
ihruhes@inquomer .
PROAC RESPONSE 2in yew, ($3600) $2000; Krell
KAV-300i. ($2500) $1800; Sony CRT projector.
($8000) $2600. Mint, OBM, prices negotiable. (510)
549-2808.
JEFF ROWLAND DESIGN GROUP COHERENCE II preamp,
version, black finish, simply the
best analog preamp available. Mint condition. 59100
OBO. Call (216)621-9599, x306 alier 8 ESE or e-mail
fir details: onatrinum@aotrom .
•
MUSE MODEL 18 subwoofers (2), itninaculate, red
walnut and red oak, professionally matched. Sell pair
for $2300 OBO, new $7000. (317) 580-1244,
Will110Wre1141.(0111

JOLIDA 502A, $525; CARVER TFM 35THX, $375;
AA Ultral)AC, $1500130. Mint.farok (540)326-6702
merino, 1,11,01078@inaiLunnuteiln .

e-4101 DS«
- all you have to do is
enjoy them. These are not musically barren
demo discs. These are LP's you'll actually
want to listen to again and again. Because
they're Better Records. Call for your

Free Catalog 800.487-8611
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LINN CLASS1K CD-AMPLIFIER and Linn Kan
I11/13 speakers, received as prize, brand new in box,
never used, reviewed in December Audio magazine.
Cost $2300, now $1995 0110. Atoms A-80 power
amplifier, used in my rack system, $350 0130. (610)
432-0264, l lie&
_erna...roon
a .
THETA PRO BASIC III, $900; BEL 1001 MIL.11,
$1250; Quicksilver C:LA tube amp with 6550C. $400;
Thiel CS3.5s, oak, $800; Adcom GSP-560 surround
processor, 5150. (212) 384-3482.
ESSENCE SAPPHIRE 200Wpc monoblocks, new
condition, updated with jasper mono amp circuitry and
latest FMS wiring. All-Conan chassis, floated internally. Original owner with all packaging/crates, ($14,000)
$6000, split shipping. (608)849-3008.
TUBES: NEW OLD STOCK AN1) CURRENT.
Our 12-step selection process gives superior perfor111.111CC. Low
rophonics, distortion, and precision
matching our specialty. Enjoy your music as never
before! All popular audio types in stock from the finest
manufacturers worldwide. Learn what the manufacturer won't tell you! You
significantly improve your
system by upgrading tubes! Over 1500 types available!
90-day W001:11 warranty on all tubes. Quality tubes to
fit your needs and budget. Adruntae Tube SerVierS, 5
South Pine Ls/and Road #I07, Plan:anon, FL 33324, (954)
916-9981, lax (954) 916-3429. Order line only, (800) 2737234. aniieherald.inliner. l'isa/ManerCard mired.

MESA TIGRIS integrated ampliher, mint condition,
low hours. Retail $2500, sell 515(X)firm. (404)261-4645.

MOVING SALE! LEVINSON COMPONENTS:
No.38, $23(10; No36, U60); No37, $2600, No.33H
monoblocks (2), $13,500; Transparent Reference, balanced, 20', $2800; Kimber Select KS-3033, 8', MOO;
Bifocal-XL 8', $800; vintage radios. Gill (503)629-8166.

PARASOUND l'/LI) 2000 remote line stage, John
Curl designed. mint, $660. Frank, (305) 935-6247 Inline
10pm liSt.figronndrs@onsuroon .

KRELL KSA-100S, mint, with manual. Still under
warranty. $2250. Shipping included anywhere in the
US. (802) 257-1215 dar S10@sinerner.

Not Iligh Price
Marantz

Rega

Audioguest

Monitor Audio

•Sonic Frontiers

Audio Truth

•Vanderteen

McCormack

California Audio Labs
Taddeo

We specialize in great "undiscovered" LP's
like nobody else. Why be limited to audiophile releases? From Otis Redding to Zoot
Sims, Mozart to Tom Waits, we find great
sounding new LP's, review them, even guarantee

DUNLAVY SC-IV, less than 5hours' use, $4000. (757)
549-9331.

DEFINITION'
LS-15 Remote
Vacuum Tube Line
Stage Preamp
-New
100 wpc. Vacuum
Tube Power Amp.

Hales
Sumiko

Golden Tube

Grado Reference

Velodyne

audio research

HIGH

VT-100

Creek

Krell

OMAHA

Anthem
Bryston

•Audio Research •Billy Rags •CAL
•Chito by Kinergetics •Definitive Technology
•Dunlavy •Krell •Martin Logan •McCormack •MIT
•Monster Cable •Pass Labs •ProAc •PSB •Rep
•Santis •Sunfire •Synergistic Research •Thiel •VPI
•Wadia •Wilson Audio ... and more.

B&K

Cary Audio
Sharpvision

Trade-ins & Specials at
http://www.audio-logic.com

Tice

Newcastle

Your Big $$$
Trade-in Center

4.

3400 Monroe Ave. Rochester, New Y

116v264.0410

Audio-Video
L•0•G•I•C

The Midwest's Ultimate Stereo Store
:I 702

Des

Beaver

Ave.

Moines, IA
515-255-2134

50310
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Mcl NTOSI I4100, $795: MC2125. $695: MX115. $295.
Audio Research SI'9 Mk.III. $1095: 1)70 Mk.11. $895.
(651)452-312710mm: (612)932-4168 leads, lone inestage.
F.M.S. CABLE: Microwave balanced. 2m. $510;
Microwave 2biwire, 8, $995. (847) 949-397/.
MERRILL "STABLE TABLE" the only stand capable
cif electromagnetic. mechanical, and RF dampine. 45"
tall, 5shelves: or 60" tall, 6shelves. Shipping weights:
45", 429 lbs; 60", 550 lbs (UPS-shippable). t'mkt«,;;;;;
(901) 272-1275 or wirwrigraiedio.roin .
CARY 3()OSE SIGNATURE, Western tubes. latest.
53150: 805C. latest. 55900. Riss demos: Aleph 12.
Alert' I' remote. Aleph S. Kimmins 8455E. 54500.
(800 226-1018.
ADCOM GTP-600. $450: Adc
Call Mark, (407) 449-9191.

(;FA-535 II. $250.

PASS ALE1'11 5amplifier. new condition. 52200. XL()
Type 5speaker cattle. 2tuffs. 8', new condition. 1325
each. Prices firm, plus slipping. (612( 331-9387
ALEPH 0 monoblock amp. S3000; Thiel CS2,3.
$2300. Excellent condition. (516) 862-7268.
LEVINSON No.333 mop. 54595: No.36S preamp,
$2995: Levinson No.360S D/A. brand new, 96kliz/
192kIlz and programmable. $295: JMIab Utopias.
519.995. All prices non-negotiable. Call (860)675-4429
aPer 6pon EsT
MARK LEVINSON No.332 amp. 54800: Mark
Levinson No.36S )/A. $4000; Cardas Golden Cross
balanced interconnect, 10' pair. $975: MIT ZStabilizer. $600; Sound Anchor amp stand. $200.
Mint. (650) 948-0286.
ELECTRAGLIDE DEALER: Power cords, interconnects. speaker cables! Ihscover what reviewers are raving about (160)) Electraglide power cord: best on planer). Referenceglide=silver power cord/"Fatboy"/
juniper power cords for line conditioners. Quantum
Log, Audio I'ideo, East Lansihg.111. (517) 337-8362, EST

AudioNideo Systems
Electronics &
Surround Processors
Krell •Audio Research •Pass •Pass-x •Theta
Wadia •Audible Illusions •Aragon •Acurus •Rega
Adcom •Jolida •Angstrom •Ayre •Sony ES
Pioneer Elite •Fanfare •Magnum Dynalab
$DeakerS
Thiel •Wilson Audio •Magnepan •Martin Logan
Definitive Technology •Vienna Acoustics •Verity Audio
Celestion •Tannoy •ADS •Parasound •Audio Physics
Difolabies &Cartridges
Basis •Rega •Imrnedia •Project
Benz •Grado •Sumiko •Shure
Subwoolers
Re• Velodyne •Definitive Technology
Audio Physics
Edo
Ampro •Vidikron •Pioneer Elite •Sony
Proton •Sony DSS
Accessories
Transparent Audio •Synergistic Research •Tributaries
Goertz •Ocas •Audionuest •Niles •Sound Anchors
Sennheiser •Audio Points •Panamas •Sumiko •Tice
Erimiltiot
Zoethecus •Contemporary Product Design
Billy Bags •Sanas •Lovan •Plateau

Digital Ear
17602 East 17th Street, Ste. 106
Tustin, CA 92780

(714) 544-7903
e-mail hifi@digitalear.com
www.digitalear.com
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ANNUAL DEMO/OVERSTOCK SALE! Billy Bags,
Black Diamond Rating. Electraglide. ESP. Merlin
(speakers). Metronome Technologic. Osiris. Audionics.
pARTit-nlar Contemporary I
)u-sign (AV furniture),
Plinius. PolyFusion Audio. Siltech. Synergistic Research, 3-Dimension Lasers (Checkpoint). Totem
Acoustics, Viva. Qiiaiisiiiii Leap Audio I'am, East Lansittg,
MI. (517) 337-8362, EST
MARK LEVINSON No.38s, $2500; No36S, $2500;
No.37. $2000. All mint, original boxes, all accessories.
(203) 294-1687
WE OFFER PERFECT CONDITION with warrance: Audio Physic. Audio Research. Cary, ConradJohnson. Gershman Acoustics. Krell. Levinson.
Martin-Logan. tubl. MIT. NHS. Sonic Frontiers.
Transparent. Wadia. and many more high-end components. Candor ineentory list, or lira our showrooms ii 35-62
166 Sc.. Fludal(g, NI' 11358. Tel: (718) 961-8842. hx:
(718) 886-9550. High End Audio.
MUSE MODEL 2 DAC with Bessel, liNC. black.
($1900) $890 0110: Purist Audio digital cable. 1m.
RCA. ($3350) $175: Atoms 190 phono preamp. ($400)
5200. (608) 242-1007 crofile CST
LEVINSON No38. remote, $1900: No31 transport and
No35 D/A, ($16,500) $6900. Sonic Frontiers Line 3.
$2990. Gold
dMinlesiN 3. (59500) 53500 Grypluin
DM-100, S4600, S-100, ($8500) $3300; Bel Canto preamp, ($570))) $2750. Krell KAS-II. (522M°) 58800:
KSA-250 S3200; KMA-100 monohlocks. $2300. EAD
I)SP-9000 Series III HI )CI 52600. Artemis EOS with
stands, ($5700) $2500. Monitor Audio Studio IS. piano
black. (54000) $1700. MIT Proline Timninator CVT. balanced. 6', ($-1000) $1500. (909) 627-3869.
WILSON AUDIO WATT 5s. gloss black. with
Gibraltar stands, (5900)) 55300; Class(' Audio DR-6
Reference preamplifier. phono section, (545)10) $1375.
All excellent with boxes. manuals, etc. Denahl, (514)
696-0856,.hiv (514) 696-6454.

Onu Is Not

HI -FI '99, THE HOME THEATER
& SPECIALTY AUDIO SHOW
May 11-12 Academy Music & Film
Seminar Series (Trade
& Press Only)
May 12-13 Academy Trade Days
(Trade & Press Only)
May 14-16 Consumer Days
(Open to the Public)
The Palmer House Hilton Hotel, Chicago

Trade Members: Come hear the latest industry buzz. Meet the hottest
designers. Attend informative interactive seminars. See the latest product developments. To pre-register,
fax awritten request on your company letterhead with a copy of your
business card to (505) 992-6682.
Consumers: Tickets now available! 3day ticket $35, 1-day ticket $20. Call
(505) 992-6600 or check out www.
hifishow.com for more information.
Exhibitors: Reserve your space now!
Call Ken Nelson at (914) 476-3157.
Hotel Reservations: The special HIFI '99 rate is $198 plus tax per night,
single or double occupancy. Call the
Palmer House at (312) 726-7500 for
reservations.

www.hifishow.com

1
You are invited
to audition

The
Eggleston
Speakers

Ireally am no tinterested in nak ng
the quick, One time sale. Rather,
Iwant you as along-time repeat
customer. Earning your confidence
is the key to this philosophy. Ido
this by offering honest, knowledgeable
service tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our careful
recommendations, not the equipment
occupying space on the floor.
-Calen Carol
Wilson Audio, Convergent Audio, Pass, Aerial, Mesa,
Reference Line, LAD, VAC, Totem, Air Tight, Celeste,
Quicksilver, Genesis, CEC, Conrad-Johnson, Cary,
Alun, Von Sthweikert, VPI, Meridian, BEL, A«uphase,
Audible Illusions, Graham, Basis, Encore, Arum, CAL,
Rego, Merlin.., and many more! We carry virtually
all cable, cartridge and accessory lines as well!!
Pu Pue

(111 Antonio, TX 78217

(210) 805-9927 Fax:(210) 805-9928

email: galen©gtaudiotom

www.gcaudio.com

GALEN CAROL

A•U•D•I•0

We also Feature:

Hinsdale
630-'89- I
990
Libertyville
847-362-5594
Chicago
31 2-642-5950

Angstrom, Ayre,
Bryston, (;oldmund,
Magnepan,
Mark Levinson,
Marrin-Logan,
Micromega, Pass
Labs, Proceed, Revel,
Soot's Faber, Thiel,
Transparent Audio,
Well lempered,
Zoethecus, Z Systems,
and many more.

aUDIO consuu-anTs
the r.est ii aud.

arm ,,,(1€93 since 196i
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Audio

Mart

AMPS: Audio Research D200, $1650; VTM120,
$2500; Classé CA200, $1800; Forte 6, $600; Levinson
No23.5, RCA, $4100; McComuck DNA2 lkluxe, 6
months, $3250; Spectral DM150, $4000. Preamps:
BAT VK5i, 1month. $3000; Classe CP35. $600; CP45,
$1050; Conrad-Johnson PV10AL, $600; Onkyo P388F,
phono, $500; Promethean Cl) Director, $550; Sonic
Frontiers SFL-2, $2100. Processors: Aragon 1)2A, $250;
Cambridge Audio IMC Magic I. $225; Magic 2 II,
$325; Camelot Dragon Pro 211, 4months, $900; Uther
v2.0, 4 months, $1800; Genesis Lens, $1000; Meitner
Melior DAC, $300; Proceed PDP, $350; Sonic
Frontiers 5E1)-1 II, $1000; SED-2 II, $2400.
Transports: CAL Delta, $540. Players: Denon DCM460, $270; Sony CDP-X707ES, $1100. Analog: Helius
Amens, $200; Sumiko Lustre, $350. Tuners: Carver
TX11, $270. Theater: Fosgate Three A. $750; Lexicon
CP1+, $375; LDDI, $425; Maranta AV500, $300;
DP870. $400. Speakers: Celestion 100, $715; 300,
$1100; KEF Reference Two, 4months, $1650; Mirage
M3si, $1900; Paradigm ADP150, surround, $250; Snell
B. $2600; Q. $550. Many more items plus cables—list
available — condition guaranteed. Trevor, (302) 7372606, oaks@tmiœnet.tont
REFERENCE LINE SILVER SIGNATURE amp,
under warranty, ($7895) $3500; Reference Line silver
speaker cable, 5', ($2200) $350; TG Audio HSI improved
power cord, ($220) 5135; Margo 8.8 interconnect, 3m,
($1195) $250; Versalab Wood Block, ($165) $75; Red
rollers. ($115) $55; Bybee speaker filters, ($600) $300.
Call (615) 532-6732 dap, (615) 650-3418 amine, (S7:

ANTHEM: Integrated, $675; Pre-II, $600; Amp-1,
$700; CD changer, $1100. Sonic Frontiers: Line-2,
$2300; Line-3, $3200; Power-2, $3200: Line 1, $1750.
Totem: Ones, $1095; Signatures, $1395; Ario. $775;
Sttaf Cherry, $1195. Plintos 100 Mk.II, $2400.
Everything new. Audio Associates, (601) 898-3727.
USED/EXCELLENT: Osiris Audionics, Giza amplifier stand, ($260) $125; 24" speaker stands, ($480)
$245; Ariel pneumatic isolation platform, ($360) $165;
Transparent biwire jumper adaptors/spades, ($170)
$85: amp stand, ($150) $45; Metronome Technologic
integrated CD player. (RCA: $1600) $850; Merlin
TSM speakers, standard black, ($2100) $1195;
Micromega Stage 2 integrated CD player, ($1100)
$495; Black Diamond Racing Those 'Things, ($50) $30
each (4); ESP Essence power distributor, ($1000) $600;
Synergistic Research AC Master Coupler power cord,
5', ($275) $140. Offers. (734)485-0079.
ENERGY VERITAS 1.8 speakers, excellent condition,
one year old with piano-black finish, ($4000) $1495;
Nirvana SL interconnects, 6m, ($1700) $595:JPS Labs
amp cord, ($440) $195; MIT Z-Stabilizer, ($900) $295;
MIT Z-Isolator, ($800) $295; Audio Matière speaker
cables, various lengths and models, 50% off. Mark, (617)
725-6480 or (508) 238-0038.
MEMORIZE THIS: (408) 247-8019 or dealemet@
yalwo.torn, as we most likely carry what you want
among 200 top brands! Contact us last for the best
prices on turntables, CD and IND players, processors,
preamplifiers, amplifiers, loudspeakers, cables, racks,
accessories, etc. Worldwide shipping!

Audio Mart Order Form
RATES: Private, $1.25 per word; Commercial, $4.15 per word; $166 minimum on all commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.
(Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads
must be prepaid with order. Visa/MC or checks arc accepted. MAIL TO: Stertophik, Classified Ad
Depamnent, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327, or SUBMIT
ONLINE: cla.ssifieds@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads arc credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads
arc duc on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will
appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the April 1999 Stewophile, you must submit it with payment by February 1, 1999. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next available issue.
No refunds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-1411, ext. 520.
J Enclosed is payment in the amount of $

for

words.

U Iprefer to pay by a Visa a MasterCard
My card • is

Exp. date

Signature

AUDIO
ARTISTRY
BEETHOVENS,
mint,
Stereophile Class A recommended (October 1998),
($28,000) $16,000 OBO. Ron, (847) 236-9114.

CDs, LPs, Tapes
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call Lawrence
OTuok, PO. Box 138, Daiwa; NY 12409, id. (914) 6793396,faY (914) 679-9832.
TOP 1)OLLAR PAID FOR CD and LP collections.
No collection too large! Classical, opera, jazz, rock,
alternative,
audiophiles
(SR/LSC/EMI-ASD).
150,000 titles in stock. Free brochure! Princeton Record
Exchangt; 20 Tulane Sr, Princeton, Ng 08542, USA. (609)
921-0881, unowprmcont.

Wanted
TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube theater amps,
corner speakers, horn drivels, coaxial/triaxial speakers,
crossovers, tubes. Akre, ElectroVoice, JBL, Jensen,
McIntosh, Quad, 1)ynaco, Scott, Lowther, Fisher,
Heath, Eico, RCA, Tannoy, Leak. Maranta, Western
Electric. etc. Also high-end ARC, Conrad-Johnson,
Linn speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar amplifiers. .5, llllll Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lille, Midwest City,
OK 73110. (405) 737-331Z fax (405) 737-3355.
CASH PAID FOR USE1) AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Dealer for
AudioQuest, Hannan/Karslon, Maranta, NAD, NHT,
Paradigm, Paradigm Reference, Phase Technology,
Speakercraft, Sherwood/Newcastle, Toshiba. Stereo
Trading ()Iola (Since 1984), 320 ()Id link Road,
Jenkintown, PA 19046. Call (215) 886-1650, fax (215)
886-2171. Website catalog: www.tstewon . E-mail:
tsto@tsto.com
MOBILE FIDELITY AUDIOPHILE, Japanese LPs,
boxed sets and UHQRs, mint condition or sealed. (416)
488-0153 evenings, fax (416)485-5337

TECHNICS SP-10 Mk.III turntable, excellent to mint
condition. (314) 233-8582 or SLSeto@aol.tom
HARMAN/KARDON CITATION 16 amplifier,
mint only; Infinity RSE speakers. Rick, (925)687-2719.

Please run my ad in the following months:
a General

THIEL CS3.6, teak, excellent condition, with OBM,
$2000 plus shipping (Raleigh. NC); VAC PA 80-80
power amp. KT88s, 80Wpc, excellent. (919)941-0888,
i•-mail.eordonsguitars@mindspristg.cont .

FM ACOUSTICS. &jail, (805) 527-9739, fax (805)
527-9808.

..-1 Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophik.

Category heading:

MARK LEVINSON No.3I.5 Reference transport,
Stamp/die Class A (October 1998), original owner,
mint, ($9495) $5195. (309) 682-1233.

à CDs/LPs/Tapes

a Wanted

;1 Employment

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

Employment
SOUND CITY is seeking highly motivated individuals for full-time sales positions in Audio/Video and
Custom Home Theater. Outgoing person to sell wide
selection of mid-high-end specialty A/V products.
Excellent growth oppommity in direct-mail/catalog
sales or custom. North Jersey/NY aura. Fax resume to
(973) 334-6115 or tall (800) 888-5343, x300.

Business Opportunities

Name

Company

Street
State

176

City
Zip

Tel.

Fax

IF TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION and the
excitement of the audio/video industry appeal to you —
Tice Audio would like to speak with you! As aTice
Audio partner you will be in astrategic position to
build your future with ours as we diversify into new
markets and 0311611W our advancements in technological innovation. We have created alimuited number of
oppommities for "hands-on" parmers to share in our
future expansion. If you have marketing or audio/video
knowledge and the necessary financial backing ($1 million minimum), call us at (561) 575-7577, or visit our
website, unonsticeaudietoon, for more information.
Serious inquiries only.

Stereophile, February 1999

Advertiser
Advertising published an Stereophile is accepted on the premise
that the merchandise and services
as offered are accurately described,
and are available to customers at
the advertised price. Advertising
that does not conform to these
standards, or that is deceptive or
misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If any Stereophile reader
encounters noncompliance with
these standards, please write Nelson & Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.

Academy
Acoustic Image
Acoustic Sciences
Acoustic Sounds
Advanced Audio
Technologies
Ambrosia Audio
Analog Shop
Antique Sound USA
Arcam
ARS Electronics
Audio Advancement
Audio Advisor
Audio Alternative
Audio Connection
Audio Consultants
Audio Magic
Audio Nexus

168
150
72
130
68
158
118
168
14
154
160
78,113
154
152
175
89
150

Audio Outlet
104
Audio Power Industries .. 64
AudioQuest
180
Audio Solutions
171
Audio Trading Times
152
Audio-Video Logic .. 107,174
AudioWaves
166
Avance
70
A/V Ensemble Music & Video
158
B&W Loudspeakers
13
Balanced Audio Technology
42
Better Records
174
Billy Bags
35
Brickwall (Price-Wheeler) 97
Cable Company
86
Cary Audio
8-9
Cherry Creek
166
Classé Audio
179
Classic Records
141
Conrad-Johnson
16
CSA Audio
156
David Lewis Audio
122
Digital Ear
175
Dynaudio
30
Elusive Disc .92,140,148,160
Every CD
70
Fairport Soundworks.. 174
Freehold Stereo Video
140
Galen Carol Audio
175
Gallo Acoustics
50

Manufacturers'
continued from page 168
might be considering in comparison to the
ST-85. Lonnie concluded with the fact that
the VTL ST-85 "exerted more control
over the bass" —bass that he found to be
more accurate than that from the (higherpowered) solid-state amplifier.
It is interesting to note that in adiscussion of tubes vs transistors, usually the
musical superiority of atube amplifier is
not under debate: The major area where
tubes have traditionally been seen to be
lacking in the race against solid-state
amplifiers is in adequate control of the
bass region. But from this and previous
independent reviews of VTL power
amplifiers, it would seem that this is not
the case. More and more people are finding that VTL tube amplifiers can more
than hold their own against solid-state
competitors while offering the superior
timbrai accuracy that only tubes can.
Stereophrie, February 1999

Index

Gene Rubin Audio
173
HeadRoom
90-91
Hi -Fi Farm
109
Holm Audio
144
Impact Technology
89
Innovative Audio
136
Joseph Audio
97
JPS Labs
144
JS Audio
164
Kimber Kable
20
164
LAT International
74
Legacy Audio
128
Lyric Hi -Fi
Mark Levinson (Madrigal)
24
May Audio
160
MBL of America
72
McCormack
56
Mirage
26
Musical Surroundings.
98
Music Direct
82
Myryad
52
Needle Doctor
142-143
NetFlix
23
New Age Audio
131
Nordost
52
Overture
85
Paradigm
10
Park Avenue Audio
132
Parts Connection
107
Pass Laboratories
64
Per Madsen Design
171

Comments

One final comment about the use of
two stereo amplifiers and the configuration in which they were used in the
review system: By their design, the VTL
stereo amplifiers are not bridgeable into
monoblock configuration; if one is to biamp them the way Lonnie did, it would
be the best way to go. (For afull explanation of the benefits of multi-amplification,
see www.vtl.com for our system notes of
the tri-amplified Wotan system that won
the HI-FI '98 Best Sound of Show.)
For those who wish to go with monaural amplifiers, the monoblock version of
the VTL ST-85 is the VTL MB-125,
reviewed by JA way back in the November 1988 issue of Stereophile as the
Compact 100.
Many thanks again to the Stereophik
staff for such acomplete review of the
VTL ST-85, and also for the opportunity
to comment.
Luke Manley
President, VTL

Phase Technology
72
Polk Audio
46
Pro Musica
173
Reference Audio Video
164
Rererence Recordings
156
Roksan Audio
47
Rotel
29
Ryko Disc
76
Sennheiser
44
Silver Audio
70
Sony
4-5
Sound by Singer
58-59,80,126,146-147
Sound City
88
Soundex
120
Sound Images
171
Stereo Exchange
138
Stereo Shoppe (The)
166
Straight Wire
38
Synergistic
62
Tact Audio
32
Tannoy
56
TARA Labs
40
Theta Digital
48
Thiel
2
Totem Acoustics
68
Toys From the Attic
160
Vandersteen Audio
54
Woodbridge Stereo
124
Yakov Aronov Audio .. 18-19
Z-Systems
54

You Asked For It.
Jazz from Stereophile!
We've heard it for years: "When is
Stereophile going to make ajazz recording?"
Well, now we have.
Noted jazz guitarist and bassist Jerome
Harris assembled avirtuoso band for the
sessions: Marty Ehrlich (alto sax), Art Baron
(trombone), Steve Nelson (vibraphone),
and Billy Drummond (drums).
John Adtinson's 20-bit recording isn't
your typical compressed, over-EQ'd jazz
disc — it preserves the whole sonic
experience, from the softest sigh to the
full-blown roar of five musicians cookiii'.
Watch for full details and ordering
information on www.stereophile.com. Or
place acredit-card order now by calling
1-800-766-0020; $16.95 plus s&h.
Experience jazz the Stereophile way!
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E

The

Final

Larry

Archibald

thics is asubject always more easily
discussed than practiced. There's
been a lot of discussion recently
about the ethics of retailing —or, more
accurately, the ethics of buyinq retail.
It's always been a problem, but the
Internet has raised the stakes by an order
of magnitude. Customers go to the highservice shop when they're trying to figure
out what to buy, then shop on the Internet
for the lowest price.
You could call it aclassic free-market
situation — only those retailers who don't
offer sufficiently higher value to compel a
sale will lose out — but it's impossible to
ignore the factor of customer attitude.
Customers have to recognize what's truly
in their best interests. [See Mr. Rossmann's
and Mr. Anderson's !awry in this issue's "Leiters"
column.— Ed.]
The costs experienced by specialty retailers arc inherently higher — either through
lack of buying advantage, the additional
costs of providing better service, or, more
likely, both. They can't keep offering better
service if an insufficient percentage of sales
contacts turn into actual sales.
Readers should have an idea of the scale
involved. Although the supposed gross
profit margin on consumer electronics can
occasionally range as high as 60%, the presence of near-universal discounting, plus a
product mix that includes lower-margin
items, yields actual gross profit margins in
arange of 28% to 36%. Costs of operating
specialty retail stores run between 31% and
34% of sales, though some of the bigger
ones probably arc able to cut that down a
bit. Simple math shows that consumerelectronics specialty retailing yields profit
margins of between —3% and +5%. It's
better than wholesale distribution or grocery stores, where nets of 1-2% are common, but it's still afine line between staying in business and going under.
The other side of the market equation
strongly affects consumers: When specialty retail stores go out of business, the higher level of service they offer is no longer
available for customers to take advantage
of. Without specialty retailers to introduce
their expensive, specialized products,
high-end audio manufacturers go out of
business. Customers who audition all
that's available at their local retailers, then
shop the country for the best price—by
mail-order or Internet — cut their throats
on future product investigations.
But price is an arbiter with almost
everything purchased in this country.
178

Word

Wealthy people pump their own gas.
Wine freaks check all available sources to
save $5 on an $80 California cabernet.
Diamond purchasers wait until they're in
New York to take advantage of the better
deals available there. In no product category is the rule of thumb "That's our
price, take it or leave it."

pointansn.com). I'd never heard of them,
but Icould tell they were critical, and that
they'd actually driven the cars.
The other stuff on the Web was the
ultimate mixed bag, with huge amounts
of irrelevance and crankiness. Most useful
was aBMW of America site listing all
their dealers. Now that I'd figured out
what Iwanted, Icould shop every nearby
BMW source for the best price, atimeWithout specialty
honored tradition in car buying.
That's where the ethical rubber met the
retailers to introduce their
road. After all, I'd put 50 miles on two different 740s at the only dealer in Albuexpensive, specialized
querque. Even more important, this was
the dealer I'd be going to for the 36,000
products, high-end audio
miles of free service you get with anew
BMW —and the one who'd be handling
manufacturers go
any warranty repairs, which Iknow from
experience arc more often matters of
out of business.
negotiation than of legal right.
September was agreat time of year to
Irecently bought anew car for the first
be buying a BMW. The 1999 models
time, and it was most instructive. Of would be showing up in 45 days, and
course —and Irecommend this to anyone
there were plenty of 740ils in the
purchasing hi-fi equipment — Ispent most
Southwest. The best offer Igot was $2000
of my time figuring out which car would
below invoice, since BMW was offering
best fit my needs. Iread magazines, pored
their dealers rebates off of invoice to keep
over brochures, took test drives, read artithe stock of 1998s from inhibiting sales of
cles on the Internet, and took more test
the new 1999s.
drives. Italked with owners of the cars I
So there was the dilemma: Drive back
was considering, and consulted my past
from Dallas with asavings of 6% off of
experience as amechanic.
purchase price in pocket, and live with the
Iwas surprised by the car Isettled on, a grumpy (or perhaps angry) feelings of the
BMW 740i1. After devoting 16 years
Albuquerque dealer and my own feelings
(1967-1983) to fixing Mercedes, who'da
of guilt. Or work something out in
thunk it? (My first arrival at Srereophile's
Albuquerque.
new offices in the new car generated masIdon't offer myself as some paragon of
sive interest. Apostasy!)
virtue, but Idid work out auseful comThe Internet proved surprisingly useful,
promise. Iused the price I'd gotten in
though not in the way I'd expected. Ihad
Dallas to lower Albuquerque's price by
guessed that typing "BMW AND 740i1"
$500. In addition, Iwas able to get exactly
in the Find box would generate abunch
the right color and options through the
of magazine reviews and maybe afew carAlbuquerque dealer, who had used his
finding services. In fact, the standard magcomputer system to locate just the car I
azine reviews were absent from the
wanted (in Tulsa).
Internet, but there were abunch of newsIgot to use the Internet, which was
paper articles (which unfortunately arc
more useful than any readily available
usually pretty softball in their critical
magazines (even the limited reprints they
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Stereophile, February 1999

itudiophile dreams come true with the introduction of the
Omega Series Pre-Amplifier at Amplifier
Let your ears be the judge .
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Alvin Queen -Bennie Wallace
"The Old Songs" sessions, January'93
(AQ 1017)
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AudioQuest connects you fo the rniisic.
When Alvin Queen pours his heart into the music, you want to hear and feel
every bit of his performance.Whether used in the studio or in the home,
AudioQuest and AudioTruth cables are designed to allow the beauty and
passion of the music to emerge unscathed.
If you would like to know why AudioQuest cables and recordings sound so
good, please call for our "Cable Design" booklet.This illustrated piece discusses
basic truths of audio/video system interaction and the specific challenges of
good cable design.
Visit your AudioQuest or AudioTruth dealer and experience the music.
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